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Introduction
Section 303(d) of the Federal Clean Water Act requires each state to identify waters not
attaining water quality standards, and to establish total maximum daily loads (TMDLs)
for such waters for the pollutant of concern. The TMDL establishes the allowable
pollutant loading from all contributing sources at a level necessary to attain the applicable
water quality standards. TMDLs must account for seasonal variability and include a
margin of safety that accounts for uncertainty of how pollutant loadings may impact the
receiving water’s quality. Once the public has had an opportunity to review and
comment on the TMDL, it is submitted to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(USEPA) for approval. Upon approval, the TMDL is incorporated into the state’s water
quality management plan.
This TMDL establishes a scientifically based water quality target for Indian Brook that,
when attained, will allow the stream to meet or exceed the established Vermont Water
Quality Standards (VTWQS) for which it is impaired. This TMDL has been established
in accordance with Section 303(d) of the Federal Clean Water Act, implementing
regulations (40 CFR §130) regarding TMDL development, and other relevant USEPA
guidance documents.
The basis for this TMDL was initially explained in the final report produced by the
Vermont Water Resources Board Investigative Docket (Vermont Water Resources Board,
2004). More specifically, Appendix A of that document (“A Scientifically Based
Assessment and Adaptive Management Approach to Stormwater Management
(Stormwater Cleanup Plan Framework)”) outlined the necessary steps to develop a
scientifically sound approach in creating TMDLs for stormwater-impaired waters.
Henceforth, this approach is referred to as the “Framework”. The Vermont Department
of Environmental Conservation (VTDEC) adhered to the Framework’s approach for
developing cleanup targets in this TMDL.
Several investigations have been conducted by multiple parties to derive the necessary
information called for in the Framework. Significant results and findings of those
investigations are summarized in this TMDL. Additionally, frequent interaction between
VTDEC and the VTDEC-convened Stormwater Advisory Group (SWAG) yielded useful
guidance for the development of this TMDL.

Description of Waterbody
The stormwater impaired portion of the Indian Brook watershed is located in Chittenden
County in the Town of Essex and in the Village of Essex Junction. The headwaters in
Essex originate in the undeveloped vicinity of the Indian Brook Reservoir from which the
stream flows southward. The stream then flows beneath the major roads of Rts. 289 and
15 as it enters the more developed areas of Essex Junction. Turning to the west and then
northwest, the brook then roughly parallels Rt. 2A as it ultimately flows to Lake
Champlain via the large wetland complex associated with Mallets Creek and Mallets
Bay. The stormwater impaired reach stretches from river mile 5.8 at Suzie Wilson Road
up to river mile 9.8 near Rt. 15.
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The entire stream portion and its tributaries within the impaired reach are Class B waters
designated as cold water fish habitat pursuant to the Vermont Water Quality Standards.
The total watershed area of the impaired section is approximately 4,580 acres. The land
use breakdown of the watershed draining to the impaired reach is 39% developed lands,
18% agricultural or open lands and 43% forested or wetlands.
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Priority Ranking/303d List of Impaired Waters
Indian Brook is designated as impaired on the 2006 Vermont 303(d) List from river mile
5.8 (Suzie Wilson Road) upstream to river mile 9.8 due to non-support of aquatic life
designated uses. Since all tributaries and the upstream main stem drain to the impaired
lower portion of the stream, the entire Indian Brook watershed upstream from river mile
5.8 is considered to contribute to its impairment. The source of the impairment is
multiple impacts associated with excess stormwater runoff.
According to the 2006 Vermont 303(d) List, TMDL development priority for Indian
Brook is high and scheduled for completion within 1-3 years from the 2006 listing cycle.
In the 2006-2007 Legislative session, the Vermont Legislature amended the Vermont
stormwater statute, 10 VSA §§1264 and 1264a, to require the issuance of a general or
individual permit implementing a TMDL approved by EPA by January 15, 2010 for
Vermont’s stormwater impaired streams. VTDEC agrees with the Legislature that
TMDL development and the issuance of general or individual permits to implement
TMDLs for these streams is a high priority and is an integral component of the
remediation process.

Description of Impairment
Biological Monitoring
In all the stormwater-impaired streams in Vermont, aquatic life use support (ALS)
impairments are detected through the use of biological monitoring of fish and/or
macroinvertebrate communities. The biological monitoring program relies on data from
reference sites to define biological community goals for a given stream type. This
approach is provided for in the VTWQS and specific numeric biological criteria have
been established for several stream types to indicate compliance with the VTWQS.
The monitoring is extremely useful in that it directly measures the health of the aquatic
life community and is reflective of environmental conditions that occur in the stream over
an extended period of time (i.e. months) including the effects of intermittent discharges
such as stormwater. However, biological monitoring is limited when trying to identify
the specific pollutant stressor(s) and the extent to which they might contribute to the
impairment.
The biological assessment information used to determine impairment has been collected
throughout the watershed on the mainstem of the brook from river mile 3.1 up to river
mile 9.5; however, data supports an assessment of impaired beginning at river mile 5.8
(Table 1).
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Table 1. Biomonitoring site locations and Aquatic Life Use Support (ALS) assessment
for the fish and/or macroinvertebrate community, by site and year, on Indian Brook.
Macroinvertebrates
Site
Fish
Assessment
(River Mile)
Date
Assessment
1988
good
1989
good
1992
fair
fair-poor
1993
good
fair-poor
5.8
1994
fair
1999
good
fair
2003
fair
poor
2004
poor
1992
fair
1993
fair-poor
8.5
1996
very good
2002
good
fair-poor
2004
good
2002
good-fair
9.0
2003
fair
2004
good-fair
1995
fair
excellent
9.5
1996
good-fair
2002
good
fair

Pollutants of Concern and Other Stressors
In streams draining developed watersheds, biological communities are subjected to many
stressors associated with stormwater runoff. These stressors are related either directly or
indirectly to stormwater runoff volumes and include increased watershed pollutant load
(e.g. sediment), increased pollutant load from in-stream sources (e.g., bank erosion),
habitat degradation (e.g. siltation, scour, over-widening of stream channel), washout of
biota, and loss of habitat due to reductions in stream base flow. The stressors associated
with stormwater runoff may act individually or cumulatively to degrade the overall
biological community in a stream to a point, as in Indian Brook, where aquatic life uses
are not fully supported and the stream does not attain the VTWQS.

Surrogate Measure for Multiple Stressors
This TMDL utilizes the surrogate of stormwater runoff volume in place of the traditional
“pollutant of concern” approach. The combination of stressors is represented by the
surrogate of stormwater runoff volume. First, the use of this surrogate has the primary
benefit of addressing the physical impacts to the stream channel caused by stormwater
runoff such as sediment release from channel erosion and scour from increased flows.
These physical alterations to the stream are substantial contributors to the aquatic life
impairment. Also, reductions in stormwater runoff volume will help restore diminished
base flow (increased groundwater recharge), another aquatic life stressor. This surrogate
is also appropriate because the amount of sediment and other pollutants discharged from
5
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out of channel sources is a function of the amount of stormwater runoff generated from a
watershed.

Fluvial Geomorphic Considerations
Where biological impairment of a stream is principally the result of physical stressors,
such as in Indian Brook, the natural and anthropogenic factors controlling physical form
and process may be quantified, and the strategies for restoring modified fluvial processes
may be devised.
According to McCrae (1991), channel morphology and fluvial processes are primarily
controlled by a) watershed inputs from the production zone of the watershed; b) the
valley morphology of the stream reach; and c) the boundary material characteristics of
the channel (Figure 2).

Watershed-Scale
inputs as depicted
in Lane’s diagram
(Figure 3)

Reach-Scale factors
influencing stream
power and boundary
resistance as depicted
in Lane’s diagram
(Figure 3)
McCrae, 1991
Figure 2. Diagram explaining the watershed and reach-scale controlling and modifying
factors affecting the hydraulic geometry and fluvial processes of a stream.
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In turn, channel and floodplain modifications and changes to the controlling factors of
discharge and boundary materials, brought about by watershed and riparian land use
modifications, place stress on biological communities by altering key physical habitat
features of the stream network, including: hydrology; longitudinal and lateral
connectivity; temperature; and the transport and retention of sediment, large wood, and
organics.
Where the overall goal in the stormwater-impaired watersheds is to reduce physical
stressors on key habitat features, the primary objective is to cost effectively manage
toward the “reference” hydraulic geometry conditions of the stream channel where the
energy grade or stream power, as influenced by stream flow (discharge characteristics),
is in balance with the resistance of the natural boundary materials (Figure 3).

Boundary Resistance

Stream Power

Watershed Input:
Sediment Load

Watershed Input:
Hydrologic Load

Figure 3: Lane’s Diagram (1955) from Rosgen 1996 explaining the balance of stream energy grade with boundary
resistance as controlled by hydrologic and sediment load.

The first priority in managing energy grade is to look at stream flow characteristics
(Figure 2. production zone input) as the primary controlling factor influencing hydraulic
geometry and stream power. To meet the stated goal, alterations to watershed inputs (i.e.,
stormwater) must be addressed before attempts to remediate other reach-scale (transfer
zone) factors affecting hydraulic geometry are undertaken (e.g., dealing with river
corridor encroachments to change artificial valley constraints affecting channel plan form
and slope and/or restoring floodplain connection to reduce flood depths).
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Additionally, sediment load from the production zone may also be a controlling factor to
channel hydraulic geometry (Figure 2). In the case of stormwater-impaired streams in
Vermont, production zone contributions (colluvial and runoff generated) are far
outweighed by the sediment contributions at the transfer zone or reach scale (channel bed
and banks), due to channel degradation and widening initiated by stormwater increases.
Stream geomorphic assessment data specific to the impaired reaches of Indian Brook
confirm the significance of the instream sediment generation, as opposed to production
zone sediment inputs, and its resultant negative impact on aquatic biota habitat. Results
from a 2005 geomorphic assessment in Indian Brook indicate that the stream channel is
highly unstable and that the potential for more degradation is high (Fitzgerald 2006). Of
15 reaches assessed in the impaired portion of the Indian Brook watershed, 11 were rated
as being in “fair” geomorphic condition with the remaining 4 in “good” condition. In the
same 15 reaches, sensitivity to further channel instability was rated from “very low” to
“extreme” but 13 of these reaches were rated as either “high”, “very high” or “extreme”.
These conditions in turn reflect a generally degraded aquatic habitat whereby 10 of the 15
reaches were rated as having either “fair” or “poor” habitat conditions.
The goal of this TMDL is to address the controlling factor of instream sediment
production by determining the departure of existing discharge characteristics in Indian
Brook from attainment stream discharge characteristics and setting flow reduction targets
to allow for the reestablishment of good habitat conditions throughout the stream in order
to meet VTWQS.

Reduced Base Flow
Increased impervious cover and the resulting increase in surface runoff reduces the
amount of rainfall that infiltrates pervious (e.g., vegetated) areas to recharge
groundwater. For many streams, groundwater recharge is the predominant source of
stream base flow. Diminished base flow can further stress aquatic life and cause or
contribute to aquatic life impairments through loss of aquatic habitat (shrinking wetted
perimeter) and increased susceptibility to pollutants.
The loss in base flow is directly proportional to the increase in stormwater runoff volume.
It is possible to reasonably estimate stormwater runoff and the amount being recharged.
It can be far more complicated to estimate the relationship between groundwater recharge
and stream base flow. However, simpler methods involving hydrologic models have
been used to successfully predict stream base flow as a function of groundwater recharge.
More difficult, however, is understanding and quantifying the net effect of diminished
base flow on aquatic life for a given stream.

Water Quality Standards
Indian Brook is listed as impaired based on narrative criteria relating to aquatic biota.
The impact of excessive stormwater flows into Indian Brook has resulted in a violation of
the VTWQS §3-04(B)(4) which states that there shall be:
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“No change from the reference condition that would prevent the full support of
aquatic biota, wildlife, or aquatic habitat uses. Biological integrity is maintained
and all expected functional groups are present in a high quality habitat. All lifecycle functions, including overwintering and reproductive requirements are
maintained and protected.”
In Vermont, numeric biological indices are used to determine the condition of fish and
aquatic life uses. Vermont’s Water Quality Standards at 3-01(D)(1) and (2) provide the
following regulatory basis for these numeric biological indices:
“(1) In addition to other applicable provisions of these rules and other
appropriate methods of evaluation, the Secretary may establish and apply
numeric biological indices to determine whether there is full support of aquatic
biota and aquatic habitat uses. These numeric biological indices shall be derived
from measures of the biological integrity of the reference condition for different
water body types. In establishing numeric biological indices, the Secretary shall
establish procedures that employ standard sampling and analytical methods to
characterize the biological integrity of the appropriate reference condition.
Characteristic measures of biological integrity include but are not limited to
community level measurements such as: species richness, diversity, relative
abundance of tolerant and intolerant species, density, and functional composition.
(2) In addition, the Secretary may determine whether there is full support of
aquatic biota and aquatic habitat uses through other appropriate methods of
evaluation, including habitat assessments.”

Designated Uses
Indian Brook is a Class B waterbody. Section 3-04(A) of the VTWQS states:
Class B waters shall be managed to achieve and maintain a high level of quality
that is compatible with the following beneficial values and uses: . . .
§3-04(A)(1):
aquatic biota and wildlife sustained by a high quality aquatic habitat with
additional protection in those waters where these uses are sustainable at a higher
level based on Water Management Type designation.
Since biomonitoring data does not meet the criteria for Class B standards, Indian Brook
does not support the designated uses for Class B waters.

Antidegradation Policy
In addition to the above standards, the VTWQS contain the following General
Antidegradation Policy in §1-03(B):
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All waters shall be managed in accordance with these rules to protect, maintain,
and improve water quality.

Numeric Water Quality Target
In a pollutant-specific TMDL, a stream’s water quality target, or loading capacity, is the
greatest amount of pollutant loading the water can receive without violating water quality
standards. In this TMDL, because the “pollutant of concern” is represented by the
surrogate measure of stormwater runoff volume, the loading capacity is the greatest
volume of stormwater runoff Indian Brook can receive without violating the stream’s
aquatic life criteria. The challenge is to determine the maximum stormwater runoff target
volume for the stormwater-impaired streams.

Target Setting Approach
The Framework identifies a reference watershed approach whereby hydrologic targets are
developed by using similar “attainment” watersheds as a guide. The term “attainment” is
used here rather than “reference” because reference tends to imply that the ultimate goal
for the impaired stream approaches pristine. Instead, the attainment watershed(s), while
meeting or exceeding the Vermont water quality standards criteria for aquatic life, should
contain some level of development in order to better approximate the true ecological
potential of the impaired stream. This TMDL uses the attainment watershed approach for
target setting and identifies hydrologic targets for Indian Brook based on the hydrologic
characteristics of similar watersheds where the VTWQS aquatic life criteria are currently
met.
The first step in using the attainment watershed approach is to select appropriate
attainment streams, which, ideally, are as similar to the impaired watershed as possible in
physical makeup, such as slope, soils, climatic patterns, channel type, and land use/cover,
etc. Since all of the lowland stormwater-impaired streams are located in the Lake
Champlain Valley, a collection of similarly located streams was identified from which
the most representative attainment watersheds could be selected for each stormwaterimpaired watershed.
The Framework identifies flow duration curves (FDCs) as the best surrogate for defining
hydrologic targets. FDCs are very useful at describing the hydrologic condition of a
stream/watershed because the curves incorporate the full spectrum of flow conditions
(very low to very high) that occur in the stream system over a long period of time. The
FDCs also incorporate any flow variability due to seasonal variations. A comparison of
FDC between an impaired and appropriate attainment stream/watershed can reveal
obvious patterns. For example, a FDC for a stormwater-impaired stream/watershed will
typically show significantly higher flow rates per unit area for high flow events and
significantly lower flow rates per unit area for low-base flow conditions than the FDC for
the attainment watersheds. The increased predominance of high flow events in the
impaired watershed creates the potential for increased watershed stormwater pollutant
loadings, increased scouring and stream bank erosion events, and the possible
displacement of biota from within the system. Also the reduction in stream base flow
revealed by the FDC can create a potential loss of habitat for low flow conditions.
10
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A high flow value (0.3%) and a low flow value (95%) were selected as points along the
continuum of the FDCs useful for setting specific hydrologic targets. The 0.3%
exceedance flow closely matches the one year return flow and the 95% exceedance flow
represents a low flow condition comparable to the 7Q10.
Since there is limited hydrologic data for either impaired or attainment streams, the
Framework recommends developing synthetic FDCs by employing a calibrated rainfallrunoff model based on land use and cover. FDCs can then be developed for both
impaired and attainment streams and the relative difference between the two is used to
establish the flows needed to restore the stream’s hydrology. In this TMDL, the
hydrologic targets are expressed as percentage reductions or increases relative to the
attainment watersheds’ FDCs at the representative high and low flow values.

Flow Duration Curve Development
Based on available data and the model outputs necessary to develop the FDCs, the P8Urban Catchment Model (P8-UCM) was selected (Walker, 1990) to develop the synthetic
FDC for both the stormwater impaired and attainment streams. Inputs to P8-UCM for
hydrologic simulation include climatological data, percent watershed imperviousness,
pervious curve number, and times of concentration for ground water base flow and
surface runoff.
After initial calibration and review, additional changes were made to improve the low
flow prediction capability of the model and refine the estimated surface runoff time of
concentration. Upon final review and model verification, the calibrated model was used
to develop FDCs for all impaired and attainment streams in the lowland areas. A
complete discussion of the model setup, calibration, adjustments and results can be found
in the report entitled “Stormwater Modeling for Flow Duration Curve Development in
Vermont” (Tetra Tech, 2005). The complete FDC for Indian Brook along with expanded
views of the high and low flow portions of the curve are given below in Figures 4
through 6.

Target Setting
With the FDCs for all attainment and impaired streams in hand, a process was developed
to determine which attainment streams to use for setting appropriate hydrologic targets.
A statistical approach was developed cooperatively by researchers at the University of
Vermont and the VTDEC that allowed for the selection of the most appropriate
attainment streams for each stormwater-impaired stream. A summary of this
methodology is given below; however, the complete methodology and results can be
found in a report under separate cover (Foley, 2005).
The first step in this target setting approach was a statistical analysis of the P8 input
variables for each watershed to establish what are the most influential factors determining
impairment/attainment in the sample of Lake Champlain Valley streams. The second
step grouped impaired streams with the most similar attainment streams based on
watershed features that were least likely to determine impairment based on step one. By
11
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doing this, watersheds were grouped based on intrinsic similarities that effect flow,
resulting in attainment streams being grouped with the most similar stormwater-impaired
streams. Within each group, the attainment stream FDCs represent a hydrologic regime
that will most likely support healthy aquatic life and thus the attainment of the VTWQS
for each stormwater-impaired stream.
Due to the relatively small sample size of attainment streams (15) relative to the number
of lowland stormwater-impaired streams (12), the concept of a range of appropriate FDC
values is useful to alleviate some uncertainty associated with selecting the single best
matching watershed. While the entire range of flows within each attainment group
represents flow regimes associated with attainment conditions (i.e. supporting VTWQS
criteria for aquatic life), the selection of the mean value provides an intrinsic margin of
safety that the selected target represents an attainment condition. The group of
attainment streams best matched with Indian Brook is given in Table 2 with FDC flows at
the high and low flow intervals. Figures 4 through 6 graphically represent the FDCs for
Indian Brook and associated attainment streams (complete FDC, high flow and low flow
respectively).
Table 2. Attainment streams matched with Indian Brook and corresponding flows.
Status
Q 0.3% (cfs/mi2)
Q 95% (cfs/mi2)
Indian Brook
Impaired
11.6373
0.2108
Bump School Brook Attainment
12.5317
0.2100
Hubbardton River
Attainment
11.9623
0.2116
Mallets Bay Creek
Attainment
10.9241
0.2177
Milton Pond Brook Attainment
12.0885
0.2027
Rock River
Attainment
11.9923
0.2036
Sheldon Springs Bk. Attainment
9.2432
0.2239
Willow Brook
Attainment
11.9511
0.2121
Mean flow of attainment streams
11.5276
0.2116
Difference between Indian Bk. and mean
attainment flows
0.1097
0.0008
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Figure 4. Flow duration curves for Indian Brook and attainment streams.
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Figure 5. High flow portion of the flow duration curves for Indian Brook and attainment
streams
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Figure 6. Low flow portion of the flow duration curves for Indian Brook and attainment
streams.
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The actual TMDL target flows for Indian Brook are the percentage differences between
the Indian Brook flows and the mean of the attainment streams at both Q0.3% and Q95%
(Table 3). This accounts for any lack of accuracy in the FDCs developed with the P8UCM. Considering the relative simplicity of the model, there may be some inaccuracy
with the final modeled flow values compared to actual flows. However, since similar
data sources and calibrated model were used across all watersheds, both impaired and
attained, inaccuracies are expected to be relative across all watersheds. Therefore, the
relative difference between impaired and target flows are best described as a percentage
rather than actual flow rates.
Table 3. Watershed flow targets for Indian Brook given as percentage increase/decrease
from current conditions.
Target decrease in flow at Q 0.3%
Target increase in flow at Q 95%
0.9 %
0.4 %

Margin of Safety
The Clean Water Act and implementing regulations require that a TMDL include a
margin of safety (MOS) to account for any lack of knowledge concerning the relationship
between the TMDL allocations and water quality. EPA guidance explains that the MOS
may be either implicit (i.e. incorporated into the TMDL through conservative
14
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assumptions in the analysis) or explicit (i.e. expressed as a separate allocation). The
MOS in this TMDL is implicit and is incorporated through conservative assumptions in
the target setting approach.
As described above, the mean flow of the attainment streams was selected as the target
flow condition in the Indian Brook TMDL to provide an intrinsic margin of safety that
the selected targets would provide for the attainment of the VTWQS. Due to the rigorous
application of the attainment stream selection approach in the Indian Brook TMDL, the
targets are believed to be particularly accurate thus reducing the need for an overly
conservative or arbitrary margin of safety.
The use of the attainment stream approach is a particularly good approach to identify
flow targets because it relates appropriate flow conditions in streams that comply with the
VTWQS (attainment streams) back to Indian Brook. However, haphazard matching of
attainment streams, and thus flow targets, to Indian Brook could lead to targets with a
high degree of uncertainty as to whether standards would be met. To provide a more
rigorous target setting approach, attainment streams for Indian Brook were selected using
an analysis described in “Statistical Analysis of Watershed Variables” (Foley, J. and
Bowden, 2005). VTDEC believes that by utilizing this approach, Indian Brook was
paired with the “most similar” attainment streams available in the Lake Champlain Basin.
By identifying the “most similar” attainment streams through standard statistical
approaches, a significant amount of uncertainty is eliminated regarding what are the best
target values.
According to the attainment stream approach, by definition, the flows for the attainment
streams represent flows under which the biologic criteria are currently being met. This
can be thought of as a range of flows in streams most similar to Indian Brook that are
capable of sustaining appropriate aquatic life standards as defined by the VTWQS. It is
reasonable to assume that attainment of flows at the high end of this range would allow
Indian Brook to comply with the VTWQS, however, by lowering the target to the
attainment stream mean, an added margin of safety is incorporated.
Additionally, it is likely that the flows represented by the attainment stream are not at the
“threshold” of attainment. That is, the modeled flows in the streams currently meeting
standards likely represent flows somewhat below that which impairment would occur,
thus adding an additional level of safety.
VTDEC affirms the attainment stream approach outlined in the Docket report and has
taken steps to reduce a significant level of target setting uncertainty by incorporating a
solid statistical approach. The fact that the stormwater runoff volume target approach has
not routinely been utilized in the development of TMDLs should not detract from its firm
basis in sound science and logical experimental design.
Further, the Docket strongly urges the concept of adaptive management when
implementing controls in the stormwater-impaired streams and VTDEC is firmly
committed to this idea. Various types of watershed monitoring, many of which have
15
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already been initiated, will provide the necessary data to either adjust the targets or
implementation measures to ensure ultimate compliance with VTWQS in Indian Brook.
While VTDEC believes there is an adequately conservative margin of safety associated
with these targets, post-implementation adaptive management provides yet another layer
of “safety” that the VTWQS will be met.

Seasonal Variation
The Clean Water Act and implementing regulations require that a TMDL be established
with consideration of seasonable variations. The FDCs, and subsequent hydrologic
targets, developed for this TMDL are very useful for incorporating any seasonal variation
in the stream system because they describe the full spectrum of flow conditions (very low
to very high) that occur. By using a 10 year simulation period utilizing actual
precipitation data to develop the FDCs, any flow variability due to seasonal variations has
been incorporated into the hydrologic targets and the required flow decreases/increases in
Indian Brook to meet those targets.

Allocations
In addition to the overall watershed target, TMDLs must also provide for an allocation of
that target between point sources and nonpoint sources, or, the Wasteload Allocation
(WLA) and the Load Allocation (LA) respectively. USEPA guidance allows for a gross
allocation between these two stormwater source types rather than accounting for every
discrete stormwater conveyance and the areas draining to them (USEPA 2002). The
USEPA guidance also allows for dividing the allocation by using a land use analysis to
simplify the process. By making the assumption that more developed areas typically
convey stormwater via discrete means such as pipes or swales and lesser developed areas
mostly convey stormwater via surface sheetflow, the allocation process can be developed
with land use analysis whereby developed areas fall into the WLA and the lesser
developed areas into the LA.
This TMDL uses the land use based allocation approach to distribute the overall
percentage targets for the watershed. To do this, the Indian Brook watershed was divided
into three broad categories including Urban/Developed, Agriculture/Open, and
Forest/Wetland. Table 4 below illustrates how the land use categories were divided into
these three broader categories and the associated land areas within the Indian Brook
watershed.
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Table 4. Categorization of Land Uses into broader classes.
Major Land Use Categories

Urban/Developed

Agriculture/Open

Forest/Wetland

Land Use Name
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Transportation
Other Urban
Agriculture/Mixed Open
Row Crops
Hay/Pasture
Barren Land
Deciduous Forest
Coniferous Forest
Mixed Forest
Brush/Transitional
Wetland
Water

The overall percent reduction/increase in flows was then distributed among these three
categories to meet watershed targets. It was determined that there would be a zero
allocation, or no expected change in flow levels emanating from the Forest/Wetland
category since the runoff characteristics from these areas are likely optimal with regard to
overall watershed hydrology. This left the allocation to be distributed between the
Urban/Developed (WLA) and Agriculture/Open (LA) categories. The next step was to
determine the relative amount of influence each category had on runoff characteristics,
and thus the FDC, and divide the allocation accordingly. To accomplish this, the concept
of a runoff coefficient was utilized.
A runoff coefficient (Rv) is an expression of the percentage of precipitation that appears
as runoff. The value of the coefficient is determined on the basis of climatic conditions
and physiographic characteristics of the drainage area and is expressed as a constant
between zero and one. By determining the relative contribution to stormwater runoff
from each land use category using the Rv, the allocation between WLA and LA can be
made accordingly.
The primary influence on Rv is the degree of watershed imperviousness. This is shown
through data collected from numerous watersheds during the National Urban Runoff
Program Study from which an equation was developed to define the Rv. as shown below
(Schueler 1987):
Rv = 0.05 + 0.9(Ia)
Where: Ia = Impervious fraction
Percent imperviousness was estimated using a previously developed relationship (CWP et
al., 1999) for the Vermont Center for Geographic Information (VCGI) land use data
layer. Table 5 presents the estimated values for various land use categories.
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Table 5. Relationship between VCGI Land Use and percent imperviousness.
VCGI Land Use Code
3
5
7
11
12
13
14
17
24
41
42
43
61,62
211
212

Land Use Name
Brush/Transitional
Water
Barren Land
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Transportation
Other Urban
Agriculture/Mixed Open
Deciduous Forest
Coniferous Forest
Mixed Forest
Wetland
Row Crops
Hay/Pasture

Percent Impervious Cover
0%
0%
0%
14%
80%
60%
41%
60%
2%
0%
0%
0%
0%
2%
2%

By calculating the Rv for each broad land use group, and then weighting that coefficient’s
influence on runoff based on the amount of land area within each group, the relative
influence of each group on runoff (and conversely groundwater recharge) can be used to
allocate the watershed targets across the entire watershed. The results for Indian Brook
are given below in Table 6.
Table 6. The relative influence of each land use category on stormwater runoff in Indian
Brook based on the calculation of the Rv.
Rv
Urban/Developed
Agriculture/Open

0.40
0.07

Area
(acres)
1,787
824

Weighted influence on runoff
93%
7%

USEPA interprets 40 CFR 130.2 to require that allocations for NPDES-regulated
discharges of stormwater runoff be included within the wasteload allocation component
of the TMDL (USEPA, 2002). USEPA also states that in instances where there is
insufficient data to calculate loads on an outfall by outfall basis, the stormwater
wasteload may be expressed as an aggregate or categorical allocation. USEPA
acknowledges that in cases where it is difficult to separate NPDES-regulated from non
NPDES-regulated stormwater discharges, it is acceptable to include both NPDESregulated stormwater discharges and non NPDES-regulated discharges (which would
typically be included in the load allocation portion of the TMDL) in this aggregated
wasteload category.
Because of data limitations and the wide variability of stormwater discharges, it is not
possible to separate the stormwater discharges subject to the NPDES program (e.g.
stormwater discharges from construction activity, MS4 discharges and multi-sector
industries) from stormwater discharges that are not subject to NPDES permitting (e.g.
stormwater discharges from impervious surfaces regulated under Vermont’s stormwater
program). Therefore, all stormwater discharges from the urban/developed land category
are included in the wasteload allocation portion of this TMDL. This category includes
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the NPDES-regulated stormwater discharges as well as other sources of stormwater
runoff not regulated as NPDES discharges.
In other words, the weighted proportion of runoff from the more developed areas, where
the vast majority of the NPDES regulated and non-NPDES regulated stormwater was
generated, established the limit of the WLA. Therefore, the “regulated” areas, including
all the NPDES regulated and non-NPDES regulated sources in the WLA, are responsible
for reducing and maintaining a 93% decrease in the high flow target. The same is true for
the LA whereby the “nonregulated” areas are responsible for reducing and maintaining a
7% decrease in the high flow target.
By aggregating NPDES-regulated and non NPDES-regulated stormwater discharges in
the wasteload allocation, the public is provided with a clearer understanding of how
Vermont proposes to achieve water quality standards and meet the cleanup target
established in the TMDL. However, the inclusion of stormwater discharges outside the
scope of the NPDES permit program in the wasteload allocation does not mean that these
discharges are legally required to obtain a NPDES stormwater permit currently or that
they will be legally required to obtain a NPDES permit to implement the TMDL.

Future Growth
The Agency has applied a two step analysis in allocating for future growth in this TMDL.
First, as to “jurisdictional” new growth that is subject to the VTDEC’s permit program
for impervious surfaces under 10 V.S.A. Section 1264 (i.e. new impervious surfaces
greater than one acre), the Agency assumes that the channel protection requirements in
the Vermont Stormwater Management Manual requiring 12-hour detention of the 1-year
storm, or 24-hour detention if discharging to a warm-water fishery, are sufficient to
protect against future stream degradation. The manual requires sites to meet channel
protection (CPv) as well as groundwater recharge treatment standards. The premise of
the channel protection standard is that runoff would be stored and released in such a
gradual manner that critical erosive velocities would seldom be exceeded in downstream
channels. MacRae (1991) found that the traditionally used 2-year control approach failed
to protect channels worn into more sensitive boundary materials and actually aggravated
erosion hazard in very sensitive channels. Therefore, MacRae (1991) developed the
distributed runoff control (DRC) as a method to vary the degree of control from the 2year control to the 80% over control based on the strength of boundary material. A study
done in Maryland (Cappuccitti, 2000) showed that “the CPv and DRC methods provide a
comparable level of management.” Additionally, the Center for Watershed Protection
(CWP) recommends the use of the channel protection criteria stating that “the criterion
balances the need to use a scientifically valid approach with a methodology that is
relatively easy to implement in the context of a statewide program.” (CWP, 2000)
VTDEC believes that if future growth complies with the channel protection standard as
well as the groundwater recharge treatment standard, Indian Brook will be able to meet
both the high and low flow targets of the TMDL.
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For “jurisdictional” new growth relative to the low flow targets, the Vermont Stormwater
Management Manual groundwater recharge treatment standard requires that
predevelopment recharge volumes be maintained, thus providing adequate protection.
As to “non-jurisdiction” new growth (i.e. new impervious surfaces less than one acre),
runoff from which could contribute to stream degradation, the Agency has allocated
additional stream flow reductions from current conditions to account for these potential
impacts. This allocation is based on future growth estimates of “non-jurisdiction”
impervious surfaces within the Indian Brook watershed. Based on current development
patterns and potential for future growth, 18 acres was estimated to be an appropriate
future growth target. By requiring reductions from currently developed areas that are
equal to the future impacts of the additional 18 acres, this type of future development
should have no effect on the overall watershed stream flow targets. The same approach
has been applied to the low flow targets.
Based on a subsequent P8-UCM model run, the projected 18 acres of impervious surfaces
increased the flow at the 0.3% high flow point on the FDC from 11.6373 to 11.6820
cfs/mi2. The flow at the 95% low flow point on the FDC decreased from 0.2108 to
0.2094 cfs/mi2.

Overall Allocation
In the broadest sense, the primary function of a TMDL is to determine and allocate
among sources the maximum pollutant loading a waterbody can receive to maintain
compliance with the appropriate water quality standard. For the Indian Brook TMDL,
it’s the stormwater runoff volume that is being limited overall and allocated among
sources. This approach works well within the TMDL framework for the high flow target
whereby an overall reduction of stormwater runoff is required. However, this approach
does not fit particularly well for the low flow target where an increase in non-stormwater
instream flow is necessary and loading of stormwater runoff volume is not directly being
allocated. The restoration of low flows in Indian Brook is actually a secondary result of
controlling stormwater runoff (high flows) to increase groundwater recharge. As
stormwater runoff volumes are controlled (high flow reductions), the water that
eventually reaches the stream (low flow increases) is no longer considered stormwater
runoff because it is generally routed through the groundwater and does not reach the
stream for a significant amount of time following the precipitation event.
Also, the benefit of decreased pollutant loading (sediment, nutrients, etc.) due to reduced
stormwater runoff at high flows provides a good fit, although indirectly, within the
TMDL framework. The same cannot be said of the low flow targets. The low flow
targets represent conditions where pollutants are already substantially removed from
water the stream receives from groundwater and thus there are no problematic
“pollutants” to allocate.
For these reasons, EPA does not consider the low flow targets applicable to an allocation
scenario and thus they will not be presented as such in this TMDL. Therefore, Table 7
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gives the overall Indian Brook TMDL allocation for the high flows and Table 8 presents
the overall Indian Brook targets for the low flow condition.
It should be emphasized here that even though the low flow targets are not part of the
formal TMDL allocation, VTDEC remains committed to including these low flow targets
within the remediation plan for the watershed.
Table 7. Indian Brook TMDL high flow allocation at Q0.3%.
Stormwater reduction from current
0.9%
Urban/Developed areas
Wasteload
Additional stormwater flow reduction from
Allocation
Urban/Developed areas to account for future
0.4%
growth
Load
Stormwater reduction from Agriculture/Open areas
Allocation
Total Indian Brook watershed stormwater flow reduction allocation at Q0.3%
Table 8. Indian Brook low flow targets at Q95%.
Base flow increase from current
Urban/Developed areas
Wasteload
Additional base flow increase from
Allocation
Urban/Developed areas to account for future
growth
Load
Base flow increase from Agriculture/Open areas
Allocation
Total Indian Brook watershed base flow increase target at Q95%

1.3%

0.1%
1.4%

0.4%
1.1%
0.7%
0.0%
1.1%

Reasonable Assurances
When a TMDL is developed for waters impaired by both point and nonpoint sources, and
the wasteload allocation is based on an assumption that nonpoint source load reductions
will occur, EPA’s TMDL guidance provides that a TMDL must provide reasonable
assurances that nonpoint source control measures will achieve expected load reductions
in order for the TMDL to be approvable. In order to allocate loads among both nonpoint
and point sources, there must be reasonable assurances that nonpoint source reduction
will in fact be achieved. Where there are not reasonable assurances, under the Clean
Water Act, the entire load reduction must be assigned to point sources.
As discussed earlier, this TMDL has been structured with an aggregate wasteload
allocation category that includes both NPDES-regulated stormwater discharges and non
NPDES-regulated stormwater discharges. Under the Clean Water Act, the only federally
enforceable controls are those for point sources through the NPDES permitting process.
However, VTDEC implements both a federally-authorized NPDES permit program for
stormwater discharges from construction activities, industrial activities and municipal
discharges under the MS4 program and a state-authorized permitting program for
stormwater discharges from impervious surfaces equal to or greater than one acre.
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VTDEC is, therefore, well positioned to require implementation of stormwater treatment
and control measures through NPDES permit conditions and state stormwater permit
conditions for discharges in the urban/developed land category. This wasteload
allocation category constitutes a 93% weighted influence on stormwater runoff.
The load allocation is comprised of the agriculture/open land use category that constitutes
a 7% weighted influence on stormwater runoff. VTDEC believes that nonpoint source
control measures that will be implemented through Vermont’s Clean and Clear Action
Plan will achieve the minimal load reductions set forth in this TMDL. Although the
Clean and Clear Action Plan is primarily a phosphorus reduction plan, action items in
that Plan will also benefit the stormwater-impaired streams in the Champlain Basin.
These action items include:
•

Expand the Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program statewide to create
conservation easements on farms along streams for buffer implementation.

•

Provide technical assistance by Agricultural Resource Specialists to help farmers
statewide with best management practices, riparian buffer conservation, nutrient
management, compliance with Accepted Agricultural Practices, basin planning,
and other technical needs.

•

Support agricultural participation in the basin planning process.

•

Hire Watershed Coordinators for Lake Champlain Basin watersheds to help
develop and implement river basin plans.

•

Expand the Department’s River Management Program to promote stream stability
and reduce phosphorus loading from stream bank and stream channel erosion in
the Lake Champlain Basin through a comprehensive program of assessment,
protection, management, restoration, and education, with additional federal
funding being sought from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and other agencies.

•

Enhance the Vermont Better Backroads Program throughout the Lake Champlain
Basin with staffing for technical assistance and increased funding for erosion
control grants to towns.

•

Offer technical assistance to towns in the Lake Champlain Basin seeking to
provide better water quality protection through local ordinances and other
municipal actions.

•

Protect and/or restore riparian wetlands.

The nonpoint source phosphorus reduction activities listed in the Lake Champlain
Phosphorus TMDL implementation plan will be actively pursued, contingent on the
availability of state and federal funding and the provision of other necessary authority to
the Department to carry out these implementation activities. Vermont Governor Douglas
announced his “Clean and Clear Action Plan” on September 30, 2003. A major focus of
this plan is implementation of the Lake Champlain Phosphorus TMDL.
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A total of $5.2 million in state funds was approved by the Vermont General Assembly for
state fiscal year 2008 for the Clean and Clear Action Plan. This follows the $8.1 million
and $9.5 million state appropriation in FY2006 and FY2007 respectively. These funds
are being used to support the above mentioned activities, and others, by the Agency of
Natural Resources, the Agency of Agriculture Food and Markets, and many partners.

Implementation Plan
EPA is not required to and does not approve TMDL implementation plans. Moreover,
TMDLs are not legally required to include implementation plans. Despite this, the
Agency has provided below a brief description of the general framework that it
anticipates using to implement this TMDL. The Agency is providing this general
description to aid the public in understanding the myriad of tools that the Agency
possesses to effectively implement this TMDL. This framework may change over time
based on new information gathered by VTDEC and as necessary to meet the
requirements of this TMDL.
As a starting point, the Agency has been undertaking various projects to collect
information to aid in the development of the implementation plan and in monitoring to
assess the success of the plan as it is implemented and make necessary adjustments to the
implementation plan. These projects include stream geomorphic assessment,
subwatershed mapping, flow gaging and precipitation monitoring, impervious surface
mapping and engineering feasibility assessment

Stream Geomorphic Assessment
In order to support the monitoring phase of stream remediation efforts, ANR has
contracted with UVM and various consultants to develop a consistent baseline of stream
geomorphic assessments (SGAs) for the stormwater-impaired streams, including Indian
Brook. These SGAs can be used as a point of comparison for future assessments to
document improvements or degradation of these streams on a set of reaches from
stormwater-impaired streams.

Subwatershed Mapping
The objective of this project is to identify discharge points within the stormwaterimpaired watersheds and delineate the associated watersheds for those discharge points.
The previously available subwatershed data is of varying quality. In some cases, there
was data on stormwater collection systems and discharge points. However, all of the
watersheds took a substantial amount of work to get an accurate subwatershed
delineation. The delineation of these sub-watersheds will help to focus stormwater
treatment and control measures on higher risk areas within each stormwater-impaired
watershed.

Flow Gaging and Precipitation Monitoring
Altered hydrology within the stormwater-impaired watersheds is the dominant factor in
causing the impairments. To support the monitoring phase of stream remediation, ANR,
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through a contract, established and operates stream flow and precipitation recording
stations within each of the stormwater-impaired waters. This data will form an essential
part of the adaptive management approach (discussed below) as stream flow is
anticipated to reflect the initial response of Indian Brook to stormwater treatment and
control measures that are implemented in accordance with this TMDL.

Impervious Surface Mapping
ANR is mapping the impervious surface area of each stormwater-impaired watershed
using QuickBird satellite data. The QuickBird satellite acquires high-quality satellite
imagery for map creation, detection of change over time, and image analysis. This project
is being undertaken in conjunction with the School of Natural Resources at the University
of Vermont.
ANR has performed the digital analysis of the data for the Indian Brook watershed.
UVM will apply advanced object oriented eCognition classification techniques to
potentially improve the mapping accuracy for the previously analyzed data using the
QuickBird satellite data. This data will be used in developing the implementation plan for
this TMDL.

Engineering Feasibility Assessment
To help develop the implementation plan for this TMDL, ANR is currently collecting
technical data for all significant stormwater treatment practices (including ponds,
infiltration basins, constructed wetlands, etc.) in the Indian Brook watershed. Technical
information including pond volume, drainage area and detention time is being collected
through permit review and site modeling using HydroCAD software. Once information
is collected, site visits are conducted to ensure the accuracy of data. In addition to data
collection, ANR is also conducting a limited engineering feasibility analysis at each site
to determine what can reasonably be achieved at each site with regard to stormwater
detention and infiltration.

Vermont BMP Decision Support System
In order to implement appropriate restoration efforts, it is important to identify and size
the appropriate best management practices (BMP) to achieve the watershed target.
Because there are a plethora of BMP type, size, and location combinations, this type of
analysis is typically extremely time-consuming. It may require numerous computer
model iterations and a significant data pre- and post-processing effort. The urban nature
of the stormwater impaired Vermont watersheds and their inherent spatial limitations
make them particularly difficult and time-consuming to evaluate. Restoration may
require implementing a large number of small-scale BMPs. To increase the efficiency in
evaluating these watersheds, a BMP modeling tool that considers type, sizing, and
placement and produces results that can be compared to the TMDL targets is being
developed. This modeling tool is the Vermont BMP Decision Support System (VT BMP
DSS). The VT BMP DSS will help to evaluate where the implementation of stormwater
treatment and control will result in the greatest improvements on the flow regime, and
ultimately the water quality in the watershed.
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Watershed-Wide General Permits and NPDES Permits
As discussed above, Vermont is authorized to implement both a federally-authorized
NPDES permit program for stormwater discharges from construction activities, industrial
activities and municipal discharges under the MS4 program and a state-authorized
permitting program for stormwater discharges from impervious surfaces equal to or
greater than one acre. This dual permitting authority provides Vermont with powerful
tools for requiring stormwater treatment and control practices and monitoring necessary
to implement this TMDL.
The Agency currently anticipates that TMDL implementation will be phased and that the
Agency will utilize an iterative, adaptive management approach to implementation The
first phase of implementation may involve the issuance of a watershed-wide general
permit pursuant to state law and may involve requiring controls through Vermont’s
federally-authorized NDPES stormwater permit program for municipal discharges,
discharges associated with industrial activities and construction discharges. Stormwater
treatment and control measures required in the first-round watershed-wide general permit
may include the construction and/or upgrade of stormwater treatment and control systems
by specifically identified dischargers of stormwater runoff.
The first-phase permit(s) will include a coordinated and cost-effective monitoring
program to gather necessary information on progress toward the TMDL target and water
quality standards and to determine the appropriate conditions or limitations for
subsequent permits. Such a monitoring program may include BMP evaluation, ambient
monitoring, receiving water assessment, or a combination of monitoring procedures
designed to gather the necessary information. Based on this information, the permit(s)
would be amended, as appropriate, to require implementation of more widespread and/or
more stringent treatment and controls or other best management practices as necessary to
meet the TMDL targets. This adaptive management approach is a cyclical process in
which a permit(s) is periodically assessed and adjustments to the permit(s) are made as
necessary.

Monitoring Plan
USEPA recommends a monitoring plan to track the effectiveness of a TMDL. The
Framework supports the concept of adaptive management which necessitates a
substantial monitoring plan at several levels. The Framework identifies three levels of
monitoring that are necessary for an adaptive management process to proceed most
effectively. These include monitoring: 1) BMP implementation, 2) the primary stressors
in the watershed, and 3) the instream habitat and biological condition. VTDEC intends to
institute a comprehensive monitoring plan that addresses all the aspects identified in the
Framework. At this point, certain parts of the monitoring plan have already been initiated
while it is premature for others to begin. Several of the initiated monitoring programs
have been summarized in the previous “Implementation Plan” section.
Since the watershed general permit that will require the implementation of stormwater
treatment and control measures necessary to meet the TMDL target for Indian Brook has
yet to be developed, there is currently no specific monitoring plan for Indian Brook.
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However, VTDEC will include requirements for the monitoring components listed in the
Framework which might include tracking BMPs implemented, percentage of stormwater
treated, percent of land area treated, etc. in the general permit. This should be
accomplished relatively easily through database tracking of permits.
Monitoring of the primary stressors in Indian Brook is necessary to reveal if the
implementation measures are having the desired impact. To date, some background
monitoring has occurred to provide baseline information against which to measure future
change. Continuous streamflow monitoring has been initiated in Indian Brook. Also,
VTDEC has developed the in-house capability to accurately measure imperviousness
within the watershed based on satellite imagery.
Monitoring of habitat condition and biological condition in Indian Brook has also been
initiated. A stream geomorphic assessment has been completed which includes an
assessment of aquatic life habitat. This data will provide a baseline against which to
compare future assessments. Recent biological monitoring has also been conducted to
verify the stormwater impairment listing of Indian Brook. Similarly, this will be used as
background data to track future improvements and ultimate meeting of the VTWQS.

Public Participation
A public comment period was established upon the release of the draft Indian Brook
TMDL from April 16, 2008 through May 16, 2008. In conjunction with the release of the
draft TMDL, two informational public meetings were conducted, one in Shelburne and
another in Williston on May 6, 2008 to present the TMDL and to answer any questions.
Additionally, notification of the public informational meeting was posted to the Vermont
Department of Libraries website.
At the close of the public comment period, VTDEC had received comments from one
party. Responses to those comments is given in the below section.

Responses to Public Comments on the Draft Allen, Indian,
Sunderland, and Munroe Brook TMDLs
Comments received
Submitted by:
Village of Essex Junction

1.

Signed by:
James L. Jutras
Water Quality Superintendent

Page; 25 Watershed-wide General Permits and NPDES Permits
As stated within the TMDL, there are multiple permitting tools available. At the
implementation phase, any general watershed permit considered should not delegate all
work to a municipality via these noted permitting processes.
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Not all sites in a municipality or within an MS4 are under direct municipal control or
municipal jurisdiction. Included in this type of parcel are state permitted facilities and
facilities with expired stormwater permits. Expired permits remain an outstanding matter
that requires resolution. Address of this permit group has the potential for substantial
positive effect on the TMDL implementation.
Response:
DEC recently reconvened the Stormwater Advisory Group (SWAG) to discuss the full
range of implementation issues associated with its stormwater TMDLs. One topic of
discussion will be the role of municipalities in the implementation phase. DEC is
cognizant of the legal limits on jurisdiction over municipal discharges both under the
MS4 permit program and under state stormwater law. DEC hopes to cooperatively work
with affected municipalities to best implement these TMDLs and currently anticipates
that a combination of municipal and private efforts will be needed to fully implement the
TMDLs. Expired permits will also be a focus of SWAG discussions. DEC anticipates
that positive effects to these impaired streams will occur if stormwater systems with
expired permits are maintained and/or upgraded.
2.

The TMDL was not clear what occurs when attainment of water quality standards are
achieved. It is assumed that the jurisdictional and non jurisdictional controls are to be
continued for maintenance of water quality. The TMDL does not specifically address
how those controls may be integrated through ongoing watershed wide or other permit
mechanisms.
Response:
The role of the stormwater TMDLs is to set the hydrologic target for each watershed
upon which the implementation plan will be based. A TMDL is not required to include
an implementation plan or the specific control actions required to meet water quality
standards and the long-term maintenance requirements for these control actions. Each
watershed-specific implementation plan and related permit(s) will spell out the required
stormwater control requirements and the long-term maintenance of those controls.

3.

Indian Brook. Page 5: Biomonitoring: It was my understanding that there would be
additional bioassessment prior to TMDL development. In streams near attainment where
offset work has been completed after the most current assessment described, there might
be improvement to bioassessment data. With work completed, this assessment will
unfortunately occur during TMDL implementation.
Response:
VTDEC agrees that follow-up biomonitoring is an important aspect to tracking BMP
effectiveness, especially in watersheds with relatively attainable TMDL targets and
where significant BMPs have been installed. However, no monitoring schedule has been
devised for the stormwater impaired watersheds beyond the statewide five year rotating
watershed assessment schedule. This important aspect of stormwater implementation
planning will be part of the Stormwater Advisory Group (SWAG) discussions. Key to
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this discussion will be consideration of appropriate biomonitoring schedules and
resources available to fund this labor intensive and expensive monitoring.

4.

Page 1. Waterbody: Sunderland Brook also lies within the Village of Essex Junction,
upstream from Susie Wilson Road.
Response
This change will be made to the Sunderland Brook TMDL.
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Introduction
Section 303(d) of the Federal Clean Water Act requires each state to identify waters not
attaining water quality standards, and to establish total maximum daily loads (TMDLs)
for such waters for the pollutant of concern. The TMDL establishes the allowable
pollutant loading from all contributing sources at a level necessary to attain the applicable
water quality standards. TMDLs must account for seasonal variability and include a
margin of safety that accounts for uncertainty of how pollutant loadings may impact the
receiving water’s quality. Once the public has had an opportunity to review and
comment on the TMDL, it is submitted to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(USEPA) for approval. Upon approval, the TMDL is incorporated into the state’s water
quality management plan.
This TMDL establishes a scientifically based water quality target for Sunderland Brook
that, when attained, will allow the stream to meet or exceed the established Vermont
Water Quality Standards (VTWQS) for which it is impaired. This TMDL has been
established in accordance with Section 303(d) of the Federal Clean Water Act,
implementing regulations (40 CFR §130) regarding TMDL development, and other
relevant USEPA guidance documents.
The basis for this TMDL was initially explained in the final report produced by the
Vermont Water Resources Board Investigative Docket (Vermont Water Resources Board,
2004). More specifically, Appendix A of that document (“A Scientifically Based
Assessment and Adaptive Management Approach to Stormwater Management
(Stormwater Cleanup Plan Framework)”) outlined the necessary steps to develop a
scientifically sound approach in creating TMDLs for stormwater-impaired waters.
Henceforth, this approach is referred to as the “Framework”. The Vermont Department
of Environmental Conservation (VTDEC) adhered to the Framework’s approach for
developing cleanup targets in this TMDL.
Several investigations have been conducted by multiple parties to derive the necessary
information called for in the Framework. Significant results and findings of those
investigations are summarized in this TMDL. Additionally, frequent interaction between
VTDEC and the VTDEC-convened Stormwater Advisory Group (SWAG) yielded useful
guidance for the development of this TMDL.

Description of Waterbody
The stormwater impaired portion of the Sunderland Brook watershed is an elongated
watershed flowing northwesterly located in Chittenden County in the Towns of
Colchester and Essex and the Village of Essex Junction. The headwaters in Essex
originate in the highly developed areas adjacent to Route 15. The mainstem and minor
tributaries flow to the north of Camp Johnson through more forested and less developed
areas until the downstream end of the impaired segment is reached at river mile (RM) 3.5
at Route 7.
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The entire stream portion and its tributaries within the impaired reach are Class B waters
designated as cold water fish habitat pursuant to the Vermont Water Quality Standards.
The total watershed area of the impaired section is approximately 1,320 acres. The land
use breakdown of the watershed draining to the impaired reach is 76% developed lands,
4% agricultural or open lands and 20% forested or wetlands.
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Priority Ranking/303d List of Impaired Waters
Sunderland Brook is designated as impaired on the 2006 Vermont 303(d) List from river
mile 3.5 (Route 7) upstream to river mile 5.3 due to non-support of aquatic life
designated uses. Since all tributaries and the upstream main stem drain to the impaired
lower portion of the stream, the entire Sunderland Brook watershed upstream from river
mile 3.5 is considered to contribute to its impairment. The source of the impairment is
multiple impacts associated with excess stormwater runoff.
According to the 2006 Vermont 303(d) List, TMDL development priority for Sunderland
Brook is high and scheduled for completion within 1-3 years from the 2006 listing cycle.
In the 2006-2007 Legislative session, the Vermont Legislature amended the Vermont
stormwater statute, 10 VSA §§1264 and 1264a, to require the issuance of a general or
individual permit implementing a TMDL approved by EPA by January 15, 2010 for
Vermont’s stormwater impaired streams. VTDEC agrees with the Legislature that
TMDL development and the issuance of general or individual permits to implement
TMDLs for these streams is a high priority and is an integral component of the
remediation process.

Description of Impairment
Biological Monitoring
In all the stormwater-impaired streams in Vermont, aquatic life use support (ALS)
impairments are detected through the use of biological monitoring of fish and/or
macroinvertebrate communities. The biological monitoring program relies on data from
reference sites to define biological community goals for a given stream type. This
approach is provided for in the VTWQS and specific numeric biological criteria have
been established for several stream types to indicate compliance with the VTWQS.
The monitoring is extremely useful in that it directly measures the health of the aquatic
life community and is reflective of environmental conditions that occur in the stream over
an extended period of time (i.e. months) including the effects of intermittent discharges
such as stormwater. However, biological monitoring is limited when trying to identify
the specific pollutant stressor(s) and the extent to which they might contribute to the
impairment.
The biological assessment information used to determine the stormwater impaired reach
has been collected on the mainstem of the brook at river mile 3.5 (Table 1).
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Table 1. Biomonitoring site locations and overall Aquatic Life Use Support (ALS)
assessment using the fish and/or macroinvertebrate community, by site and year, on
Sunderland Brook.
Macroinvertebrates
Site
Overall
Fish
Date
Assessment
(River Mile)
ALS determination
Assessment
1995
Fair/Poor
Fair/Poor
3.5
2002
Fair
Fair
Fair

Pollutants of Concern and Other Stressors
In streams draining developed watersheds, biological communities are subjected to many
stressors associated with stormwater runoff. These stressors are related either directly or
indirectly to stormwater runoff volumes and include increased watershed pollutant load
(e.g. sediment), increased pollutant load from in-stream sources (e.g., bank erosion),
habitat degradation (e.g. siltation, scour, over-widening of stream channel), washout of
biota, and loss of habitat due to reductions in stream base flow. The stressors associated
with stormwater runoff may act individually or cumulatively to degrade the overall
biological community in a stream to a point, as in Sunderland Brook, where aquatic life
uses are not fully supported and the stream does not attain the VTWQS.

Surrogate Measure for Multiple Stressors
This TMDL utilizes the surrogate of stormwater runoff volume in place of the traditional
“pollutant of concern” approach. The combination of stressors is represented by the
surrogate of stormwater runoff volume. First, the use of this surrogate has the primary
benefit of addressing the physical impacts to the stream channel caused by stormwater
runoff such as sediment release from channel erosion and scour from increased flows.
These physical alterations to the stream are substantial contributors to the aquatic life
impairment. Also, reductions in stormwater runoff volume will help restore diminished
base flow (increased groundwater recharge), another aquatic life stressor. This surrogate
is also appropriate because the amount of sediment and other pollutants discharged from
out of channel sources is a function of the amount of stormwater runoff generated from a
watershed.

Fluvial Geomorphic Considerations
Where biological impairment of a stream is principally the result of physical stressors,
such as in Sunderland Brook, the natural and anthropogenic factors controlling physical
form and process may be quantified, and the strategies for restoring modified fluvial
processes may be devised.
According to McCrae (1991), channel morphology and fluvial processes are primarily
controlled by a) watershed inputs from the production zone of the watershed; b) the
valley morphology of the stream reach; and c) the boundary material characteristics of
the channel (Figure 2).
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Watershed-Scale
inputs as depicted
in Lane’s diagram
(Figure 3)

Reach-Scale factors
influencing stream
power and boundary
resistance as depicted
in Lane’s diagram
(Figure 3)
McCrae, 1991
Figure 2. Diagram explaining the watershed and reach-scale controlling and modifying
factors affecting the hydraulic geometry and fluvial processes of a stream.

In turn, channel and floodplain modifications and changes to the controlling factors of
discharge and boundary materials, brought about by watershed and riparian land use
modifications, place stress on biological communities by altering key physical habitat
features of the stream network, including: hydrology; longitudinal and lateral
connectivity; temperature; and the transport and retention of sediment, large wood, and
organics.
Where the overall goal in the stormwater-impaired watersheds is to reduce physical
stressors on key habitat features, the primary objective is to cost effectively manage
toward the “reference” hydraulic geometry conditions of the stream channel where the
energy grade or stream power, as influenced by stream flow (discharge characteristics),
is in balance with the resistance of the natural boundary materials (Figure 3).
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Boundary Resistance

Stream Power

Watershed Input:
Sediment Load

Watershed Input:
Hydrologic Load

Figure 3: Lane’s Diagram (1955) from Rosgen 1996 explaining the balance of stream energy grade with boundary
resistance as controlled by hydrologic and sediment load.

The first priority in managing energy grade is to look at stream flow characteristics
(Figure 2. production zone input) as the primary controlling factor influencing hydraulic
geometry and stream power. To meet the stated goal, alterations to watershed inputs (i.e.,
stormwater) must be addressed before attempts to remediate other reach-scale (transfer
zone) factors affecting hydraulic geometry are undertaken (e.g., dealing with river
corridor encroachments to change artificial valley constraints affecting channel plan form
and slope and/or restoring floodplain connection to reduce flood depths).
Additionally, sediment load from the production zone may also be a controlling factor to
channel hydraulic geometry (Figure 2). In the case of stormwater-impaired streams in
Vermont, production zone contributions (colluvial and runoff generated) are far
outweighed by the sediment contributions at the transfer zone or reach scale (channel bed
and banks), due to channel degradation and widening initiated by stormwater increases.
Stream geomorphic assessment data specific to Sunderland Brook confirms the
significance of the instream sediment generation, as opposed to production zone sediment
inputs, and its resultant negative impact on aquatic biota habitat. Results from a 2005
geomorphic assessment in Sunderland Brook indicate that the stream channel is highly
unstable and that the potential for more degradation is high (Fitzgerald 2006). Of 5
reaches assessed in the stormwater impaired portion of the Sunderland Brook watershed,
4 were rated as being in “fair” geomorphic condition and 1 rated as “good”. In the same
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5 reaches, sensitivity to further channel instability was rated as “very high” in 4 reaches
and “high” in 1 reach. These conditions in turn reflect a generally degraded aquatic
habitat whereby 1 reach was rated as having “poor” habitat conditions, 3 were rated
“fair” and 1 rated as “good”.
The goal of this TMDL is to address the controlling factor of instream sediment
production by determining the departure of existing discharge characteristics in
Sunderland Brook from attainment stream discharge characteristics and setting flow
reduction targets to allow for the reestablishment of good habitat conditions throughout
the stream in order to meet VTWQS.

Reduced Base Flow
Increased impervious cover and the resulting increase in surface runoff reduces the
amount of rainfall that infiltrates pervious (e.g., vegetated) areas to recharge
groundwater. For many streams, groundwater recharge is the predominant source of
stream base flow. Diminished base flow can further stress aquatic life and cause or
contribute to aquatic life impairments through loss of aquatic habitat (shrinking wetted
perimeter) and increased susceptibility to pollutants.
The loss in base flow is directly proportional to the increase in stormwater runoff volume.
It is possible to reasonably estimate stormwater runoff and the amount being recharged.
It can be far more complicated to estimate the relationship between groundwater recharge
and stream base flow. However, simpler methods involving hydrologic models have
been used to successfully predict stream base flow as a function of groundwater recharge.
More difficult, however, is understanding and quantifying the net effect of diminished
base flow on aquatic life for a given stream.

Water Quality Standards
Sunderland Brook is listed as impaired based on narrative criteria relating to aquatic
biota. The impact of excessive stormwater flows into Sunderland Brook has resulted in a
violation of the VTWQS §3-04(B)(4) which states that there shall be:
“No change from the reference condition that would prevent the full support of
aquatic biota, wildlife, or aquatic habitat uses. Biological integrity is maintained
and all expected functional groups are present in a high quality habitat. All lifecycle functions, including overwintering and reproductive requirements are
maintained and protected.”
In Vermont, numeric biological indices are used to determine the condition of fish and
aquatic life uses. Vermont’s Water Quality Standards at 3-01(D)(1) and (2) provide the
following regulatory basis for these numeric biological indices:
“(1) In addition to other applicable provisions of these rules and other
appropriate methods of evaluation, the Secretary may establish and apply
numeric biological indices to determine whether there is full support of aquatic
biota and aquatic habitat uses. These numeric biological indices shall be derived
8
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from measures of the biological integrity of the reference condition for different
water body types. In establishing numeric biological indices, the Secretary shall
establish procedures that employ standard sampling and analytical methods to
characterize the biological integrity of the appropriate reference condition.
Characteristic measures of biological integrity include but are not limited to
community level measurements such as: species richness, diversity, relative
abundance of tolerant and intolerant species, density, and functional composition.
(2) In addition, the Secretary may determine whether there is full support of
aquatic biota and aquatic habitat uses through other appropriate methods of
evaluation, including habitat assessments.”

Designated Uses
Sunderland Brook is a Class B waterbody. Section 3-04(A) of the VTWQS states:
Class B waters shall be managed to achieve and maintain a high level of quality
that is compatible with the following beneficial values and uses: . . .
§3-04(A)(1):
aquatic biota and wildlife sustained by a high quality aquatic habitat with
additional protection in those waters where these uses are sustainable at a higher
level based on Water Management Type designation.
Since biomonitoring data does not meet the criteria for Class B standards, Sunderland
Brook does not support the designated uses for Class B waters.

Antidegradation Policy
In addition to the above standards, the VTWQS contain the following General
Antidegradation Policy in §1-03(B):
All waters shall be managed in accordance with these rules to protect, maintain,
and improve water quality.

Numeric Water Quality Target
In a pollutant-specific TMDL, a stream’s water quality target, or loading capacity, is the
greatest amount of pollutant loading the water can receive without violating water quality
standards. In this TMDL, because the “pollutant of concern” is represented by the
surrogate measure of stormwater runoff volume, the loading capacity is the greatest
volume of stormwater runoff Sunderland Brook can receive without violating the
stream’s aquatic life criteria. The challenge is to determine the maximum stormwater
runoff target volume for the stormwater-impaired streams.
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Target Setting Approach
The Framework identifies a reference watershed approach whereby hydrologic targets are
developed by using similar “attainment” watersheds as a guide. The term “attainment” is
used here rather than “reference” because reference tends to imply that the ultimate goal
for the impaired stream approaches pristine. Instead, the attainment watershed(s), while
meeting or exceeding the Vermont water quality standards criteria for aquatic life, should
contain some level of development in order to better approximate the true ecological
potential of the impaired stream. This TMDL uses the attainment watershed approach for
target setting and identifies hydrologic targets for Sunderland Brook based on the
hydrologic characteristics of similar watersheds where the VTWQS aquatic life criteria
are currently met.
The first step in using the attainment watershed approach is to select appropriate
attainment streams, which, ideally, are as similar to the impaired watershed as possible in
physical makeup, such as slope, soils, climatic patterns, channel type, and land use/cover,
etc. Since all of the lowland stormwater-impaired streams are located in the Lake
Champlain Valley, a collection of similarly located streams was identified from which
the most representative attainment watersheds could be selected for each stormwaterimpaired watershed.
The Framework identifies flow duration curves (FDCs) as the best surrogate for defining
hydrologic targets. FDCs are very useful at describing the hydrologic condition of a
stream/watershed because the curves incorporate the full spectrum of flow conditions
(very low to very high) that occur in the stream system over a long period of time. The
FDCs also incorporate any flow variability due to seasonal variations. A comparison of
FDC between an impaired and appropriate attainment stream/watershed can reveal
obvious patterns. For example, a FDC for a stormwater-impaired stream/watershed will
typically show significantly higher flow rates per unit area for high flow events and
significantly lower flow rates per unit area for low-base flow conditions than the FDC for
the attainment watersheds. The increased predominance of high flow events in the
impaired watershed creates the potential for increased watershed stormwater pollutant
loadings, increased scouring and stream bank erosion events, and the possible
displacement of biota from within the system. Also the reduction in stream base flow
revealed by the FDC can create a potential loss of habitat for low flow conditions.
A high flow value (0.3%) and a low flow value (95%) were selected as points along the
continuum of the FDCs useful for setting specific hydrologic targets. The 0.3%
exceedance flow closely matches the one year return flow and the 95% exceedance flow
represents a low flow condition comparable to the 7Q10.
Since there is limited hydrologic data for either impaired or attainment streams, the
Framework recommends developing synthetic FDCs by employing a calibrated rainfallrunoff model based on land use and cover. FDCs can then be developed for both
impaired and attainment streams and the relative difference between the two is used to
establish the flows needed to restore the stream’s hydrology. In this TMDL, the
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hydrologic targets are expressed as percentage reductions or increases relative to the
attainment watersheds’ FDCs at the representative high and low flow values.

Flow Duration Curve Development
Based on available data and the model outputs necessary to develop the FDCs, the P8Urban Catchment Model (P8-UCM) was selected (Walker, 1990) to develop the synthetic
FDC for both the stormwater impaired and attainment streams. Inputs to P8-UCM for
hydrologic simulation include climatological data, percent watershed imperviousness,
pervious curve number, and times of concentration for ground water base flow and
surface runoff.
After initial calibration and review, additional changes were made to improve the low
flow prediction capability of the model and refine the estimated surface runoff time of
concentration. Upon final review and model verification, the calibrated model was used
to develop FDCs for all impaired and attainment streams in the lowland areas. A
complete discussion of the model setup, calibration, adjustments and results can be found
in the report entitled “Stormwater Modeling for Flow Duration Curve Development in
Vermont” (Tetra Tech, 2005). The complete FDC for Sunderland Brook along with
expanded views of the high and low flow portions of the curve are given below in Figures
4 through 6.

Target Setting
With the FDCs for all attainment and impaired streams in hand, a process was developed
to determine which attainment streams to use for setting appropriate hydrologic targets.
A statistical approach was developed cooperatively by researchers at the University of
Vermont and the VTDEC that allowed for the selection of the most appropriate
attainment streams for each stormwater-impaired stream. A summary of this
methodology is given below; however, the complete methodology and results can be
found in a report under separate cover (Foley, 2005).
The first step in this target setting approach was a statistical analysis of the P8 input
variables for each watershed to establish what are the most influential factors determining
impairment/attainment in the sample of Lake Champlain Valley streams. The second
step grouped impaired streams with the most similar attainment streams based on
watershed features that were least likely to determine impairment based on step one. By
doing this, watersheds were grouped based on intrinsic similarities that effect flow,
resulting in attainment streams being grouped with the most similar stormwater-impaired
streams. Within each group, the attainment stream FDCs represent a hydrologic regime
that will most likely support healthy aquatic life and thus the attainment of the VTWQS
for each stormwater-impaired stream.
Due to the relatively small sample size of attainment streams (15) relative to the number
of lowland stormwater-impaired streams (12), the concept of a range of appropriate FDC
values is useful to alleviate some uncertainty associated with selecting the single best
matching watershed. While the entire range of flows within each attainment group
represents flow regimes associated with attainment conditions (i.e. supporting VTWQS
11
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criteria for aquatic life), the selection of the mean value provides an intrinsic margin of
safety that the selected target represents an attainment condition. The group of
attainment streams best matched with Sunderland Brook is given in Table 2 with FDC
flows at the high and low flow intervals. Figures 4 through 6 graphically represent the
FDCs for Sunderland Brook and associated attainment streams (complete FDC, high flow
and low flow respectively).
Table 2. Attainment streams matched with Sunderland Brook and corresponding flows.
Status
Q 0.3% (cfs/mi2)
Q 95% (cfs/mi2)
Sunderland Brook
Impaired
8.2525
0.2229
Sand Hill Brook
Attainment
8.0236
0.2335
Youngman Brook
Attainment
7.9035
0.2285
Mean flow of attainment streams
7.9636
0.2310
Difference between Sunderland Bk. and
mean attainment flows
0.2889
0.0081
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Figure 4. Flow duration curves for Sunderland Brook and attainment streams.
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Figure 5. High flow portion of the flow duration curves for Sunderland Brook and
attainment streams
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Figure 6. Low flow portion of the flow duration curves for Sunderland Brook and
attainment streams.
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The actual TMDL target flows for Sunderland Brook are the percentage differences
between the Sunderland Brook flows and the mean of the attainment streams at both
Q0.3% and Q95% (Table 3). This accounts for any lack of accuracy in the FDCs
developed with the P8-UCM. Considering the relative simplicity of the model, there may
be some inaccuracy with the final modeled flow values compared to actual flows.
However, since similar data sources and calibrated model were used across all
watersheds, both impaired and attained, inaccuracies are expected to be relative across all
watersheds. Therefore, the relative difference between impaired and target flows are best
described as a percentage rather than actual flow rates.
Table 3. Watershed flow targets for Sunderland Brook given as percentage
increase/decrease from current conditions.
Target decrease in flow at Q 0.3%
Target increase in flow at Q 95%
4%
4%

Margin of Safety
The Clean Water Act and implementing regulations require that a TMDL include a
margin of safety (MOS) to account for any lack of knowledge concerning the relationship
between the TMDL allocations and water quality. EPA guidance explains that the MOS
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may be either implicit (i.e. incorporated into the TMDL through conservative
assumptions in the analysis) or explicit (i.e. expressed as a separate allocation). The
MOS in this TMDL is implicit and is incorporated through conservative assumptions in
the target setting approach.
As described above, the mean flow of the attainment streams was selected as the target
flow condition in the Sunderland Brook TMDL to provide an intrinsic margin of safety
that the selected targets would provide for the attainment of the VTWQS. Due to the
rigorous application of the attainment stream selection approach in the Sunderland Brook
TMDL, the targets are believed to be particularly accurate thus reducing the need for an
overly conservative or arbitrary margin of safety.
The use of the attainment stream approach is a particularly good approach to identify
flow targets because it relates appropriate flow conditions in streams that comply with the
VTWQS (attainment streams) back to Sunderland Brook. However, haphazard matching
of attainment streams, and thus flow targets, to Sunderland Brook could lead to targets
with a high degree of uncertainty as to whether standards would be met. To provide a
more rigorous target setting approach, attainment streams for Sunderland Brook were
selected using an analysis described in “Statistical Analysis of Watershed Variables”
(Foley, J. and Bowden, 2005). VTDEC believes that by utilizing this approach,
Sunderland Brook was paired with the “most similar” attainment streams available in the
Lake Champlain Basin. By identifying the “most similar” attainment streams through
standard statistical approaches, a significant amount of uncertainty is eliminated
regarding what are the best target values.
According to the attainment stream approach, by definition, the flows for the attainment
streams represent flows under which the biologic criteria are currently being met. This
can be thought of as a range of flows in streams most similar to Sunderland Brook that
are capable of sustaining appropriate aquatic life standards as defined by the VTWQS. It
is reasonable to assume that attainment of flows at the high end of this range would allow
Sunderland Brook to comply with the VTWQS, however, by lowering the target to the
attainment stream mean, an added margin of safety is incorporated.
Additionally, it is likely that the flows represented by the attainment stream are not at the
“threshold” of attainment. That is, the modeled flows in the streams currently meeting
standards likely represent flows somewhat below that which impairment would occur,
thus adding an additional level of safety.
VTDEC affirms the attainment stream approach outlined in the Docket report and has
taken steps to reduce a significant level of target setting uncertainty by incorporating a
solid statistical approach. The fact that the stormwater runoff volume target approach has
not routinely been utilized in the development of TMDLs should not detract from its firm
basis in sound science and logical experimental design.
Further, the Docket strongly urges the concept of adaptive management when
implementing controls in the stormwater-impaired streams and VTDEC is firmly
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committed to this idea. Various types of watershed monitoring, many of which have
already been initiated, will provide the necessary data to either adjust the targets or
implementation measures to ensure ultimate compliance with VTWQS in Sunderland
Brook. While VTDEC believes there is an adequately conservative margin of safety
associated with these targets, post-implementation adaptive management provides yet
another layer of “safety” that the VTWQS will be met.

Seasonal Variation
The Clean Water Act and implementing regulations require that a TMDL be established
with consideration of seasonable variations. The FDCs, and subsequent hydrologic
targets, developed for this TMDL are very useful for incorporating any seasonal variation
in the stream system because they describe the full spectrum of flow conditions (very low
to very high) that occur. By using a 10 year simulation period utilizing actual
precipitation data to develop the FDCs, any flow variability due to seasonal variations has
been incorporated into the hydrologic targets and the required flow decreases/increases in
Sunderland Brook to meet those targets.

Allocations
In addition to the overall watershed target, TMDLs must also provide for an allocation of
that target between point sources and nonpoint sources, or, the Wasteload Allocation
(WLA) and the Load Allocation (LA) respectively. USEPA guidance allows for a gross
allocation between these two stormwater source types rather than accounting for every
discrete stormwater conveyance and the areas draining to them (USEPA 2002). The
USEPA guidance also allows for dividing the allocation by using a land use analysis to
simplify the process. By making the assumption that more developed areas typically
convey stormwater via discrete means such as pipes or swales and lesser developed areas
mostly convey stormwater via surface sheetflow, the allocation process can be developed
with land use analysis whereby developed areas fall into the WLA and the lesser
developed areas into the LA.
This TMDL uses the land use based allocation approach to distribute the overall
percentage targets for the watershed. To do this, the Sunderland Brook watershed was
divided into three broad categories including Urban/Developed, Agriculture/Open, and
Forest/Wetland. Table 4 below illustrates how the land use categories were divided into
these three broader categories and the associated land areas within the Sunderland Brook
watershed.
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Table 4. Categorization of Land Uses into broader classes.
Major Land Use Categories

Urban/Developed

Agriculture/Open

Forest/Wetland

Land Use Name
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Transportation
Other Urban
Agriculture/Mixed Open
Row Crops
Hay/Pasture
Barren Land
Deciduous Forest
Coniferous Forest
Mixed Forest
Brush/Transitional
Wetland
Water

The overall percent reduction/increase in flows was then distributed among these three
categories to meet watershed targets. It was determined that there would be a zero
allocation, or no expected change in flow levels emanating from the Forest/Wetland
category since the runoff characteristics from these areas are likely optimal with regard to
overall watershed hydrology. This left the allocation to be distributed between the
Urban/Developed (WLA) and Agriculture/Open (LA) categories. The next step was to
determine the relative amount of influence each category had on runoff characteristics,
and thus the FDC, and divide the allocation accordingly. To accomplish this, the concept
of a runoff coefficient was utilized.
A runoff coefficient (Rv) is an expression of the percentage of precipitation that appears
as runoff. The value of the coefficient is determined on the basis of climatic conditions
and physiographic characteristics of the drainage area and is expressed as a constant
between zero and one. By determining the relative contribution to stormwater runoff
from each land use category using the Rv, the allocation between WLA and LA can be
made accordingly.
The primary influence on Rv is the degree of watershed imperviousness. This is shown
through data collected from numerous watersheds during the National Urban Runoff
Program Study from which an equation was developed to define the Rv. as shown below
(Schueler 1987):
Rv = 0.05 + 0.9(Ia)
Where: Ia = Impervious fraction
Percent imperviousness was estimated using a previously developed relationship (CWP et
al., 1999) for the Vermont Center for Geographic Information (VCGI) land use data
layer. Table 5 presents the estimated values for various land use categories.
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Table 5. Relationship between VCGI Land Use and percent imperviousness.
VCGI Land Use Code
3
5
7
11
12
13
14
17
24
41
42
43
61,62
211
212

Land Use Name
Brush/Transitional
Water
Barren Land
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Transportation
Other Urban
Agriculture/Mixed Open
Deciduous Forest
Coniferous Forest
Mixed Forest
Wetland
Row Crops
Hay/Pasture

Percent Impervious Cover
0%
0%
0%
14%
80%
60%
41%
60%
2%
0%
0%
0%
0%
2%
2%

By calculating the Rv for each broad land use group, and then weighting that coefficient’s
influence on runoff based on the amount of land area within each group, the relative
influence of each group on runoff (and conversely groundwater recharge) can be used to
allocate the watershed targets across the entire watershed. The results for Sunderland
Brook are given below in Table 6.
Table 6. The relative influence of each land use category on stormwater runoff in
Sunderland Brook based on the calculation of the Rv.
Rv
Urban/Developed
Agriculture/Open

0.52
0.07

Area
(acres)
1003
53

Weighted influence on runoff
100%
0%

USEPA interprets 40 CFR 130.2 to require that allocations for NPDES-regulated
discharges of stormwater runoff be included within the wasteload allocation component
of the TMDL (USEPA, 2002). USEPA also states that in instances where there is
insufficient data to calculate loads on an outfall by outfall basis, the stormwater
wasteload may be expressed as an aggregate or categorical allocation. USEPA
acknowledges that in cases where it is difficult to separate NPDES-regulated from non
NPDES-regulated stormwater discharges, it is acceptable to include both NPDESregulated stormwater discharges and non NPDES-regulated discharges (which would
typically be included in the load allocation portion of the TMDL) in this aggregated
wasteload category.
Because of data limitations and the wide variability of stormwater discharges, it is not
possible to separate the stormwater discharges subject to the NPDES program (e.g.
stormwater discharges from construction activity, MS4 discharges and multi-sector
industries) from stormwater discharges that are not subject to NPDES permitting (e.g.
stormwater discharges from impervious surfaces regulated under Vermont’s stormwater
program). Therefore, all stormwater discharges from the urban/developed land category
are included in the wasteload allocation portion of this TMDL. This category includes
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the NPDES-regulated stormwater discharges as well as other sources of stormwater
runoff not regulated as NPDES discharges.
In other words, the weighted proportion of runoff from the more developed areas, where
the vast majority of the NPDES regulated and non-NPDES regulated stormwater was
generated, established the limit of the WLA. Therefore, the “regulated” areas, including
all the NPDES regulated and non-NPDES regulated sources in the WLA, are responsible
for reducing and maintaining a 100% decrease in the high flow target. This total
allocation of the target flow to the WLA results from the minimal influence of the
relatively small portion of agricultural or undeveloped open areas in the watershed.
By aggregating NPDES-regulated and non NPDES-regulated stormwater discharges in
the wasteload allocation, the public is provided with a clearer understanding of how
Vermont proposes to achieve water quality standards and meet the cleanup target
established in the TMDL. However, the inclusion of stormwater discharges outside the
scope of the NPDES permit program in the wasteload allocation does not mean that these
discharges are legally required to obtain a NPDES stormwater permit currently or that
they will be legally required to obtain a NPDES permit to implement the TMDL.

Future Growth
The Agency has applied a two step analysis in allocating for future growth in this TMDL.
First, as to “jurisdictional” new growth that is subject to the VTDEC’s permit program
for impervious surfaces under 10 V.S.A. Section 1264 (i.e. new impervious surfaces
greater than one acre), the Agency assumes that the channel protection requirements in
the Vermont Stormwater Management Manual requiring 12-hour detention of the 1-year
storm, or 24-hour detention if discharging to a warm-water fishery, are sufficient to
protect against future stream degradation. The manual requires sites to meet channel
protection (CPv) as well as groundwater recharge treatment standards. The premise of
the channel protection standard is that runoff would be stored and released in such a
gradual manner that critical erosive velocities would seldom be exceeded in downstream
channels. MacRae (1991) found that the traditionally used 2-year control approach failed
to protect channels worn into more sensitive boundary materials and actually aggravated
erosion hazard in very sensitive channels. Therefore, MacRae (1991) developed the
distributed runoff control (DRC) as a method to vary the degree of control from the 2year control to the 80% over control based on the strength of boundary material. A study
done in Maryland (Cappuccitti, 2000) showed that “the CPv and DRC methods provide a
comparable level of management.” Additionally, the Center for Watershed Protection
(CWP) recommends the use of the channel protection criteria stating that “the criterion
balances the need to use a scientifically valid approach with a methodology that is
relatively easy to implement in the context of a statewide program.” (CWP, 2000)
VTDEC believes that if future growth complies with the channel protection standard as
well as the groundwater recharge treatment standard, Sunderland Brook will be able to
meet both the high and low flow targets of the TMDL.
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For “jurisdictional” new growth relative to the low flow targets, the Vermont Stormwater
Management Manual groundwater recharge treatment standard requires that
predevelopment recharge volumes be maintained, thus providing adequate protection.
As to “non-jurisdiction” new growth (i.e. new impervious surfaces less than one acre),
runoff from which could contribute to stream degradation, the Agency has allocated
additional stream flow reductions from current conditions to account for these potential
impacts. This allocation is based on future growth estimates of “non-jurisdiction”
impervious surfaces within the Sunderland Brook watershed. Based on current
development patterns and potential for future growth, 8 acres was estimated to be an
appropriate future growth target. By requiring reductions from currently developed areas
that are equal to the future impacts of the additional 8 acres, this type of future
development should have no effect on the overall watershed stream flow targets. The
same approach has been applied to the low flow targets.
Based on a subsequent P8-UCM model run, the projected 8 acres of impervious surfaces
increased the flow at the 0.3% high flow point on the FDC from 8.2525 to 8.2670 cfs/mi2.
The flow at the 95% low flow point on the FDC remained unchanged at 0.2229 cfs/mi2.
This unchanged low flow response appears to be coupled to the capabilities of the P8
model groundwater component and the relatively low discernible change the additional
future growth has on the overall percent imperviousness of the Sunderland Brook
watershed. The 8 acres of additional non-jurisdictional impervious acreage attributed to
future growth contributes a relatively minor overall increase to impervious cover –
approximately 0.6%. As a result, the groundwater component of the P8 model does not
discern a significant change in the groundwater recharge component of the overall flow.

Overall Allocation
In the broadest sense, the primary function of a TMDL is to determine and allocate
among sources the maximum pollutant loading a waterbody can receive to maintain
compliance with the appropriate water quality standard. For the Sunderland Brook
TMDL, it’s the stormwater runoff volume that is being limited overall and allocated
among sources. This approach works well within the TMDL framework for the high
flow target whereby an overall reduction of stormwater runoff is required. However, this
approach does not fit particularly well for the low flow target where an increase in nonstormwater instream flow is necessary and loading of stormwater runoff volume is not
directly being allocated. The restoration of low flows in Sunderland Brook is actually a
secondary result of controlling stormwater runoff (high flows) to increase groundwater
recharge. As stormwater runoff volumes are controlled (high flow reductions), the water
that eventually reaches the stream (low flow increases) is no longer considered
stormwater runoff because it is generally routed through the groundwater and does not
reach the stream for a significant amount of time following the precipitation event.
Also, the benefit of decreased pollutant loading (sediment, nutrients, etc.) due to reduced
stormwater runoff at high flows provides a good fit, although indirectly, within the
TMDL framework. The same cannot be said of the low flow targets. The low flow
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targets represent conditions where pollutants are already substantially removed from
water the stream receives from groundwater and thus there are no problematic
“pollutants” to allocate.
For these reasons, EPA does not consider the low flow targets applicable to an allocation
scenario and thus they will not be presented as such in this TMDL. Therefore, Table 7
gives the overall Sunderland Brook TMDL allocation for the high flows and Table 8
presents the overall Sunderland Brook targets for the low flow condition.
It should be emphasized here that even though the low flow targets are not part of the
formal TMDL allocation, VTDEC remains committed to including these low flow targets
within the remediation plan for the watershed.
Table 7. Sunderland Brook TMDL high flow allocation at Q0.3%.
Stormwater reduction from current
3.5%
Urban/Developed areas
Wasteload
Additional stormwater flow reduction from
Allocation
Urban/Developed areas to account for future
0.2%
growth
Load
Stormwater reduction from Agriculture/Open areas
Allocation
Total Sunderland Brook watershed stormwater flow reduction allocation at
Q0.3%
Table 8. Sunderland Brook low flow targets at Q95%.
Base flow increase from current
3.6%
Urban/Developed areas
Wasteload
Additional base flow increase from
Allocation
Urban/Developed areas to account for future
0.0%
growth
Load
Base flow increase from Agriculture/Open areas
Allocation
Total Sunderland Brook watershed base flow increase target at Q95%

3.7%

0.0%
3.7%

3.6%

0.0%
3.6%

Reasonable Assurances
When a TMDL is developed for waters impaired by both point and nonpoint sources, and
the wasteload allocation is based on an assumption that nonpoint source load reductions
will occur, EPA’s TMDL guidance provides that a TMDL must provide reasonable
assurances that nonpoint source control measures will achieve expected load reductions
in order for the TMDL to be approvable. In order to allocate loads among both nonpoint
and point sources, there must be reasonable assurances that nonpoint source reduction
will in fact be achieved. Where there are not reasonable assurances, under the Clean
Water Act, the entire load reduction must be assigned to point sources.
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As discussed earlier, this TMDL has been structured with an aggregate wasteload
allocation category that includes both NPDES-regulated stormwater discharges and non
NPDES-regulated stormwater discharges. Under the Clean Water Act, the only federally
enforceable controls are those for point sources through the NPDES permitting process.
However, VTDEC implements both a federally-authorized NPDES permit program for
stormwater discharges from construction activities, industrial activities and municipal
discharges under the MS4 program and a state-authorized permitting program for
stormwater discharges from impervious surfaces equal to or greater than one acre.
VTDEC is, therefore, well positioned to require implementation of stormwater treatment
and control measures through NPDES permit conditions and state stormwater permit
conditions for discharges in the urban/developed land category. However, the entire flow
reductions required under this TMDL have been allocated to the wasteload allocation due
to the highly developed nature of the Sunderland Brook watershed. Therefore, no
reasonable assurances that the load allocation portion of the TMDL will be implemented
are required or necessary.

Implementation Plan
EPA is not required to and does not approve TMDL implementation plans. Moreover,
TMDLs are not legally required to include implementation plans. Despite this, the
Agency has provided below a brief description of the general framework that it
anticipates using to implement this TMDL. The Agency is providing this general
description to aid the public in understanding the myriad of tools that the Agency
possesses to effectively implement this TMDL. This framework may change over time
based on new information gathered by VTDEC and as necessary to meet the
requirements of this TMDL.
As a starting point, the Agency has been undertaking various projects to collect
information to aid in the development of the implementation plan and in monitoring to
assess the success of the plan as it is implemented and make necessary adjustments to the
implementation plan. These projects include stream geomorphic assessment,
subwatershed mapping, flow gaging and precipitation monitoring, impervious surface
mapping and engineering feasibility assessment

Stream Geomorphic Assessment
In order to support the monitoring phase of stream remediation efforts, ANR has
contracted with UVM and various consultants to develop a consistent baseline of stream
geomorphic assessments (SGAs) for the stormwater-impaired streams, including
Sunderland Brook. These SGAs can be used as a point of comparison for future
assessments to document improvements or degradation of these streams on a set of
reaches from stormwater-impaired streams.

Subwatershed Mapping
The objective of this project is to identify discharge points within the stormwaterimpaired watersheds and delineate the associated watersheds for those discharge points.
The previously available subwatershed data is of varying quality. In some cases, there
was data on stormwater collection systems and discharge points. However, all of the
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watersheds took a substantial amount of work to get an accurate subwatershed
delineation. The delineation of these sub-watersheds will help to focus stormwater
treatment and control measures on higher risk areas within each stormwater-impaired
watershed.

Flow Gaging and Precipitation Monitoring
Altered hydrology within the stormwater-impaired watersheds is the dominant factor in
causing the impairments. To support the monitoring phase of stream remediation, ANR,
through a contract, established and operates stream flow and precipitation recording
stations within each of the stormwater-impaired waters. This data will form an essential
part of the adaptive management approach (discussed below) as stream flow is
anticipated to reflect the initial response of Sunderland Brook to stormwater treatment
and control measures that are implemented in accordance with this TMDL.

Impervious Surface Mapping
ANR is mapping the impervious surface area of each stormwater-impaired watershed
using QuickBird satellite data. The QuickBird satellite acquires high-quality satellite
imagery for map creation, detection of change over time, and image analysis. This project
is being undertaken in conjunction with the School of Natural Resources at the University
of Vermont.
ANR has performed the digital analysis of the data for the Sunderland Brook watershed.
UVM will apply advanced object oriented eCognition classification techniques to
potentially improve the mapping accuracy for the previously analyzed data using the
QuickBird satellite data. This data will be used in developing the implementation plan for
this TMDL.

Engineering Feasibility Assessment
To help develop the implementation plan for this TMDL, ANR is currently collecting
technical data for all significant stormwater treatment practices (including ponds,
infiltration basins, constructed wetlands, etc.) in the Sunderland Brook watershed.
Technical information including pond volume, drainage area and detention time is being
collected through permit review and site modeling using HydroCAD software. Once
information is collected, site visits are conducted to ensure the accuracy of data. In
addition to data collection, ANR is also conducting a limited engineering feasibility
analysis at each site to determine what can reasonably be achieved at each site with
regard to stormwater detention and infiltration.

Vermont BMP Decision Support System
In order to implement appropriate restoration efforts, it is important to identify and size
the appropriate best management practices (BMP) to achieve the watershed target.
Because there are a plethora of BMP type, size, and location combinations, this type of
analysis is typically extremely time-consuming. It may require numerous computer
model iterations and a significant data pre- and post-processing effort. The urban nature
of the stormwater impaired Vermont watersheds and their inherent spatial limitations
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make them particularly difficult and time-consuming to evaluate. Restoration may
require implementing a large number of small-scale BMPs. To increase the efficiency in
evaluating these watersheds, a BMP modeling tool that considers type, sizing, and
placement and produces results that can be compared to the TMDL targets is being
developed. This modeling tool is the Vermont BMP Decision Support System (VT BMP
DSS). The VT BMP DSS will help to evaluate where the implementation of stormwater
treatment and control will result in the greatest improvements on the flow regime, and
ultimately the water quality in the watershed.

Watershed-Wide General Permits and NPDES Permits
As discussed above, Vermont is authorized to implement both a federally-authorized
NPDES permit program for stormwater discharges from construction activities, industrial
activities and municipal discharges under the MS4 program and a state-authorized
permitting program for stormwater discharges from impervious surfaces equal to or
greater than one acre. This dual permitting authority provides Vermont with powerful
tools for requiring stormwater treatment and control practices and monitoring necessary
to implement this TMDL.
The Agency currently anticipates that TMDL implementation will be phased and that the
Agency will utilize an iterative, adaptive management approach to implementation The
first phase of implementation may involve the issuance of a watershed-wide general
permit pursuant to state law and may involve requiring controls through Vermont’s
federally-authorized NDPES stormwater permit program for municipal discharges,
discharges associated with industrial activities and construction discharges. Stormwater
treatment and control measures required in the first-round watershed-wide general permit
may include the construction and/or upgrade of stormwater treatment and control systems
by specifically identified dischargers of stormwater runoff.
The first-phase permit(s) will include a coordinated and cost-effective monitoring
program to gather necessary information on progress toward the TMDL target and water
quality standards and to determine the appropriate conditions or limitations for
subsequent permits. Such a monitoring program may include BMP evaluation, ambient
monitoring, receiving water assessment, or a combination of monitoring procedures
designed to gather the necessary information. Based on this information, the permit(s)
would be amended, as appropriate, to require implementation of more widespread and/or
more stringent treatment and controls or other best management practices as necessary to
meet the TMDL targets. This adaptive management approach is a cyclical process in
which a permit(s) is periodically assessed and adjustments to the permit(s) are made as
necessary.

Monitoring Plan
USEPA recommends a monitoring plan to track the effectiveness of a TMDL. The
Framework supports the concept of adaptive management which necessitates a
substantial monitoring plan at several levels. The Framework identifies three levels of
monitoring that are necessary for an adaptive management process to proceed most
effectively. These include monitoring: 1) BMP implementation, 2) the primary stressors
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in the watershed, and 3) the instream habitat and biological condition. VTDEC intends to
institute a comprehensive monitoring plan that addresses all the aspects identified in the
Framework. At this point, certain parts of the monitoring plan have already been initiated
while it is premature for others to begin. Several of the initiated monitoring programs
have been summarized in the previous “Implementation Plan” section.
Since the watershed general permit that will require the implementation of stormwater
treatment and control measures necessary to meet the TMDL target for Sunderland Brook
has yet to be developed, there is currently no specific monitoring plan for Sunderland
Brook. However, VTDEC will include requirements for the monitoring components
listed in the Framework which might include tracking BMPs implemented, percentage of
stormwater treated, percent of land area treated, etc. in the general permit. This should be
accomplished relatively easily through database tracking of permits.
Monitoring of the primary stressors in Sunderland Brook is necessary to reveal if the
implementation measures are having the desired impact. To date, some background
monitoring has occurred to provide baseline information against which to measure future
change. Continuous streamflow monitoring has been initiated in Sunderland Brook.
Also, VTDEC has developed the in-house capability to accurately measure
imperviousness within the watershed based on satellite imagery.
Monitoring of habitat condition and biological condition in Sunderland Brook has also
been initiated. A stream geomorphic assessment has been completed which includes an
assessment of aquatic life habitat. This data will provide a baseline against which to
compare future assessments. Recent biological monitoring has also been conducted to
verify the stormwater impairment listing of Sunderland Brook. Similarly, this will be
used as background data to track future improvements and ultimate meeting of the
VTWQS.

Public Participation
A public comment period was established upon the release of the draft Sunderland Brook
TMDL from April 16, 2008 through May 16, 2008. In conjunction with the release of the
draft TMDL, two informational public meetings were conducted, one in Shelburne and
another in Williston on May 6, 2008 to present the TMDL and to answer any questions.
Additionally, notification of the public informational meeting was posted to the Vermont
Department of Libraries website.
At the close of the public comment period, VTDEC had received comments from one
party. Responses to those comments is given in the below section.
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Responses to Public Comments on the Draft Allen, Indian,
Sunderland, and Munroe Brook TMDLs
Comments received
Submitted by:
Village of Essex Junction

1.

Signed by:
James L. Jutras
Water Quality Superintendent

Page; 25 Watershed-wide General Permits and NPDES Permits
As stated within the TMDL, there are multiple permitting tools available. At the
implementation phase, any general watershed permit considered should not delegate all
work to a municipality via these noted permitting processes.
Not all sites in a municipality or within an MS4 are under direct municipal control or
municipal jurisdiction. Included in this type of parcel are state permitted facilities and
facilities with expired stormwater permits. Expired permits remain an outstanding matter
that requires resolution. Address of this permit group has the potential for substantial
positive effect on the TMDL implementation.
Response:
DEC recently reconvened the Stormwater Advisory Group (SWAG) to discuss the full
range of implementation issues associated with its stormwater TMDLs. One topic of
discussion will be the role of municipalities in the implementation phase. DEC is
cognizant of the legal limits on jurisdiction over municipal discharges both under the
MS4 permit program and under state stormwater law. DEC hopes to cooperatively work
with affected municipalities to best implement these TMDLs and currently anticipates
that a combination of municipal and private efforts will be needed to fully implement the
TMDLs. Expired permits will also be a focus of SWAG discussions. DEC anticipates
that positive effects to these impaired streams will occur if stormwater systems with
expired permits are maintained and/or upgraded.

2.

The TMDL was not clear what occurs when attainment of water quality standards are
achieved. It is assumed that the jurisdictional and non jurisdictional controls are to be
continued for maintenance of water quality. The TMDL does not specifically address
how those controls may be integrated through ongoing watershed wide or other permit
mechanisms.
Response:
The role of the stormwater TMDLs is to set the hydrologic target for each watershed
upon which the implementation plan will be based. A TMDL is not required to include
an implementation plan or the specific control actions required to meet water quality
standards and the long-term maintenance requirements for these control actions. Each
watershed-specific implementation plan and related permit(s) will spell out the required
stormwater control requirements and the long-term maintenance of those controls.
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3.

Indian Brook. Page 5: Biomonitoring: It was my understanding that there would be
additional bioassessment prior to TMDL development. In streams near attainment where
offset work has been completed after the most current assessment described, there might
be improvement to bioassessment data. With work completed, this assessment will
unfortunately occur during TMDL implementation.
Response:
VTDEC agrees that follow-up biomonitoring is an important aspect to tracking BMP
effectiveness, especially in watersheds with relatively attainable TMDL targets and
where significant BMPs have been installed. However, no monitoring schedule has been
devised for the stormwater impaired watersheds beyond the statewide five year rotating
watershed assessment schedule. This important aspect of stormwater implementation
planning will be part of the Stormwater Advisory Group (SWAG) discussions. Key to
this discussion will be consideration of appropriate biomonitoring schedules and
resources available to fund this labor intensive and expensive monitoring.

4.

Page 1. Waterbody: Sunderland Brook also lies within the Village of Essex Junction,
upstream from Susie Wilson Road.
Response
This change will be made to the Sunderland Brook TMDL.
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Appendix B:
Map of the Watersheds in the
Town of Essex and
Village of Essex Junction
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Appendix C:
Stormwater Program Agreement
between MS4 Communities and
the CCRPC for Rethink Runoff

Appendix D: Stormwater Ordinance

Town of Essex Selectboard

10.20.072

Town Ordinance

10,20.073
10.20.074
10.20.075

The Selectboard of the Town of Essex
hereby ordains that Chapter 10.20 be
added to the Municipal Code:
Chapter 10.20

10.20.076
10.20.077
10.20.078
10.20.079

STORM WATER

Development Storm water
Management Applicability
Storm Water Design Manual.
General Performance Criteria.
Basic Storm Water Management
Design Criteria.
Requirements for Storm Water
Management Plan Approval.
Construction Inspection.
As-built Plans.
Landscaping and Stabilization
Requirements.

Sections:
10.20.080
10.20.010
General Provisions
10.20.011 Basis for the Ordinance
10.20.012 Purpose
10.20.013 Applicability
10.20.014 Documents Incorporated by
Reference
10.20.015 Definitions
10.20.016 General Exemptions

10.20.081
10.20.082
10.20.083
10.20.084
10.20.085
10.20.086
10.20.087

10.20.050
10.20.051
10.20.052
10.20.053
10.20.054
10.20.055
10.20.056

10.20.057
10.20.058
10.20.060
10.20.061
10.20.062
10.20.063
10.20.064
10.20.065
10.20.066
10.20.067
10.20.068
10.20.070
10.20.071

Illicit Discharges
Illicit Discharges-General
Discharge Prohibitions.
Suspension of MS4 Access.
Industrial or Construction
Activity Discharges.
Monitoring of Discharges.
Requirement to Prevent, Control,
and Reduce Storm Water
Pollutants.
Watercourse Protection.
Notification of Spills.
Erosion and Sediment control
Erosion and Sediment ControlGeneral.
Erosion and Sediment Control
Applicability
Disturbance of Less Than One
Acre of Land
Applicability of State Erosion
and Sediment Control Permits
Permit Required.
Erosion and Sediment Control
Plans
Construction Site and Driveway
Access Requirements
Inspection
Development Storm Water
Management.
Development Storm Water
Management - General

Storm Water Control Operation and Maintenance.
Design.
Routine Maintenance.
Maintenance Easement.
Maintenance Covenants.
Maintenance Inspections.
Records of Installation and
Maintenance Activities.
Failure to Maintain Practices.

10.20.090

Riparian Buffer Zones (reserved
for future).

10.20.100

Waivers

10.20.105

Appeals

10.20.110
10.20.111

Enforcement.
Stop-work order; Revocation of
Permit.
Violation and Penalty.
Notice of Violation.
Appeal of Notice of Violation.
Enforcement Measures after
Appeal.
Cost of Abatement of the
Violation.
Injunctive Relief.
Violations Deemed a Public
Nuisance.
Remedies not Exclusive.

10.20.112
10.20.113
10.20.114
10.20.115
10.20.116
10.20.117
10.20.118
10.20.119
10.20.120

Other Applicable Regulations.

10.20.130

Adherence to Public Works
Specifications.

10.20.140

Fees, Fines, and Applicable
Charges.

10.20.150

Severability.
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APPENDIX A: Small Site Erosion Control Guide
APPENDIX B: Town of Essex Erosion and
Sediment Control Permits Application
APPENDIX C: Storm Water Management Permit and Plan
APPENDIX D: Storm Water Management Design
Criteria
§10.20.010
General Provisions
This chapter is adopted pursuant to the Town’s
enabled right to adopt ordinances, bylaws, and regulations according to Section 103(a), et seq. of the
Town of Essex Charter, and Sections 3508 and 3617
of Title 24, Vermont Statutes Annotated.
§10.20.011
Basis for the Ordinance
A. Land development activities and associated
increases in site impervious cover often alter the hydrologic response and water quality aspects of local
watersheds and increase storm water runoff rates and
volumes, flooding, stream channel erosion, sediment
transport and deposition and the concentration of
waterborne pollutants and pathogens.
B. Clearing and grading during construction tend
to increase soil erosion and reduce the native vegetation important for terrestrial habitat, for stream regulation through shading and for maintenance of natural
food cycles important to food chains and aquatic
habitat.
C. Improper design and construction of storm
water management practices can increase downstream flooding and increase the velocity of storm
water runoff causing stream bank erosion and buildup of sedimentation.
D. Impervious surfaces allow less water to percolate into the soil, thereby decreasing groundwater
recharge and stream base flow.
E. Storm water runoff, soil erosion and non-point
source pollution can be controlled, minimized and in
some cases eliminated through the regulation of
storm water runoff from land development activities.
Illicit discharges must be eliminated.
F. The regulation of storm water discharges from
new development and redevelopment of existing
sites, the elimination of illicit discharges and the control of erosion and sediment discharge is in the public
interest and will minimize threats to public health and
safety
G. Economic loss and stream water quality degradation can result from these adverse impacts. Pet
and wildlife wastes in storm water may raise bacteria
levels, potentially resulting in loss of recreation use
of the streams and Lake Champlain

§10.20.012
Purpose
The purpose of this chapter is to provide for increased regulation to address the items outlined in
Section 10.20.011 and to thereby protect the public
health, safety, and general welfare of the Town of
Essex through the establishment of storm water best
management practices in the following areas:
A. Illicit Discharges (reference
Section 10.20.050).
B. Erosion and Sediment Control (reference
Section 10.20.060).
C. Development Storm Water Management
(reference Section 10.20.070).
D. Storm Water Control, Operation, and Maintenance (reference Section 10.20.080).
E. Riparian Buffer Zones (reserved for the future)
In addition, this chapter ensures compliance with
the storm water management provisions of the Small
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4),
General Permit No. 3-9014, for those construction
sites and post construction storm water management
projects which disturb 1 acre or more of earth.
§10.20.013
Applicability.
This chapter applies to all property within the
Town of Essex, Vermont outside the Village of Essex
Junction and shall apply specifically as indicated in
other sections by topic matter in this Ordinance.
§10.20.014

Documents Incorporated by Reference.
The latest versions of the following documents
are incorporated herein by reference:
A. Town of Essex Outside the Village of Essex
Junction Official Subdivision Regulations.
B. Town of Essex Outside the Village of Essex
Junction Official Zoning Bylaws.
C. Town of Essex Standard Specification for
Construction.
D. Vermont Storm water Management Manual,
Volumes I and II.
E. Vermont Handbook for Soil Erosion and
Sediment Control on Construction Sites
F. Town of Essex Storm Water Management
Plan dated April 2003
§10.20.015
Definitions.
As used in this chapter:
“Accelerated erosion” means erosion caused by
development activities that exceeds the natural processes by which the surface of the land is worn by the
action of water, wind, or chemical action.
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“Applicant” means a property owner or duly designated agent who files an application for a land
disturbance activity.
“Best management practices” (BMP’s) means
schedules of activities, prohibitions of practices,
maintenance procedures, the use of pollution control
devices and other management practices to prevent or
reduce the amount of pollution introduced to receiving bodies of water from storm water runoff. BMP’s
can include treatment practices, operating procedures,
and practices to control site runoff, spillage or leaks,
sludge or water disposal, or drainage from raw materials storage.
“Building” is as defined in Article XXVII of the
Town of Essex Zoning Bylaws, as amended.
“Channel” means a natural or artificial watercourse with a definite bed and banks that conducts
continuously or periodically flowing water.
“Clean Water Act” means the federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 USC §1251, et seq.), and any
subsequent amendments thereto.
“Clearing” means any activity that removes the
vegetative surface cover.
“Construction activity” means activities such as
clearing and grubbing, grading, excavating, and
demolition. Coverage for construction site runoff
under the State of Vermont General Permit may be
required for projects resulting in land disturbance of
1 acre or more of land.
“Conveyance” means the process of water moving from one place to another.
“Detention” means the temporary storage of
storm water runoff in a storm water system with the
goal of controlling peak discharge rates and providing gravity settling of pollutants.
“Detention facility” means a detention basin or
alternative structure designed to temporarily store
stream flow or surface runoff and to gradually release
stored water at controlled rates.
“Development” is as defined in Article XXVII
of the Town of Essex Zoning Bylaws, as amended.
“Drainage easement” means a legal right granted
by a landowner to a grantee allowing the use of land
for storm water management purposes.
“Drainage way” means a channel that conveys
surface runoff through the site.
“Erosion” means when land is diminished or
worn due to wind or water. Often the eroded debris
(silt or sediment) becomes a pollutant via storm water
runoff. Erosion occurs naturally but can be intensified by land clearing activities such as farming, development, road building, and timber harvesting.
“Erosion and sediment control plan” means a
plan that indicates the specific measures and their
sequencing for use to control sediment and erosion
on a development site during and after construction.

“Existing development” means a development
that was built prior to the effective date of the adoption of this Ordinance.
“Grading” means excavation or fill of material,
including the resulting conditions thereof.
“Hazardous materials” means any material, including any substance, waste, or combination thereof,
that because of its quantity, concentration, or physical, chemical, or infectious characteristics may cause,
or significantly contribute to, a substantial present or
potential hazard to human health, safety, property, or
the environment when improperly treated, stored,
transported, disposed of, or otherwise managed.
“Hotspot” means an area where land use or activities generate highly contaminated runoff, with
concentrations of pollutants in excess of those typically found in storm water.
“Hydrologic soil group” (HSG) means a Natural
Resource Conservation Service classification in
which soils are categorized into 4 runoff potential
groups. The groups range from “A” soils with high
permeability and little runoff production to “D” soils
that have low permeability rates and produce much
more runoff.
“Illicit discharge” means any direct or indirect
non-storm water discharge to the storm drain system,
except as may be exempted under this chapter.
“Illicit connections” means either of the following definitions:
A. Any drain or conveyance, whether on the
surface or subsurface, that allows an illicit
discharge to enter the storm drain system including but not limited to any conveyances
that allow any non-storm water discharge
including sewage, process wastewater, and
wash water to enter the storm drain system
and any connections to the storm drain system from indoor drains and sinks, regardless
of whether said drain or connection had
been previously allowed, permitted, or approved by an authorized enforcement
agency.
B. Any drain or conveyance connected from a
commercial or industrial land use to the
storm drain system that has not been documented in plans, maps or equivalent records
and approved by an authorized enforcement
agency.
“Impervious cover” means human-made surfaces
including, but not limited to, paved and unpaved
roads, parking areas, building roofs, driveways
(paved and unpaved) walkways and compacted surfaces, from which precipitation runs off rather than
infiltrates. A measure of imperviousness is a “C”
value for runoff under of the Unified Soil Classification System of .70 or greater.
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“Industrial activity” means activities subject to
NPDES Industrial Permits as defined in 40 CFR
§122.26(b)(14).
“Industrial storm water permit” means a NPDES
permit issued to a commercial industry or group of
industries that regulates the pollutant levels associated with industrial storm water discharges or specifies on-site pollution control strategies.
“Infiltration” means the process of percolating
storm water into the subsurface.
“Infiltration facility” means any structure or device designed to infiltrate retained water to the subsurface. These facilities may be above or below
grade.
“Jurisdictional wetland” means an area inundated or saturated by surface water or groundwater at
a frequency and duration sufficient to support a
prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in
saturated soil conditions, commonly known as hydrophytic vegetation.
“Land disturbance activity” means any activity
that changes the volume or peak flow discharge rate
of rainfall runoff from the land’s surface. This may
include grading, digging, cutting, scraping, or excavating soil, placement of fill materials, paving, construction, substantial removal of vegetation, or any
activity that bares soil or rock or involves the diversion or piping of any natural or human-made watercourse.
“Landowner” means the legal or beneficial
owner of land, including those holding the right to
purchase or lease the land, or any other person holding proprietary rights in the land.
“Maintenance agreement” means a legally recorded document that acts as a property deed restriction and that provides for long-term maintenance of
storm water management practices.
“Maximum extent practicable” (MEP) means the
requirement in the federal Clean Water Act permitting discharges from municipal storm sewers to include controls to reduce the discharge of pollutants to
the maximum extent practicable, including management practices, control techniques and system, design
and engineering methods, and such other provisions
as the state of Vermont determines appropriate for
the control of such pollutants.
“Minimum control measures” means any BMP
or other method used to prevent or reduce the discharge of pollutants to waters of the United States.
“MS4” means the municipal separate storm
water system.
“National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System” (NPDES) means the name of the surface water
quality program authorized by Congress as part of the
1987 Clean Water Act. This is EPA’s program to
control the discharge of pollutants to waters of the

United States and means a permit issued by EPA (or
by a state under authority delegated pursuant to 33
USC §1342(b)) authorizing the discharge of pollutants to waters of the United States, whether the permit is applicable on an individual, group, or general
area-wide basis.
“New development” means the construction of
new impervious surfaces on a tract or tracts of land
occurring after the effective date of this Ordinance
“Non-point source (NPS) pollutants” means pollutants from many diffuse sources. NPS pollution is
caused by rainfall or snowmelt moving over and
through the ground. As the runoff moves, it picks up
and carries away natural and human-made pollutants,
finally depositing them into lakes, rivers, wetlands,
coastal waters, and even into underground sources of
drinking water.
“Non-storm water discharge” means any discharge to the storm drain system that is not composed
entirely of storm water.
“Nonstructural best management practices”
means non physical methods or activities used to
mitigate the adverse impacts of storm water runoff
including, but not limited to ordinances, maintenance
activities and education/outreach activities.
“Offset fee” means a monetary compensation
paid to a local government for an inability to meet
pollutant load reduction targets.
“Offsite” means the land within the development’s drainage area that is not owned or controlled
by the permit applicant.
“Outfall” means the point where drainage discharges from a pipe, ditch, or other conveyance to a
receiving body of water.
“Perimeter control” means a barrier that prevents sediment from leaving a site by filtering sediment-laden runoff or diverting it to a sediment trap or
basin.
“Person” means any individual, association, organization, partnership, firm, corporation, or other
entity recognized by law and acting as either the
owner or as the owner’s agent.
“Phasing” means clearing of a parcel of land in
distinct phases, with the stabilization of each phase
completed before the clearing of the next.
“Point source pollutant” means pollutants from a
single, identifiable source such as a factory or refinery.
“Pollutant” means anything that causes or contributes to pollution. Pollutants may include, but are
not limited to, paints, varnishes and solvents, oil and
other automotive fluids, non-hazardous liquid and
solid wastes and yard wastes, refuse, rubbish, garbage, litter, or other discarded or abandoned objects,
and accumulations, so that same may cause or contribute to pollution, floatables, pesticides, herbicides,
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and fertilizers, hazardous substances and wastes,
sewage, fecal coliform and pathogens, dissolved and
particulate metals, animal wastes, wastes and residues that result from constructing a building or structure, and noxious or offensive matter of any kind.
“Recharge” means the replenishment of underground water reserves.
“Redevelopment” means in the context of storm
water, any construction, alteration, or improvement
exceeding 10,000 SF on previously developed land .
“Riparian Buffer Zone” means the width of land
adjacent to streams or lakes between the top of the
bank or top of slope or mean water level and the edge
of other land uses. Riparian buffer zones are typically
undisturbed areas that protect the waterbody and adjacent riparian corridor ecosystem from the impact of
adjacent land uses.
“Riparian corridor” means the waterbody and
width of adjacent land that supports a distinct ecosystem with abundant and diverse plant and animal
communities and which provides for channel stability
of the water body.
“Runoff” means drainage or flood discharge that
leaves an area as surface flow or as pipeline flow that
has reached a channel or pipeline by either surface or
sub-surface routes.
“Sediment” means soil, sand, and minerals
washed from land into water, usually after rain.
Sediment can destroy fish-nesting areas, clog animal
habitats, and cloud water so that sunlight does not
reach aquatic plants.
“Sediment control” means measures that prevent
eroded sediment from leaving the site.
“Sheet flow” means the portion of precipitation
that moves initially as overland flow in very shallow
depths before eventually reaching a stream channel.
“Site” means a parcel of land or contiguous
combination thereof, where grading work is performed as a single unified operation.
“Stabilization” means the use of practices that
prevent exposed soil from eroding.
“Start of construction” means the first landdisturbing activity associated with a development,
including land preparation such as clearing, grading,
and filling, installation of streets and walkways, excavation for basements, footings, piers, or foundations, erection of temporary forms, and installation of
accessory buildings such as garages.
“Stop work order” means an order issued requiring that all construction activity on a site be stopped.
“Storm drainage system” means facilities by
which storm water is collected and/or conveyed including, but not limited to, any roads with drainage
systems, municipal streets, gutters, curbs, inlets,
piped storm drains, pumping facilities, retention and
detention basins, natural and human-made or altered

drainage channels, reservoirs, and other drainage
structures.
“Storm water” means any surface flow, runoff,
and drainage consisting entirely of water from any
form of natural precipitation, and resulting from such
precipitation.
“Storm water management” means the use of
structural or non-structural practices that are designed
to reduce storm water runoff pollutant loads, discharge volumes, and/or peak flow discharge rates.
“Storm water pollution prevention plan” means a
document describing the BMP’s and activities to be
implemented by a person or business to identify
sources of pollution or contamination at a site and the
actions to eliminate or reduce pollutant discharges to
storm water, storm water conveyance systems, and/or
receiving waters to the maximum extent practicable.
“Storm water retrofit” means a storm water
management practice designed for an existing development site that previously had either no storm water
management practice in place or a practice inadequate to meet the storm water management requirements of the site.
“Storm water runoff” means flow on the surface
of the ground, resulting from precipitation.
“Storm water treatment practices” (STP’s)
means measures, either structural or non-structural,
that are determined to be the most effective, practical
means of preventing or reducing point source or nonpoint source pollution inputs to storm water runoff
and water bodies.
“Structural best management practices” means
physical features used to improve storm water quality
or reduce peak flows such as detention ponds,
grassed swales, sand filters, and infiltration basins.
“Substantially deteriorated” means the condition of a storm water treatment practice that would
necessitate repair or reconstruction beyond that
which would be considered typical, periodic maintenance for a system of similar design.
“Total maximum daily load” (TMDL) means the
maximum amount of pollutants that can be released
into a water body without adversely affecting the
water quality.
“Urban runoff” means storm water from urban
areas that tend to contain heavy concentrations of
pollutants from urban activities.
“Wastewater” means any water or other liquid
other than uncontaminated storm water discharged
from a facility.
“Water quality volume” (Wqv) means the storage
needed to capture and treat 90% of the average annual storm water runoff volume. Numerically (Wqv)
will vary as a function of long-term rainfall statistical
data.
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“Watercourse” means a permanent or intermittent stream or other body of water, either natural or
human-made, that gathers or carries surface water.
“Watershed” means that geographical area that
drains to a specified point on a watercourse, usually a
confluence of streams or rivers.
“Wetland” means those areas that are inundated
by surface or ground water with a frequency sufficient to support plants and animals that depend on
saturated soil conditions for growth and reproduction.
Designated wetlands in Vermont are classified as
Class I, II or III.

requirements of the State of Vermont General Permit
process:

§ 10.20.016
General Exemptions
The Illicit Discharge requirements of this
Ordinance are applicable in all cases.
The following activities are exempt from review or control under this Ordinance to the extent
they do not involve Illicit Discharges:
A. Agricultural and silvicultural activity,
except that log landing and log haul roads are subject
to the provisions of this Ordinance. In addition, logging or silvicultural activity conducted as a part of a
land development application is not exempt from the
general provisions of this Ordinance.
B. Repairs to any storm water management
system that is deemed necessary by the Town Engineer
C. Cemetery facilities
D. Installation of fence, sign, telephone and
electric poles and other kinds of fences, posts or
poles.
E. Emergency activity immediately necessary to protect life, property or natural resources.
F. Activities of an individual engaging in
home gardening by growing flowers, vegetable and
other plants primarily for the use by that person and
his/her family.
G. Land development activities that disturb
less than one (1) acre.
H. Municipal activities not requiring Site
Plan or Subdivision approval. Reconstruction/maintenance of municipal gravel roads shall adhere to the guidelines entitled “Vermont Better Back
Roads Manual,” latest version.

§10.20.052
Discharge Prohibitions.
Prohibition of illicit discharges. No person shall
discharge or cause to be discharged into the municipal storm drain system or watercourses any materials
including, but not limited to, pollutants or waters
containing any pollutants that cause or contribute to a
violation of applicable water quality standards, other
than storm water.
The commencement, conduct, or continuance of
any illicit discharge to the storm drain system is prohibited except as described herein. The following
discharges are exempt from discharge prohibitions
established by this sub-chapter:
A. Flushing of water line or other potable water
sources (except when a particular substance
in the water is subject to control by State or
federal regulation and then the discharge is
still exempt if within the limits of acceptability for the controlled substance).
B. Landscape irrigation or lawn watering
(unless such watering results in a direct discharge and the discharge is identified as
containing pollutants or chemicals that are
required to be controlled by state or federal
regulation).
C. Diverted stream flows.
D. Rising or pumped ground water, providing
such groundwater is not contaminated or
polluted.
E. Ground water infiltration to storm drains.
F. Foundation or footing drains (not including
active ground water dewatering systems)
containing no contaminants or pollutants.
G. Air conditioning condensation (except when
control of a particular substance in the water
is by federal regulation and then the discharge is still exempt if within the limits of
acceptability for the controlled substance).
H. Uncontaminated springs.
I. Non-commercial washing of vehicles
(unless such watering results in a direct discharge and the discharge is identified as
containing pollutants or chemicals that are

§10.20.050

Illicit Discharges

§10.20.051
Illicit Discharges - General.
This sub-chapter regulates non-storm water discharges to the storm drainage system as required by
federal and state law. Methods are established for
controlling the introduction of pollutants into the
municipal separate storm water system (MS4) to
meet the following objectives, consistent with the

A. To regulate the contribution of pollutants to
the MS4 by storm water discharges by any
user.
B. To prohibit illicit connections and discharges to the MS4.
C. To establish legal authority to carry out all
inspection, surveillance, and monitoring
procedures necessary to ensure compliance
with this Ordinance.
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required to be controlled by state or federal
regulation).
J. Natural riparian habitat or wetland flows.
K. Swimming pools (if de-chlorinated– typically less than one PPM chlorine and except
when control of a particular substance in the
water is by State or federal regulation and
then the discharge is still exempt if within
the limits of acceptability for the controlled
substance).
L. Fire fighting activities, not including the
cleanup of spills or accidents involving contaminated material such as oil spills or
hazardous wastes.
M. Any other water source not containing pollutants.
N. Discharges specified in writing by an
authorized representative of the Town of
Essex as being necessary to protect public
health and safety.
O. Dye testing is an allowable discharge, if
approved by the Town Engineer.
The prohibition shall not apply to any non-storm
water discharge permitted under an NPDES permit,
waiver, or waste discharge order issued for the discharge and administered under the authority of the
US EPA, provided that the discharger is in full compliance with all requirements of the permit, waiver,
or order and other applicable laws and regulations,
and provided that written approval has been granted
by the Town for any discharge to the storm drain
system.
Prohibition of illicit connections. The construction, use, maintenance, or continued existence of illicit connections to the storm drain system is prohibited.
This prohibition expressly includes, without
limitation, illicit connections made in the past, regardless of whether the connection was permissible
under law or practices applicable or prevailing at the
time of connection.
A person is in violation of this sub-chapter if the
person connects a line conveying sewage, laundry
waste or other forms of gray water to the MS4 or
allows such a connection to continue.
§10.20.053
Suspension of MS4 Access.
Suspension due to illicit discharges in emergency
situations. The Town may, without notice, suspend
MS4 discharge access to a person when such suspension is necessary to stop an actual or threatened discharge that presents or may present imminent and
substantial danger to the environment, or to the health
or welfare of persons, or to the MS4 or waters of the
United States. If the violator fails to comply with a
suspension order issued in an emergency, the Town

Engineer may take such steps as deemed necessary to
prevent or minimize damage to the MS4 or water of
the United States, or to minimize danger to persons.
A person commits a violation of this Ordinance
if the person reinstates MS4 access to premises terminated pursuant to this section, without the prior
approval of the Town Engineer.
§10.20.054

Industrial or Construction Activity Discharges.
Any person subject to an industrial multi-sector
permit or other separately-issued storm water permit
by the Town, State or EPA shall comply with all provisions of such permit. Proof of compliance with
said permit may be required in a form acceptable to
the Town prior to the allowing of discharges to the
MS4.
§10.20.055
Monitoring of Discharges.
Applicability. This section applies to all facilities that have storm water discharges associated with
industrial activity, including construction activity.
Access to facilities. Authorized representatives
of the Town shall be permitted to enter and inspect
facilities subject to regulation under this chapter as
often as may be necessary to determine compliance
with this chapter. If a discharger has security measures in force that require proper identification and
clearance before entry into its premises, the discharger shall make the necessary arrangements to
allow access to authorized representatives of the
Town.
Facility operators shall allow the authorized
Town representative ready access to all parts of the
premises for inspection, sampling, examination, and
copying of records that must be kept under the conditions of an NPDES or State permit to discharge storm
water, and the performance of any additional duties
as defined by state and federal law.
The Town shall have the right to require the discharger to install on any permitted facility such devices necessary in the opinion of the Town Engineer
to conduct monitoring and/or sampling of the facility’s storm water discharge at the expense of the discharger.
The facility’s sampling and monitoring equipment shall be maintained at all times in a safe and
proper operating condition by the discharger at its
own expense. All devices used to measure storm water flow and quality shall be calibrated to ensure their
accuracy.
Any temporary or permanent obstruction to safe
and easy access to the facility to be inspected and/or
sampled shall be promptly removed by the operator
at the written or oral request of the authorized Town
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representative and shall not be replaced. The costs of
clearing such access shall be borne by the operator.
Unreasonable delay in allowing the authorized
Town representative access to a permitted facility is a
violation of a storm water discharge permit and of
this Ordinance. A person who is the operator of a
facility with a NPDES permit to discharge storm water associated with industrial activity commits a
violation of this Ordinance if the person denies the
authorized Town representative reasonable access to
the permitted facility for conducting any activity authorized or required by this chapter.
If the authorized Town representative has been
refused access to any part of the premises from which
storm water is discharged, such refusal shall be a
violation of this Ordinance. The authorized Town
representative may secure warrants from the applicable court having jurisdiction in cases where access is
refused.
§10.20.056

Requirement to Prevent, Control,
and Reduce Storm Water
Pollutants.
The Town has adopted best management practices for any activity, operation, or facility that may
cause or contribute to pollution or contamination of
storm water, the storm drain system, or waters of the
United States through the State of Vermont Phase II
Storm-water Permit. The owner or operator of a
commercial or industrial establishment shall provide,
at their expense, reasonable protection from accidental discharge of prohibited materials or other wastes
into the municipal storm drain system or watercourses through the use of applicable structural and
non-structural BMP’s. Further, any person responsible for a property or premise, that is, or may be, the
source of an illicit discharge, may be required to implement, at said person’s expense, additional structural and non-structural BMP’s to prevent the further
discharge of pollutants to the MS4. Compliance with
all terms and conditions of a valid Multi-sector General permit authorizing the discharge of storm water
associated with industrial activity, to the extent practicable, shall be deemed compliance with the provision of this section. These BMP’s shall be part of a
storm water pollution prevention plan (SWPP) as
necessary for compliance with requirements of the
NPDES permit.

§10.20.057
Watercourse Protection.
Every person owning property through which an
intermittent or continuously flowing watercourse
passes, or such person’s lessee, shall not deposit in
the watercourse or on the land impacted by runoff to
the watercourse trash, debris, cut brush, grass or

wood, pet waste and other obstacles that would pollute, contaminate, or significantly alter the natural
flow of water through the watercourse. Natural
blockages of the stream by wildlife are considered
not the responsibility of the landowner or lessee. In
addition, the owner or lessee shall maintain existing
privately owned structures within or adjacent to a
watercourse, so that such structures will not become a
hazard to the use, function, or physical integrity of
the watercourse.
Riparian buffers established as part of development approval and required by Town regulations
shall be maintained by the developer and all other
subsequent property owners or associations within
the development.
§10.20.058
Notification of Spills.
Notwithstanding other requirements of law, as
soon as any person responsible for a facility or operation, or responsible for emergency response for a
facility or operation has information of any known or
suspected release of materials that are resulting or
may result in illegal discharges or pollutants discharging into storm water, the storm drain system, or
waters of the United States from such facility or
operation, said person shall take all necessary steps
to ensure the discovery, containment, and cleanup of
such release. In the event of such a release of hazardous materials said person shall immediately notify
emergency response agencies and the Town Engineer
of the occurrence. In the event of a release of nonhazardous materials, said person shall notify the
Town Engineer no later than the next business day.
Notifications in person or by phone shall be confirmed by written notice addressed and mailed to the
Town Engineer within 3 business days of the phone
or in-person notice. If the discharge of prohibited
materials emanates from a commercial or industrial
establishment, the owner or operator of such establishment shall also retain an on-site written record of
the discharge and the actions taken to prevent its recurrence. Such records shall be retained for at least 3
years.
§10.20.060

Erosion and Sediment Control

§10.20.061

Erosion and Sediment ControlGeneral.
During construction, soil is vulnerable to erosion
by wind and water. Eroded soil endangers water resources by reducing water quality and causing the
siltation of aquatic habitat for fish and other desirable
species. Clearing and grading during construction
causes the loss of native vegetation necessary for
terrestrial and aquatic habitat. For erosion and sediment control, this sub-chapter:
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A. Safeguards persons, protects property, and
prevents damage to the environment.
B. Promotes the public welfare by guiding,
regulating, and controlling the design, construction, use, and maintenance of any development or other activity that disturbs or
breaks the topsoil or results in the movement
of earth on land.
§10.20.062

Erosion and Sediment Control
Applicability.
This sub-chapter applies to any clearing, grading,
construction or land disturbance activity within the
jurisdictional area of the Ordinance.
All such activities are regulated under this subchapter unless exempted under section 10.20.016
§10.20.063

Disturbance of Less Than One
Acre of Land
Erosion Control Permits will not be required for
clearing, grubbing, grading or any land disturbance
activities that involve one acre or less of contiguous
disturbed land, unless a Storm Water Management
Plan per Section 10.20.072 is required.
The Town shall provide erosion and sediment
control standard diagrams for mandatory compliance
on sites that involve less than one acre of disturbance,
and that do not require a Storm Water Management
Plan. The small site plan diagrams and guidelines
shall be provided with the issuance of each building
permit issued within the Town and shall be available
for all persons within the Town at the Town offices.
The information is contained in Appendix A. Noncompliance with any of the provisions within Appendix A is a violation of this Ordinance, subject to the
same legal remedies and fines as under the main body
of the Ordinance.
Compliance with the erosion control guidelines
is also required for individual building construction
performed within a larger subdivision or project
which is subject to additional conditions imposed
under a broader Town or State issued General Permit
for Construction Site Runoff.
§10.20.064

Applicability of State Erosion
and Sediment Control Permits
The Town shall accept a State of Vermont General Permit for construction site runoff as evidence of
meeting Town erosion and sediment control permit
requirements for those projects which fall under the
jurisdiction of the State requirements. If a state permit is accepted as evidence of compliance with the
Town Ordinance, a separate Town application will
not be required and Town storm-water permit fees
shall be waived.

§10.20.065
Permit Required
No person shall be granted a permit for construction activities disturbing more than one acre of
land without the Town Engineer’s approval of an
erosion and sediment control plan.
Appendix B to this Ordinance contains the requirements for inclusion in an Erosion and Sediment
Control Permit issued by the Town. Each permit application shall be accompanied by a non-refundable
permit application fee as established by the
Selectboard, which shall be reviewed annually. Incomplete applications will not be accepted. The erosion and sediment control plan shall be submitted by
a registered professional engineer in the State of
Vermont or by a licensed and certified erosion control technician. Each application shall include a
statement that any land clearing, construction, or development involving the disturbance of at least one
acre of earth shall be in accordance with the erosion
and sediment control plan and that an authorized representative of the applicant shall be onsite or readily
accessible on all days when construction or grading
takes place.
The applicant shall file with the Town, if required based upon the scope of the work, a faithful
form of improvement security, such as a letter of
credit or similar financial instrument, in an amount
deemed sufficient by the Town to cover all costs of
improvements, landscaping and maintenance of improvements for such period as specified by the Town,
including any necessary amount to cover inflationary
and contingency costs, and engineering and inspection costs to cover the cost of failure or repair of improvements installed on the site. If the project is included as part of an overall development involving a
formal letter of Credit and Highway Agreement, the
estimated costs for erosion control compliance may
be included as a line item in the overall development
letter of credit.
Review and approval. The Town shall review
each application for an erosion and sediment control
permit to determine its conformance with the provisions of this regulation. Within 15 business days
after receiving an application deemed complete by
the Town, the Town shall, in writing: approve the
permit application; approve the permit application
subject to such reasonable conditions as may be necessary to secure substantially the objectives of this
regulation, and issue the permit subject to these conditions; or, disapprove the permit application, indicating the reason(s).
§10.20.066

Erosion and Sediment Control
Plans.
A description and listing of the plan requirements is
contained in Appendix B.
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§10.20.067

Construction Site Access and
Driveway requirements.
All construction site accesses shall meet the
minimum requirements for a construction access road
as contained in Appendix A. In addition:
A. The Town may require more stringent site
access requirements if conditions warrant or if the
construction site access is not maintained in an acceptable condition.
B. All persons within the Town of Essex are
required to take preventative action to prevent the
tracking of sediment from construction sites and
driveways onto Town or State roads. Immediate action shall be taken by the responsible persons to wet
sweep the road and to clean any catch basins or remove such sediment from drainage ditches affected
by the tracking of sediment onto paved roadways.
Failure to comply shall be a violation of this Ordinance, subject to the remedies contained therein.
§10.20.068
Inspection.
The Town Engineer or his representative shall
make inspections on an as needed basis.
For projects operating under a Town approved
and issued erosion control plan, periodic scheduled
inspections are required by the design engineer or
licensed technician to certify the status of the implemented plan. The following inspection schedule is a
requirement of the issued permit:
A. Start of construction.
B. Installation of sediment and erosion
measures.
C. Completion of final grading.
D. Close of the construction season (if multiseason).
E. Completion of final landscaping and following clean-up of all impacted Town infrastructure,
such as catch basins, storm water piping and detention basins.
The permit holder shall notify the Town Engineer or his authorized representative at least 24 hours
in advance of the scheduled inspections by the certifying engineer or licensed technician.
All inspections shall be documented in writing
and submitted to the Town Engineer as specified by
the approved permit.
The authorized representative of the Town shall
enter the property of the applicant as deemed necessary to conduct periodic inspections.
Failure to inspect or keep a written record of the
inspection as required shall be considered a violation
of this Ordinance.

§10.20.070

Development Storm Water
Management

§10.20.071

Development Storm Water
Management - General.
This subchapter establishes minimum storm water management requirements for new development/redevelopment to augment existing Town development regulations and to provide controls to protect and safeguard the general health, safety, and welfare of the public. This subchapter:
A. Minimizes increases in storm water runoff
from new development/redevelopment to
reduce flooding, siltation, and streambank
erosion.
B. Minimizes increases in non-point source
pollution caused by storm water runoff from
development that would otherwise degrade
water quality.
C. Minimizes the total annual volume of surface water runoff that flows from any specific site during and following development
to not exceed the predevelopment hydrologic regime to the maximum extent practicable.
D. Reduces storm water runoff rates and volumes, soil erosion, and non-point source
pollution, wherever possible, through storm
water management controls and to ensure
that these management controls are properly
maintained and pose no threat to public
safety.
§10.20.072

Development Storm Water
Management Applicability.
This subchapter applies to all subdivision and
site plan applications for new development and redevelopment activities that create new or is an expansion of old impervious surfaces that are equal to or
greater than one-half (1/2) acre.
In addition, this subchapter applies to land development activities smaller than the minimum applicability criteria if such activities are part of a larger
common plan of development (Master Plan, Planned
Residential Development, Planned Unit Development) meeting the applicable criteria, even though
multiple separate and distinct land development activities may take place at different times on different
schedules.
Exemptions. The following activities shall be
exempt from the provisions of this chapter:
Additions/modifications to existing single-family
residential structures
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Permit required. No landowner or land operator
shall receive any Town permit, including a Zoning
Permit, required for new development or redevelopment projects that creates a new or expanded impervious area of one-half (1/2) acre or more without first
meeting the requirements of this chapter.
Application requirements. Unless specifically
excluded by this chapter, any person desiring a permit for a new development or redevelopment project
creating or disturbing one acre or more of land and/or
creates a new or expanded impervious land area of
one-half acre (1/2) acre or greater shall submit to the
Town Engineer a Development Storm-water Permit
application on a form provided for that purpose.
State permits. Projects requiring a State Stormwater permit may submit a copy of the issued State
permit with supporting documentation as evidence of
compliance with the requirement for a Town Development Storm-water Management Permit. The permit requirements are found in Appendix C.
Unless otherwise exempted by this chapter, a
Development Storm-water Management Permit application must be accompanied by the following for
an application to be considered complete: a storm
water management plan; a maintenance agreement;
an erosion and sediment control permit per Section
10.20.065, if applicable and a non-refundable permit
review fee. The storm water management plan shall
be prepared to meet the requirements of this chapter,
and the fees shall be those established by the Selectboard of the Town, which shall be reviewed annually.
Application review fees. The fee for review of a
Development Storm-water Management permit shall
be based on the amount of new or disturbed impervious land. The fee shall be used to support local plan
review, inspection, and program administration or
related municipal storm water projects or storm-water
related taskings. The fee must be submitted with the
application prior to the issuance of any Zoning Permit for construction.
Application procedure. Applications for Development Storm-water Management Permit Applications must be filed with the Town. An original and
three copies of the permit application shall be submitted, including four copies of all supporting documents. Within 15 business days of the receipt of a
complete application, including all documents as
required by this chapter, the Town shall inform the
applicant whether the application, plan, and maintenance agreement is approved, approved with conditions, or disapproved. If the permit application, final
storm water management plan, and maintenance
agreement are approved (with or without conditions),
a Development Storm-water Management Permit
shall be issued.

Permit duration. Permits issued under this section shall be valid from the date of issuance through
the date three years after the Town notifies the permit
holder that all storm water management practices
have passed final inspection.
Other related permits. Issuance of a local Development Storm-water Management Permit does not
negate the requirement of the applicant to obtain
State or other storm-water permits as may be required.
§10.20.073
Storm Water Design Manual.
The storm water manual as referenced in this
chapter refers to the technical analysis and design
standards specified in the Vermont Storm Water
Management Manual (volumes I and II), latest revision.
§10.20.074
General Performance Criteria.
The following performance criteria shall be addressed for storm water management at all sites:
A. All site designs shall establish storm water
management practices to control the peak
flow rates of storm water discharge associated with specified design storms, as noted
in the Vermont Storm Water Management
Manual, Volumes I and II, aimed at reducing the generation of storm water. These
practices should seek to use pervious areas
for storm water treatment and to infiltrate
storm water runoff from driveways, sidewalks, rooftops, parking lots, and landscaped areas to the maximum extent practical to provide for both water quality treatment and control of quantity.
B. All storm water runoff generated from new
development shall not discharge storm water
directly into a jurisdictional wetland or local
water body without adequate treatment.
Where such discharges are proposed, the
impact of the proposal on wetland functional
values shall be assessed using a method acceptable to the Town. In no case shall the
allowable impact on functional values be
any less than the impact allowed by the
Army Corps of Engineers (ACE) or the state
wetlands office (or its successor).
C. Annual groundwater recharge rates shall be
maintained by promoting infiltration through
the use of structural and non-structural
methods. At a minimum, annual recharge
from the post development site shall be at
the same rate as the annual recharge from
pre-development site conditions.
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D. For new development, structural storm water
treatment practices, where required, shall be
designed at a minimum to remove 80% of
the average annual post development total
suspended solids load (TSS) and 40% of the
total phosphorus load, unless a TMDL has
been established requiring a more stringent
criteria in the receiving water. It is presumed that a STP complies with this performance standard if it is: sized to capture
the prescribed water quality volume, designed according to the specific performance
criteria outlined in the current state storm
water manual, constructed properly, and
maintained regularly.
E. To protect stream channels from degradation, a specific channel protection criteria
shall be provided as prescribed in the current
state storm water manual.
F. Storm water discharges to critical areas with
sensitive resources (e.g., swimming areas,
recharge areas, water supply reservoirs) may
be subject to additional performance criteria,
or may need to use or restrict certain storm
water management practices.
G. Certain industrial sites are required to prepare and implement a storm water pollution
prevention plan and shall file a notice of intent (NOI) under the provisions of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) general permit. The storm
water pollution prevention plan requirement
applies to existing and new industrial sites.
H. Storm water discharges from land uses or
activities with higher potential pollutant
loadings, know as “hotspots,” may require
the use of specific structural STP’s and pollution prevention practices.
I. Prior to design, applicants are required to
consult with the Town to determine if they
are subject to additional storm water design
requirements.
J. The calculations for determining peak flows
as found in the current storm water design
manuals shall be used for sizing all storm
water management practices.
K. An evaluation may be required of any downstream impacts.
§10.20.075

Basic Storm Water Management
Design Criteria.
Minimum control requirements are contained in
Appendix D to this Chapter, which is incorporated
herein by reference.
Maintenance agreements. All storm water treatment practices shall have an enforceable operation

and maintenance agreement to ensure the system
functions as designed. This agreement will include
any and all maintenance easements required to access
and inspect the storm water treatment practices and to
perform routine maintenance as necessary to ensure
proper functioning of the storm water treatment practice. In addition, a legally binding covenant specifying the parties responsible for the proper maintenance
of all storm water treatment practices shall be secured
prior to issuance of any permits for land disturbance
activities.
On projects involving storm-water systems that
will ultimately become the responsibility of the Town
because of location in the public right of way or on
public land, the maintenance agreement shall identify the responsibilities of all parties from permit approval through transfer of responsibility to the Town.
§10.20.076

Requirements for Development
Storm Water Management Plan
Approval.
A storm water management plan is required for
all developments, meeting the criteria of section
10.20.072. No application for development, meeting
the criteria of section 10.20.072, will be approved
unless it includes a storm water management plan
detailing in concept how runoff and associated water
quality impacts resulting from the development will
be controlled or managed. This plan must be prepared
by a professional engineer and must indicate whether
storm water will be managed on-site or off-site and,
if on-site, the general location and type of practices.
The complexity and details of the submitted plan may
vary depending upon the extent of the submitted project.
The storm water management plan(s) shall be referred for comment to all other interested agencies,
and any comments must be addressed in a final storm
water management plan. This final plan must be
signed by a licensed, professional engineer, who will
verify that the design of all storm water management
practices meet the submittal requirements. No building permit shall be issued until a satisfactory final
storm water management plan, or a waiver thereof,
shall have undergone a review and been approved by
the Town after determining that the plan or waiver is
consistent with the requirements of this chapter.
§10.20.077
Construction Inspection.
The applicant must notify the Town in advance
before the commencement of construction. Regular
inspections of the storm water management system
construction shall be conducted by the professional
design engineer and certified upon completion to the
Town.
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The Town shall also conduct periodic inspections as
verification of the work progress and compliance
with the approved plans. All inspections shall be
documented and written reports prepared that contain
the following information: date and location of the
inspection; whether construction is in compliance
with the approved storm water management plan;
variations from the approved construction specifications; and, any violations that exist.
If any violations are found, the property owner
shall be notified in writing of the nature of the violation and the required corrective actions. All corrective actions shall be made within a reasonable time as
determined by the Town. If corrective actions are not
taken in accordance with the Town’s schedule, it
shall be considered a violation of this Ordinance subject to the penalties established herein. If the situation
is determined to pose an immediate threat to the environment or the public health, safety and welfare, the
Town may order work to cease on the project until
the corrections are satisfactorily completed.

permit. A landscaping plan submitted in compliance
with other Town requirements as noted in the Subdivision Regulations or Zoning Bylaws will satisfy the
requirements in this Ordinance provided the landscaping plan addresses the requirements of this Ordinance.

§10.20.078
As-built Plans.
All applicants shall submit actual “as-built”
plans for any storm water management practices after
final construction completion. The plan must show
the final design specifications for all storm water
management facilities and must be certified by a professional engineer. A satisfactory final inspection by
the Town Engineer is required before the release of
any performance securities may occur.
If the final construction is substantially different
from the approved plans, a final plan amendment
may be required as part of the development review
process.

§10.20.082
Routine Maintenance.
All storm water BMP’s shall be maintained according to the measures outlined in the current state
storm water management manual or as directed in
approval documents issued by the Town specific to
the permit.

§10.20.079

Landscaping and Stabilization
Requirements.
Any area of land from which the natural vegetative cover has been either partially or wholly cleared
or removed by development activities shall be revegetated within 10 business days from the substantial completion of such clearing and construction, or
as otherwise approved by the Town. The criteria for
vegetative cover are identified in Appendix D.
A landscaping plan must be a component element of the final design describing the vegetative
stabilization and management techniques to be used
at a site after construction is completed. This plan
will explain not only how the site will be stabilized
after construction, but who will be responsible for the
maintenance of vegetation at the site and what practices will be employed to ensure that adequate vegetative cover is preserved. This plan must be prepared
by a registered landscape planner or other qualified
person, and must be approved prior to receiving a

§10.20.080

Storm Water Control, Operation
and Maintenance.

§10.20.081
Design.
All storm water Best Management Practices
(BMP’s) shall be designed to minimize the need for
maintenance and reduce the chance of failure in accordance with the design guidelines outlined in the
most current state storm water management manual.
Storm water easements and covenants shall be
provided by the property owner for access for facility
inspections and maintenance. Easements and covenants shall be recorded in the Town Land Records for
any storm water discharge permit.

§10.20.083
Maintenance Easement.
Prior to the issuance of any permit that has a
storm water management facility as one of the requirements of the permit, the property owner of the
site must execute a maintenance access agreement
that shall be binding on all subsequent owners of land
served by the storm water management facility. The
agreement shall provide for access to the facility at
reasonable times for periodic inspection by the Town
and for regular or special assessments of property
owners to ensure that the facility is maintained in
proper working condition to meet design standards
and any other provisions established by this chapter.
The easement agreement shall be recorded in the
Town Land Records.
§10.20.084
Maintenance Covenants.
Maintenance of all storm water management facilities shall be ensured through the creation of a
formal maintenance covenant that must be approved
by the Town and recorded in the Town Land Records
prior to final plan approval. As part of the covenant,
a schedule shall be developed for when and how often maintenance will occur to ensure proper function
of the storm water management facility. The covenant shall include plans for periodic inspections to
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ensure proper performance of the facility between
scheduled cleanouts.
The Town, in lieu of a maintenance covenant,
may accept dedication of an existing or future storm
water management facility for maintenance, provided
such facility meets all the requirements of this chapter, includes adequate and perpetual access and sufficient areas, by easement or otherwise, for inspection
and regular maintenance, and the components of the
system are entirely within a Town right-of-way or
Town easement. All storm water management facilities must undergo, at a minimum, an annual inspection to document maintenance and repair needs and
ensure compliance with the requirements of this
chapter and accomplishment of its purposes. These
needs may include: removal of silt, litter, and other
debris from all catch basins, inlets and drainage
pipes, grass cutting and vegetation removal, and necessary replacement of landscape vegetation. Any
identified maintenance needs must be addressed in a
timely manner, as determined by the Town, and the
inspection and maintenance requirement may be increased as deemed necessary to ensure proper functioning of the storm water management facility.
§10.20.085 Maintenance Inspections.
Inspection programs. Inspection programs may
be established on any reasonable basis including, but
not limited to: routine inspections; random inspections; inspections based on complaints or other notice
of possible violations; inspection of drainage basins
or areas identified as higher than typical sources of
sediment or other contaminants or pollutants; inspections of businesses or industries of a type associated
with higher than usual discharges of contaminants or
pollutants or with discharges of a type that are more
likely than the typical discharge to cause violations of
state or federal water or sediment quality standards or
the NPDES storm water permit; and, joint inspections
with other agencies inspecting under environmental
or safety laws. Inspections may include, but are not
limited to: reviewing maintenance and repair records;
sampling discharges, surface water, groundwater, and
material or water in drainage control facilities; and,
evaluating the condition of drainage control facilities
and other storm water treatment practices.
Right-of-entry for inspection. When any new
drainage control facility is installed on private property, or when any new connection is made between
private property and a public drainage control system, sanitary sewer or combined sewer, the property
owner shall grant to the Town the right to enter the
property at reasonable times and in a reasonable
manner for the purpose of inspection. This includes
the right to enter a property when it has a reasonable
basis to believe that a violation of this chapter is oc-

curring or has occurred, and to enter when necessary
for abatement of a public nuisance or correction of a
violation of this chapter.
§10.20.086

Records of Installation and
Maintenance Activities.
Parties responsible for the operation and maintenance of a storm water management system including
but not limited to catch basins, pipes and treatment
systems shall make records of the installation and of
all maintenance and repairs, and shall retain the records for at least 5 years. These records shall be
made available to the Town during inspection of the
facility and at other reasonable times upon request.
§10.20.087
Failure to Maintain Practices.
If a responsible party fails or refuses to meet the
requirements of the maintenance covenant, the Town
after reasonable notice may correct a violation of the
design standards or maintenance needs by performing
all necessary work to place the facility in proper
working condition. In the event that the storm water
management facility becomes a danger to public
safety or public health, the Town shall notify the
party responsible for maintenance of the storm water
management facility in writing. Upon receipt of that
notice, the responsible person shall have 30 days to
effect maintenance and repair of the facility in an
approved manner. After proper notice, the Town
may assess the owner of the facility for the cost of
repair work and any penalties, and the cost of the
work shall be a lien upon the real estate furnished
with such service in the same manner and to the same
effect as taxes are a lien upon real estate under section 5061 of Title 32 and shall be an assessment enforceable under the procedures set forth in section
3504 of Title 24.
§10.20.090 Riparian Buffer Zones (Reserved for
Future)
§10.20.100
Waivers.
Every applicant shall provide for storm water
management as required by this chapter, unless a
written request is submitted to the Town Selectboard
to waive applicable portions of this Ordinance.
Input from the Town Engineer shall be obtained
as to whether there is a technical basis for the granting of a waiver.
Minimum requirements for storm water management may be waived in whole or in part provided
at least one of the following conditions applies:
A. It can be demonstrated that the proposed development will not impair attainment of the
objectives of this chapter.
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B. Alternative minimum requirements for onsite management of storm water discharges
have been established in a storm water management plan approved by the Town.
C. Provisions are made to manage storm water
by an off-site facility. The off-site facility is
required to be in place, designed and adequately sized to provide a level of storm water control that is equal to or greater than
that which would be afforded by on-site
practices and there is a legally obligated entity responsible for long-term operation and
maintenance of the storm water practice.
D. The Town finds meeting the minimum onsite management requirements is not feasible due to the natural or existing physical
characteristics of a site.
E. Non-structural practices will be used on the
site that reduce: the generation of storm water from the site, the size and cost of storm
water storage, and the pollutants generated
at the site. These non-structural practices
are explained in detail in the current state
design manual and the amount of credit
available for using such practices shall be
determined by the Town.

suant to the purposes and standards of this chapter;
monetary contributions (fee-in-lieu) to fund storm
water management activities such as research and
studies.

In instances where one of the above conditions
applies, the Town may grant a waiver from strict
compliance with this chapter, as long as acceptable
mitigation measures are provided. However, to be
eligible for a waiver, the applicant must demonstrate
to the satisfaction of the Town that the waiver will
not result in any of the following impacts to downstream waterways: deterioration of existing culverts,
bridges, dams, and other structures; degradation of
biological functions or habitats; accelerated stream
bank or streambed erosion or siltation; or increased
threat of flood damage to public health, life, and
property.
Furthermore, where compliance with minimum
requirements for storm water management is waived,
the applicant shall satisfy the minimum requirements
by meeting one of the following mitigation measures
approved by the Town.
Mitigation measures may include, but are not
limited to, the following: the purchase and donation
of privately owned lands, or the grant of an easement
to be dedicated for preservation and/or re-forestation
(these lands should be located adjacent to the stream
corridor to provide permanent buffer areas to protect
water quality and aquatic habitat); the creation of a
storm water management facility or other drainage
improvements on previously developed properties,
public or private, that currently lack storm water
management facilities designed and constructed pur-

§10.20.105
Appeals.
Any applicant aggrieved by a decision of the
Town not associated with a noticed violation of this
Ordinance may appeal that decision in writing to the
Selectboard within 15 calendar days of such decision.
With public notice, the Selectboard shall hold a hearing within calendar 30 days of such an appeal and
shall render a decision within calendar 15 days after
the close of such hearing. Following the Selectboard’s decision, any person aggrieved by the
decision may appeal that decision to the appropriate
court. The administrative process must be exhausted
before appeal to court.

A. Where the Town waives all or part of the
minimum storm water management requirements, or where the waiver is based on
the provision of adequate storm water facilities provided downstream of the proposed
development, the applicant shall be required
to pay a fee based on the impact of the impervious area created in an amount determined by the Town.
B. In lieu of a monetary contribution, an applicant may obtain a waiver of the required
storm water management practice by entering into an agreement with the Town for the
granting of an easement or the dedication of
land by the applicant, for the construction of
an off-site storm water management facility.
The agreement shall be entered into by the
applicant and the Town prior to the recording of a plat(s) or, if no record of a
plat(s) is required, prior to the issuance of
any Zoning Permit for construction.

§10.20.110

Enforcement.

§10.20.111

Stop-work Order; Revocation of
permit.
Should any person holding a development storm
water permit or erosion and sediment control permit
pursuant to this chapter, violate the terms of the permit or implement site development in such a manner
as to materially adversely affect the health, welfare,
or safety of persons residing or working in the
neighborhood or development site, the Town may
suspend or revoke the storm water permit.
§10.20.112
Violation and Penalty.
No person shall construct, enlarge, alter, repair,
or maintain any grading, excavation, fill, or cause the
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same to be done, contrary to or in violation of any
terms of this Ordinance. Any person violating any of
the provisions of this Ordinance or a permit issued
hereunder shall be subject to a civil penalty of Five
Hundred Dollars ($500.00) for each violation of this
Civil Ordinance.
Each day that any violation of any of the provisions of this Ordinance or a permit issued hereunder
continues shall constitute a separate offense.
Any person, partnership, or corporation convicted of violating any of the provisions of this chapter shall bear the expense of any required restoration.
The Town may recover all attorney’s fees, court
costs, and other expenses associated with enforcement of this chapter, including sampling and monitoring expenses.
§10.20.113
Notice of Violation.
Whenever the Town finds that a person violates
a prohibition or fails to meet a requirement of this
Ordinance or any permit issued hereunder, the Town
may order compliance by written notice of violation
to the responsible person. Such notice may require
without limitation: the performance of monitoring,
analyses, and reporting; the elimination of illicit connections or discharges; that violating discharges,
practices, or operations shall cease and desist; the
abatement or remediation of storm water pollution or
contamination hazards and the restoration of any affected property; payment of a fine to cover administrative and remediation costs; and, the implementation of source control or treatment BMP’s.
If abatement of a violation and/or restoration of
affected property is required, the notice shall set forth
a deadline within which such remediation or restoration must be completed. Said notice shall further
advise that, should the violator fail to re-mediate or
restore within the established deadline, the work will
be done by the Town or its designated contractor and
the expense thereof shall be charged to the violator.
§10.20.114
Appeal of Notice of Violation.
Any person receiving a notice of violation may
appeal the determination of the authorized representative of the Town to the Selectboard. The notice of
appeal must be received by the authorized representative of the Town or the Town Clerk within 5
business days from the date of the notice of violation.
After public notice, the Selectboard shall conduct a
hearing on the appeal. The hearing shall take place
within 30 calendar days of the date of receipt of the
notice of appeal.
The decision of the Town
Selectboard shall be final, subject to appeal procedures under Vermont Statutes.

§10.20.115

Enforcement Measures after
Appeal.
If the violation has not been corrected pursuant
to the requirements set forth in the notice of violation
or, in the event of any appeal, within 10 business
days of the decision of the Town upholding the violation, then representatives of the Town shall be authorized to enter upon the subject property and take
any and all measures necessary to abate the violation
and/or restore the property. It shall be unlawful for
any person, owner, agent or person in possession of
any premises to refuse to allow the Town to enter
upon the premises for the purposes set forth above.
§10.20.116

Cost of Abatement of the
Violation.
Within 30 calendar days after abatement of the
violation, the property owner shall be notified of the
cost of abatement, including administrative costs.
The property owner may file a written protest objecting to the amount of the assessment within 10 calendar days. If the amount due is not paid within a
timely manner as determined by the decision of the
Town or by the expiration of the time in which to file
an appeal, the charges shall become a lien upon the
real estate furnished with such service in the same
manner and to the same effect as taxes are a lien upon
real estate under section 5061 and Title 32 and shall
be an assessment enforceable under the procedures
set forth in section 3504 of Title 24.
Any person violating any of the provisions of
this section shall become liable to the Town for the
cost of abating such violation. Interest at the legal
percentage rate established by State Statute shall be
assessed on the balance beginning on the 1st day of
the 1st month following discovery of the violation.
§10.20.117
Injunctive Relief.
It shall be unlawful for any person to violate any
provision or fail to comply with any of the requirements of this Ordinance or any permit issued hereunder. If a person has violated or continues to violate
the provisions of this chapter, the Town may petition
for an injunction restraining the person from activities that would create further violations or compelling
the person to perform abatement or remediation of
the violation.
§10.20.118

Violations Deemed a Public
Nuisance.
In addition to the enforcement processes and
penalties provided, any condition caused or permitted
to exist in violation of any of the provisions of this
Ordinance or any permit issued hereunder is a threat
to public health, safety, and welfare, and is declared
and deemed a nuisance, and may be summarily
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abated or restored at the violator’s expense, and/or a
civil action to abate, enjoin, or otherwise compel the
cessation of such nuisance may be taken.

§10.20.140

Fees, Fines, and Applicable
Charges.
The Town Selectboard shall adopt a schedule of
reasonable fees, fines, and other charges applicable to
carrying out the purposes of this chapter, and shall
review the schedule of fines and fees on an annual
basis.

§10.20.119
Remedies not Exclusive.
The remedies listed in this chapter are not exclusive of any other remedies available under any applicable federal, state, or local law and it is within the
discretion of the Town to seek cumulative remedies.

§10.20.150
Severability.
If any portion of this chapter is held unconstitutional or invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction,
the remainder of this chapter shall not be affected.
Approval of any storm water management system design and installation by the granting of a municipal storm water permit and certificate of compliance shall not imply that the approved system will be
free from malfunction. Proper maintenance of storm
water systems is vital to their proper functioning.
The provisions of this chapter shall not create liability on the part of the Town, of any Town official, or
employee for the storm water management system.

§10.20.120
Other Applicable Regulations.
In case of any other applicable regulation, bylaw,
ordinance, or statute that differs from this chapter, the
stricter shall apply.
Any requirements under this chapter may be administered by the Town through other regulatory and
permitting processes including but not limited to the
reviews enabled in the Essex Zoning Bylaws and the
Essex Subdivision Regulations.
§10.20.130

Adherence to Public Works
Specifications.
All development, redevelopment, construction,
etc. shall adhere to the Town’s Public Works Specifications.

Adopted this

day of

2005, by the Essex Selectboard

Tom E. James, Chair

Jeffrey B. Carr, Vice Chair

Thomas W. Torti, Clerk

Linda K. Myers

Alan L.Nye

Received for Record by Essex Clerk this

day of

, 2005.
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Appendix F:
VT DEC MS4 Permit Authorization
incorporating FRPs and Expired Permits
for the Village of Essex Junction

Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation
Watershed Management Division
1 National Life Drive, Main Bldg, 2nd Fl
Montpelier, Vermont 05620-3522

Agency of Natural Resources

[tel]

802-828-1535

August 17, 2017
Jim Jutras
Village of Essex Junction
2 Lincoln Street
Essex Junction, VT 05452-3685
Re: Authorization to Discharge Permit 7024-9014.A, Village of Essex Junction MS4 Amendment
Dear Mr. Jutras,
The Department of Environmental Conservation has reviewed the Village of Essex’s application to amend its
authorization to discharge stormwater from the municipal separate storm sewer system (MS4) under General
Permit 3-9014. The Department has determined that the Notice of Intent (NOI) and Stormwater Management
Plan (SWMP), incorporating the Flow Restoration Plan (FRP) requirements complies with the terms and
conditions of the General Permit. The MS4 discharge is therefore eligible for coverage under General Permit 39014. The amended authorization is enclosed.
A 40-day comment period was provided after the application submittal. Public comments were received from
the Conservation Law Foundation concerning the amendment application. A response to those comments has
been enclosed along with amended Authorization to Discharge pursuant to General Permit 3-9014.
17 state operational permits have been incorporated into the MS4 with this application, as listed on the
Authorization. Redevelopment or expansion of impervious surfaces on these properties will still be required to
obtain operational permit coverage through DEC if the project meets jurisdictional thresholds.
Where the FRP has identified required controls on properties subject to a previously issued permit that will not
be taken over by the MS4 and will required landowners to obtain permit coverage through the Department,
construction of upgrades will be required within the five-year term of that site’s new permit, rather than
according to the design and construction schedule presented in the FRP(s).
If you have
Sincerely,
Stormwater Management Program
Enclosures

To preserve, enhance, restore, and conserve Vermont's natural resources, and protect human health, for the benefit of this and future generations.

Permit Number 7024-9014.A
VERMONT DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION
AUTHORIZATION TO DISCHARGE UNDER
MUNICIPAL SEPARATE STORM SEWER SYSTEM (MS4)
GENERAL PERMIT 3-9014
A determination has been made that the applicant:
Village of Essex Junction
2 Lincoln Street
Essex Junction, VT 05452

meets the criteria necessary for inclusion under General Permit 3-9014. Hereinafter the named
applicant shall be referred to as the permittee. Subject to the conditions of General Permit No. 39014, the permittee is authorized to discharge stormwater from the small Municipal Separate
Storm Sewer System (MS4) located in Essex Junction, Vermont.
This permit amends and replaces previously issued authorization 7024-9014 for the following
reasons:
1. An approved Flow Restoration Plans (FRP) for Indian Brook has been made part of the
permittee’s Stormwater Management Plan (SWMP).
2. An approved Flow Restoration Plans (FRP) for Sunderland Brook has been made part of
the permittee’s Stormwater Management Plan (SWMP).
3. The following previously authorized State Stormwater Permits have been incorporated
into this MS4 permit:
1-0236
2-0155
2-0769
2-0952
3268-9010
4128-INDO

1-0953
2-0187
2-0835
2-0961
3547-9010.R
4989-INDO.R

1-1074
2-0289
2-0855
2-1103
3553-9010

Compliance with General Permit 3-9014 and this Authorization
The permittee shall comply with this authorization and all the terms and conditions of General
Permit 3-9014, including the payment of annual operating fees to the Department. A billing
statement for such fees will be sent to the permittee each year. Any permit non-compliance
constitutes a violation of 10 V.S.A. Chapter 47 and may be grounds for an enforcement action or
revocation of this authorization to discharge. Nothing in this permit shall be construed as having
relieved, modified, or in any manner affected your on-going obligation to comply with all other
federal, state or local statues, regulations or directives applicable to you in the operation of your
activities, nor does it relieve you of the obligation to obtain all other necessary state, local and
federal permits. Projects identified in the Flow Restoration Plan (FRP) that have a separate state
stormwater permit, and have not been incorporated into the MS4 authorization, will be subject to
the schedule of compliance of the project’s permit, not by the FRP.

3-9014
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Stormwater Impaired Waters Reporting Deadlines
The permittee shall continue to submit a report on a semi-annual basis on the permittee’s
implementation of the Flow Restoration Plan (FRP). The FRP report shall be submitted every
year on October 1st and every year on April 1st with the MS4 Annual Report.
Right to Appeal to the Environmental Court
Pursuant to 10 V.S.A. Chapter 220, any appeal of this decision must be filed with the clerk of the
Environmental Court within 30 days of the date of the decision. The Notice of Appeal must
specify the parties taking the appeal and the statutory provision under which each party claims
party status; must designate the act or decision appealed from; must name the Environmental
Court; and must be signed by the appellant or their attorney. In addition, the appeal must give
the address or location and description of the property, project or facility with which the appeal
is concerned and the name of the applicant or any permit involved in the appeal. The appellant
must also serve a copy of the Notice of Appeal in accordance with Rule 5(b)(4)(B) of the
Vermont Rules for Environmental Court Proceedings. For further information, see the Vermont
Rules for Environmental Court Proceedings, available on line at www.vermontjudiciary.org.
The address for the Environmental Court is 32 Cherry Street, 2nd Floor Suite 303 Burlington,
Vermont 05401 (Tel.# (802) 951-1740).
Effective Date and Expiration Date of this Authorization
This authorization to discharge shall become effective on August 17th, 2017 and shall continue
until December 5, 2017. Permittees will be contacted to reapply when the MS4 permit has been
replaced.

Dated this 17th day of August, 2017.
Emily Boedecker, Commissioner
Department of Environmental Conservation

By
Padraic Monks, Stormwater Program Manager
Stormwater Management Program

Appendix G:
VT DEC MS4 Permit Authorization
incorporating FRPs and Expired Permits
for the Town of Essex

Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation
Watershed Management Division
1 National Life Drive, Main Bldg, 2nd Fl
Montpelier, Vermont 05620-3522

Agency of Natural Resources

[tel]

802-828-1535

August 10, 2017
Dennis Lutz
Town of Essex
81 Main Street
Essex Junction, VT 05452
Re: Authorization to Discharge Permit 7025-9014.A, Town of Essex MS4 amendment
Dear Mr. Lutz,
The Department of Environmental Conservation has reviewed the Town of Essex’s application to amend its
authorization to discharge stormwater from the municipal separate storm sewer system (MS4) under General
Permit 3-9014. The Department has determined that the Notice of Intent (NOI) and Stormwater Management
Plan (SWMP), incorporating the Flow Restoration Plan (FRP) requirements complies with the terms and
conditions of the General Permit. The MS4 discharge is therefore eligible for coverage under General Permit 39014. The amended authorization is enclosed.
A 40-day comment period was provided after the application submittal. Public comments were received from
the Conservation Law Foundation concerning the amendment application. A response to those comments has
been enclosed along with amended Authorization to Discharge pursuant to General Permit 3-9014.
23 state operational permits have been incorporated into the MS4 with this application, as listed on the
Authorization. For previously incorporated permits, refer to the authorization under which they were
incorporated. Redevelopment or expansion of impervious surfaces on these properties will still be required to
obtain operational permit coverage through DEC if the project meets jurisdictional thresholds.
Where the FRP has identified required controls on properties subject to a previously issued permit that will not
be taken over by the MS4 and will required landowners to obtain permit coverage through the Department,
construction of upgrades will be required within the five-year term of that site’s new permit, rather than
according to the design and construction schedule presented in the FRP(s).
Sincerely,

Stormwater Management Program
Enclosures

To preserve, enhance, restore, and conserve Vermont's natural resources, and protect human health, for the benefit of this and future generations.

Permit Number 7025-9014.A
VERMONT DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION
AUTHORIZATION TO DISCHARGE UNDER
MUNICIPAL SEPARATE STORM SEWER SYSTEM (MS4)
GENERAL PERMIT 3-9014
A determination has been made that the applicant:
Town of Essex
81 Main Street
Essex Junction, VT 05452

meets the criteria necessary for inclusion under General Permit 3-9014. Hereinafter the named
applicant shall be referred to as the permittee. Subject to the conditions of General Permit No. 39014, the permittee is authorized to discharge stormwater from the small Municipal Separate
Storm Sewer System (MS4) located in Essex, Vermont.
This permit amends and replaces previously issued authorization 7025-9014 for the following
reasons:
1. An approved Flow Restoration Plans (FRP) for Indian Brook has been made part of the
permittee’s Stormwater Management Plan (SWMP).
2. An approved Flow Restoration Plans (FRP) for Sunderland Brook has been made part of
the permittee’s Stormwater Management Plan (SWMP).
3. The following previously authorized State Stormwater Permits have been incorporated
into this MS4 permit:
1-0250
1-0619
1-0761
1-0965
1-1307
1-1381
2-0613
2-0925

1-0518
1-0667
1-0775
1-1143
1-1319
1-1463
2-0633
2-1045

1-0552
1-0694
1-0896
1-1186
1-1371
1-1469
2-0634

Compliance with General Permit 3-9014 and this Authorization
The permittee shall comply with this authorization and all the terms and conditions of General
Permit 3-9014, including the payment of annual operating fees to the Department. A billing
statement for such fees will be sent to the permittee each year. Any permit non-compliance
constitutes a violation of 10 V.S.A. Chapter 47 and may be grounds for an enforcement action or
revocation of this authorization to discharge. Nothing in this permit shall be construed as having
relieved, modified, or in any manner affected your on-going obligation to comply with all other
federal, state or local statues, regulations or directives applicable to you in the operation of your
activities, nor does it relieve you of the obligation to obtain all other necessary state, local and
federal permits. Projects identified in the Flow Restoration Plan (FRP) that have a separate state
stormwater permit, and have not been incorporated into the MS4 authorization, will be subject to
the schedule of compliance of the project’s permit, not by the FRP.
Stormwater Impaired Waters Reporting Deadlines

7025-9014.A
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The permittee shall continue to submit a report on a semi-annual basis on the permittee’s
implementation of the Flow Restoration Plan (FRP). The FRP report shall be submitted every
year on October 1st and every year on April 1st with the MS4 Annual Report.
Right to Appeal to the Environmental Court
Pursuant to 10 V.S.A. Chapter 220, any appeal of this decision must be filed with the clerk of the
Environmental Court within 30 days of the date of the decision. The Notice of Appeal must
specify the parties taking the appeal and the statutory provision under which each party claims
party status; must designate the act or decision appealed from; must name the Environmental
Court; and must be signed by the appellant or their attorney. In addition, the appeal must give
the address or location and description of the property, project or facility with which the appeal
is concerned and the name of the applicant or any permit involved in the appeal. The appellant
must also serve a copy of the Notice of Appeal in accordance with Rule 5(b)(4)(B) of the
Vermont Rules for Environmental Court Proceedings. For further information, see the Vermont
Rules for Environmental Court Proceedings, available on line at www.vermontjudiciary.org.
The address for the Environmental Court is 32 Cherry Street, 2nd Floor Suite 303 Burlington,
Vermont 05401 (Tel.# (802) 951-1740).
Effective Date and Expiration Date of this Authorization
This authorization to discharge shall become effective on August 9, 2017 and shall continue until
December 5, 2017. Permittees will be contacted to reapply when the MS4 permit has been
replaced.
Dated this 10th day of August, 2017.
Emily Boedecker, Commissioner
Department of Environmental Conservation

By

Christy Witter, Coordinator of the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) Permit
Stormwater Management Program

Appendix H:
Flow Monitoring Memorandum of Agreement

Appendix I:
Developed Lands Phosphorus
Reduction Requirements by
Lake Segments

APPENDIX A – Lake Champlain TMDL Required Reductions per Lake Segment

Lake Segment
01. South Lake B
02. South Lake A
03. Port Henry
04. Otter Creek

Developed Lands
% Reduction
21.1%
18.1%
7.6%
15.0%

05. Main Lake

20.2%

06. Shelburne Bay

20.2%

07. Burlington Bay
09. Malletts Bay
10. Northeast Arm
11. St. Albans Bay
12. Missisquoi Bay
13. Isle La Motte

24.2%
20.5%
7.2%
21.7%
34.2%
8.9%

MS4s within Lake Segment
------Town of Rutland
Burlington, Burlington International
Airport, Colchester, Essex, Essex
Junction, Milton, Shelburne, South
Burlington, University of Vermont,
Williston, Winooski
Burlington, Burlington International
Airport, Shelburne, South Burlington,
University of Vermont
Burlington, South Burlington, University
of Vermont
Colchester, Essex, Essex Junction, Milton
Town of St. Albans
City of St. Albans, Town of St. Albans
Milton, Town of St. Albans
---
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Appendix J:
Indian Brook Flow Restoration Plan

INDIAN BROOK
FLOW RESTORATION PLAN
MS4 General Permit Requirement (IV.C.1)

February 8th, 2017

Prepared for:
Town of Essex,
81 Main St.
Essex Junction, VT 05452

Prepared by:
Watershed Consulting Associates, LLC
P: 802.497.2367
andres@watershedca.com
Last revised: February 8th, 2017

In Partnership with:
Town of Essex, VT
Village of Essex
Junction, VT
Vermont Department of
Transportation
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Indian Brook Flow Restoration Plan

I. Disclaimer
The intent of this plan is to present the data collected, evaluations, analysis, designs, and cost
estimates for the Indian Brook Flow Restoration Plan (FRP) Project, completed under a contract
between the Town of Essex and the hired consultant team, Watershed Consulting Associates, LLC
and Aldrich & Elliott, PC. The Indian Brook FRP was prepared to meet the compliance requirement
for the Indian Brook impervious surface owners, including the Town of Essex, Village of Essex
Junction, and the Vermont Agency of Transportation (VTRANS), under the National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) General Permit 3‐9014 (VTDEC 2012) for stormwater
discharges to impaired waters. The presented plan is in draft form, and will be revised by the MS4
partners, as needed.
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1 Executive Summary
Watershed Consulting Associates, LLC, and partners Aldrich and Elliott, PC (A+E) were
commissioned to develop the following Flow Restoration Plan (FRP) for the Indian Brook
watershed under contract with the Town of Essex, in partnership with the Village of Essex
Junction, and the Vermont Department of Transportation (VTRANS). The plan was developed in
accordance with the MS4 General Permit #3‐9014 Subpart IV.C.1 as a part of the participating
MS4’s Stormwater Management Program (SWMP). The purpose of the FRP is to provide a
planning tool for the MS4 entities to implement stormwater BMP’s over a twenty (20) year
timeframe, in the effort to return Indian Brook to its attainment condition.
As a part of the FRP development, an assessment was completed to determine to what extent
current stormwater controls have reduced high flows (flows occurring less than 0.3% of the time)
from the pre 2002 condition, as required by the Indian Brook Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL)
for stormwater. The Vermont Best Management Practice Decision Support System (BMPDSS)
model, a GIS‐based hydrologic model used to assess the impact of various stormwater Best
Management Practice (BMP) scenarios, was used for the assessment.
The BMPDSS estimated 42% of the high‐flow target was met with existing BMPs designed to meet
the Vermont 2002 Stormwater Design Standards, when compared to the condition before 2002.
Therefore, additional BMPs are required to meet the actionable flow target.
Development of the FRP involved field inspection of all existing BMPs with an expired stormwater
permit, followed by review and revision of the existing BMPDSS model scenarios. Several
revisions to existing BMP drainage areas and BMP design configurations were identified during
field inspection and accounted for in the revised models. After the existing model scenarios were
reviewed, new BMPs were identified, inspected, and assessed in the BMPDSS.
The final evaluated BMP list includes 14 projects—four (4) retrofits of existing ponds, three (3)
retrofits of existing natural detention areas to detention systems, three (3) new underground
infiltration systems, two (2) new sand filters in the I‐289 median, one (1) repaving project to
increase capture to the Essex High School Rain Garden, and removal of 0.11 acres of existing
impervious in the Briar Lane cul‐de‐sac. The proposed BMPs were assessed with the BMPDSS
model, and determined to provide a –1.85% reduction in the high‐flow which addresses 212% of
the TMDL high‐flow target (Q0.3%), through reduction of runoff from the 1‐year design storm.
While not an actionable target, the low‐flow (baseflow) was estimated to increase by 0.6%, which
addresses 58% of the low‐flow target. The total planning level cost for the 14 projects is
$2,899,000. Based on a calculation of the percent target mitigated by each project and
cumulative percent addressed, only the top 2 of the 14 proposed projects are required to meet
100% of the TMDL high‐flow target. The top two projects, in terms of high‐flow reduction are the
LDS North Pond Option 4 and the Fairview Dr. retrofit. The planning level cost for the top two
projects (with LDS Option 5) is $1,230,000.
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The projects were ranked using a comprehensive matrix. From the top projects, four (4) were
selected for 30% engineering including:
1. LDS North Pond: Retrofit of the Church of Latter Day Saints (LDS) detention pond into an
underground storage system
2. Fairview Dr.: Retrofit of an existing detention area into a terraced detention basin at the
corner of Fairview Dr. and Main St.
3. Brickyard Dr./Mansfield Ave.: Retrofit of a natural detention area into a detention basin
at the corner of Mansfield Dr. and Brickyard Dr.
4. Woodlands/Sydney Dr: Retrofit of a non‐functioning detention pond into an
underground infiltration basin with 48” perforated pipe for additional storage.
Preliminary 30% engineering plans were developed for the four (4) priority projects with itemized
planning level cost estimates. Sketch plans were developed for all other proposed BMPs.

2 Background
Indian Brook, is currently on the State of Vermont’s impaired waters (EPA 303(d)) list, determined
to be primarily a result of stormwater runoff. In the effort to restore Indian Brook and lift its
impaired designation, a flow‐based Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) was developed for Indian
Brook, which outlines required reductions in stormwater high flows and increase in baseflow.
The flow targets are the basis for the Flow Restoration Plan (FRP), developed in accordance with
the MS4 General Permit Subpart IV.C.1 as a required part of the MS4s Stormwater Management
Program (SWMP).
The purpose of the FRP is to outline a plan for the retrofit of existing impervious cover with
stormwater management Best Management Practices (e.g. detention basins, bioretention filters,
etc.) to meet the TMDL flow targets. The TMDL set forth that watershed hydrology must be
controlled in the Indian Brook Watershed to reduce high flow discharges and increase base flow
in order to restore degraded water quality and achieve compliance with the Vermont Water
Quality Standards (VWQS). Components of the FRP, as outlined in the MS4 general permit
include the identification of retrofits to existing BMPs with expired State stormwater permits,
new BMP controls, a construction and design (C&D) schedule, a financial plan, and a regulatory
analysis.
Each MS4 is required to prepare an FRP for impaired waters. The three MS4’s contributing
impervious cover runoff to Indian Brook, including the Town Essex, Village of Essex Junction, and
VTRANS agreed to prepare a joint FRP for the watershed, with consideration of the individual
MS4s flow‐target allocation based on impervious ownership.
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2.1

TMDL Flow Targets

Vermont developed TMDLs for impaired watersheds using flow as a surrogate for pollutant
loading. The basis for the TMDL development was the comparison of modeled Flow Duration
Curves (FDCs) between impaired and attainment watersheds. The Program for Predicting
Polluting Particles Passage through Pits, Puddles, and Ponds, Urban Catchment Model (P8) was
used to model gauged and ungauged watersheds in Vermont and develop Flow Duration Curves
(FDC) from which a normalized high flow and low flow per drainage area in square miles
(cfs/sqmi) were extracted. An FDC is a curve displaying the percentage of time during a period
that flow exceeds a certain value, with the “low” flow represented by the 95th percentile (Q95%)
of the curve and the “high” flow represented by the 5th percentile (Q0.3%). The high and low flow
values from the FDCs were then compared between “impaired” watersheds and comparable
“attainment” watersheds to determine a percent change (i.e. reduction of high flow, increase of
low flow). The percent change was reported in the EPA approved TMDL for each impaired
watershed.
The high‐flow (Q0.3%) was determined to be relatively equivalent to the 1‐year Design storm flow,
therefore BMPs designed to the Channel Protection volume (CPv) Storage standard address the
high‐flow reduction target.
Future Growth
The VT DEC added a future growth factor to the TMDL flow targets to account for future non‐
jurisdictional impervious growth. Non‐jurisdictional growth was defined as impervious area that
is not subject to a state stormwater permit and is therefore not managed by a state permitted
stormwater BMP. This type of growth is typical of a small project, which involves the addition of
new impervious below the state threshold of 1 acre. This future growth factor was developed
under the assumption that no local zoning or land use rules would be in place to require
stormwater management for smaller projects. VT DEC used a future non‐jurisdictional growth
estimate of 18 acres, provided to VT DEC based on local development and projected growth.
Documentation for this estimate was not provided to VT DEC.
To develop the TMDL target with future growth, the estimated future impervious growth (18
acres) was added to the watershed’s existing impervious cover, to simulate the watershed
conditions at the end of the FRP implementation timeframe (20 years), which at the time was
projected to be 2025. With the projected non‐jurisdictional future growth, the high‐flow target
reduction changed by ‐0.4% and the low‐flow target increase changed by +0.6% (Table 1).
The approved TMDL flow targets are as follows:
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Table 1: TMDL Flow Restoration Targets

Flow Target
TMDL Targets (Stormwater allocation only)
TMDL Targets with 18 acres of Non‐
Jurisdictional Future Growth

Target
High Flow
Q 0.3 (± %)
Reduction
‐0.9%

Target
Low Flow*
Q 95 (± %)
Increase
0.4%

‐1.3%

1.1%

*The low flow target is not actionable under the TMDL, but is included because improving base flow in the watershed
is still a water quality goal.

While the low‐flow goal is important to ensure flow during the dry summer months, it is not an
actionable requirement in the EPA approved TMDL, and therefore was not the primary focus of
the FRP BMP identification for this study.
2.2

MS4 Allocation of Flow Targets

Allocation of the high‐flow flow target by MS4 was approximated based on relative impervious
ownership and impervious cover currently managed with a BMP which meets the Channel
Protection Volume (CPv) design standard. This includes BMPs which detain the 1‐year storm for
12‐hours in cold‐water fish habitat and 24‐hours in warm‐water fish habitat. However, there are
limitations to this method because the BMPDSS model is an aggregate model, in which upstream
BMPs affect downstream flow and runoff doesn’t necessarily follow political boundaries. A
correction factor was applied based on the flow target to account for the relative error in
separation of the BMPDSS results by MS4.
Approximately 40.4% of the impervious cover in the Indian Brook watershed is within the Town
of Essex, 51.3% within the Village of Essex Junction, and about 8.4% in the VTRANS Right‐of‐Way
(Table 2).
Table 2: Indian Brook MS4 Impervious Breakdown

MS4 Impervious Owner
Town of Essex
Village of Essex Junction
VTrans
Watershed Total

Total Area w/in
Watershed
(acres)

Impervious
Cover (acres)

3,492.39
952.60
141.91
4,586.90

171.85
218.08
35.56
425.49

% of
Watershed
Impervious
Cover
40.4%
51.3%
8.4%

The TMDL flow targets, including a ‐1.3% reduction (‐) in high flow across the watershed, and a
1.1% increase (+) in low flow, were then split between the three MS4’s based on their percent
share of the total impervious ownership in the watershed (Table 3).
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Table 3: Indian Brook TMDL Flow Target Allocation by MS4

Target
High Flow1
Reduction (%)

Target
Low Flow2
Increase (%)

Town of Essex
Village of Essex Junction
VTrans

‐0.53%
‐0.67%
‐0.11%

0.44%
0.56%
0.09%

Watershed Total3

‐1.3%

1.1%

MS4 Impervious Owner

1 The

High Flow target is negative (‐), indicating there needs to be a reduction in high flow
from the baseline condition. The Low Flow target is positive (+), indicating there needs to be
an increase in low flow from the baseline condition.
2 The low flow target is not actionable under the TMDL, but is included in the assessment
because improving base flow in the watershed is still a water quality goal.
3 Watershed

delineation from file: “Indian_watershed121614"

3 BMPDSS Model Assessment
The Vermont DEC worked with an external consultant to develop a VT‐specific hydrologic model,
the VT BMPDSS, to predict progress toward the TMDL flow targets based on proposed BMP
implementation scenarios. The BMPDSS model is used to predict peak flows at the watershed
outlet for a base condition (pre 2002), existing condition (Post 2002), and a BMP implementation
scenario, all compared on a percent change basis.
In order to complete the assessment, VT DEC developed “Base” condition models for all impaired
watersheds. The base scenario includes all stormwater BMPs installed prior to issuance of the VT
Stormwater Standards in 2002, and impervious cover extracted from Quickbird high‐resolution
satellite imagery. A “Post 2002” model scenario was then developed with all existing BMPs
designed to the VT Stormwater standards, providing credit toward the flow target. Results from
the BMPDSS model output are provided as unadjusted (cfs) and normalized flow (flow per
drainage area, cfs/sq.mi). The unadjusted flow is used in the determination of progress towards
the TMDL targets to eliminate the effect of watershed area in the percent change comparison.
3.1

Existing Condition Review

3.1.1 Permit Review
As per subpart IV.C.1 of the approved MS4 general permit, all expired stormwater permits in the
watershed were acquired and reviewed for inclusion within the BMPDSS model assessment. The
expired permits were sorted into two groups‐ Group 1) existing stormwater systems with a CPv
BMP which provides extended detention of the 1‐year design storm (Table 4), and Group 2) those
without a CPv BMP (i.e. system of catchbasins with no outfall management). The Group 1 list
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was compared to the current BMP list included in the BMPDSS models to check for omissions.
Only expired permit systems that include a BMP with CPv storage were included in the BMPDSS
model, because only BMPs with CPv storage provide credit toward meeting the flow targets. Field
assessments were then completed at each site with an existing CPv detention structure, to
determine if the practice was operating according to the approved expired permit and if there
was opportunity for an upgrade to the 2002 Vermont Stormwater Design Standards. A table of
the expired stormwater permits within the Indian Brook impaired watershed is included in
Appendix A‐2‐1.
Table 4: “Group 1” Expired Permit Stormwater BMPs

Permit #
1‐0775a
1‐0775b
1‐0775c
1-1307
1-1382
1-1074
1-1186
1-1319_p1
1-1319_p2
1-1381_p1
1-1381_p2

Project/BMP Name
Lang Farm Parcel A‐ Phase 2‐
Essex Outlets
Lang Farm Parcel A‐ Phase 2,
Essex Outlets
Lang Farm Parcel A‐ Phase 2,
Essex Outlets
Homestead Design, Inc.
Essex Community Educational
Ctr.
Countryside II Fairview Farms:
Locust lane, Chestnut Lane,
Spruce Land, Walnut Lane
Woodlands II- Lang Farm Parcel
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints
The Commons at Essex Way
Condominium Association
The Commons at Essex Way
Condominium Association

Permit
Renewal
6262‐9020
upgrades
6262‐9020
upgrades
6262‐9020
upgrades

MS4

BMP Type in BMPDSS

Ownership

Town

Detention Pond

Town

Detention Pond

Town

Detention Pond

Town

Detention Pond
discharges 1-0775 pond b

4002-INDS.A
upgrades

Private

Village

Infiltration Basin

4119-INDS

Private

Village

Detention Pond (S/N 001)
and natural detention area
(S/N 002)

Upgrades
completed

Public/
Private

Town

Detention Pond

Public

Town

Detention Pond

Private

Town

Detention Pond

Private

Town

Detention Pond

Private

Town

Detention Pond

Private

Private
Private
Private

2-0631

Essex Resort & Spa

Town

Detention Pond

Private

1081

Old Stage Rd/Rt-15 (Essex STP
030-1(17))

Town

Detention Pond

Essex

1-1409

Champlain Valley Exposition, Inc

Village

Detention Pond

Private

2-0289

East Creek Condominiums

Village

Detention Pond

Private

Village

Dry well

Private

Village

Dry well

Private

Village

Natural Detention Area

Private

2-0835 p1
2-0835 p2
2-0952

Village Glen Condos- CGPM,
Inc.
Village Glen Condos- CGPM,
Inc.
North Creek, South Creek and
East Creek Condominiums

*Prepared by Emily Schelley (VT DEC, Jan. 2014). Revised by WCA (2014)
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3.1.2 VTDEC BMPDSS Existing Model Review
The team field verified the drainage areas and design of the BMPs included in the Base and
Post2002 model scenarios and compared the field observations to the DEC model inputs.
Updated input files for the Base and Post2002 models were submitted to VT DEC to run the
updated model scenarios. Input files included revised GIS shapefiles for subwatersheds, BMP
locations, BMP drainage areas, as well as HydroCAD® (Version 10.0) model outputs used to model
detention times and peak flows. Each BMP design was then converted to the equivalent system
in the BMPDSS model, which has a slightly different interface for defining the BMP design than
HydroCAD®. Adjustments were made to certain BMP designs, if the BMPs design in HydroCAD®
was not directly transferrable to the BMPDSS format. A full list of existing BMPs in the base and
Post2002 model scenarios is included in Appendix 2 (Table A‐2‐2).
 Permit #1‐1409 Champlain Valley Exposition Historical Drainage:
It was confirmed as a part of the model review process that the historical drainage
changes implemented at the Sunderland Brook headwaters on the Champlain Valley
Exposition (CVE) Property were accounted for in the baseline model. The permit 1‐1409
was issued in August of 2000 followed by implementation later that fall. The drainage
changes included routing an area from Sunderland to Indian Brook in an effort to mitigate
localized flooding issues around the Essex Automotive Area and the Kinney Drug store.
3.1.2.1 Base model (Pre 2002 condition) Revisions


Adjustments to subwatershed boundaries at Chestnut Lane to account for mapped storm
infrastructure.



Adjustments to the drainage area for the detention pond covered under #1‐1409, at the
Champlain Valley Exposition.



Adjustments to subwatershed boundaries around Lincoln St/Grove St.



Subwatershed adjustments at Brickyard and Mansfield Ave.



Subwatershed adjustments along Essex Way.

Revisions were made to BMP design parameters (storage, outlet dimensions, etc.) for several
existing ponds to reflect field measurements, including:


#1‐1307 Homestead Design Pond, located in the Essex Shopping Center



#1‐1319 Church of LDS Ponds 1 and 2, along Essex Way



#1‐1381 The Commons at Essex Way Condominium Association Ponds 1 and 2, located
off Essex Way.
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#1‐1382 Pond located behind the Essex Community Educational Center.



#2‐0631 Pond located on the Essex Resort & Spa property



#2‐0289 East Creek Condominiums Pond, located off Brickyard Rd.

Existing detention storage not previously accounted for in the model was added for two
locations:


Fairview Dr./Main St.‐ A natural detention area was identified by the Village DPW, and
added to the model. The outlet of the existing detention area is a permitted discharge
under expired permit #1‐1074 (S/N 002).



Brickyard Rd./ Mansfield Ave‐ A man‐made berm from past construction with an 18”
culvert provides natural detention for runoff from the East, North, and South Creek
Condominiums, covered under expired permit #2‐0952.

3.1.2.2 Existing Condition (Post 2002) Model Revisions
The Existing condition model was revised as follows:


Impervious cover mapping to reflect build out of several new projects including Handy
Suites, and expected development at Thasha Lane (permit #7125‐INDS).

Several new projects previously omitted from the model were added including:


#6262‐9020 Essex Outlet Pond Upgrades



#4002‐INDS.A Essex Town Center Pond
Upgrades to Pond B and Pond C



#3626‐INDS.1 (upgrade to #1‐1409) including
new outlet structure, dry pond and grading
plan



#5864‐INDS Lang Farm new parking and Wet
Swale

Figure 1: WCA Staff, with Town of Essex
Staff and Interns inspecting Essex Outlet
Ponds (6/26/14).



#6713‐INDS Route 2A mini Storage Unit with
detention pond.



#7125‐INDS new development at Thasha Lane with three detention ponds.
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Essex Union High School Rain Garden



Handy Suites Apartments with Porous Asphalt parking lot

Additional revisions included removal of the upgrade to #1‐1186 previously included as an
existing upgrade. The design was based on the proposed design by Lamoureux & Dickinson. A
new retrofit design was developed for this site and added to the Credit model scenario.
3.1.2.3 Existing Conditions Model Results
The existing condition (Post 2002) model was revised with two iterations resulting in an overall
decrease in progress toward the targets from the previous model prepared by VT DEC (Table 5).
This is primarily due to changes in the base condition model, improving the modeled condition
from the previous model iterations. A full list of the existing BMPs in the Base and Post2002
models is included in Appendix 2 (Table A‐2‐2). The existing condition scenario includes 37
individual BMPs, each managing the 1‐year design storm, and 8 of which also provide recharge
to groundwater. The most up to date existing condition model scenario (as of 1/12/2015) was
estimated to provide a ‐0.54% reduction in high flow, calculated as a percent change between
the unadjusted flow in the baseline condition (pre 2002) and Post 2002 scenario, addressing
41.5% of the TMDL high‐flow(Q0.3%) target. The low‐flow was estimated to increase by 0.6%
over the baseline scenario, addressing 58.3% of the non‐actionable low‐flow Q95% flow target.
Based on the model results, additional CPv stormwater controls will be required to meet the
required TMDL high‐flow target. Biomonitoring of the streams will ultimately determine if the
Indian Brook has reached attainment conditions in compliance with the Vermont Water Quality
Standards.
Table 5: Existing Condition BMPDSS Model Assessment Results

Model Run

Description

High Flow
Reduction
(%)

Low Flow*
Increase
(%)

BMPDSS
Model Run
Date

‐1.3%

1.1%

‐‐‐‐

TMDL Targets *Stormwater Allocation only
DEC Existing Condition DEC's existing model, includes all Post2002
Model
BMPs
WCA Existing Condition WCA revised subwatersheds and existing
Model (7/31/2014)
BMP design entries.

‐1.14%

0.0%

1/31/2014

‐1.49%

0.0%

7/31/2014

WCA Existing Condition
Model (10/20/2014)

Additional revisions to BMP designs based
on field assessment.

‐1.40%

0.0%

10/20/2014

WCA Existing Condition
Model (1/12/2015)

Changes to Base condition reduced high‐
flow % change

‐0.54%

0.6%

1/12/2015

41.5%

58.28%

Percent of Target Managed (with Existing Condition Model 1/12/15)

‐‐‐‐
* The low flow target is not actionable under the TMDL, but is included in the summary because improving
base flow in the watershed is still a water quality goal.
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4 Required Controls Identification
The process of BMP identification was initiated with a field assessment on June 26th and 27th
2014, of existing CPv BMPs covered by an expired permit to assess the opportunity for upgrade
potential to VT 2002 Stormwater design standards. During the initial field assessment with the
Town and Village Staff, the team also visited several sites identified by the Town and Village as
potential future retrofits. The team then conducted a desktop assessment of the watershed to
identify additional open spaces ideal for BMP implementation with priority on municipally owned
land. In addition, the distribution of BMPs was considered to provide storage throughout the
watershed. Potential site selection focused on areas with a high‐percentage of impervious
coverage where flows were expected to be highest and where infiltration was possible as
indicated by mapped Hydrologic Group A or B soils.
After an initial list of retrofits was identified, a follow‐up field assessment was completed at each
site documenting the preliminary engineering feasibility of each retrofit and mapped drainage
area for the proposed BMPs. The BMPs were then designed using the HydroCAD® model to meet
the CPv storage criteria for cold waters (12‐hour detention standard).
BMP feasibility was determined based on available space, mapped NRCS soils, existing 1‐ft
topographic elevation contours derived from LIDAR, and mapped stormwater and wastewater
infrastructure provided by the Town and VTRANS. Supplemental survey data was collected for
the top 4 projects as needed. An in‐depth engineering assessment will still be required at each
site to confirm the presence/absence of utilities, natural resource constraints, and potential
transportation impacts, as part of the final design process.
Once the final list of proposed BMPs was determined to meet the flow targets, the projects were
ranked using a comprehensive ranking matrix, as detailed below in section 5‐4. Four (4) projects
were selected from the top ranked projects with a preference to include plans for Town and
Village projects. The team prepared 30% preliminary engineering conceptual designs for the four
projects and orthophoto‐based sketch plans for all other projects, provided in Appendix 1. The
top four projects include:





LDS North Pond: Retrofit of the Church of Latter Day Saints (LDS) detention pond into an
underground storage system
Fairview Dr.: Retrofit of an existing detention area into a terraced detention basin at the
corner of Fairview Dr. and Main St.
Brickyard Dr./Mansfield Ave.: Retrofit of a natural detention area into a detention basin
at the corner of Mansfield Dr. and Brickyard Dr.
Woodlands/Sydney Dr: Retrofit of a non‐functioning detention pond into an
underground infiltration basin with 48” perforated pipe for additional storage.
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4.1

BMPDSS Model Assessment Results

The final proposed BMP list was developed based on an iterative assessment using the BMPDSS
model as follows; The first proposed “Credit” scenario (Credit1), included five (5) retrofits to
existing detention ponds, two (2) sand filters in the I‐289 Median, and one (1) proposed
pavement regrade project to increase capture of the Rain Garden at the Essex High School. The
1st proposed scenario estimated a decrease in high flow of ‐1.85%, addressing 142% of the target
(Table 6). The low flow did not increase. Additional field work was completed at several sites and
revisions were made to the Credit1 BMPs. In addition, three (3) infiltration BMPs were added
(Densmore Dr, Grove St, and Countryside Dr.), as well as two (2) retrofits to existing BMPs (LDS
P2, Commons P1 along Essex Way). Removal of 0.11 acres of impervious in the Briar Lane cul‐de‐
sac was also included in the model. These revisions and additions constitute the Credit 2 model.
The “Credit 2” scenario estimated a ‐2.75% decrease in the high‐flow from the base condition,
addressing 212% of the high‐flow and a 0.6% increase in baseflow, addressing 58% of the non‐
actionable low‐flow target. A full modeling summary including all the model run results
completed for Indian Brook, is provided in Appendix 3 (Table A‐3‐1), as well as a Table of BMPs
sorted by the model run to which the BMP was first added (Table A‐3‐2). BMPs were maintained
in each subsequent run.
Table 6: BMPDSS Model Runs Summary for Proposed FRP Scenario

High Flow
Reduction
(%)

Low Flow*
Increase
(%)

BMPDSS
Model Run
Date

TMDL Targets *Stormwater Allocation only

‐1.3%

1.1%

‐‐‐‐

Existing Condition
Model (1/12/2015)

‐0.54%

0.6%

1/12/2015

Percent of Target Managed (with Existing Condition Model 1/12/15)

41.5%

58.28%

‐‐‐‐

Credit1 Model

‐1.85%

0.0%

10/21/2014

142%

0%

‐2.75%

0.6%

Model Run

Description

WCA revised additional subwatersheds
and existing BMP design entries.

Add 8 proposed retrofits.

Percent of Target Managed (with Credit1 run on 10/21/14)
Credit2 Model

Add 3 infiltration BMPs, two pond
retrofits, and impervious removal.

‐‐‐‐
1/14/2015

Percent of Target Managed (with Credit2 run on 1/14/15)
212%
58%
‐‐‐‐
Note: The High Flow target is negative (‐), indicating there needs to be a reduction in high flow from the
baseline condition. The Low Flow target is positive (+), indicating there needs to be an increase in low flow
from the baseline condition.
* The low flow target is not actionable under the TMDL, but is included in the summary because improving
base flow in the watershed is still a water quality goal.
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4.2

Proposed FRP Model Scenario

The final recommended BMP list is represented in the “Credit2” model run, which includes 14
proposed BMPs (Table 7). The proposed FRP scenario addresses 212% of the modified high‐flow
target providing a significant factor of safety (FOS). The additional FOS is included in the
recommended BMP list to provide the MS4’s additional options, in the event the list has to be
modified or as conditions in the watershed change from what is present today.
The individual and cumulative percent of the high‐flow target mitigated is also included in Table
7, calculated based on the CPv volume storage and the BMPDSS model run result (Credit 2 run).
The individual and cumulative percent mitigated allows for a quick understanding of the relative
benefit of each BMP toward meeting the high‐flow target. The CPv volume is used as an indicator
of the percent mitigated because it was determined by VT DEC that the high‐flow (Q0.3%) is
approximately equivalent to the 1‐year storm peak discharge. Essentially, the high‐flow is directly
reduced in the model by mitigating the CPv volume.
The “Cumulative Percent of Target” addressed allows the MS4’s flexibility in the event one of the
top projects is determined infeasible and the projects need to be rearranged. The TMDL requires
that 100% of the high‐flow target be addressed. The ultimate determination for implementation
of projects providing benefit beyond the high‐flow target (> 100%) will be made by the State
based on monitoring data or other relevant information (MS4 General Permit Sec. IV.J.3).
Progress toward the TMDL flow targets with the proposed FRP scenario was allocated by MS4 to
determine the extent to which the proposed BMPs addressed each MS4’s allocated responsibility
of the flow targets, summarized in Table A‐3‐3 (Appendix 3).
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5 Proposed Implementation Plan
The proposed BMPs are summarized in Table 7, including the impervious cover treated, drainage area, and CPv volume storage
estimated by the HydroCAD® model. A map of the proposed BMP locations is included in Appendix 4. The individual and cumulative
percent of the high‐flow target mitigated is also included in Table 7. An additional table is included in Appendix A‐3‐2, which separates
the projects by the model run to which the project was first added (Credit 1 or Credit 2).
Table 7: Final Proposed BMPs for the Indian Brook FRP

Site Name (*Note)

Existing Post2002
BMPs1
LDS Church North
Pond Retrofit (Outfall
204)‐ Option 5:
Underground Storage
with Perforated Pipe

MS4
Imp.
Owner

Varies

Owner of
BMP Land

Varies

BMP
Type
(*Key)

Varies

Permit
#

Varies

Runoff
Area
(acres)

Varies

Impervious
Acres
Managed
(ac)
Varies

Channel Protection
Volume (CPv)
Managed above
Base Condition*
CF

Ac‐ft

Percent of
High‐flow
Target
Managed,
%

‐‐‐

‐‐‐‐

42%1

Cumulative
Percent of
High‐Flow
Target
Managed
%
42%

Town

Private

USC

1‐1319,
2‐0631,
2‐0613

Fairview Dr./Main St.

Village/
Town
VTRANS

Public

GW

1‐1074
SN002

22.53

3.94

19384

0.45

18.4%

102%

Fairview Dr. Add‐on

Village/
Town
VTRANS

Public

GW

1‐1074
SN002

6.87

1.30

9583

0.22

9.1%

111%2

29.59

12.00

44431

1.02

42%

84%

Retrofit Description

Varies
Route outfalls North and South of
LDS pond to retrofit. Option 5:
Convert pond to expanded
underground stone gallery with
48" Perforated Pipe.
Regrade existing detention area,
add terraced WQ bays, and
replace existing culvert. Stabilize
eroded outfall on North side of
Main St.
Install new culvert to direct North
side of Main St. to basin.

1. See Table 6. The existing BMPDSS model run estimated 42% of the flow target is addressed with existing BMPs.
2. 100% of the High‐flow Target is met with the top two projects ranked by CPv storage. The table is set up so projects can be rearranged to determine which set of projects meet the target
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Site Name (*Note)

MS4
Imp.
Owner

Owner of
BMP Land

BMP
Type
(*Key)

Permit
#

Runoff
Area
(acres)

Impervious
Acres
Managed
(ac)

Channel Protection
Volume (CPv)
Managed above
Base Condition*
CF

Ac‐ft

Percent of
High‐flow
Target
Managed,
%

Cumulative
Percent of
High‐Flow
Target
Managed
%

Retrofit Description

Brickyard/North,
South, East Creek
Condos

Village

Private

GW

2‐0952

8.7

4.68

24960

0.57

23.7%

135%

Convert existing detention area at
the corner of Mansfield/Brickyard
to gravel wetland with CPv
storage.

Woodlands (Detention
Pond 139)

Town

Public

UIB

1‐1186

35.42

9.59

15682

0.36

14.9%

150%

Retrofit existing detention pond to
an underground stone gallery with
48" perforated pipe.

Densmore Dr.

Village

Private

UIB

2‐1103

38.28

11.73

14985

0.34

14.2%

164%

Install StormTech Chamber System
on Densmore Dr. Verify high
groundwater elevation.

East Creek
Condominiums

Village

Private

DB

2‐0289/
2‐0317

48.2

14.40

13721

0.32

13.0%

177%

Retrofit outlet structure for CPv
control. Armour spillway.

The Commons P1
(Outfall 131)

Town

Private

USC

1‐1381

7.91

2.07

8668

0.20

8.2%

185%

Convert existing detention pond to
StormTech chamber system.
Improve aesthetics and
landscaping.

Grove St.

Village

ROW

UIB

2‐0187

23.39

8.71

5576

0.13

5.3%

191%

Install two underground storage
basins in series for detention and
infiltration of the CPv storm.

I‐289/Route 15 North

VTrans

ROW

MF

NP

2.78

0.90

5271

0.12

5.0%

196%

Countryside Dr
Intersection

Village

ROW

USC

2‐0155

5.25

1.95

4704

0.11

4.5%

200%

Retrofit existing median swale
with CPv volume control sand
filter.
Stabilize outfall and bank. Install
underground detention chamber
at intersection of Countryside
Dr./Brickyard. Add Stormwater
planters in ROW on Countryside
Dr.
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Site Name (*Note)

MS4
Imp.
Owner

Owner of
BMP Land

BMP
Type
(*Key)

Permit
#

Runoff
Area
(acres)

Impervious
Acres
Managed
(ac)

Channel Protection
Volume (CPv)
Managed above
Base Condition*
CF

Ac‐ft

Percent of
High‐flow
Target
Managed,
%

Cumulative
Percent of
High‐Flow
Target
Managed
%

Retrofit Description

LDS Church South P1
(Outfall 209)

Town

Private

DB

1‐1319

1.34

1.01

4400

0.101

4.2%

204%

Retrofit existing detention pond to
an underground stone gallery with
48" perforated pipe.

I‐289/Route 15 South

VTrans

ROW

MF

NP

2.15

0.96

4443

0.10

4.2%

209%

Retrofit existing median swale
with CPv volume control sand
filter.

Essex Union High
School‐Rain Garden‐
Regrade Parking Lot

Village

School
District

GSI

NP

1.61

1.07

2222

0.05

2.1%

211%

Regrade parking lot to increase
capture. Garden has capacity for
more runoff without expansion.

Briar Lane Cul‐de‐sac
Impervious Removal

Village

No
Practice

No
Practice

2‐0855
(Village
Knoll)

NA

0.11

900

0.02

0.9%

212%

Eliminate cul‐de‐sac to reduce
plowing needs. Small impact.

Total:
74.41
4.11
*Key : BMP Type: DB: Detention Basin, USC = Underground Storage Chamber, UIB= Underground Infiltration Basin, GW = Gravel Wetland, GSI = Smaller‐scale GSI practice DW= Dry
Wells
*Note: See Table A‐3‐2 for a list of the projects sorted by the BMPDSS Model run to which they were added. Summary: Credit 1‐ LDS Church North (Only Existing Drainage), Fairview
Dr., Brickyard, Woodlands, East Creek Condos, I‐289 N and S, EHS Rain Garden. Credit 2: Fairview Add‐on, LDS Church Option 4, LDS Church South P1, The Commons P1, Countryside
Dr., Grove St, Densmore Dr, Briar Lane
* Channel Protection Volume Managed above Base condition = New Storage Volume ‐ Existing Volume pre2002
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5.1

Town of Essex Proposed BMPs

Church of Latter Day Saints (LDS) North Pond Retrofit
The Church of Latter Day Saints (LDS), located along
Essex Way, is currently covered under an expired
permit #1‐1319. The permit covers two wetland
ponds, one in the back of the property to the South
(Pond 1), and one to the North in the front of the
Church (Pond 2). Essex Way, a Town owned road,
drains to a swale behind the Church property and is
covered under an expired permit #2‐0613. Options
to route the roadway to an expanded retrofit of the
North LDS pond was assessed. The North Pond (P2)
was identified as a good site for retrofit primarily
because of the availability of open space for
expansion, visibility, and ease of access. Preliminary
studies of the LDS ponds and Essex Way drainage
completed by the UVM Civil Engineering
Department in 2010 were reviewed and considered
as a part of the FRP assessment.
Five options were explored for a retrofit of the
North Pond, to assess the cost benefit of design
alternatives. A summary of the five options and
preliminary cost estimates is provided in Table 8
below. High flow (> 1 year storm) reduction would
be provided and also potentially water quality
benefit. Inflow areas would include the existing LDS
North Lot, plus the CPv runoff via two new flow
splitters from Essex Way North and Essex Way
South, and the Essex Resort & Spa drainages (Figure
2).

Figure 2: Drainage area map for LDS North
Pond retrofit options. Each color represents the
drainage to a separate inlet (3) to the proposed
LDS retrofit.

Option #1 would involve expanding the present basin to a larger wet basin, while not encroaching
on the existing swale along the bike path. The pond would provide the largest storage volume,
of the four options. The preliminary cost estimate was the cheapest option (Table 8).
Option #2 would involve expanding and filling the existing pond area with stone to create a
subsurface storage system. This option does not meet the target volume storage, but does
reduce maintenance previously required for the open pond and improves aesthetics.
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Option #3 is the same design alternative as Option #2 but with an expanded footprint that
includes the existing swale adjacent to the bike path, providing CPv control for all the add‐on
areas (Figure 2). Based on our initial review, eliminating the upper reaches of this swale might be
acceptable from a natural resources standpoint, given that the wetland area is poor for habitat,
is manmade, and that conditions downstream will be improved as a result of the project. The
land required is approximately twice that of the other options, which increases the total project
cost.
Option #4 involves StormTech MC‐3500 Chambers which would fit in the expanded pond area
footprint, eliminating the need to encroach on the existing swale. The chambers could potentially
sit on a bed of sand, which would allow for extended filtration through a sand bed as well as
detention. This would benefit both high flow and also future water quality goals. Option #4 is
considerably more expensive, due to the cost of the chambers and added manifold structures, as
compared to the stone gallery for Option #3 (Table 8). A 30% design plan was developed for this
option (Appendix 1).
Option #5 was the final selected design alternative, involving a system of 48” perforated HDPE
pipe arranged in a stone bed. This system avoids the use of prefabricated chambers, while
providing more storage volume within the same footprint as Option #4 using StormTech
chambers. The system would include 20’ sections of pipe in 19 rows, each with a 30” manway
and 18” vent at the end of each row. An 18” equalization outlet pipe with an 18” tee into each
HPDE pipe will allow for an even discharge from the pipe system. Hydrodynamic separators,
called Downstream Defenders, would be placed at each inlet for pretreatment. Option #5, while
less expensive than option #4, is still more expensive than an open pond. However, the
underground system would create a more usable space for passive use and will require less
maintenance than a pond option. A 30% design plan was also developed for this option
(Appendix 1).
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Table 8: Preliminary Cost comparison for LDS North Pond 2 Retrofit Options

BMP ID
Option 1: Expanded
Open Pond

Storage
Volume

Construction
Cost

Land Cost

Design and
Permitting
Cost (30%)

Total Project
Cost

Cost per
Impervious
Acre

cft

acft

57,630

1.32

$172,890.00

$43,200.00

$51,867.00

$267,957.00

$22,329.75

$288,150.00

$43,200.00

$86,445.00

$417,795.00

$34,816.25

Option 2: Expanded
Gravel Wetland with
Stone Gallery (CPv not
met)
Option 3: Additional
Expansion of Gravel
Wetland with Stone
Gallery (CPv met)
Option 4: Expanded
StormTech Chamber
system with MC‐3500
chambers

27,800

0.64

49,875

1.14

30% Cost Estimate (Includes land cost)

$510,000.00

$42,500.00

54,886

1.26

30% Cost Estimate (Includes land cost)

$1,100,000.00

$91,666.67

Option 5 (selected):
Stone Gallery with 48"
Perforated Pipe

54,886

1.26

30% Cost Estimate (Includes land cost)

$940,000.00

$78,333.33

Church of Latter Day Saints (LDS) South Pond Retrofit
The other pond on the LDS property, located
behind the Church, is heavily overgrown and hard
to access from the Church parking lot. Currently, a
1.0 acre portion of the back parking lot is routed
to the pond. The proposed retrofit, would convert
the existing pond to an underground storage
similar to that proposed for the North Pond. The
system would consist of a series of 48” HPDE
perforated pipes placed in a bed of stone. A
horizontal 18” equalization outlet pipe will
connect the rows of perforated pipes via an 18”
tee at each pipe outlet. The proposed system was
sized to mitigate the CPv volume, and will provide Figure 3: LDS South Pond (P1), exhibiting
water quality benefits from additional filtration significant overgrowth.
through a sand subbase. An alternative option for the retrofit is to place the proposed chamber
system under the parking lot, in the event access is an issue for the existing pond location.
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The Commons at Essex Condominium Association North Pond Retrofit
The Commons at Essex Condominiums, located just
South of the LDS Church, has two stormwater ponds
covered under permit #1‐1381. The North pond
(Figure 4), is in the backyard of one of the
condominium units, limiting use of the backyard and
is not aesthetically pleasing to the residents.
The proposed retrofit for this pond involves
conversion of the pond to an underground storage
chamber system, and leveling to ground level to
provide additional backyard space. A less costly
alternative option, is to convert the wet pond to an
Figure 4: The Commons North Pond Outlet
expanded
gravel
wetland
with
aesthetic Structure
improvements including a new outlet structure and
landscaping features, sized to mitigate the CPv storm
volume.
A design was first explored to combine the LDS South Pond drainage with The Commons North
pond, into an expanded underground detention system located where The Commons North pond
is currently. However, it was determined that the required footprint for a combined system, sized
to treat the CPv volume would not fit within the available space behind the Condominiums, while
still providing adequate passage of higher flows through the existing culvert downstream. A
second combined system was assessed for a system located in the LDS Church back parking lot.
However, it was determined the grade was not adequate to route The Common North Pond
drainage to the parking lot system. Therefore, two separate retrofits were proposed for The
Commons North Pond and the LDS Church South Pond. An alternative system with a decreased
treatment volume and higher bypass flows is still an option if it is determined that a separate
retrofit is not an acceptable alternative.
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Woodlands/Sydney Drive Pond Retrofit
Detention pond 139, located in the wooded
area, just off Syndey Drive is currently covered
under permit #1‐1186 for the Woodlands
development. The detention pond was designed
with a flow splitter from Sydney Drive, intended
to route a majority of the flow to the detention
pond, and overflow to an outfall behind The
Commons Condos. The flow splitter has been
observed to not function as designed, and most
of the flow is diverted to the outfall, with direct
discharge to the stream. A proposed retrofit Figure 5: View of proposed retrofit site from
study was completed by Lamoureux and roadway.
Dickinson in 2007, resulting in a design to
upgrade the existing pond, but maintain the system as an open basin. The Town would like to
limit the amount of new detention ponds, due to the cost of maintenance and lack of aesthetic
appeal and use in the landscape.
A retrofit was developed for the pond, which would convert the pond to an underground stone
gallery with limited infiltration. The existing depression would be filled with stone and converted
to an open space/passive recreation on grassed land (Figure 5). Existing piping would be utilized
to bring flow into/out of the storage area from the road. Pretreatment of inflow would be
provided by a hydrodynamic swirl Downstream Defender or similar structure. Additional water
quality benefit could be provided by adding a sand filter layer below the storage. The project
would meet high flow goals and potentially benefit water quality goals as well.
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5.2

Village of Essex Junction Proposed BMPs

Fairview Dr./Main St. Retrofit (1-1074 S/N 001)
At the corner of Fairview Dr. and Route 15 (Main
St), there is an existing natural detention area,
controlled by a 12” culvert (Figure 6). The culvert
captures runoff from the development above,
covered under permit #1‐1074, as well as Town
land and Route 15, partially owned by VTRANS and
the Village. The existing outfall on the North side
of Route 15 is severely eroded due to high flows
and runoff bypassing the catch basins and flowing
over the bank, therefore capture of this runoff was
assessed (Figure 7).
The proposed retrofit is to convert the natural Figure 6: Fairview Dr. natural detention area
(6/27/14)
depression to a gravel wetland with water quality
treatment bays. This retrofit will benefit the high flow target, as well as water quality treatment
which will benefit future phosphorus TMDL goals. Runoff from the northwest side of Route 15
(Main St.) would be intercepted and directed into the system via a new culvert, represented as
the “Fairview Add‐on” drainage” in Figure 7. This would eliminate most runoff to the highly‐
eroded outfall. Runoff would exit the system back under Route 15 via an upgraded pipe (12” to
30”).

Figure 7: Drainage area map for Fairview Dr.
Retrofit Options.
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Brickyard Rd/North, East, South Creek Condos (# 2-0952)
The North, East, and South Creek
Condominiums, located on Brickyard Road,
drain to a natural detention area that was
formed by a man‐made berm before
draining to a Class II Wetland. The existing
detention area was identified as an ideal
opportunity for retrofit, to provide CPv
volume control for runoff from the North,
East, and South Creek Condominiums, as
well as a portion of the Village‐owned road.
The proposed retrofit will convert the
existing depression into a gravel wetland.
There would be no permanent pool of water. The wetland will provide detention, benefitting the
high flow target. Depending on confirmed groundwater elevation and duration of filtration time
there could also be some low‐flow benefit. Water quality treatment will be provided in a
subsurface gravel layer potentially benefitting future phosphorus TMDL goals. A forebay could
be installed at the inflow to the basin. As an alternative, a forebay could be created on the north
side of Brickyard Road adjacent to the condominium complex entrance. Filling the depression
with stone or chambers to create a level at‐grade surface was contemplated for this site however
it did not seem to be worth the cost for this particular location as it would not be expected to be
a draw for local residents. The retrofit would not change the character of the area significantly.
If anything, new plantings in the wetland could improve aesthetics.
Densmore Dr. Underground Infiltration Chamber System
A 38‐acre residential area in the southeast corner of the Indian Brook impaired watershed was
identified as a good opportunity for retrofit because of the potential for infiltration and to
mitigate runoff from a significant area. An underground infiltration system using SC‐740
StormTech® chambers was proposed at the corner of Densmore Dr. and Sherwood Square, just
up the pipe from the exiting outfall. The system would mitigate the CPv volume and 1‐year design
storm peak discharge, while providing water quality benefit through infiltration. Groundwater
elevations will need to be verified, if the project is moved to implementation.
East Creek Condominiums Pond Retrofit (#2-0289)
The East Creek Condominiums, covered under permit #2‐0289 drains to a dry pond controlled by
a culvert and weir structure. The existing system provides minimal low‐flow control. The
proposed retrofit would involve retrofitting the dry pond to a wet pond with extended detention
through addition of a low‐flow orifice and overflow grate, as well as re‐armoring of the spillway.
No additional storage or regrading would be needed.
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Grove St. Underground Infiltration Chamber System
A 23.4 acre subwatershed draining to an outfall just north of the North St./Grove St. intersection
in downtown Essex Junction was identified as an opportunity for retrofit. The proposed retrofit
would involve installation of a StormTech Chamber system in the Grove St. ROW. The footprint
of the proposed practice would be within the Village‐Owned ROW. A groundwater monitoring
well installed for the Essex High School Pump System Retrofit project measured a high
groundwater table of ~323’ on the opposite side of the brook from the proposed retrofit. Upon
initial design, there would be adequate head to allow infiltration. Confirmation of the high
groundwater table will need to be verified.
Countryside Dr./Brickyard Rd. Underground Detention Chamber System
The lower portion of Countryside Dr., south of Beech Dr. was identified by the Village as a
potential retrofit area for consideration primarily because the current roadway is wider than
required and the outfall is significantly eroded. There is opportunity to install stormwater
planters along the wide portion of Countryside Dr. with surface inlets to capture runoff from the
roadway, providing water quality benefits and reducing impervious cover. A below‐grade storage
chamber system in the ROW is also proposed at the intersection of Countryside Dr and Brickyard
Rd., sized to provide storage for the 1‐year storm (CPv storage) from the existing catchment
system.
Essex High School Parking Lot Improvements
A 1.28‐acre area of the existing Essex High
School parking lot drains to a rain garden,
providing water quality and flow control
benefits. Based on the 1‐ft contours and field
assessment, runoff from an additional 0.33
acres of impervious could be mitigated if the
parking lot were regraded to provide positive
flow to the east side of the parking lot. The
proposed project would involve repaving
approximately 0.5 acres of pavement. The
existing rain garden has capacity for the
additional runoff, and therefore would not Figure 8: Essex High School Rain Garden
require any retrofit to the garden itself, nor
would the project increase maintenance demands.
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Briar Lane Cul-de-sac Pavement Removal
An existing Cul‐de‐sac along Briar Lane was identified as an opportunity to reduce stormwater
runoff, through the removal of the cul‐de‐sac. The removal of 0.11 acres of pavement was
estimated to mitigate approximately 900 cft of stormwater runoff. An additional benefit of the
project would be the reduction in plowing time, which currently takes the Village Plowing Staff
an extra 30 min‐ 1 hour just to plow the cul‐de‐sac.
5.3

VTRANS Proposed BMPs

I-289/Route 15 North and South Exit Ramp Sand Filter Retrofits

The I‐289/Route 15 Exit Ramp was
identified
as
a
potential
opportunity to manage runoff
from primarily VTRANS owned
impervious. Two sand filter
systems were proposed in the
median on the North and South
side of the Route 15 overpass
(Figure 9). The proposed practice
is an approximately 4’ deep sand
filter, with a 4” underdrain, and
1.5’ surface ponding depth before
passing over a weir. The system is
designed to provide storage for
the CPv volume. The low‐flow
orifice and sand filter provide
extended
filtration,
which
provides water quality benefit.

Figure 9: I-289 Exit Ramp with proposed retrofit.
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5.4

Watershed-Wide Project Ranking

A comprehensive ranking matrix was developed in order to rank the proposed projects based on
a multitude of criteria grouped into four general categories, as follows:
Category
Cost/Operations
Project Design Metrics

Project Implementation
Other Project Benefits

ID
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

Criteria
Relative Project Cost
Ease of O/M
Impervious Acres Managed (ac)
Channel Protection Volume (CPv) Mitigated, (ie. 1‐year Storm)
Volume Infiltrated (ac‐ft)
Water Quality (WQ) Volume Control
Primary or Secondary BMP
Permitabilty
Land Availability
Flood Mitigation (Is existing flooding issue mitigated by project?)
TMDL Flow Target Addressed (Q03, Q95)
Lake Champlain Phosphorus TMDL Metrics Met*
Other Project Benefits/Constraints (Educational, Infrastructure
Improvement, Unknown Feasibility)

*For now the Lake Champlain Phosphorus TMDL criteria is a placeholder, until the final TMDL is approved and the compliance metrics are outlined.

Values for each criteria were identified and assigned a relative score so the projects could be
ranked based on a total score. A secondary set of Water Quality criteria were added to the matrix,
to rank the BMPs on water quality benefits, using the Source Loading & Management Model
(WinSLAMM). WinSLAMM is a very robust, field verified and calibrated model that will accurately
predict pollutant loading and BMP effectiveness. WCA modeled the BMPs within WinSLAMM
and quantified the annual total suspended solids (TSS) and total phosphorus (TP) reductions in
loads of pollutant per year. Ranges for the TSS and TP removals were identified, and assigned a
score of 0‐6 points, 6 being the greatest benefit. The final ranking of proposed projects is included
in Table 9 below. The criteria key (Table A‐5‐1), scoring key (Table A‐5‐2) and the full matrix
spreadsheet (A‐5‐3) are included in Appendix 5. A separate table with the phosphorus and TSS
loading reductions for each proposed BMP is provided in Appendix A‐5‐4.
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Table 9: Ranked Proposed FRP BMPs based on comprehensive ranking matrix

ID #

Site ID

4

Woodlands
(Detention Pond
139)

3

Fairview Dr./Main
St. with Add‐On

BMP Type

Retrofit Description

Total Score

UIB

Retrofit existing detention pond to an
underground infiltration practice with
48” perforated pipe.

39.0

GW

Regrade existing detention area and
add riser. Route outfall on North side
of Fairfield Dr. to retrofit.

38.0

USC

Retrofit existing Detention Pond in
front of LDS Church. Convert pond to
underground storage system with 48”
perforated pipe. Route Essex Way and
Inn at Essex runoff to retrofit.

34.0

Regrade existing detention area and
add riser. Stabilize eroded outfall on
North side of Fairfield Dr.

32.0

1

Church LDS North
P2 (Option 5)

2

Fairview Dr./Main
St.

GW

10

Densmore Dr.

UIB

11

Grove St.

UIB

6

Brickyard/North,
South, East Creek
Condos

DB

Retrofit existing detention area.

27.0

7

I‐289/Route 15
North

MF

Retrofit existing median swale with
CPv volume control sand filter.

27.0

8

I‐289/Route 15
South

MF

Retrofit existing median swale with
CPv volume control sand filter.

27.0

15

The Commons
North Pond (P1)

USC

Convert existing detention pond to a
Storm‐Tech chamber system.

26.0

12

Countryside Dr
Intersection

Underground detention chamber at
bottom of Countryside Dr is an option.
Stabilize outfall and bank.

26.0

USC/GSI

StormTech Chamber System on
Densmore Dr. Verify high groundwater
elevation.
StormTech Chamber System in Grove
St ROW. High groundwater table 323'.

32.0
31.0
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ID #

Site ID

BMP Type

Retrofit Description

Total Score

5

East Creek
Condominiums

DB

Expand Existing Detention Pond and
retrofit outlet structure for CPv
control.

25.0

14

Church LDS South
P1

USC

Convert to underground storage
system with 48” perforated pipe.

23.0

GSI

Regrade parking lot to increase
capture. Garden has capacity for more
runoff without expansion.

19.0

Eliminate Round‐about to reduce
Plowing needs. Small impact.

19.0

9

13

Essex Union High
School‐Rain
Garden‐ Regrade
Parking Lot
Briar Lane Cul‐de‐
sac Impervious
Removal

No Practice

6 Design and Construction Schedule
A Design and Construction (D&C) schedule is a required element of the final approved FRP,
providing an outline for the implementation of the proposed FRP over a 20‐year timeframe. A
D&C was prepared for the proposed projects. The projects were spaced out over the timeframe.
The timeline considered effort for design, acquisition of necessary permits and/or regulatory
approvals, and actual construction of the project. The project ranking (Appendix A‐5‐3) was used
to prioritize projects for construction. The six projects included in the D&C are expected to
achieve 117.3% (or 108.2%) of the Indian Brook TMDL target. The implementation schedule can
be found in Appendix 8.
Modeling shows that 212% of the high flow target will be met if full project implementation is
achieved (Table 6). If targets are met in Indian Brook as supported by biological monitoring data
and/or other information concerning flow reduction progress, it is likely that not all projects will
need to be constructed and will be implemented only if deemed necessary. The D&C is a working
document and will be revised based on new information about the projects and/or as stream
conditions change.
The Town and Village fully expect to meet the target with the six identified projects. However, all
parties understand that if implementation of all the Town and Village “potential projects” was
done, a higher percentage approaching 212% could be met. Pending DEC phosphorous removal
requirements will also improve water quality to the benefit the FRP and TMDL. We count on the
DEC on evaluating the stream in a timely manner.
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7 Financial Plan
Subject to the requirements of the MS4 permit, a financial plan is required as a part of the FRP
which demonstrates the means by which the plan will be financed as well as BMP cost estimates.
The TMDL is a watershed‐wide reduction in the high‐flow, and therefore the proposed BMP’s are
located throughout the watershed. WCA considered MS4 permittee ownership, and strived to
identify BMPs with a sole MS4 owner, however optimal BMP locations did not always follow
property boundaries. Most of the proposed retrofits have a sole MS4 owner, however there are
few projects, like Fairview Dr., which have contributing runoff from impervious owned by all
three MS4’s. For joint ownership projects, the funding responsibility will be negotiated between
the involved MS4’s.
Town and Village of Essex Junction Stormwater Program Consolidation:
The Town of Essex and Village of Essex Junction Department of Public Works (DPW) decided to
consolidate their Town and Village stormwater budgets, as a result of watershed‐wide
improvement efforts required under the MS4 permit and FRP implementation plans for Indian
and Sunderland Brook. The Village and Town storm water activities budgets will be combined
into the Town stormwater budget in the Town General Fund. The Town General Fund tax will be
used to pay for the service to combine the programs. This merge will avoid duplication of effort
and achieve cost savings. Furthermore, the Town and Village previously formed a Joint Storm
Water Coordinating Committee (SWCC), in the effort to more easily work collectively to develop
the watershed‐wide FRPs for Indian and Sunderland Brook. The consolidation of the Village and
Town budgets provides the SWCC with a financial framework to directly fund FRP projects with
joint MS4 responsibility and address current and future permit compliance requirements. Costs
will be less under the consolidated program, versus a separated program.
The SWCC will determine additional costs for FRP projects on an annual basis to be funded by the
combined stormwater activities fund. In the future, the SWCC can also recommend to the Village
Board of Trustees and the Town Selectboard that a separate charge or fee be developed to cover
the costs for stormwater permit compliance and program management, in addition to the Town
General Fund.
Funding Sources: The main funding source for Town and Village stormwater projects will be the
Town General Fund Tax, paid by taxpayers within the Town and Village. VTRANS will utilize their
budget funds for stormwater‐related projects. Several additional funding sources that may be
available for larger projects, which may need to be phased over several years, include the Clean
Water State Revolving Fund (CWSRF) program and Municipal Bond bank funds.
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7.1

BMP Cost Estimates:

Itemized cost estimates were developed for the top 4 priority projects based on 30% preliminary
engineering plans, detailed below. For all other projects, a modified spreadsheet method was
used as detailed in section 7.1.2.
7.1.1 Itemized Cost Estimates:
The itemized cost estimates for the top 4 projects were estimated using a combination of the
VTRANS estimator program, RS Means, and local values, based on 30% engineering plans. The
full itemized cost estimates are included in Appendix 6. The cost estimates are based on the
following criteria:








Construction Cost: The construction costs were developed based on using both VTRANS 5
year average costs, VTRANS Estimator Program, and RS Means (where applicable) and vendor
estimates as necessary for each of the itemized units.
Construction Contingency: The construction contingency is calculated as 15% of the
construction cost.
Final Design Engineering: The final design engineering cost is estimated based on the State
Fee Curve Allowance as developed by VT DEC. The equations used are as follows:
o For construction costs less than $780,000
o Construction cost = $1,950+(Construction cost *0.069)
o For construction costs greater than $780,000,
o Construction cost = (Construction cost^0.9206)*0.6788*0.30.
Construction Engineering: The construction engineering cost is based on the State Fee Curve
Allowance as developed by VT DEC. The equations used are as follows:
o For construction costs less than $780,000
o Construction cost = $3,575+(Construction cost *0.1265)
o For construction costs greater than $780,000
o Construction cost = (Construction cost^0.9206)*0.6788*0.55.
Other costs: These costs are established based on simple percentages of the construction
cost for the project as follows:
o Administrative = 0.5%
o Easement Assistance = 1.5%
o Land Acquisition =$120,000 per acre for projects on private land (*Value estimated by
local Town Assessor)
o Legal = 5%
o Bond Vote Assistance = 0.5%
o Short Term Interest = 2.5%.
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7.1.2 Cost Estimates Using Spreadsheet Method:
For projects not designed to the 30% level, a spreadsheet cost estimation tool was developed
based on guidance from the US EPA and Center for Watershed Protection (CWP) for stormwater
retrofit projects. All estimates were calculated as a base construction cost plus a 30% contingency
factor for final design and permitting, site specific factors, and land cost, if applicable. The base
cost was estimated on a unit cost basis, using a specified design volume (cu. ft) multiplied by a
unit cost ($/cu. ft). Due to the variability in retrofit projects and application of general unit cost
values, adjustment factors were applied, based on cost research by the CWP and professional
engineering judgment. The cost estimates presented are based on typical values, and may vary
due to site specific challenges and unforeseen land acquisition costs.
Unit Costs: Base construction costs were estimated using unit costs, summarized in Table 10
below. Unit costs for existing pond retrofits, new storage retrofits, and Green Stormwater
Infrastructure practices (planters, bioretention, etc.) were acquired from cost research
completed by the Center for Watershed Protection, derived from a synthesis of real retrofit
practice construction costs 1 (Table 10). For underground storage chambers, a unit cost for
StormTech MC‐3500 chambers was used, accounting for the cost of the chambers and additional
site work. The cost estimates are summarized in Table 10 below.
Table 10: Unit Costs for Different BMP Types

BMP Type

Unit Costs ($/cft)

Pond Retrofits

$3

New Storage Retrofits

$5

Underground Chamber Systems (StormTech MC‐3500)

$11

Green Stormwater Practices (i.e. Bioretention)

$8

Adjustment factors were applied depending on the type of retrofit. An adjustment factor of 0.5
was used for a pond retrofit involving an upgrade to the outlet structure and basic site work1.
The CWP found retrofits in developed areas to be 1.5 to 2 times more expensive than a new
storage practice, and sometimes as great as 6 times more, due to the higher chance of utility
conflicts, space restrictions, additional permitting costs, and/or sensitive site conditions.
Engineering judgment and past project experience was used to assign the appropriate
adjustment factors.
For the East Creek Condominiums Pond retrofit, an average cost per impervious acre managed
was used instead of the unit cost approach, because the amount of work for the retrofit was not
appropriately estimated based on the design volume2. For the Briar Lane imperious removal

1
Schueler, T., Hirschman, D., Novotney, M., Zielinski, J. 2007. Urban Stormwater Retrofit Practices Appendices: Urban Subwatershed
Restoration Manual Series. Center for Watershed Protection, Ellicott City, MD. Appendix E. Table E‐4.
2
Schueler, T., Hirschman, D., Novotney, M., Zielinski, J. 2007. Urban Stormwater Retrofit Practices Appendices: Urban Subwatershed
Restoration Manual Series. Center for Watershed Protection, Ellicott City, MD. Appendix E. Table E‐1.
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project, a unit cost from the literature of $40,000 per acre removed was used3. For the Essex High
School project, a unit cost of $30 per square yard to repave a portion of the parking lot was used,
based on local construction experience.
Storage Volume: The unit costs were multiplied by a design volume (cu. ft), based on a storage
volume required. The 100‐year storm storage volume was used for above‐ground detention and
infiltration basins. The 1‐year or 10‐year storm (CPv) storage volume used for underground
chamber systems. Underground chamber systems were designed as offline practices, which
means only the 1‐year or 10‐year storm was routed to the practice. Higher flows were diverted
from the system using a flow splitter. Storage volumes were estimated using the HydroCAD®
model.
Design and Permitting Contingency: A 30% design and permitting contingency factor was
applied, based on cost research provided by the EPA4 , which found that a typical cost for design
and permitting was approximately 30% of the base construction costs.
Land Acquisition Costs: For sites on private land, in which the Town or Village would need to
acquire ownership of the land, and an estimate was included based on a general cost of $120,000
per acre. This is based on past local project experience.
Table 11, below, includes a summary of the project cost estimates.

3

Schueler, T., Hirschman, D., Novotney, M., Zielinski, J. 2007. Urban Stormwater Retrofit Practices Appendices: Urban Subwatershed
Restoration Manual Series. Center for Watershed Protection, Ellicott City, MD. Appendix E. Impervious Cover Conversion.
4
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 2006. Preliminary Data Summary of Urban Stormwater Best Management Practices, Maryland,
MD. Chapter 6. Costs and Benefits of Stormwater BMPs. EPA‐821‐R‐99‐012
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Table 11: Proposed BMPs Cost Estimates

BMP ID

Design
Storm

Impervious
acres

Storage Volume

Unit
Cost*

Retrofit
Adjustment

Construction
Cost

Land
Owner

Land Cost

Design and
Permitting
Cost (30%)

Total Project
Cost

Cost per
Impervious
Acre

$940,000.00

$78,330.00

$244,350.00

$62,010.00

cft

acft

12.00

54886

1.26

100 year

3.94

75185

1.73

1 year

5.24

78887

1.81

30% Cost Estimate

$290,000.00

$55,340.00

Brickyard/North,
South, East Creek
Condos

100 year

4.68

65253

1.50

30% Cost Estimate

$130,000.00

$27,770.00

Woodlands (Detention
Pond 139)

10 year

9.59

52838

1.21

30% Cost Estimate

$200,000.00

$20,855.00

East Creek
Condominiums

100 year

14.40

161433

3.71

NA1

0.50

NA1

I‐289/Route 15 North

1 year

0.90

5271

0.12

$5

1.00

$26,353.80

I‐289/Route 15 South

1 year

0.96

4443

0.10

$5

1.00

$22,215.60

Densmore Dr.

1 year

11.73

14985

0.34

$11

1.00

$164,831.04

LDS Church Option 5‐
Add On Essex Resort &
Spa, Essex Way North,
and Essex Way South

10 year

Fairview Dr./Main St.
Fairview Dr. with Add‐
on

30% Cost Estimate

$5

0.50

$187,961.40

Village

HOA

VTRANS
VTRANS
Private
Owner

$0.00

$56,388.42

NA1

NA1

$79,920.00

$5,550.00

$0.00

$7,906.14

$34,260.00

$38,190.00

$0.00

$6,664.68

$28,880.00

$30,050.00

$27,600.00

$49,449.31

$241,880.00

$20,620.00
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Design
Storm

Impervious
acres

Grove St.

1 year

Countryside Dr.

BMP ID

Storage Volume

Unit
Cost*

Retrofit
Adjustment

Construction
Cost

Land
Owner

Land Cost

Design and
Permitting
Cost (30%)

Total Project
Cost

Cost per
Impervious
Acre

cft

acft

8.71

5576

0.13

$11

1.50

$91,998.72

Village
ROW

$0.00

$27,599.62

$119,600.00

$13,730.00

1 year

1.95

7492

0.17

$19

1.50

$213,531.12

Village
ROW

$0.00

$64,059.34

$277,590.00

$142,560.00

LDS Church South P1
(Outfall 209)

100 year

1.01

10500

0.24

$5

1.50

$78,750.00

Private
Owner

$16,200.00

$23,625.00

$118,575.00

$117,400.00

The Commons P1
(Outfall 131)

100 year

2.07

23087

0.53

$11

1.00

$253,954.80

Private
Owner

$18,360.00

$76,186.44

$348,500.00

$168,360.00

Essex Union High
School‐Rain Garden‐
Regrade Parking Lot

1 year

1.07

741

0.02

NA2

NA2

$72,600.00

School

NA2

NA2

$72,600.00

$145,200.00

Briar Lane Cul‐de‐sac
Impervious Removal

Remove
Impervio
us

0.11

‐‐‐

‐‐‐

NA3

NA3

$13,200.00

Village
Road

NA3

$3,960.00

$17,160.00

$85,800.00

Project Total:

$3,143,315

* Unit Costs were derived from cost research completed by the CWP on stormwater retrofit projects. Pond Retrofits = $3/cft, New Storage Retrofits = $5/cft, Underground Storage
systems = $11/cft, Green Stormwater Infrastructure (GSI) = $8/ cft (Schueler, T., Hirschman, D., Novotney, M., Zielinski, J. 2007. Urban Stormwater Retrofit Practices Appendices:
Urban Subwatershed Restoration Manual Series. Center for Watershed Protection, Ellicott City, MD. Appendix E. Table E‐4)
NA1 Not Applicable. Estimate based on Cost per impervious acre managed of $11,100 times a 0.5 retrofit adjustment factor. Unit cost came from CWP cost research on pond retrofit
projects (Schueler, T., Hirschman, D., Novotney, M., Zielinski, J. 2007. Urban Stormwater Retrofit Practices Appendices: Urban Subwatershed Restoration Manual Series. Center for
Watershed Protection, Ellicott City, MD. Appendix E. Table E‐1)
NA2 Not Applicable. Estimate based on Unit cost for repaving of $30/ SYD, based on local construction costs.
NA3 Not Applicable. Estimate based on cost research from Impervious removal including $40,000/ impervious acre removed plus $26,000/ac for site restoration. (Schueler, T.,
Hirschman, D., Novotney, M., Zielinski, J. 2007. Urban Stormwater Retrofit Practices Appendices: Urban Subwatershed Restoration Manual Series. Center for Watershed Protection,
Ellicott City, MD. Appendix E. Impervious Cover Conversion)
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8 Regulatory Analysis
Under the joint Storm Water Compliance Committee (SWCC), the Town and Village have
developed an expired permit compliance ordinance. The latest update to the Town of Essex Title
10.20 Stormwater Ordinance is included in Appendix 7. The ordinance outlines the types of
stormwater permits within Indian Brook based on varying ownership. For each permit type the
corresponding procedure for how the Town and Village has dealt with that permit type in terms
of permit responsibility and maintenance of the permitted stormwater infrastructure is included.
As part of this plan, retrofits are being proposed on sites tied to an expired State operational
stormwater permit. The ordinance outlines the options for private permittees to either have their
permit adopted under the MS4 permit, or to request coverage under a Residual Designation
Authority (RDA) permit from the State. The decision as to how the responsibility for the proposed
retrofit projects on private land are covered in the future will be subject to discussion and
agreement with the private landowners and the MS4 according to the approved Stormwater
Ordinance. A list of expired permits within the Indian Brook impaired watershed is included in
Appendix A‐2‐1, including whether the existing BMP is proposed for a retrofit under the FRP.
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9 Revisions Log
October 6th, 2015:
A discrepancy was realized between the drainage area and impervious area reported in the FRP
tables versus the GIS mapping data for the Woodlands/Sydney Drive proposed retrofit site. It
was determined that the areas in the HydroCAD model, which were the source for the values in
the tables, were incorrect. The revised drainage area is 35.42 acres, with 9.59 acres of
impervious surfaces, including 4.27 acres of streets, 2.16 acres of roofs, and 3.16 acres of
driveways and sidewalks. The following Tables and Appendix items were revised:
Table 13 Final Proposed BMPs for the Indian Brook FRP
Table 9 Ranked Proposed FRP BMPs based on comprehensive ranking matrix: Revised
total score for Woodlands/Sydney Dr. from 38 to 39, bringing the project to the top of the
ranking list.
Table 11 Proposed BMP Cost Estimates: Revised Woodlands site impervious acreage and
Cost per impervious acre.
Appendix A‐3‐2 Indian BMP by Model List
Appendix A‐5‐3 Indian_RankingMatrix_7_23_15: Revised impervious area for
Woodlands/Sydney Dr. and changed Impervious Acres Managed score from 5 to 6 points.
As a result, the total ranking score for the Woodlands Dr. project increased from 38 to 39.
Appendix A‐5‐4 Total Phosphorus and TSS Reduction Benefits from Proposed BMPs
February 8th, 2017:
Section 6, the Design and Construction Schedule, was amended to include a reference to
Appendix 8.
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TOWN OF ESSEX
INDIAN BROOK FRP
Woodlands Gravel Infiltration Basin Opinion of Probable Construction Cost (30% Design
As of January 19, 2015

Item #
Vtrans Item
I. CONSTRUCTION COST
1
2
635.11
3
652.10
4
652.20
5
652.30
6
653.35
7
653.55
8
9

Description
Gravel Wetland (Existing Upper Pond Expansion)
Mobilization/Demobilization
Erosion Prevention Sediment Control Plan
Monitoring Erosion Prevention Sediment Control Plan
Maintenance of EPSCP
Vehicle Tracking Pad
Project Demarcation Fence
Pretreatment Downstream Defender
Bonds (2.0%)

II. CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY
1
Construction Contingency (15%)

III. FINAL DESIGN ENGINEERING(3)
1
Final Design and Permitting (excluding geotechnical)
2
Geotechnical

Estimated
Quantity Unit
1
1
1
20
1
150
1,000
1
1

LS
LS
LS
HR
LS
CY
LF
LS
LS

Material

$
$

6,000.00
1,500.00

$
$
$

$
2,500.00
30.00 $
1.00 $

1

1
0

Labor

Equipment Unit Cost

60.00
5.00 $
1.00

Total Cost
(1)
(ENR 9900)

Total Cost (ENR
(2)
10000)

$ 88,150.02 $ 88,150.02 $
$ 6,000.00 $ 6,000.00 $
$ 1,500.00 $ 1,500.00 $
$
60.00 $ 1,200.00 $
$ 2,500.00 $ 2,500.00 $
7.00 $
42.00 $ 6,300.00 $
$
2.00 $ 2,000.00 $
$ 22,249.84 $ 22,249.84 $
$ 2,153.00 $ 2,153.00 $

89,040.43
6,060.61
1,515.15
1,212.12
2,525.25
6,363.64
2,020.20
22,474.59
2,174.75

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION: $
USE: $

133,386.73
140,000.00

$ 21,000.00

$

21,000.00

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY: $

21,000.00

$ 11,610.00
$ 1,400.00

$
$

11,610.00
‐

SUBTOTAL FINAL DESIGN ENGINEERING: $

11,610.00

(3)

IV. CONSTRUCTION PHASE ENGINEERING
1
Construction Phase Engineering

V. OTHER COSTS
1
2
3
4
5
6

Administrative
Easement Assistance
Land Acquisition
Legal
Bond Vote Assistance
Short Term Interest

1

1
1
0 Acre
1

Notes:
1. ENR 9900 = November 2014
2. ENR 10,000 = June 2015
3. Engineering costs for Final Design and Construction are based on the VT DEC Facilities Engineering Fee Curve Allowance

$ 21,285.00

$

21,285.00

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION PHASE ENGINEERING: $

21,285.00

$
700.00
$ 2,100.00
$ 120,000.00
$ 2,100.00
$ 700.000
$ 3,500.000

$
$
$
$
$
$

700.00
2,100.00
‐
2,100.00
‐
‐

SUBTOTAL OTHER COSTS: $

4,900.00

TOTAL PROJECT COST: $
USE: $

198,795.00
200,000.00

TOWN OF ESSEX
INDIAN BROOK FRP
LDS Church Option 4 30% Opinion of Probable Cost
As of January 14, 2014

Item #
Vtrans Item Description
I. CONSTRUCTION COST
1
204.20 Trench Excavation of Earth
2
204.22 Trench Excavation of Earth, Exploratory
3
204.25 Structure Excavation
4
204.30 Granular Backfill for Structures
5
Bituminous Pavement
6
601.09 CPEP (24")
7
3/4" Crushed Stone for Pipe
8
604.21 Precast Reinforced Concrete Catch Basin with Cast Iron Cover
9
Retrofit Existing Catch Basin
10
635.11 Mobilization/Demobilization
11
649.51 Geotextile for Silt Fence
12
651.15 Seed
13
651.28 Hydraulic Mulch
14
651.35 Topsoil
15
652.10 Erosion Prevention Sediment Control Plan
16
652.20 Monitoring Erosion Prevention Sediment Control Plan
17
652.30 Maintenance of EPSCP
18
653.20 Temporary Erosion Matting
19
653.35 Vehicle Tracking Pad
20
653.55 Project Demarcation Fence
21
Pre‐treatment Downstream Defender
22
Manifold (All Inclusive)
23
StormTech Chambers (All Inclusive)
24
Bonds (2.0%)

II. CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY
1
Construction Contingency (15%)

Estimated
Quantity Unit
500
100
60
40
200
540
240
30
2
1
600
10
50
300
1
60
1
3,000
20
940
1
100
53,100
1

CY
CY
CY
CY
SY
LF
CY
VF
EA
LS
SY
LB
Gal
CY
LS
HR
LS
SY
CY
LF
LS
LF
CF
LS

Material

Labor

Equipment Unit Cost

$
$
$
$

‐
15.00
‐
22.00

$
$
$
$

5.00
25.00
5.00
5.00

$
$
$
$

7.00
25.00
15.00
7.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

22.00
18.00
450.00
250.00
20,000.00
2.50
5.00
5.00
25.00
1,500.00

$
$
$
$

16.00 $
5.00 $
15.00 $
15.00

14.00
7.00
25.00

$
$
$
$

2.50
5.00
5.00
10.00

$
4,000.00
5.00 $
30.00 $
1.00 $

60.00

$
$
$
$

1

2.50
5.00
1.00

2
5

7

Total Cost (ENR
(2)
10000)

Total Cost
(1)
(ENR 9900)

$
12.00 $ 6,000.00 $
$
65.00 $ 6,500.00 $
$
20.00 $ 1,200.00 $
$
34.00 $ 1,360.00 $
$
76.07 $ 15,214.00 $
$
52.00 $ 28,080.00 $
$
30.00 $ 7,200.00 $
$
490.00 $ 14,700.00 $
$
265.00 $
530.00 $
$ 20,000.00 $ 20,000.00 $
$
5.00 $ 3,000.00 $
$
10.00 $
100.00 $
$
12.00 $
600.00 $
$
40.00 $ 12,000.00 $
$ 1,500.00 $ 1,500.00 $
$
60.00 $ 3,600.00 $
$ 4,000.00 $ 4,000.00 $
$
7.50 $ 22,500.00 $
$
42.00 $
840.00 $
$
2.00 $ 1,880.00 $
$ 22,249.84 $ 22,249.84 $
$
109.49 $ 10,949.00 $
$
10.29 $ 546,540.99 $
$ 14,610.88 $ 14,610.88 $

6,060.61
6,565.66
1,212.12
1,373.74
15,367.68
28,363.64
7,272.73
14,848.48
535.35
20,202.02
3,030.30
101.01
606.06
12,121.21
1,515.15
3,636.36
4,040.40
22,727.27
848.48
1,898.99
22,474.59
11,059.60
552,061.60
14,758.46

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION: $
USE: $

752,681.52
760,000.00

$ 114,000.00

$

114,000.00

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY: $

114,000.00

(3)

III. FINAL DESIGN ENGINEERING
1
Final Design and Permitting (excluding geotechnical)
2
Geotechnical

1
1

$ 54,390.00
$ 7,600.00

$
$

54,390.00
7,600.00

SUBTOTAL FINAL DESIGN ENGINEERING: $

61,990.00

(3)

IV. CONSTRUCTION PHASE ENGINEERING
1
Construction Phase Engineering

V. OTHER COSTS
1
2
3
4
5
6

Administrative
Easement Assistance
Land Acquisition
Legal
Bond Vote Assistance
Short Term Interest

1

1
1
0.36 Acre
1

Notes:
1. ENR 9900 = November 2014
2. ENR 10,000 = June 2015
3. Engineering costs for Final Design and Construction are based on the VT DEC Facilities Engineering Fee Curve Allowance

$

99,715.00

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION PHASE ENGINEERING: $

$ 99,715.00

99,715.00

$ 3,800.00
$ 11,400.00
$ 120,000.00
$ 11,400.00
$ 3,800.000
$ 19,000.000

$
$
$
$
$
$

3,800.00
11,400.00
43,200.00
11,400.00
‐
‐

SUBTOTAL OTHER COSTS: $

69,800.00

TOTAL PROJECT COST: $
USE: $

1,105,505.00
1,110,000.00

TOWN OF ESSEX
INDIAN BROOK FRP
LDS Church Option 4 30% Opinion of Probable Cost
As of January 14, 2014

Item #
Vtrans Item Description
I. CONSTRUCTION COST
1
204.20 Trench Excavation of Earth
2
204.22 Trench Excavation of Earth, Exploratory
3
204.25 Structure Excavation
4
204.30 Granular Backfill for Structures
5
Bituminous Pavement
6
601.09 CPEP (24")
7
3/4" Crushed Stone for Pipe
8
604.21 Precast Reinforced Concrete Catch Basin with Cast Iron Cover
9
Retrofit Existing Catch Basin
10
635.11 Mobilization/Demobilization
11
649.51 Geotextile for Silt Fence
12
651.15 Seed
13
651.28 Hydraulic Mulch
14
651.35 Topsoil
15
652.10 Erosion Prevention Sediment Control Plan
16
652.20 Monitoring Erosion Prevention Sediment Control Plan
17
652.30 Maintenance of EPSCP
18
653.20 Temporary Erosion Matting
19
653.35 Vehicle Tracking Pad
20
653.55 Project Demarcation Fence
21
Pre‐treatment Downstream Defender
22
Gravel Basin (Existing Pond Expansion)
23
Bonds (2.0%)

II. CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY
1
Construction Contingency (15%)

Estimated
Quantity Unit
500
100
60
40
200
540
240
30
2
1
600
10
50
300
1
60
1
3,000
20
940
1
1
1

CY
CY
CY
CY
SY
LF
CY
VF
EA
LS
SY
LB
Gal
CY
LS
HR
LS
SY
CY
LF
LS
LS
LS

Material

Labor

Equipment Unit Cost

$
$
$
$

‐
15.00
‐
22.00

$
$
$
$

5.00
25.00
5.00
5.00

$
$
$
$

7.00
25.00
15.00
7.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

22.00
18.00
450.00
250.00
18,000.00
2.50
5.00
5.00
25.00
1,500.00

$
$
$
$

16.00 $
5.00 $
15.00 $
15.00

14.00
7.00
25.00

$
$
$
$

2.50
5.00
5.00
10.00

$
4,000.00
5.00 $
30.00 $
1.00 $

60.00

$
$
$
$

1

2.50
5.00
1.00

2
5

7

$
12.00
$
65.00
$
20.00
$
34.00
$
76.07
$
52.00
$
30.00
$
490.00
$
265.00
$ 18,000.00
$
5.00
$
10.00
$
12.00
$
40.00
$ 1,500.00
$
60.00
$ 4,000.00
$
7.50
$
42.00
$
2.00
$ 22,249.84
$ 112,937.50
$ 5,679.83

Total Cost Total Cost (ENR
(1)
(2)
10000)
(ENR 9900)
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6,060.61
6,565.66
1,212.12
1,373.74
15,367.68
28,363.64
7,272.73
14,848.48
535.35
18,181.82
3,030.30
101.01
606.06
12,121.21
1,515.15
3,636.36
4,040.40
22,727.27
848.48
1,898.99
22,474.59
114,078.28
5,737.20

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION: $
USE: $

292,597.14
300,000.00

$ 45,000.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6,000.00
6,500.00
1,200.00
1,360.00
15,214.00
28,080.00
7,200.00
14,700.00
530.00
18,000.00
3,000.00
100.00
600.00
12,000.00
1,500.00
3,600.00
4,000.00
22,500.00
840.00
1,880.00
22,249.84
112,937.50
5,679.83

$

45,000.00

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY: $

45,000.00

(3)

III. FINAL DESIGN ENGINEERING
1
Final Design and Permitting (excluding geotechnical)
2
Geotechnical

1
1

$ 22,650.00
$ 3,000.00

$
$

22,650.00
3,000.00

SUBTOTAL FINAL DESIGN ENGINEERING: $

25,650.00

(3)

IV. CONSTRUCTION PHASE ENGINEERING
1
Construction Phase Engineering

V. OTHER COSTS
1
2
3
4
5
6

Administrative
Easement Assistance
Land Acquisition
Legal
Bond Vote Assistance
Short Term Interest

1

1
1
0.65 Acre
1

Notes:
1. ENR 9900 = November 2014
2. ENR 10,000 = June 2015
3. Engineering costs for Final Design and Construction are based on the VT DEC Facilities Engineering Fee Curve Allowance

$

41,525.00

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION PHASE ENGINEERING: $

$ 41,525.00

41,525.00

$ 1,500.00
$ 4,500.00
$ 120,000.00
$ 4,500.00
$ 1,500.000
$ 7,500.000

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,500.00
4,500.00
78,000.00
4,500.00
‐
‐

SUBTOTAL OTHER COSTS: $

88,500.00

TOTAL PROJECT COST: $
USE: $

500,675.00
510,000.00

TOWN OF ESSEX
INDIAN BROOK FRP
LDS Church Option 5 30% Opinion of Probable Cost
As of June 26, 2015

Item
#

Vtrans
Item

Estimated
Quantity Unit

Description

I. CONSTRUCTION COST
1
204.20 Trench Excavation of Earth
2
204.22 Trench Excavation of Earth, Exploratory
3
204.25 Structure Excavation
4
204.30 Granular Backfill for Structures
5
Bituminous Pavement
6
601.09 CPEP (12")
7
3/4" Crushed Stone for Pipe
8
604.21 Precast Reinforced Concrete Catch Basin with Cast Iron Co
9
Retrofit Existing Catch Basin
10
635.11 Mobilization/Demobilization
11
649.51 Geotextile for Silt Fence
12
651.15 Seed
13
651.28 Hydraulic Mulch
14
651.35 Topsoil
15
652.10 Erosion Prevention Sediment Control Plan
16
652.20 Monitoring Erosion Prevention Sediment Control Plan
17
652.30 Maintenance of EPSCP
18
653.20 Temporary Erosion Matting
19
653.35 Vehicle Tracking Pad
20
653.55 Project Demarcation Fence
21
Pre‐treatment Downstream Defender
22
Infiltration Gallery
23
Bonds (2.0%)

II. CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY
1
Construction Contingency (15%)

300
100
60
40
200
250
130
30
2
1
600
10
50
300
1
60
1
3,000
20
940
2
1
1

CY
CY
CY
CY
SY
LF
CY
VF
EA
LS
SY
LB
Gal
CY
LS
HR
LS
SY
CY
LF
LS
LS
LS

Material
$
$
$
$

‐
15.00
‐
22.00

Labor Equipment Unit Cost
$ 5.00
$ 25.00
$ 5.00
$ 5.00

$
$
$
$

7.00
25.00
15.00
7.00

$
18.00 $ 5.00 $
$
18.00 $ 5.00 $
$
450.00 $ 15.00 $
$
250.00 $ 15.00
$ 20,000.00
$
2.50 $ 2.50
$
5.00 $ 5.00
$
5.00 $ 5.00
$
25.00 $ 10.00
$ 1,500.00
$ 60.00
$ 4,000.00
$
5.00 $ 2.50
$
30.00 $ 5.00
$
1.00 $ 1.00

8.00
7.00
25.00

1

2
5

7

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

12.00
65.00
20.00
34.00
76.07
31.00
30.00
490.00
265.00
20,000.00
5.00
10.00
12.00
40.00
1,500.00
60.00
4,000.00
7.50
42.00
2.00
22,249.84
446,646.20
12,318.40

Total Cost
(1)
(ENR 9900)
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3,636.36
6,565.66
1,212.12
1,373.74
15,367.68
7,828.28
3,939.39
14,848.48
535.35
20,202.02
3,030.30
101.01
606.06
12,121.21
1,515.15
3,636.36
4,040.40
22,727.27
848.48
1,898.99
44,949.17
451,157.78
12,442.83

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION: $
USE: $

634,584.12
640,000.00

$ 96,000.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

3,600.00
6,500.00
1,200.00
1,360.00
15,214.00
7,750.00
3,900.00
14,700.00
530.00
20,000.00
3,000.00
100.00
600.00
12,000.00
1,500.00
3,600.00
4,000.00
22,500.00
840.00
1,880.00
44,499.68
446,646.20
12,318.40

Total Cost (ENR
(2)
10000)

$

96,000.00

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY: $

96,000.00

(3)

III. FINAL DESIGN ENGINEERING
1
Final Design and Permitting (excluding geotechnical)
2
Geotechnical

1
1

$ 46,110.00
$ 6,400.00

$
$

46,110.00
6,400.00

SUBTOTAL FINAL DESIGN ENGINEERING: $

52,510.00

(3)

IV. CONSTRUCTION PHASE ENGINEERING
1
Construction Phase Engineering

V. OTHER COSTS
1
2
3
4
5
6

Administrative
Easement Assistance
Land Acquisition
Legal
Bond Vote Assistance
Short Term Interest

1

$ 84,535.00

$

84,535.00

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION PHASE ENGINEERING: $

84,535.00

1
1
0.36 Acre
1

$ 3,200.00
$ 9,600.00
$ 120,000.00
$ 9,600.00
$ 3,200.000
$ 16,000.000

$
$
$
$
$
$

3,200.00
9,600.00
43,200.00
9,600.00
‐
‐

SUBTOTAL OTHER COSTS: $

65,600.00

TOTAL PROJECT COST: $
USE: $

938,645.00
940,000.00

Notes:
1. ENR 9900 = November 2014
2. ENR 10,000 = June 2015
3. Engineering costs for Final Design and Construction are based on the VT DEC Facilities Engineering Fee Curve Allowance
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TOWN OF ESSEX
INDIAN BROOK FRP
LDS Church Option 5 30% Opinion of Probable Cost
As of June 26, 2015

Bituminous Paving
Vtrans RS Means
Item #
Item
Item
5
a
203.15
b
301.26
c
301.35
d
649.31
e
404.65
f
406.25
g

Description
Bituminous Pavement
Excavation
Subbase Fine Graded
Subbase Dense Graded
Geotextile Fabric
Emulsion
Bituminous Pavement
Saw cutting

Pretreatment Downstream Defender
Item #
Vtrans ItRS Means IteDescription
21
Pre‐treatment Swirl Separator
a
b
c
d

204.25
204.30
301.35

Crew B‐5C DD (6' Diameter)
Structure Excavation
Granular Backfill for Structures
1‐1/2" Crushed Stone

Infiltration Gallery
Item #
Vtrans ItRS Means IteDescription
23
Infiltration Gallery
a
48" Pipe
30" Pipe
18" Pipe
12" Pipe
b
203.15
Excavation
c
3/4" Crushed
d
649.31
Geotextile
e
203.31
Sand Borrow

Estimated
Quantity
170
22
35
102
200
300
50
460

Unit
SY
CY
CY
CY
SY
SY
TON
LF

Estimated Q Unit
1 LS
1
35
33
12

EA
CY
CY
CY

Estimated Q Unit
1 LS
2800 LF
60 LF
120 LF
40 LF
3000 CY
2695 CY
19403 SY
900 CY

Material
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

‐
22.00
20.00
1.00
1.00
70.00
‐

Material

Labor
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

5.00
5.00
5.00
2.00
1.00
5.00
5.00

Labor

Equipment
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Equipment

Labor

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

67.61
34.32
22.00
18.00
‐
18.00
1.00
8.00

8.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
2.00
5.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,224.00
1,190.00
1,120.00
600.00
600.00
4,500.00
5,980.00
15,214.00

Total Cost
Notes/Comments
15,214.00
Assume 8' wide trench with 1' cut on either side

$ 20,043.84
$
20.00
$
34.00
$
32.00
Subtotal:

Equipment

Unit Cost

Total Cost

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
87.61
$
47.32
$
35.00
$
31.00
$
12.00
$
30.00
$
3.00
$
20.00
Subtotal:

$ 245,308.00
2,839.20
$
4,200.00
$
1,240.00
$
$ 36,000.00
$ 80,850.00
$ 58,209.00
$ 18,000.00
$ 446,646.20

3,896.64
15.00
7.00
7.00

12.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
7.00
7.00
‐
7.00

Unit Cost

Total Cost

Total Cost
Total Cost
Notes/Comments
$ 22,249.84 $
22,249.84
6' diameter delivered $12,000 not installed 8' delivered not
$ 20,043.84
installed $22,000
$
700.00
$
1,122.00
$
384.00
$ 22,249.84

$ 12,000.00 $ 4,147.20 $
$
‐
$
5.00 $
$
22.00 $
5.00 $
$
20.00 $
5.00 $

Material

7.00
7.00
7.00
‐
‐
15.00
8.00

Unit Cost
$
89.49
$
12.00
$
34.00
$
32.00
$
3.00
$
2.00
$
90.00
$
13.00
Subtotal:

Notes/Comments
Total Cost
$
446,646.20
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TOWN OF ESSEX
INDIAN BROOK FRP
Fairview Pond Retrofit Opinion of Probable Construction Cost (30% Design)
As of January 14, 2014

Item #
Vtrans Item
I. CONSTRUCTION COST
1
201.15
2
203.15
3
204.20
4
204.22
5
204.25
6
204.30
7
8
601.09
9
601.09
10
601.09
11
12
13
14
635.11
15
649.31
16
649.51
17
651.15
18
651.28
19
651.35
20
652.10
21
652.20
22
652.30
23
653.20
24
653.35
25
653.55
26

Description
Clearing and Grubbing
Common Excavation
Trench Excavation of Earth
Trench Excavation of Earth, Exploratory
Structure Excavation
Granular Backfill for Structures
Bituminous Pavement
CPEP (15")
CPEP (12")
CPEP (30")
Manhole with wier and drain valve and piping
3/4" Crushed Stone for WQv Bays
3/4" Crushed Stone for Pipe
Mobilization/Demobilization
Geotextile for WQv Bays
Geotextile for Silt Fence
Seed
Hydraulic Mulch
Topsoil
Erosion Prevention Sediment Control Plan
Monitoring Erosion Prevention Sediment Control Plan
Maintenance of EPSCP
Temporary Erosion Matting
Vehicle Tracking Pad
Project Demarcation Fence
Bonds (2.0%)

II. CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY
1
Construction Contingency (15%)

III. FINAL DESIGN ENGINEERING(3)
1
Final Design and Permitting (excluding geotechnical)
2
Geotechnical

IV. CONSTRUCTION PHASE ENGINEERING(3)
1
Construction Phase Engineering

V. OTHER COSTS
1
2
3
4
5
6

Administrative
Easement Assistance
Land Acquisition
Legal
Bond Vote Assistance
Short Term Interest

Estimated
Quantity Unit
1
1,800
500
100
30
20
130
290
110
110
10
900
280
1
1,500
400
10
50
500
1
40
1
1,500
150
900
1

LS
CY
CY
CY
CY
CY
SY
LF
LF
LF
LF
CY
CY
LS
LS
SY
LB
Gal
CY
LS
HR
LS
SY
CY
LF
LS

Material
$
$
$
$
$
$

‐
‐
‐
15.00
‐
22.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

17.00
14.00
33.00
400.00
18.00
18.00
15,000.00
1.00
2.50
5.00
5.00
25.00
1,500.00

$
$
$
$

Labor

$
$
$
$
$

5.00
5.00
25.00
5.00
5.00

$
$
$
$
$

7.00
7.00
25.00
15.00
7.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

16.00
16.00
16.00
40.00
5.00
5.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

14.00
14.00
14.00
75.00
7.00
7.00

$
$
$
$
$

3.00 $
2.50
5.00
5.00 $
10.00 $

$
3,500.00
5.00 $
30.00 $
1.00 $

1

1
0

1

1
1
0 Acre
1
0

Notes:
1. ENR 9900 = November 2014
2. ENR 10,000 = June 2015
3. Engineering costs for Final Design and Construction are based on the VT DEC Facilities Engineering Fee Curve Allowance

Equipment Unit Cost

‐

2.00
5.00

60.00
2.50
5.00 $
1.00

7.00

Total Cost
(ENR 9900)(1)

Total Cost (ENR
10000)(2)

$ 15,000.00 $ 15,000.00 $
$
12.00 $ 21,600.00 $
$
12.00 $ 6,000.00 $
$
65.00 $ 6,500.00 $
$
20.00 $
600.00 $
$
34.00 $
680.00 $
$
58.24 $ 7,571.20 $
$
47.00 $ 13,630.00 $
$
44.00 $ 4,840.00 $
$
63.00 $ 6,930.00 $
$
515.00 $ 5,150.00 $
$
30.00 $ 27,000.00 $
$
30.00 $ 8,400.00 $
$ 15,000.00 $ 15,000.00 $
$
4.00 $ 6,000.00 $
$
5.00 $ 2,000.00 $
$
10.00 $
100.00 $
$
12.00 $
600.00 $
$
40.00 $ 20,000.00 $
$ 1,500.00 $ 1,500.00 $
$
60.00 $ 2,400.00 $
$ 3,500.00 $ 3,500.00 $
$
7.50 $ 11,250.00 $
$
42.00 $ 6,300.00 $
$
2.00 $ 1,800.00 $
$ 3,155.02 $ 3,155.02 $

15,151.52
21,818.18
6,060.61
6,565.66
606.06
686.87
7,647.68
13,767.68
4,888.89
7,000.00
5,202.02
27,272.73
8,484.85
15,151.52
6,060.61
2,020.20
101.01
606.06
20,202.02
1,515.15
2,424.24
3,535.35
11,363.64
6,363.64
1,818.18
3,186.89

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION: $
USE: $

199,501.24
200,000.00

$ 30,000.00

$

30,000.00

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY: $

30,000.00

$ 15,750.00
$ 2,000.00

$
$

15,750.00
‐

SUBTOTAL FINAL DESIGN ENGINEERING: $

15,750.00

$ 28,875.00

$

28,875.00

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION PHASE ENGINEERING: $

28,875.00

$ 1,000.00
$ 3,000.00
$ 120,000.00
$ 3,000.00
$ 1,000.000
$ 5,000.000

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,000.00
3,000.00
‐
3,000.00
‐
‐

SUBTOTAL OTHER COSTS: $

7,000.00

TOTAL PROJECT COST: $
USE: $

281,625.00
290,000.00

TOWN OF ESSEX
INDIAN BROOK FRP
Brickyard Detention Basin Opinion of Probable Construction Cost (30% Design)
As of January 21, 2015

Item #
Vtrans Item
I. CONSTRUCTION COST
1
203.15
2
204.25
3
204.30
4
5
635.11
6
652.10
7
652.20
8
652.30
9
653.35
10
653.55
11

Description
Excavation
Structure Excavation
Granular Backfill for Structures
Manhole with wier and drain valve and piping
Mobilization/Demobilization
Erosion Prevention Sediment Control Plan
Monitoring Erosion Prevention Sediment Control Plan
Maintenance of EPSCP
Vehicle Tracking Pad
Project Demarcation Fence
Bonds (2.0%)

II. CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY
1
Construction Contingency (15%)

III. FINAL DESIGN ENGINEERING (3)
1
Final Design and Permitting (excluding geotechnical)
2
Geotechnical

IV. CONSTRUCTION PHASE ENGINEERING (3)
1
Construction Phase Engineering

V. OTHER COSTS
1
2
3
4
5
6

Administrative
Easement Assistance
Land Acquisition
Legal
Bond Vote Assistance
Short Term Interest

Estimated
Quantity Unit
1,100
30
20
10
1
1
10
1
150
1,000
1

C.Y.
CY
CY
VF
LS
LS
HR
LS
CY
LF
LS

Material

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
‐
$
22.00 $
500.00 $
3,500.00
1,500.00
$
500.00
30.00 $
1.00 $

1

1
0

1

1
1
0.52 Acre
1

Notes:
1. ENR 9900 = November 2014
2. ENR 10,000 = June 2015
3. Engineering costs for Final Design and Construction are based on the VT DEC Facilities Engineering Fee Curve Allowance

Labor
5.00
5.00
5.00
40.00

Equipment Unit Cost
$
$
$
$

60.00
5.00 $
1.00

7.00
15.00
7.00
75.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
7.00 $
$
$

$

12.00
20.00
34.00
615.00
3,500.00
1,500.00
60.00
500.00
42.00
2.00
700.60

Total Cost
(ENR 9900)(1)

Total Cost (ENR
10000)(2)

$ 13,200.00 $
$
600.00 $
$
680.00 $
$ 6,150.00 $
$ 3,500.00 $
$ 1,500.00 $
$
600.00 $
$
500.00 $
$ 6,300.00 $
$ 2,000.00 $
$
700.60 $

13,333.33
606.06
686.87
6,212.12
3,535.35
1,515.15
606.06
505.05
6,363.64
2,020.20
707.68

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION: $
USE: $

36,091.52
40,000.00

$

6,000.00

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY: $

6,000.00

$
$

6,000.00

$
$

4,710.00
‐

SUBTOTAL FINAL DESIGN ENGINEERING: $

4,710.00

$

4,710.00
400.00

8,635.00

$

8,635.00

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION PHASE ENGINEERING: $

8,635.00

$
200.00
$
600.00
$ 120,000.00
$
600.00
$ 200.000
$ 1,000.000

$
$
$
$
$
$

200.00
600.00
62,400.00
600.00
‐
‐

SUBTOTAL OTHER COSTS: $

63,800.00

TOTAL PROJECT COST: $
USE: $

123,145.00
130,000.00

Indian Brook Flow Restoration Plan
July 23rd, 2015
Table A‐5‐4 Total Phosphorus and TSS Reduction Benefits from Proposed BMPs
WQ Results

Channel Protection
Impervious
Volume (CPv) Managed Annual TSS
Acres
3 Yield Mitigated
Managed above Base Condition
w/ control (lbs)
(ac)
CF
Ac‐ft

Annual TP
% TP
Yield
Mitigated w/ Reduction
control (lbs)

MS4 Imp.
Owner

Owner of BMP
Runoff
Type Permit #2 Area
BMP
Land
(acres)
(Key1)

Town

Private

USC

1‐1319,
2‐0631,
2‐0613

29.59

12.00

44431

1.02

576.00

20.7%

2.69

27.1%

Route outfalls North and South of LDS pond to
retrofit. Option 5: Convert pond to expanded
underground stone gallery with 48" Perforated Pipe.

Fairview Dr./Main St. w/ Add‐ Village/
On
VTRANS

Public

GW

1‐1074
SN002

22.53

3.94

19384

0.45

887.00

30.2%

3.21

26.3%

Regrade existing detention area, add terraced WQ
bays, and replace existing culvert. Stabilize eroded
outfall on North side of Main St.

Village/
VTRANS

Public

GW

1‐1074
SN002

6.87

1.30

9583

0.22

1847.00

46.5%

4.01

41.3%

Install new culvert under Main St. to direct North side
of Main St. to basin.

Brickyard/North, South, East
Village
Creek Condos

Private

GW

2‐0952

8.7

4.68

24960

0.57

234.00

8.6%

0.49

6.5%

Convert existing detention area at the corner of
Mansfield/Brickyard to gravel wetland with CPv
storage.

Woodlands (Detention Pond
Town
139)

Public

UIB

1‐1186

32.80

4.04

15682

0.36

1502.00

86.0%

5.79

80.6%

Retrofit existing detention pond to an underground
stone gallery with 48" perforated pipe.

Densmore Dr.

Village

Private

UIB

2‐1103

38.28

11.73

14985

0.34

2126.00

100%

6.29

100%

Install StormTech Chamber System on Densmore Dr.
Verify high groundwater elevation.

East Creek Condominiums

Village

Private

DB

2‐0289/
2‐0317

48.2

14.40

13721

0.32

0.00

0.0%

0*

0.0%

Retrofit outlet structure for CPv control. Rearmour
spillway.

The Commons P1 (Outfall
131)

Town

Private

USC

1‐1381

7.91

2.07

8668

0.199

680.89

88.53

2.67

87%

Convert existing detention pond to StormTech
chamber system. Improve aesthetics and landscaping.

Grove St.

Village/
VTRANS

ROW

UIB

2‐0187

23.39

8.71

5576

0.13

1595.30

92%

2.34

80%

Install two underground storage basins in series for
detention and infiltration of the CPv storm.

I‐289/Route 15 North

Vtrans

ROW

MF

NP

2.78

0.90

5271

0.12

879.00

100%

1.99

100%

Countryside Dr Intersection

Village

ROW

USC

2‐0155

5.25

1.95

4704

0.11

411.31

88%

1.86

87%

LDS Church South P1 (Outfall
Town
209)

Private

DB

1‐1319

1.34

1.01

4400

0.101

494.07

92.07

0.65

92%

I‐289/Route 15 South

ROW

MF

NP

2.15

0.96

4443

0.10

649.90

100%

1.82

100%

Retrofit existing median swale with CPv volume
control sand filter.

Essex Union High School‐Rain
Village
Garden‐ Regrade Parking Lot

School
District

GSI

NP

1.61

1.07

2222

0.05

13.34

99%

0.04

98%

Regrade parking lot to increase capture. Garden has
capacity for more runoff without expansion.

Briar Lane Cul‐de‐sac
Impervious Removal

No Practic

2‐0855
No
(Village
Practice
Knoll)

na

0.11

900

0.02

<20

‐‐‐‐

0.00

‐‐‐‐

Eliminate cul‐de‐sac to reduce plowing needs. Small
impact.

Site Name

LDS Church North Pond Retrofit
(Outfall 204)‐ Option 5:
Underground Storage with
Perforated Pipe System

Fairview Dr. Add‐on

Vtrans

Village

Total:
68.86
4.11
1‐ BMP Type: DB: Detention Basin, USC = Underground Storage Chamber, UIB= Underground Inf
2‐ Key: * NP = No permit
3‐ Channel Protection Volume Managed above Base condition = New Storage Volume ‐ Existing Volume pre2002
* WinSLAMM model result showed export of TP from wet pond (negative TP mitigated). Value was changed to 0, as there is "0" TP mitigated.

1

% TSS
reduction

Retrofit Description

Retrofit existing median swale with CPv volume
control sand filter.
Stabilize outfall and bank. Install underground
detention chamber at intersection of Countryside
Dr./Brickyard. Add Stormwater planters in ROW on
Countryside Dr.
Retrofit existing detention pond to an underground
stone gallery with 48" perforated pipe.

Indian Brook Flow Restoration Plan(FRP) Project
BMP Ranking Matrix

Cost/Operations
A
Site ID

BMP Type

Retrofit
Description

Project Cost

Value

Church LDS North P2 (Option 5)
USC
Fairview Dr./Main St.
GW
Fairview Dr./Main St. with Add‐On GW
Woodlands (Detention Pond 139) UIB
East Creek Condominiums
DB
Brickyard/North, South, East Creek CDB
I‐289/Route 15 North
MF
I‐289/Route 15 South
MF
Essex Union High School‐Rain Garde GSI
Densmore Dr.
UIB
Grove St.
UIB
Countryside Dr Intersection
USC/GSI
Briar Lane Cul‐de‐sac Impervious Re No Practice
Church LDS South P1
The Commons North Pond (P1)

USC
USC

BMP Type: DB: Detention Basin, USC:
Underground/Covered Storage Chamber, UIB=
Underground Infiltration Basin, IB= Vegetated
Infiltration Basin GSI = Smaller‐scale GSI practice
DW= Dry Wells, GW= Gravel Wetland *WQ =
Addresses WQ issue (i.e. excessive erosion but not
flow targets)

Retrofit existing D $ 1,100,000.00
Regrade existing d$ 244,400.00
Regrade existing d$ 290,000.00
Retrofit existing d $ 200,400.00
Expand Existing D $ 80,000.00
Retrofit existing d$ 130,000.00
Retrofit existing m$ 34,000.00
Retrofit existing m$ 29,000.00
Regrade parking l $ 72,600.00
StormTech Cham $ 241,900.00
StormTech Cham $ 119,600.00
Underground det $ 263,000.00
Eliminate Round‐ $ 277,600.00
Convert to underg$ 135,400.00
Convert existing d $ 348,500.00
< $50
$50‐100
$100‐1000
> $1000

*in 1,000ths

C

D

Ease of O/M

Impervious Acres
Managed (ac)

Channel
Protection
Volume (CPv)

Score Value
ScoreValue
12.00
1 Underground Stora 2
2 Ponds/Constructed 0
3.94
2 Ponds/Constructed 0
5.24
2 Underground Stora 2
4.04
3 Ponds/Constructed 0
14.40
4.68
2 Ponds/Constructed 0
0.90
4 Underground Stora 2
0.96
4 Underground Stora 2
0.72
3 Bioretention/Rain G 1
11.73
2 Underground Stora 2
8.71
2 Underground Stora 2
1.95
2 Bioretention/Rain G 1
0.11
4 Decreased Plowing 2
1.01
2 Underground Stora 2
2.07
2 Underground Stora 2
4
3
2
1

Project Design Metrics
E

B

Underground
Bioretention/Rain
Ponds/Constructe

2 >10 acres
1 5‐10 acres
0 4‐5 acres
2‐4 acres
1‐2 acres
0.5‐ 1 acre
< 0.5 acre

Score
7
5
6
5
6
5
2
2
2
6
6
3
1
3
3
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Value
1.02
0.45
0.67
0.36
0.32
0.57
0.12
0.10
0.05
0.34
0.13
0.11
0.02
0.10
0.20

Volume
Infiltrated
(ac‐ft)

G

WQ Volume
controlled (%)

Primary or
Secondary BMP

Score Value Score Value
Score
5
>= 100% W
2
4
>= 100% W
2
5
>= 100% W
2
3
>= 100% W
2
3
>= 100% W
2
4
>= 100% W
2
2
>= 100% W
2
2
>= 100% W
2
1
>= 100% W
2
3
0.34 1 >= 100% W
2
2
0.13 1 >= 100% W
2
2
>= 100% W
2
1
>= 100% W
2
2
>= 100% W
2
2
>= 100% W
2

0.6‐1.0 ac‐f
0.4‐0.6 ac‐f
0.2‐0.4 ac‐f
>0.05‐0.2 a
>0‐0.05 ac‐f
0

5
4
3
2
1
0

>1 ac‐ft.
0.5‐1 ac‐f
0.1‐ 0.5 a
0

Project Implementation
H
I

F

3 >= 100% W 2
2 >= 20 % WQ 1
1 Under 20% 0
0

Land Availability
where BMP is
located

Permitting
Restrictions

J

Other Project Benefits/Constraints
L
M

K

Value
Score Value ScoreValue
Score Value
Score
High
2 Addressed 1
Non City owned 3
High
2 Addressed 1
4
MS4 owned
High
2 Addressed 1
4
MS4 owned
High
2 Addressed 1
4
MS4 owned
High
2 Addressed 1
Non MS4 owne 3
High
2 Addressed 1
Non MS4 owne 3
High
2 Addressed 1
MS4 owned
4
High
2 Addressed 1
MS4 owned
4
High
2 Addressed 1
Public
3
High/Low
3 Addressed 1
Unknown
0
High/Low
3 Addressed 1
MS4 owned
4
High
2 Addressed 1
MS4 owned
4
WQ
1 Addressed 1
MS4 owned
4
High
Non MS4 owne 3
2 Addressed 1
High
Non MS4 owne 3
2 Addressed 1

Primary
Secondary

MS4 owned
4
Public
3
Non MS4 owne 3
Non MS4 owne 2
Unknown
0
Not City owned ‐2

Minimal Issu
Complex issu

2
0

O

Annual Total Annual Total
TMDL Flow
Lake Champlain
Other
Suspended
Phosphorus
Flood
Target
P TMDL
Benefits/Constrai Solids (TSS)
(TP) Yield
Mitigation Addressed (Q03,
addressed?
nts
Yield Mitigated Mitigated
Q95)
(lbs.)
(lbs.)

Value
Score Value
Score
Primary
2 Minimal Issu
2
Primary
2 Minimal Issu
2
Primary
2 Minimal Issu
2
Primary
2 Minimal Issu
2
Primary
2 Minimal Issu
2
Primary
2 Minimal Issu
2
Primary
2 Minimal Issu
2
Primary
2 Minimal Issu
2
Primary
2 Minimal Issu
2
Primary
2 Minimal Issu
2
Primary
2 Minimal Issu
2
Primary
2 Minimal Issu
2
Secondary 0 Minimal Issu
2
Primary
2 Minimal Issu
2
Primary
2 Minimal Issu
2
2
0

N

Neighb
Infrastr
Nuisanc
None

3 High/Low
2 High
1 WQ
0

3
2
1

Addressed
Does not a

1
0

Value
Score Value
Score Value Score
Functional B 2
576 2
2.69 3
Outfall Erosi 2
887 2
3.21 4
Infrastructu 3
1847 4
4.01 5
Potential rec 3
1502 4
5.79 6
Expired Perm 1
0 0
0 0
HOA willingn 2
234 1
0.49 1
879 2
1.99 2
650 2
1.82 2
13 0
0.04 0
GW Table U ‐3
2126 5
6.29 6
GW Table U ‐3
1595 4
2.34 3
Outfall Erosi 2
411 1
1.86 2
Functional B 1
<20 0
0 0
Access issue ‐1
494 2
0.65
1
Access issue 0
681 2
2.67
3
Infrastructu
Provides tre
Educational/
Community
Recreationa
Natural Hab
Outfall Erosi
Erodible Soi
Uncertainty
High
Access Issue
Habitat loss

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
‐1
‐3
‐1
‐1
‐1

>2000
1500‐2000
1000‐1500
500‐1000
<500
<50

5
4
3
2
1
0

<5
4‐5
3‐4
2‐3
1‐2
<1

6
5
4
3
2
1

Total Score

34
32
38
38
25
27
27
27
19
32
31
26
19
23
26

Indian Brook Flow Restoration Plan(FRP) Project
BMP Ranking Score Key
January 26th, 2015
Table A‐5‐2: Ranking Score Key
Category

ID
A

Criteria
Relative Project Cost

Cost/Operations
B
Ease of O/M
C

D

Project Design Metrics

> 10 acres
5‐10 acres
4‐5 acres
2‐4 acres
Impervious Acres Managed (ac)
1‐2 acres
0.5‐1 acres
< 0.5 acre
0.6‐1.0 ac‐ft
0.4‐0.6 ac‐ft
Channel Protection Volume (CPv) Mitigated, (ie. 1‐
0.2‐0.4 ac‐ft
year Storm)
0.05‐0.2 ac‐ft
>0‐0.05 ac‐ft

E
Volume Infiltrated (ac‐ft)

F
Water Quality (WQ) Volume Control
G
H

Project Implementation

Other Project
Benefits/Constraints

Quality
Under $50,000
$50,000‐100,000
$100,000‐1,000,000
Over $1,000,000
Underground Storage/ Swirl Separator
Bioretention/Rain Gardens/Tree Box Filters
Ponds/Constructed Wetlands

Primary or Secondary BMP

Score
4
3
2
1
2
1
0
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
5
4
3
2
1

>1 ac‐ft

4

0.5‐1 ac‐ft

3

0.1‐ 0.5 ac‐ft

2

no infiltration
>= 100% WQ volume controlled in permanent pool
>= 20 % WQ volume controlled in permanent pool
Under 20% WQ volume controlled in permanent pool
Primary
Secondary (Routed to Primary Control)

0
2
1
0
2
0

Minimal Issues/Concerns or no permits
Complex issues/Potential permit denial
MS4 owned
Public
Non MS4 owned regulated (expired permit)
Non MS4 owned/Participatory Owner
Unknown
Not MS4 owned/Non participatory owner
Neighborhood Wide Flooding Issue
Infrastructure damage (e.g. Wet Basement)/Single Property
Nuisance Issue (ie. ponding, puddles, etc).
None
High and Low Flow Targets
High Flow Target
No target addressed in BMPDSS (just WQ treatment)
Addressed TMDL
Does not address TMDL
Infrastructure Improvement (e.g. Culvert Replacement) (+)
Educational/Functional Benefit (+)
Recreational Benefit (+)
Expired permit on site (+)
Outfall Erosion Control (+)
Potential Erodible soils/Bank Destabilization issues (‐)
Access Issues (‐)
Uncertainty in groundwater table/feasibility for infiltration (‐)
Loss of Habitat (‐)
>2000
1500‐2000

2
0
I
4
3
3
Land Availability
2
0
‐2
J
3
Flood Mitigation (Is existing flooding issue
2
mitigated by project?)
1
0
3
K
2
TMDL Flow Target Addressed (Q03, Q95)
1
L
1
Lake Champlain Phosphorus TMDL*
0
M
1
1
1
1
Other Project Benefits (+) / Constraints (‐)
1
‐1
‐1
‐3
‐1
N
5
4
Annual Total Suspended Solids (TSS) Yield
3
1000‐1500
Mitigated (lbs.) *WinSLAMM Model result
500‐1000
2
<500
1
<50
0
O
<5
6
4‐5
5
Annual Total Phosphorus (TP) Yield Mitigated 3‐4
4
2‐3
(lbs.) *WinSLAMM Model result
3
1‐2
2
<1
1
*Lake Champlain Phosphorus TMDL compliance metrics TBD. All projects which address > 20%of the WQ volume are considered meeting this
standard.
Permitabilty

Indian Brook Flow Restoration Plan(FRP) Project
BMP Ranking Criteria Key
January 26th, 2015

Table A‐5‐1 BMP Ranking Criteria Key
Category

ID

A
Cost/Operations
B

C

D

E

Criteria

Project Cost

G

Description

Project Costs include additional engineering, permitting, and construction.
Transportation and utility conflicts, as well as overall constructability is also reflected
in the cost.

This criteria is based on experience with the general ease of operation
and maintenance for specific categories of practices.

This criteria is based on general knowledge of the ease of operation and maintenance
for specific categories of practices. Most stormwater facilities require some amount of
Ease of O/M
annual maintenance, with some BMP's requiring significantly more operational
resources than others.
The more impervious managed by a project, the higher the potential pollutant
Natural groupings within the range of impervious managed for the
Impervious Acres Managed
proposed projects were identified. More impervious managed receives a reduction. Additionally, the goal of the FRP is to manage existing impervious surfaces.
(ac)
higher score.
Groupings within the range of CPv volume storage were identified. The
The Channel Protection Volume (CPv) is the volume of stormwater runoff generated
largest grouping receives the highest score. The CPv was estimated in
from the 1‐year design storm (1.96" in Essex). A BMP which provides CPv storage was
Channel Protection
HydroCAD, using local rainfall data.
determined to reduce the High‐flow (Q0.3%), which is the flow rate exceeded 0.3% of
Volume (CPv) Mitigated,
the time (output from the State's BMPDSS model). Mitigating the CPv reduces channel
(i.e.. 1‐year Storm)
erosion and excessive pollutant loading from streams.
Volume Infiltrated (ac‐ft)

Project Design Metrics

F

Technical Description

The project costs were grouped into categories from >$50,000 to
>$1,000,000 based on the range of projects proposed. Cost estimates
were developed using the latest unit costs from VTrans as well as local
experience. More expensive projects are ranked lower.

Water Quality (WQ)
Volume Mitigated

Primary or Secondary BMP

H

Permitabilty

I

Land Availability

Project Implementation

Natural groupings within the range of volumes infiltrated for the BMPs
were identified to which relative points were be assigned. The largest
volume infiltrated was assigned the highest score. Volumes were
calculated in HydroCAD.
The WQ volume mitigated is defined as the runoff volume generated
from the 0.9" rainfall that is stored in the BMP's permanent pool. Three
categories were identified for the WQ volume 1) 100% WQ volume
control which is the best‐case standard for the EFA procedure. 2) >= 20%
WQ volume as required for redevelopment projects, and 3) less than 20%
WQ volume.
Primary BMP is the main control practice, whereas a secondary BMP
drains to a primary BMP. Primary BMPs have a higher weighting.

The Volume Infiltrated indicates the amount of stormwater runoff that is infiltrated
into the groundwater, and provides baseflow for the stream. The TMDL flow targets
include a low‐flow target, which is addressed by an infiltration‐based BMP.
The WQ volume mitigated is an indicator of the reduction in pollutant runoff from 90%
of annual storm events, approximated to be an 80% removal of the Total Suspended
Solids (TSS) and 40% total phosphorus (TP) load.

A primary BMP is the main control practice, like a large end‐of‐pipe detention pond. A
secondary BMP is located within the drainage area of a primary BMP, providing
additional flow control and treatment. Secondary BMPs are weighted less than
primary BMPs in terms of reducing stormwater runoff.

Permitabilty is a measure of the expected level of effort to permit the project, based
on knowledge that each type of permit takes varying amounts of time. Some common
permits include Stormwater Construction, Local Zoning, Act 250 amendments, VTRANS
ROW, etc.
Public land is preferred, followed by regulated private land, and private Land availability is critical for BMPs requiring open space for detention and access for
land where the owners are known to be open to participate. Private land, the Municipality involved. Properties owned by the Municipality (Public) are ranked
in which participation of the owner is unknown is lower priority.
the highest, followed by privately owned land with an expired permit, which provides
leverage to retrofit the BMP. The next priority is private land with a land owner who is
known to be cooperative. If a land owner is known to not be cooperative, points were
subtracted from the ranking.
Permitabilty is simplified into two categories to reflect the common
scenarios in permitting, as 1) minimal permitting 2) Complex permitting
issues.
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Category

ID

J

Criteria

Flood Mitigation

K

TMDL Flow Target
Addressed (Q03, Q95)

L

Lake Champlain
Phosphorus TMDL

Other Project
Benefits/Constraints

Technical Description

Flood mitigation is categorized by the scale of the impact. A
neighborhood flooding issue is weighed more heavily than a localized
drainage issue.

Description

Flood mitigation is categorized by the scale of the impact. A neighborhood flooding
issue is weighed more heavily than a localized drainage issue.

More weight is on BMPs that address both TMDL targets‐ the high‐flow
(Q0.3%) and low‐flow targets (Q95%). The high‐flow target is addressed
by detention BMPs which provide storage of the CP volume (1‐year
storm). The low‐flow target is addressed by BMPs which infiltrate the 1‐
year storm volume.

The goal of the FRP is to implement projects which address the TMDL flow targets. The
high‐flow target is measured as a reduction in the stream flow rate exceeded 0.3% of
the time, while the low‐flow target is an increase in the stream flow rate exceeded
95% of the time (baseflow). Projects which address both targets through storage or
infiltration of the 1‐year design storm are weighted the highest, followed by projects
which address just the high‐flow. Projects which do not address the full 1‐year storm
volume are weighted the lowest.
Yes or no whether the proposed practice will provide benefit toward the The Lake Champlain Phosphorus TMDL has been developed in the effort to reduce
Lake Champlain Phosphorus TMDL. This will be determined once the
nutrient loading and consequential toxic algal blooms in Lake Champlain. The TMDL
will require stormwater BMPs to meet a certain level of Total Phosphorus reduction.
TMDL compliance metrics are released.
Each BMP will be evaluated against the TMDL compliance metrics, and scored yes or
no if the project meets the TMDL standards.

M

Other Project
Benefits/Constraints

This criteria is to account for indirect project benefits (+) like
infrastructure improvements (e.g. aging infrastructure replacement,
wetlands enhancement, and if it addresses an expired permit). This
criteria also accounts for specific project constraints (‐) due to potential
erodible soils and bank destabilization.

N

Annual Total Suspended
Solids (TSS) Yield Mitigated
(lbs.) *WinSLAMM Model
result

The annual TSS Yield mitigated by the proposed BMP was estimated with
the Source Loading and Management Model (WinSLAMM), a continuous
simulation urban runoff and water quality model. This criteria provides a
metric for the WQ benefit of the project.

The annual TSS Yield mitigated by the proposed BMP was estimated with the Source
Loading and Management Model (WinSLAMM), a continuous simulation urban runoff
and water quality model. This criteria provides a metric for the WQ benefit of the
project.

O

The annual TP Yield mitigated by the proposed BMP was estimated with
Annual Total Phosphorus
the Source Loading and Management Model (WinSLAMM), a continuous
(TP) Yield Mitigated (lbs.)
simulation urban runoff and water quality model. This criteria provides a
*WinSLAMM Model result
metric for the WQ benefit of the project.

The annual TP Yield mitigated by the proposed BMP was estimated with the Source
Loading and Management Model (WinSLAMM), a continuous simulation urban runoff
and water quality model. This criteria provides a metric for the WQ benefit of the
project.
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This criteria is to account for indirect project benefits like infrastructure
improvements, community benefits, habitat creation, etc., as well as additional project
constraints like potential erodible soils causing bank destabilization concerns.
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Indian Brook Flow Restoration Plan
Tables A‐3‐3: MS4 Target Allocation and FRP Progress
As of January 26th, 2015

Table 1: Model Scenario Results Summary

Model Scenario
TMDL Targets for Indian Brook
Existing Condition Post2002 Scenario
Proposed BMP Scenario "Credit2"

BMPDSS Model
Run Date

High Flow
Target,
Q 0.3 ( ± %)

Low Flow
Target,
Q 95 (± %)

‐‐‐
1/12/2015
1/14/2015

-1.3%
‐0.54%
‐2.75%

1.1%
0.64%
0.64%

Target
High Flow
Reduction
(%)

Target
Low Flow
Increase
(%)

‐0.5%
‐0.7%
‐0.1%
‐1.3%

0.44%
0.56%
0.09%
1.1%

Table 2: TMDL Flow Target Allocation

MS4 Impervious Owner

Town of Essex
Village of Essex Junction
VTrans
Watershed Total

Total Area w/in
Impervious Cover % of Watershed
Watershed
(acres)
Impervious Cover
(acres)

3492.39
952.6
141.91
4586.90

171.85
218.08
35.56
425.49

40.4%
51.3%
8.4%

* The low flow target is not actionable under the TMDL, but is included in the summary because improving base flow in the
watershed is still a water quality goal.
*The High Flow target is negative(‐), indicating there needs to be a reduction in high flow from the baseline condition. The
Low Flow target is positive (+), indicating there needs to be an increase in low flow from the baseline condition.
*Watershed delineation from file: "Indian_watershed121614"

Table 3: Progress toward flow targets by model scenario
Proposed BMP Scenario "Credit2"

Existing Condition "Post 2002"
MS4 Impervious Owner

Village of Essex Junction
Town of Colchester
VTrans
Watershed Total

Managed
Impervious
Acres by DET or
INF1
32.9
38.6
0.4

Target
High Flow
Q 0.3 ( ± %)
Reduction
Left 2
‐0.28%
‐0.38%
‐0.11%
‐0.76%

Percent of
High‐flow
Target
addressed, %

Managed
Impervious
Acres INF

47.1%
43.5%
2.4%
41.5%

0.0
2.0
0.0

Target
Low Flow
Q 95
( ± %) Increase
Left3
0.44%
0.00%
0.092%
0.5%

Percent of
Low‐flow
Target
addressed, %

Managed
Impervious
Acres by DET or
INF1

0.0%
113.5%
0.0%
58.2%

53.1
81.9
3.7

NOT MET

Target
High Flow
Q 0.3 ( ± %)
Reduction
Left 2
0.00%
0.00%
‐0.03%
1.45%

Percent of
High‐flow
Target
addressed, %

Managed
Impervious
Acres INF

200.6%
243.5%
68.0%
211.5%
TARGET MET

1‐ DET= Detention BMP providing CPv storage, INF= Infiltration BMP infiltrating the CPv volume
2‐When the target was met, the" Q0.3 and Q95 LEFT to the managed" was changed to 0% in the table. There are still MS4's with a portion of their allocation left, even with the overall Watershed Target MET.
3‐The low flow target is not actionable under the TMDL, but is included in the summary because improving base flow in the watershed is still a water quality goal.

0.0
22.4
0.2

Target
Low Flow Percent of Low‐
Q 95
flow Target
( ± %)
addressed, %
Increase Left3
0.44%
0.0%
0.00%
112.4%
0.086%
7.0%
0.5%
58.2%

Indian Brook Flow Restoration Plan
BMP List by BMPDSS Model Scenario
July 23rd, 2015
Table A‐3‐2: BMP list by BMPDSS Model Scenario

Proposed BMP ID

MS4
owner of
impervious
draining to
practice

Ownership
where BMP is
located

BMP
Type
1
(Key )

New or
Existing
Site?

2

Permit #
(if applicable)

Address

Drainage
Area, DA
(acres)

Channel Protection
Volume (CPv)
Impervious
Acres Managed Managed above3 Base
Condition
(ac)
cft

Retrofit Description

Ac‐ft.

Added to Credit 1 Scenario
Existing Post2002 BMPs

Varies

Varies

LDS Church North Pond
(P2‐Outfall 204)

Town

Private

Fairview Dr./Main St.

Village/ VTRANS Public

Existing

Varies

Varies

Varies

Varies

USC

Existing

1‐1319

GW

Existing

Varies

Essex Dr.

3.07

2.52

4312

0.10

Convert existing detention pond to a gravel wetland.

1‐1074 SN002

Fairview Dr. /
Main St.

22.53

3.94

19384

0.45

Regrade existing detention area, add terraced WQ bays, and replace
existing culvert. Stabilize eroded outfall on North side of Main St.

8.7

4.68

24960

0.57

Convert existing detention area at the corner of Mansfield/Brickyard
to gravel wetland with CPv storage.

Brickyard/North, South, East
Village
Creek Condos

Private

GW

Existing

2‐0952

Brickyard/Mans
field Ave.

Woodlands (Detention Pond
Town
139)

Private

UIB

Existing

Public

Sydney Dr.

32.80

4.04

15682

0.36

Retrofit existing detention pond to an underground stone gallery
with 48" perforated pipe.

East Creek Condominiums

Village

Private

DB

Existing

2‐0289/
2‐0317

Countryside/
Brickyard

48.2

14.40

13721

0.32

Retrofit outlet structure for CPv control. Rearmour spillway.

I‐289/Route 15 North

Vtrans

ROW

MF

New

NP

I‐289/Route 15

2.78

0.90

5271

0.12

Retrofit existing median swale with CPv volume control sand filter.

I‐289/Route 15 South

Vtrans

ROW

MF

New

NP

I‐289/Route 15

2.15

0.96

4443

0.10

Retrofit existing median swale with CPv volume control sand filter.

Essex Union High School‐
Rain Garden‐ Regrade
Parking Lot

Village

School District GSI

Existing

NP

Educational
Drive

1.61

1.07

2222

0.05

Regrade parking lot to increase capture. Garden has capacity for
more runoff without expansion.

Added/Revised in Credit 2 Scenario
Fairview Dr. Add‐on

Village/ VTRANS Public

GW

Existing

1‐1074 SN002

Fairview Dr. /
Main St.

6.87

1.30

9583

0.22

Add culvert under Main St. to direct Northside of Main St. to Basin.

LDS Church w/ Add On‐ Inn
at Essex, Essex Way North
and Essex Way South

Town/ VTRANS Private

USC

Existing

2‐0631,
2‐0613

Essex Dr.

26.52

8.48

44431

1.02

Route outfalls North and South of LDS pond to retrofit. Option 5:
Convert pond to expanded underground stone gallery with 48"
Perforated Pipe.

LDS Church South P1
(Outfall 209)

Town

Private

USC

Existing

1‐1319

Essex Dr.

1.34

1.01

4400

0.101

Retrofit existing detention pond to an underground stone gallery
with 48" perforated pipe.

The Commons P1 (Outfall
131)

Town

Private

USC

Existing

1‐1381

Essex Dr.

7.91

2.07

8668

0.20

Convert existing detention pond to StormTech chamber system.
Improve aesthetics and landscaping.
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Proposed BMP ID

MS4
owner of
impervious
draining to
practice

BMP
Type
(Key1)

New or
Existing
Site?

Permit #
(if applicable)

Address

Drainage
Area, DA
(acres)

Channel Protection
Volume (CPv)
Impervious
Acres Managed Managed above2 Base
Condition
(ac)
cft

Ac‐ft.

Retrofit Description

ROW

USC

New

2‐0155

Countryside
Dr/Brickyard

5.25

1.95

4704

0.11

Stabilize outfall and bank. Install underground detention chamber at
intersection of Countryside Dr./Brickyard. Add Stormwater planters
in ROW on Countryside Dr.

Village/ VTRANS ROW

UIB

New

2‐0187

Grove St.

23.39

8.71

5576

0.13

Install two underground storage basins in series for detention and
infiltration of the CPv storm.

Countryside Dr Intersection Village

Grove St.

Ownership
where BMP is
located

Private
StormTech Chamber System on Densmore Dr. Verify high
Densmore Dr. /
38.28
11.73
14985
0.34
(Sherwood Sq. UIB
New
2‐1103
groundwater elevation.
Police Station
Condos)
2‐0855
Briar Lane/
No
Briar Lane Cul‐de‐sac
na
0.11
900
0.02
Eliminate cul‐de‐sac to reduce plowing needs. Small impact.
Existing
Village
No Practice
(Village Knoll) Woods End Dr.
Practice
Impervious Removal
1‐ BMP Type: DB: Detention Basin, USC = Underground Storage Chamber, UIB= Underground Infiltration Basin, GW = Gravel Wetland, GSI = Smaller‐scale GSI practice DW= Dry Wells
2‐ Key: * NP = No permit
3‐ Channel Protection Volume Managed above Base condition = New Storage Volume ‐ Existing Volume pre2002
Densmore Dr.

Village
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Indian Brook Flow Restoration Plan
BMPDSS Model Run Summary
As of January 26th, 2015
Table A‐3‐1: BMPDSS Model Run Summary

Indian Brook Model Runs Summary
Model Run

Description

TMDL Targets *Stormwater Allocation only
DEC Existing Condition Model
WCA Revised Existing Condition Model
(7/31/2014)
WCA Revised Existing Condition Model
(10/20/2014)
WCA Revised Existing Condition Model
(1/12/2015)

DEC's existing model, includes all
Post2002 BMPs
WCA revised subwatersheds and
existing BMP design entries.
WCA revised additional
subwatersheds and existing BMP
design entries.
WCA revised additional
subwatersheds and existing BMP
design entries.

Percent of Target Managed (with Existing Condition Model 1/12/15)
Add 8 proposed retrofits.
Credit1 Model
Percent of Target Managed (with Credit1 run on 10/21/14)
Add 3 additional infiltration BMPs
and two pond retrofits
Credit2 Model
Percent of Target Managed (with Credit2 run on 1/14/15)

High Flow
Reduction
(%)

Low Flow*
Increase
(%)

BMPDSS
Model Run
Date

‐1.3%

1.1%

‐‐‐‐

‐1.14%

0.0%

1/31/2014

‐1.49%

0.0%

7/31/2014

‐1.40%

0.0%

10/20/2014

‐0.54%

0.6%

1/12/2015

41.5%

58.28%

‐‐‐‐

‐1.85%

0.0%

10/21/2014

142%

0%

‐‐‐‐

‐2.75%

0.6%

1/14/2015

212%

58%

‐‐‐‐

Note: The High Flow target is negative(‐), indicating there needs to be a reduction in high flow from the baseline condition. The Low Flow target
is positive (+), indicating there needs to be an increase in low flow from the baseline condition. A positive(+) percent of target managed
indicates progress toward the target, whereas a negative (‐) percent of target managed indicates that the modeled scenario estimates low flow
is below the baseline condition.
* The low flow target is not actionable under the TMDL, but is included in the summary because improving base flow in the watershed is still a
water quality goal.

Indian Brook Flow Restoration Plan
Existing Stormwater BMP List in BMPDSS Model
4/23/2015
Table A‐2‐2: Indian Brook Existing Stormwater BMP List in BMPDSS Model

Model

Permit #

Project/BMP Name

MS4

Ownership

BMP Type in
BMPDSS

Permit Renewal

Proposed Retrofit

pre2002

1‐0775a

Lang Farm Parcel A‐ Phase 2‐ Essex Outlets

Town

Private

Detention Pond

6262‐9020 upgrades

No retrofit proposed under FRP

pre2002

1‐0775b

Lang Farm Parcel A‐ Phase 2,Essex Outlets

Town

Private

Detention Pond

6262‐9020 upgrades

No retrofit proposed under FRP

pre2002

1‐0775c

Lang Farm Parcel A‐ Phase 2, Essex Outlets

Town

Private

Detention Pond

6262‐9020 upgrades

No retrofit proposed under FRP

pre2002

1‐1307

Homestead Design, Inc.

Town

Private

4002‐INDS.A upgrades

No retrofit proposed under FRP

pre2002
pre2002

1‐1382
1‐1074 (SN 001)

Village
Village

Private
Private

4119‐INDS

No retrofit proposed under FRP
No retrofit proposed under FRP

pre2002
pre2002
pre2002
pre2002

1‐1186
1‐1319_p1_South
1‐1319_p2_North
1‐1381_p1_North

Town
Town
Town
Town

Public
Private
Private
Private

Detention Ponds (2)
Detention Pond
Detention Pond
Detention Pond

Woodlands: Convert to underground infiltration gallery
LDS P1: Convert to underground detention system.
LDS P2: Convert to underground detention system.
Commons P1: Convert to underground detention system.

pre2002

1‐1381_p2_South

Town

Private

Detention Pond

No retrofit proposed under FRP

pre2002
pre2002
pre2002
pre2002
pre2002
pre2002
pre2002
pre2002

2‐0631
1081
Reservoir
1‐1409
2‐0289/2‐0317
2‐0835 pt 1
2‐0835 pt 2
1‐1074 SN 002

Essex Community Educational Ctr.
Countryside II Fairview Farms: Locust lane,
Chestnut Lane, Spruce Land, Walnut Lane
Woodlands II‐ Lang Farm Parcel
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
The Commons at Essex Way Condominium
Association
The Commons at Essex Way Condominium
Association
Inn at Essex
Old Stage Rd/Rt‐15 (Essex STP 030‐1(17))

Detention Pond
discharges 1‐0775
pond b
Infiltration Basin
Detention Pond

Town
Town
Town
Village
Village
Village
Village
Village

Private
Town
Town
Private
Private
Private
Private
Village

Detention Pond
Detention Pond
On‐stream Pond
Detention Pond
Detention Pond
Dry well
Dry well
Existing Detention area

Route to LDS P1 Retrofit
No retrofit proposed under FRP
No retrofit proposed under FRP
No retrofit proposed under FRP
Retrofit outlet structure and armor spillway.
No retrofit proposed under FRP
No retrofit proposed under FRP
Fairview Dr: Proposed retrofit of existing detention area into
terraced detention basin. New culvert under Main St. proposed to
tie in Northside of Main St. to new basin.

pre2002

2‐0952

Village

Private

Existing Detention area

post2002
post2002

7125‐INDS
4002‐INDS.A

North, East, and South Creek Condominiums on
Brickyard Rd.
Thasha Lane Redevelopment
Essex Town Center‐ Essex Outlets

Village
Town

Private
Private

See #1‐1307

post2002

6262‐9020

Essex Outlets Pond A

Town

Private

See #1‐0775

Meeting VT 2002 Stormwater Design Standards

post2002

6262‐9020

Essex Outlets Pond B

Town

Private

See #1‐0775

Meeting VT 2002 Stormwater Design Standards

post2002

6262‐9020

Essex Outlets Pond C

Town

Private

See #1‐0775

Meeting VT 2002 Stormwater Design Standards

post2002

5864‐INDS

Lang Family, LLC

Town

Private

Detention Ponds (3)
Upgrades to #1‐1307
and #1‐0775 Ponds
Upgrades to #1‐0775
Ponds
Upgrades to #1‐0775
Ponds
Upgrades to #1‐0775
Ponds
Wet Swale

Brickyard: Proposed retrofit of existing detention area with new
outlet structure and regrading.
Meeting VT 2002 Stormwater Design Standards
Meeting VT 2002 Stormwater Design Standards

Champlain Valley Exposition, Inc
East Creek Condominiums
Village Glen Condos‐ CGPM, Inc.
Village Glen Condos‐ CGPM, Inc.
Natural Detention area at Fairfield Dr/Mansfield
Ave.
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Meeting VT 2002 Stormwater Design Standards

Model

Permit #

Project/BMP Name

MS4

post2002
post2002
post2002
post2002
post2002
post2002
post2002

6713‐INDS
1‐1382/4119‐INDS.1
3626 1
3626 2C
4119 ice rink
4119 parking
4989‐INDO

Route 2A Mini Storage at 78 Lincoln Street
Essex Community Educational Ctr.
Champlain Valley Exposition, Inc.
Champlain Valley Exposition, Inc.
Union 46 School District
Union 46 School District
5 Corners North

Town
Village
Village
Village
Village
Village
Village

post2002
post2002

Champlain Valley Exposition ‐ multi‐use area
Countryside II Fairview Farms: Locust lane,
Chestnut Lane, Spruce Land, Walnut Lane
Handy Suites

Village
Village

post2002

3626‐INDS.1
1‐1074 SN 001
upgrades
Handy Suites

Village

post2002

EHS

Essex High School Rain Garden

Village

Ownership

BMP Type in
BMPDSS

Private
Detention Pond
Private
Infiltration Basin
Private
On‐site Infiltration
Private
On‐site Infiltration
Village
Infiltration Basin
Essex School DDetention Pond
Essex School DUnderground Storage
System
Private
Dry well
Private/
Detention Pond
Village Road
Private
Porous Asphalt (4
infiltration beds)
Essex School DRain Garden
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Permit Renewal

Proposed Retrofit
Meeting VT 2002 Stormwater Design Standards
Meeting VT 2002 Stormwater Design Standards
Meeting VT 2002 Stormwater Design Standards
Meeting VT 2002 Stormwater Design Standards
Meeting VT 2002 Stormwater Design Standards
Meeting VT 2002 Stormwater Design Standards
Meeting VT 2002 Stormwater Design Standards
Meeting VT 2002 Stormwater Design Standards
Meeting VT 2002 Stormwater Design Standards
Meeting VT 2002 Stormwater Design Standards
Proposed repaving of parking lot to improve capture.

Indian Brook Flow Restoration Plan (FRP) Project
4/3/2015

Table A‐2‐1: Indian Brook Expired Permit Discharges and Proposed BMP Retrofits

BMP in BMPDSS
(Y/N?)

Permit Number

Project Name

RDA/ Other

1

Owner

Existing Manner of
Discharge

Proposed
Retrofit
(Y/N/E?)2

3

Proposed System Upgrades under FRP

Town of Essex
Y

Paritial coverage by "LDS North" proposed BMP.

Private
Private
Private

No existing CPv BMP.
Portion drains to Alder
Brook.
No existing CPv BMP
No existing CPv BMP
No existing CPv BMP

E
N
N

Paritial coverage by "1‐0775 Pond C", Essex Outlets Pond

Private

Detention Pond A

E

Upgraded under 6262‐9020 permit

Private

Detention Pond B

E

Upgraded under 6262‐9020 permit

1‐0667
Parcel H ‐ Lang Farm
N‐ Not In Model

Y‐ Base Pre2002
Scenario ‐ Channel
Protection Volume
(CPv) BMP covered
under Permit

2‐0613
1‐0491
1‐1371

Lang Farm “Lot A” , Essex Way to the Inn at Essex
The Center at Essex‐ Peter Edelman
Links @ Lang Farm, LLC Golf Course

1‐0775a

Lang Farm Parcel A‐ Phase 2‐ Essex Outlets

1‐0775b

Lang Farm Parcel A‐ Phase 2,Essex Outlets

1‐0775c

Lang Farm Parcel A‐ Phase 2, Essex Outlets

1‐1307

Homestead Design, Inc.

1‐1319_p1
1‐1319_p2
1‐1381_p1
2‐0631
1‐1381_p2
1081

3557‐9010

Private

6004‐INDS
4002‐INDS and
6262‐9020
4002‐INDS and
6262‐9020
4002‐INDS and
6262‐9020
4002‐INDS.A

See new permit

Private

Detention Pond C

E

Upgraded under 6262‐9020 permit

Private

Detention Pond

E

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints

Private

"South" Detention Pond

Y

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints

Private

"North" Detention Pond

Y

Private

"North" Detention Pond

Y

Private

Dry Pond

Y

Private

"South" Detention Pond

N

Detention Pond discharges to ponds covered by 1‐0775
"LDS South" proposed retrofit: Upgrade existing pond to
detention chamber system.
"LDS North" proposed retrofit: Upgrade existing pond to large
detention chamber system.
"The Commons Pond" proposed retrofit: Upgrage existing pond
to detention chamber system.
Proposed to send runoff to "LDS North" proposed BMP.
No retrofit proposed under FRP. Potential to convert pond to
detention chamber system.

Town

Detention Pond

N

The Commons at Essex Way Condominium
Association
Inn at Essex
The Commons at Essex Way Condominium
Association
Essex STP 030‐1(17)‐ Route 15 Reconstruction

Notice of
Termination
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BMP in BMPDSS
(Y/N?)

Permit Number

Village of Essex Junction
2‐0155
2‐0187

RDA/ Other

1

Essex Park Phase III & IV

Owner

Village

Existing Manner of
Discharge

Proposed
Retrofit
(Y/N/E?)2

No existing CPv BMP

Y

Proposed System Upgrades under FRP3

Paritial coverage by "Countryside Dr." proposed detention
Chamber BMP and GSI planters.
Paritial coverage by "Grove St" proposed infiltration chamber
BMP.
Coverage by "Brickyard" proposed detention BMP
Paritial coverage by "Densmore Dr" proposed infiltration
chamber BMP.

Grove Street‐ North Street

Village

No existing CPv BMP

Y

2‐0952
2‐1103

North Creek, South Creek and East Creek Condominiums

Private

No existing CPv BMP

Y

Pleasant Street & East Street

Village

No existing CPv BMP

Y

1‐0236
1‐0771
1‐0953
2‐0769
2‐0855
2‐0961

Brickyard
Champlain Valley Exposition Inc.
Dury Drive & Meadow Village
Athens Drive
Village Knoll‐Woods End & Acorn
Brookside Condominums
Countryside II Fairview Farms: Locust lane, Chestnut
Upgraded
Lane, Spruce Land, Walnut Lane
renewed 4119‐
Essex Community Educational Ctr.
INDS.1
Champlain Valley Exposition, Inc

Private
Private
Village
Village
Village
Village

System of Catch Basins
No existing CPv BMP
No existing CPv BMP
System of Catch Basins
System of Catch Basins
No existing CPv BMP

N
N
N
N
N
N

Private

Detention Pond

E

Pond upgrades included in Post 2002 model. No additional
retrofit proposed.

Private

Infiltration Basin‐ upgraded

E

Infiltration Basin

Private

Dry pond

E

Private

Dry pond

Y

Changes proposed under 3636‐INDS.1 (TB constructed)
Proposed upgrades to Detention pond to meet 2002 VT SWMM
stds.
Proposed upgrades to Detention pond to meet 2002 VT SWMM
stds.
Meets CPv std. No retrofit proposed.
Meets CPv std. No retrofit proposed.

N‐ Not in Model

1‐1074
Y‐ Base Pre2002
Scenario ‐ Channel
Protection Volume
(CPv) BMP covered
under Permit

Project Name

1‐1382
1‐1409

2‐0317/2‐0289 East Creek Condominiums
2‐0289/2‐0317 Countryside in the Village/Essex Housing Partnership

2‐0835 pt 1
Village Glen Condos‐ CGPM, Inc.
2‐0835 pt 2
Village Glen Condos‐ CGPM, Inc.
* Table Originally Prepared by Emily Schelley (VT DEC), Revised by WCA (2014).

Private

Dry pond

Y

Private
Private

Dry well
Dry well

N
N

1

RDA: Residual Designation Authority‐ Private Permittees requests to have their expired stormwater system covered under an RDA permit, which overwrites their expired permit.
Y ‐ Yes, retrofit proposed, N‐ No retrofit proposed under FRP, E‐ Post 2002 Existing BMP addressses a portion of impervious under expired permit
3
Expired permit retrofits were determined based on direct benefit to the Flow Restoration Targets. Expired pemits with a CPv(extended detention of the 1‐year design storm) BMP were assesed for retrofit opportunity, and if the
flow reduction benefit was determined neglible, a retrofit was not proposed. It was determined beneficial to route several expired permit systems to a larger retrofit project, rather than retrofit the existing system on‐site.
2
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Dog Park

BMP TARGET VOLUME = 18,208 CF
BOTTOM GALLERY = 466.6
TOP GALLERY ~ 475
GALLERY AREA = 11,000 SF
GALLERY VOLUME (35% VOIDS) = 33,340 CF

SURFACE INLET

480
480
485

475

475

Boundary

PUBLIC WOODS (WALKING AREA)
ONE ACRE FENCED DOG RUN
DRAINS TO SAND FILTER SURFACE
OVER STONE GALLERY

Town Par
cel

STONE GALLERY
GROUND ~ 477

i out 467.8
480

existing
SMALL DOG AREA
467

475

i in 466.6

470

18"

470
475

i in 477.8

Town Parcel Bounda

12"

i in 483.5

rim 480.8
18 i in 474.0
12 i in 477.0
18 i out pond 469.5
18 i out CB 471.1

476+
475

ry

ADD DOWNSTREAM DEFENDER
6"

18"

REGULATED OUTFLOW
476+

18"

INFLOW UNTIL LEVEL = 474.5
SYDNEY DR.

rim 475.6
i in/out 471.0

477+
15"

476+
i in/out 468.1

existing

15"

15"

ADD OUTLET RISER
WITH RIM ~ 474.5
18"
i in/out 470.7

OVERFLOW
475

LINKS AT ESSEX

~480

I~476 TO 477

18"

TARGET CPv = 44,135 CF
OPTION #1: OPEN POND
MAX DEPTH = 5.0' (470 TO 475)
AVG AREA @ 472.5 = 11,526 SF
VOLUME = 57,630 CF

W~487

~478

I~474

QP10+

36"
R=479.1
I~474

~472

OPTION #2: STONE GALLERY
AVG AREA @ 472.5 = 15,886 SF
VOLUME (35% VOIDS) = 27,800 CF

I~475 TO 476

SPILLWAY = 475
CPv

+ BM=480.2

476

OPTION #3: LARGE STONE GALLERY
INCLUDING CHANNEL AREA
AVG AREA @ 472.5 = 28,500 SF
VOLUME (35% VOIDS) = 49,875 CF

~476

new pipe

~470

OPTION #4: STORM TECH CHAMBER
SEE OPTION #2 FOOTPRINT
VOLUME = 52,272 CF

~479 TO 480

1:1
476
474
472
470

472
474
1:1

476
476
474
475
472

470
~474
472

470
474
476
476

3:1

470

2" I IN=470.0
12" I OUT=470.0
B=468.0
R=474.0
R=475.0

474
3:1
472

~481
BASIN #2
B=469.5
W=470.0

12"

474
I=468.5

R~485

I=470.0

CREST=476.0
CREST=475.0
SPILL=474.5

~484
ESSEX WAY

QP10+

CPv
15"

~468

new pipe

new pipe

R=479.0
I=474.5
12"
R=476.2
I=472.2

12"
R=477.2
I OUT=470.3

CPv
~472

I=468.0
12"

QP10+
24"

R=481.0 TO 482.0
I=475.0

24"

24"

~467
R=478.0
I OUT=470.6

R=482.8

R=482.0
I=476.1

~470
12"

R=481.0
I=477.5

24"
LDS CHURCH

21"

I=463.6
~464
12"
CREST=470.0
SPILL=469.5

2" I IN=465.0
12" I OUT=465.0
B=463.0
R=468.6

BASIN #1
B=464.5
W=465.0

I=465.0

12"
OUT

12"
12"

R=470.0
I=466.0
R=474.8
I=472.5

IN

INN AT ESSEX

new pipe

CPv Target = 27,748 CF
5.0 Depth (381.2 to 386.2)

WQv
CPv & QP10

400

QP100

394

Rim=399.0
i out=394.5

37,900 CF SHOWN

CPv &
QP10

394
392

398
390

QP100 Target = 110,250 CF
With 30" Outlet Pipe &
Maximum Basin w/ 3:1 Slopes
5.0 Depth (381.2 to 386.2)
83,000 CF Possible

3:1

WQv

390
388

396

3:1
386
386

394

WQv

384

16,600 SF @384

3:1

382

392

3:1
394

12"
+
CPv

i out=388.7
12"
30"

existing pipe
upgrade

SECTION

WQv

Rim=392.7
i out=390.3

QP1

394
394

0

400
WQv

398
396
394

390

392
i in=381.2

390

WQv

388

WQv

386

i out=381.8

WQv

WQv

384
3:1

3:1

12"
388

3:1

382

Rim=387.2

394

384

394

386

392
386
388 390

390

400
390
30"
380

12"

PATH

WQ
TERRACE

BASIN

ROAD

OUTLET

388

CPv TARGET = 19,820 CF
VOLUME = 29,800 CF

I = 364.8

18"

I = 356.8
I = 356.7
27"
18"

12"

R = 359.7
I IN = 356.1
I OUT = 357.3

I = 372.8
18"

R = 360.6
I IN = 355.4
I OUT = ???
6"

existing pipe inflows (2)

I = 357.0

360
358

356
354
352

outlet control strucutre to
be added here
I = 352.6

EXISTING CREST ~ 359

I = 350.5

existing pipe- potentially
upgraded
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DropInlets
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Culverts
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The proposed improvements include the installation of terraced
sand filters, designed to provide surface ponding for the CPv storm
and filtration through a 4' sand bed. A 4" underdrain controls flow
from the filter. This type of filter has been installed in I-89 medians
in St. Albans.
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VTRANS I-289 Exit Ramp Stormwater Improvements
DATE: 1-26-15
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Underground Chamber System
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The proposed retrofit will involve converting the existing detention
pond to an underground chamber system, using StormTech SC-740
chambers. The existing pond is located behind the Condos and
occupies a large portion of the resident's backyard. An underground
chamber system will expand the usable space and improve
aesthetics of the site.
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#1-1381 The Commons North Pond Retrofit
DATE: 1-26-15

DRAWN BY:JS
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The proposed retrofit for the Grove St. outfall, is to install two
connected chamber systems in the Village ROW, sized to mitigate
the CPv volume and bypass high flows. The system would use
StormTech SC-740 chambers. The first system of chambers would
be impermeable on the east side to protect the home foundation to
the east. The second system would allow infiltration. Feasibilty was
based on existing groundwater table data from a monitoring well
near the Village Pump Station.
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Grove St. Underground Detention/Infiltration Chamber System
DATE: 1-26-15

DRAWN BY:JS

SCALE:NOTED
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NOTES:

A portion of the Essex High School parking lot runoff was observed
to bypass the rain garden. The proposed project involves regrading
and paving of approximately 0.5 acres of the parking lot to increase
capture by the existing rain garden. The project would divert
approximately 900 cft more stormwater runoff than is currently
managed.
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Essex High School Parking Lot Improvements
DATE: 1-26-15

DRAWN BY:JS

SCALE:NOTED
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The proposed project will involve retrofitting the existing dry pond's
36" culvert with a riser structure and 2.5" low-flow orifice. A
permanent pool will be established for water quality volume storage.
Rearmouring of the spillway is proposed. No regrading or
expansion is necessary.
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East Creek Condominiums Pond Retrofit
DATE: 1-26-15

DRAWN BY:JS

SCALE:NOTED
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NOTES:

The proposed retrofit at Densmore Dr. involves installation of an
underground chamber system, using StormTech SC-740 chambers
to mitigate runoff from a 23 acre residential area. A flow splitter will
route the CPv (1-year flow) to the chamber sytem and all high flow
will bypass the chamber via a new stormline to the existing outfall.
An additional outfall will be removed. Verification of the groundwater
table is necessary to determine feasibility for infiltration on site.
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Densmore Dr. Underground Infiltration Basin
DATE: 1-26-15

DRAWN BY:JS

SCALE:NOTED
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NOTES:

The proposed retrofit project would involve installation of a system
of StormTech Chambers in the ROW to mitigate the CPv storm. All
high flows will bypass the system and drain to the existing outfall.
The eroded outfall will be stabilized to reduce excess sediment
loading and minimize the risk of bank failure. In addition, 6' wide
stormwater planters are proposed for the ROW of Countryside Dr.
to provide water quality treatment.
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Countryside Dr. Stormwater Improvements
DATE: 1-26-15

DRAWN BY:JS

SCALE:NOTED
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NOTES:

The existing cul-de-sac at Briar lane/Woods End Dr. is unnecessary,
and was identified as a good opportunity to remove approximately
0.11 acres of excess impervious. The project will also reduce the
time required for plowing by Village Staff.
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Briar Lane Cul-de-sac Impervious Removal
DATE: 1-26-15
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Appendix K:
Sunderland Brook Flow Restoration Plan

SUNDERLAND BROOK
FLOW RESTORATION PLAN
MS4 General Permit Requirement (IV.C.1)

July 24th, 2015

Prepared for:
Town of Essex,
81 Main St.
Essex Junction, VT 05452

Prepared by:
Watershed Consulting Associates, LLC
P: 802.497.2367
andres@watershedca.com

In Partnership with:
Town of Essex, VT
Village of Essex
Junction, VT
Town of Colchester , VT
Vermont Department of
Transportati on
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Sunderland Brook Flow Restoration Plan

I. Disclaimer
The intent of this plan is to present the data collected, evaluations, analysis, designs, and cost
estimates for the Sunderland Brook Flow Restoration Plan (FRP) Project, completed under a
contract between the Town of Essex and the hired consultant team, Watershed Consulting
Associates, LLC and Aldrich & Elliott, PC. The Sunderland Brook FRP was prepared to meet the
compliance requirement for the Sunderland Brook impervious surface owners, including the
Town of Essex, Village of Essex Junction, Town of Colchester, University of Vermont, and the
Vermont Agency of Transportation (VTRANS) under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) General Permit 3-9014 (VTDEC 2012) for stormwater discharges to impaired
waters. The presented plan is in draft form, and will be revised by the Town of Essex and MS4
partners, as needed. At this time, the MS4s are not bound in any way to the proposed BMP list.
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1

Executive Summary

Watershed Consulting Associates, LLC, and partners Aldrich and Elliott, PC (A+E) were
commissioned to develop the following Flow Restoration Plan (FRP) for the Sunderland Brook
watershed under contract with the Town of Essex, in partnership with the Village of Essex
Junction, Town of Colchester, University of Vermont (UVM), and the Vermont Department of
Transportation (VTRANS). The plan was developed in accordance with the MS4 General Permit
#3-9014 Subpart IV.C.1 as a part of the participating MS4’s Stormwater Management Program
(SWMP). The purpose of the FRP is to provide a planning tool for the MS4 entities to implement
stormwater Best Management Practices (BMP’s) over a twenty (20) year timeframe, in an effort
to return Sunderland Brook to its attainment condition.
As a part of the FRP development, an assessment was completed to determine to what extent
current stormwater controls have reduced high flows (flows occurring less than 0.3% of the time)
from the pre-2002 condition, as required by the Sunderland Brook Total Maximum Daily Load
(TMDL) for stormwater. The Vermont Best Management Practice Decision Support System
(BMPDSS) model, a GIS-based hydrologic model used to assess the impact of various stormwater
Best Management Practice (BMP) scenarios, was used for the assessment. Several revisions to
existing BMP drainage areas and BMP design configurations were identified during field
inspections and accounted for in the revised models. After the existing model scenarios were
reviewed, new BMPs were identified, inspected, and assessed in the BMPDSS.
According to the review completed under this contract, Sunderland Brook is currently meeting
its attainment condition with a considerable factor of safety. The MS4’s do not need to
implement any new stormwater controls under the MS4 permit requirement IV.C.1. Therefore,
the FRP prepared under this contract provides the MS4 entities a list of possible projects, in the
event future biomonitoring of the stream reveals non-compliance with the Vermont Water
Quality standards, but there is no requirement to implement any of the projects at this time.
The final evaluated BMP list includes 7 sites—three (3) new infiltration basins, three (3) new
underground retention chamber systems, and one (1) green stormwater infrastructure (GSI)
practice. The proposed BMPs were assessed with the BMPDSS model, and determined to provide
a -17.85% reduction in the high-flow which addresses 482% of the TMDL high-flow target
(Q0.3%), through reduction of runoff from the 1-year Design storm. While not an actionable
target, the low-flow (baseflow) was estimated to increase by 8.33%, which addresses 231% of
the low-flow target. The planning level total cost for implementation of the proposed projects is
$2,072,800.
The proposed projects were ranked using a comprehensive matrix. Four (4) projects were
selected from the top ranked projects for 30% engineering including 1) an infiltration basin at the
VTRANS garage along Tracy Rd, 2) an underground storage chamber system at Fort Ethan Allen,
3) runoff mitigation from Outfall 31 with an infiltration gallery, located at 6 Morse Dr. and 4) an
infiltration basin in the ROW at 292 Morse Dr. to manage runoff to Outfall 199. Itemized planning
4
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level cost estimates were developed for the top two (2) projects, while a spreadsheet cost
calculator was used for all other cost estimates. Sketch plans were developed for all other
proposed BMPs.

2

Background

Sunderland Brook is currently on the State of Vermont’s impaired waters EPA 303(d) list with the
primary pollutant determined to be stormwater runoff. In the effort to restore Sunderland Brook
and lift its impaired designation, a flow-based Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) was developed
for Sunderland Brook. This TMDL outlines required reductions in stormwater high flows and an
increase in baseflow. The flow targets are the basis for the FRP, developed in accordance with
the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer (MS4) General Permit Subpart IV.C.1 as a required part of
the MS4s Stormwater Management Program (SWMP).
The purpose of the FRP is to outline a plan for the retrofit of existing impervious cover with
stormwater management BMPs (e.g. detention basins, bioretention filters, etc.) to meet the
TMDL flow targets. The TMDL set forth that watershed hydrology must be controlled in the
Sunderland Brook Watershed to reduce high flow discharges and increase base flow in order to
restore degraded water quality and achieve compliance with the Vermont Water Quality
Standards (VWQS). Components of the FRP, as outlined in the MS4 general permit include the
identification of retrofits to existing BMPs with expired State stormwater permits, new BMP
controls, a construction and design (C&D) schedule, a financial plan, and a regulatory analysis.
The four MS4’s contributing impervious cover runoff to Sunderland Brook, including the Town
Essex, Village of Essex Junction, Town of Colchester, and the Vermont Agency of Transportation
(VTRANS) agreed to prepare a joint FRP for the watershed, with consideration of the individual
MS4s flow-target allocation based on impervious ownership. The University of Vermont owns
land at the Fort Ethan Allen. However, the University of Vermont is a non-traditional MS4 and
therefore VT DEC did not consider UVM to be a jurisdictional MS4 within the Sunderland Brook
watershed, and is not included as a contributing MS4 to the Sunderland Brook TMDL.
2.1 TMDL Flow Targets
Vermont developed TMDLs for impaired watersheds using flow as a surrogate for pollutant
loading. The basis for the TMDL development was the comparison of modeled Flow Duration
Curves (FDCs) between impaired and attainment watersheds. The Program for Predicting
Polluting Particles Passage through Pits, Puddles, and Ponds, Urban Catchment Model (P8) was
used to model gauged and ungauged watersheds in Vermont and develop Flow Duration Curves
(FDCs) from which a normalized high flow and low flow per drainage area in square miles
(cfs/sqmi) were extracted. An FDC is a curve displaying the percentage of time during a period
that flow exceeds a certain value, with the “low” flow represented by the 95 th percentile (Q95%)
of the curve and the “high” flow represented by the 5 th percentile (Q0.3%). The high and low flow
values from the FDCs were then compared between “impaired” watersheds and comparable
5
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“attainment” watersheds to determine a percent change (i.e. reduction of high flow, increase of
low flow). The percent change was reported in the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
approved TMDL for each impaired watershed.
The high-flow (Q0.3%) was determined to be relatively equivalent to the 1-year Design storm flow.
Therefore BMPs designed to meet the State of Vermont Stormwater Management Manual’s
Channel Protection volume (CPv) Storage standard were used to address the required high-flow
reduction target.
Future Growth
The VT DEC added a future growth factor to the TMDL flow targets to account for future non jurisdictional impervious growth. Non-jurisdictional growth was defined as impervious area that
is not subject to a state stormwater permit and is therefore not managed by a state permitted
stormwater BMP. This type of growth is typical of a small project, which involves the addition of
new impervious below the state threshold of 1 acre. This future growth factor was developed
under the assumption that no local zoning or land use rules would be in place to require
stormwater management for smaller projects. VT DEC used a future non-jurisdictional growth
estimate of 8 acres, provided to VT DEC based on local development and projected growth.
Documentation for this estimate was not provided to VT DEC.
To develop the TMDL target with future growth, the estimated future impervious growth (8
acres) was added to the watershed’s existing impervious cover, to simulate the watershed
conditions at the end of the FRP implementation timeframe (20 years), which at the time was
projected to be 2025. With the projected non-jurisdictional future growth, the high-flow target
reduction changed by -0.2% and the low-flow target was not changed (Table 1). The approved
TMDL flow targets are as follows:
Table 1: TMDL Flow Restoration Targets

Flow Target
TMDL Targets (Stormwater allocation only)
TMDL Targets with 8 acres of Non-Jurisdictional
Future Growth

Target
High Flow Q 0.3
(%) Reduction1
-3.5%

Target
Low Flow Q 95
(%) Increase2
3.6%

-3.7%

3.6%

1 The

High Flow target is negative (-), indicating there needs to be a reduction in high flow from the
baseline condition. The Low Flow target is positive (+), indicating there needs to be an increase in low
flow from the baseline condition.
2 The low flow target is not actionable under the TMDL, but is included because improving base flow in
the watershed is still a water quality goal.

While the low-flow goal is important to ensure flow during the dry summer months, it is not an
actionable requirement in the EPA approved TMDL, and therefore was not the primary focus of
the FRP BMP identification for this study.
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2.2 MS4 Allocation of Flow Targets
Allocation of the high-flow flow targets between MS4 entities was approximated based on
relative impervious ownership and impervious cover currently managed with a BMP which meets
the Channel Protection Volume (CPv) design standard. This includes BMPs which detain the 1year storm for 12-hours in cold-water fish habitat and 24-hours in warm-water fish habitat.
However, there are limitations to this method because the BMPDSS model is an aggregate model,
in which upstream BMPs affect downstream flow, and runoff doesn’t necessarily follow political
boundaries. A correction factor was applied based on the flow target to account for the relative
error in separation of the BMPDSS results by MS4.
Approximately 34.9% of the impervious cover in the Sunderland Brook watershed is within the
Town of Essex, 25.5% within the Village of Essex Junction, 36.6% of the Town of Colchester, and
3.1% in the VTRANS Right-of-Way (Table 2). The TMDL flow targets were then re-allocated to
each MS4 based on their impervious ownership (Table 3).
Table 2: MS4 Impervious Breakdown

MS4 Impervious Owner

Total Area w/in
Watershed
(acres)

Impervious
Area (acres)

% of
Watershed
Impervious
Cover
---37.6%
26.4%
32.8%
3.2%

University of Vermont*
------Town of Essex
318.32
123.14
Village of Essex Junction
173.58
86.5
Town of Colchester
867.07
107.18
VTrans
17.83
10.42
Watershed Total
1376.80
327.24
*Determined to not be an MS4 according to VT DEC and EPA for Sunderland.
Table 3: Sunderland Brook TMDL Flow Target Allocation by MS4

MS4 Impervious Owner
University of Vermont
Town of Essex
Village of Essex Junction
Town of Colchester
VTrans
Watershed Total3

Target
High Flow Q 0.3
(%) Reduction1
NA
-1.3%
-0.9%
-1.3%
-0.1%
-3.7%

Target
Low Flow Q 95
(%) Increase2
NA
1.3%
0.9%
1.3%
0.1%
3.6%

1 The

High Flow target is negative (-), indicating there needs to be a reduction in high flow from the
baseline condition. The Low Flow target is positive (+), indicating there needs to be an increase in low
flow from the baseline condition.
2 The low flow target is not actionable under the TMDL, but is included in the assessment because
improving base flow in the watershed is still a water quality goal.
3 Watershed

delineation from file “Sunderland_post_watershed_101714”
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3 BMPDSS Model Assessment
The Vermont DEC worked with an external consultant to develop a VT-specific BMPDSS
hydrologic model to predict progress toward the TMDL flow targets based on proposed BMP
implementation scenarios. The BMPDSS model is used to predict peak flows at the watershed
outlet for a base condition (pre-2002), existing condition (post-2002), and a future BMP
implementation scenario, all compared on a percent change basis.
In order to complete the assessment, VT DEC developed “Base” condition models for all impaired
watersheds. The base scenario includes all stormwater BMPs installed prior to issuance of the VT
Stormwater Standards in 2002, and impervious cover extracted from Quickbird high-resolution
satellite imagery. A “Post2002” model scenario was then developed with all existing BMPs
designed to the VT Stormwater standards, providing credit toward the flow target. Results from
the BMPDSS model output are provided as unadjusted cubic feet per second (cfs) and normalized
flow (flow per drainage area, cfs/sq.mi). The unadjusted flow is used in the determination of
progress towards the TMDL targets to eliminate the effect of watershed area in the percent
change comparison.
3.1 Existing Condition Review
Permit Review
As per subpart IV.C.1 of the approved MS4 general permit, all expired stormwater permits in the
watershed were acquired and reviewed for inclusion within the BMPDSS model assessment. The
expired permits were sorted into two groups- Group 1) existing stormwater systems with a CPv
BMP which provides extended detention of the 1-year design storm (Table 4), and Group 2) those
without a CPv BMP (e.g. system of catchbasins with no outfall management). The Group 1 list
was compared to the current BMP list included in the BMPDSS models to check for omissions.
Only expired permit systems that include a BMP with CPv storage were included in the BMPDSS
model, because only BMPs with CPv storage provide credit toward meeting the flow targets. Field
assessments were then completed at each site with an existing CPv detention structure to
determine if the practice was operating according to the approved expired permit and if there
was opportunity for an upgrade to the 2002 Vermont Stormwater Design Standards. A full list of
Expired Permits in each MS4’s jurisdiction is included in Appendix 2 (Table A -2-1).
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Table 4: “Group 1” Expired Permit Stormwater BMPs

Permit #
1-1469
1-1143
1-1143
1-1527
1-0674

Project/BMP Name
Mainstay SuitesHandy
Racquet's Edge
drywell 2
Racquet's Edge
drywell 1
Highland Village, 6569 Pearl St.
Wall St- Shepard
/Gardener Subdivision

1-0959

Hidden Oaks 2

2-0762

Westbrook
Condominiums

MS4

BMP Type in BMPDSS

Ownership

Town of Essex

Detention Basin

Private

Town of Essex

Dry Well

Private

Town of Essex

Dry Well

Private

Village of Essex

Infiltration Basin

Private

Town of
Colchester
Town of
Colchester
Town of
Colchester

Catch basins to 18" perforated
PVC, with stone drain

Public

Dry Wells

Private/
Public

Infiltration Basin

Public

*Prepared by Emily Schelley (VT DEC 2014). Revised by WCA (2014)

3.1.2 VTDEC BMPDSS Existing Model Review
The team field-verified the drainage areas and design of the BMPs included in the Base and
Post2002 model scenarios and compared the field observations to the DEC model inputs.
Updated input files for the Base and Post2002 models were submitted to State DEC Stormwater
Section Staff to run updated model scenarios. Input files included revised GIS shapefiles for
subwatersheds, BMP locations, BMP drainage areas, as well as HydroCAD® (Version 10.0) model
outputs used to model detention times and peak flows. Each BMP design was then converted to
the equivalent system in the BMPDSS model, which has a slightly different interface for defining
the BMP design than HydroCAD® . Adjustments were made to certain BMP designs, if the BMP
design in HydroCAD® was not directly transferrable to the BMPDSS format. A full list of existing
BMPs in the base and Post2002 model scenarios is included in Appendix 2 (Table A-2-2).
 Permit #1-1409 Champlain Valley Exposition Historical Drainage:
It was confirmed as a part of the model review process that the historical drainage
changes implemented at the Sunderland Brook headwaters on the Champlain Valley
Exposition (CVE) Property were accounted for in the baseline model. The permit 1-1409
was issued in August of 2000 followed by implementation later that fall. The drainage
changes included routing an area from Sunderland to Indian Brook in an effort to mitigate
localized flooding issues around the Essex Automotive Area and the Kinney Drug store.
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3.1.2.1 Base model (Pre2002 condition) Revisions
The Baseline condition model (Pre2002), including all BMPs installed after the 2002 stormwater
standards was revised as follows:


Removal of 49.52 acres from the Sunderland impaired watershed on the Camp Johnson
property in the Town of Colchester based on field verification.



Adjustments to subwatershed boundaries to reflect the latest infrastructure mapping
near David Dr. Industrial Lot.



Addition of dry wells at the Post Office Square and Essex Shopping Center on Pearl St.



Addition of dry wells at the National Guard property along Academy Lane.

3.1.2.2 Existing Condition (Post2002) Model Revisions
The Post2002 existing condition model, including all BMPs installed after the 2002 stormwater
standards was revised as follows:


Addition of stormwater management improvements on Gary Morse’s property on
Morse Dr. (Constructed as of 2014)



Addition of a new commercial building and stormwater chamber behind the existing
Lowe’s Store (#6993-INDS)



Addition of voluntary stormwater management improvements at 17 Morse Drive.



Addition of the proposed building under permit #5505-INDS was considered. This permit
was for a day-care center behind existing lot 4A on David Dr. The project was
determined to be unbuilt and on hold indefinitely, therefore the project was not added
to the model.

3.1.2.3 Existing Conditions Model Results
The existing condition (Post2002) model was revised with two iterations resulting in an overall
increase in progress toward the targets from the previous model prepared by VT DEC (Table 5).
This is primarily due to changes in the Post2002 condition model, with the addition of several
existing BMPs previously omitted. A full list of the existing BMPs in the Base and Post2002 models
is included in Appendix 2 (Table A-2-2). The existing condition scenario includes 33 individual
BMPs, each managing the 1-year design storm, 28 of which also provide groundwater recharge.
The most up-to-date existing condition model scenario (as of 11/12/2014) was estimated to
10
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provide a -7.91% reduction in high flow, calculated as a percent change between the unadjusted
flow in the baseline condition (pre-2002) and Post2002 scenario, addressing 214% of the TMDL
high-flow (Q0.3%) target. The low-flow was estimated to increase by 2.08% over the baseline
scenario, addressing 57.8% of the non-actionable low flow (Q95%) flow target. The existing
condition provides a 114% factor of safety over the baseline condition. The contributing MS4s
are therefore not required to implement additional BMPs according to the modeling assessment.
Biomonitoring of the streams will ultimately determine if the Sunderland Brook has reached
attainment conditions in compliance with the Vermont Water Quality Standards.
Table 5: Existing Condition BMPDSS Model Assessment Results

Model Run

Description

TMDL Targets *Stormwater Allocation only
DEC's existing model, includes all
DEC Existing Condition Model
Post2002 BMPs
WCA revised several subwatersheds,
WCA Revised Existing
added two new BMPs to Post 2002
Condition Model (7/31/2014) condition and revised several existing
BMP design entries.
Percent of Target Managed (Existing Condition Model 7/31/14)
WCA Revised Existing
Condition Model
(11/12/2014)

WCA removed 49 acres from the base
model condition, revised additional
subwatersheds, added three infiltration
BMPs to the base model, and two new
infiltration BMPs to the Post2002 model.

Percent of Target Managed (Existing Condition Model 11/12/14)

High Flow
Reduction
(%)

Low Flow*
Increase
(%)

BMPDSS
Model Run
Date

-3.7%

3.6%

----

-7.10%

4.10%

1/31/2014

-6.14%

2.04%

7/31/2014

166%

56.7%

----

-7.91%

2.08%

11/12/2014

214%*

57.8%

----

*The second review of the existing model resulted in a larger percent difference between the unadjusted flow for the base and
Post2002 conditions (-7.91% versus 6.14%). The model revisions included removing 49 acres from the watershed, and adding
two significant existing infiltration systems at Post Office Square, Essex Shopping Center and Academy Lane. As a result the base
condition unadjusted flow at the watershed outlet was significantly lower than in the previous run (7/31/2014). Two additional
Post 2002 infiltration systems were added to the 11/12/14 model, which resulted in a greater difference between the base and
Post2002 model scenarios, than for the 7/31/2014 model run. As a result, the Percent of Target Managed increased from 166%
to 214% between model runs.

4

Required Controls Identification

The process of BMP identification was initiated with a field assessment on June 26 thand 27th of
existing CPv BMPs covered by an expired permit to assess the opportunity for upgrade potential
to VT 2002 Stormwater Management Manual design standards. During the initial field
assessment with the Town and Village of Essex Partners, the team also visited several sites
identified by the Town and Village as potential future retrofits. An additional field visit was
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completed with the Town of Colchester to identify existing BMPs not previously accounted for
on the Camp Johnson Property, as well as opportunities for retrofits. The team then conducted
a desktop assessment of the watershed to identify open spaces ideal for BMP implementation
with priority on municipally-owned land. In addition the spatial distribution of BMPs was
considered to provide storage throughout the watershed. Potential site selection focused on
areas with a high-percentage of impervious coverage where flows were expected to be highest
and where infiltration was possible.
After an initial list of retrofits was identified, a follow-up field assessment was completed at each
site documenting the preliminary engineering feasibility of each retrofit and mapped drainage
area for the proposed BMPs. The BMPs were then designed using HydroCAD® to meet the CPv
storage criteria for cold waters (12-hour detention standard). The initial model iteration, “Credit
1” scenario, was followed by subsequent iterations of the proposed model in which additional
proposed BMPs were added to meet the flow targets.
BMP feasibility was determined based on available space, mapped NRCS soils, existing 1-ft
topographic elevation contours derived from LIDAR, and mapped stormwater and wastewater
infrastructure provided by the Town, Village, and VTRANS. Supplemental survey data was
collected for the top 4 priority projects as needed. An in-depth engineering assessment will still
be required at each site to confirm the presence/absence of utilities, natural resource
constraints, and potential transportation impacts, as part of the final design process.
Once the final list of proposed BMPs was determined to meet the flow targets, the projects were
ranked using a comprehensive ranking matrix, as detailed below in section 5-5. Four (4) projects
were selected from the top ranked projects with a preference to include plans for Town and
Village projects. The team prepared 30% preliminary engineering designs for the four projects
and orthophoto-based sketch plans for all other projects, provided in Appendix 1. The top four
projects include:





Tracy Rd: Infiltration Basin at the VTRANS Garage on Tracy Rd (Town of
Colchester/VTRANS)
Outfall 126: Outfall 126 at Fort Ethan Allen Retrofit with Underground Infiltration
Chamber (Town of Essex)
Outfall 31: Outfall 31 on Morse Dr.- Retrofit with Infiltration Gallery (Town of Essex)
Outfall 199: Outfall 199 on Morse Dr.- Retrofit with Infiltration Basin in the ROW (Town
of Essex)

4.1 BMPDSS Model Assessment Results
While the existing condition model scenario meets the high-flow target, a list of possible BMPs
was developed for future implementation in the event conditions in the watershed change from
what is present today or it is determined that additional management is needed based on
biomonitoring results. The final proposed BMP list was developed based on two iterative
assessments. The first “Credit1” scenario included seven (7) potential new projects including
three (3) new infiltration basins, three (3) new underground retention chamber systems, and one
12
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(1) green stormwater infrastructure (GSI) practice (Appendix 3-Table A-3-1). In combination with
the existing BMPs designed to 2002 Vermont design standards, the proposed projects were
estimated to provide a -12.86% reduction in the high flow (Q0.3%), addressing 348% of the highflow target (Table 6). The second “Credit2” run included the addition of an infiltration BMP at
David Dr. and revisions to Outfall 126/Fort Ethan Allen. The “Credit2” run exceeded the baseline
condition by 482%. Sunderland has mostly Hydrologic Soil Group A and B soils, therefore the
addition of new BMPs has a significant impact on the estimated high flow reduction in the
BMPDSS.
Table 6: BMPDSS Model Runs Summary for Proposed FRP Scenario

Model Run

Description

TMDL Targets *Stormwater Allocation only
Existing Condition Model
Addition of several existing
(11/12/2014)
BMPs. Remove 42.8 acres.
Percent of Target Managed (Existing Condition Model 11/12/14)
Credit1 Proposed Model
Addition of proposed BMPs
Percent of Target Managed (Credit1 run on 11/13/14)
Credit2 Proposed Model
Added David Dr. BMP, and
“Proposed FRP Scenario”
update Outfall 126 BMP
Percent of Target Managed (Credit2 run on 1/16/15)

High Flow1
Reduction
(%)

Low Flow2
Increase
(%)

BMPDSS
Model Run
Date

-3.7%

3.6%

----

-7.91%

2.08%

11/12/2014

214%

58%

----

-12.86%

6.25%

11/13/2014

348%

174%

----

-17.85%

8.33%

1/16/2015

482%

231%

----

1

The High Flow target is negative (-), indicating there needs to be a reduction in high flow from the baseline condition. The Low Flow
target is positive (+), indicating there needs to be an increase in low flow from the baseline condition.
2 The low flow target is not actionable under the TMDL, but is included in the summary because improving base flow in the
watershed is still a water quality goal.

4.2 Proposed FRP Model Scenario
The final recommended BMP list is represented in the “Credit2” model run, which includes eight
(8) proposed BMPs (Table 7). The proposed FRP scenario addresses 482% of the modified highflow target, providing a significant factor of safety (FOS). The additional FOS is included in the
recommended BMP list to provide the MS4s additional options in the event conditions in the
watershed change from what is present today.
The individual and cumulative percent of the high-flow target mitigated is also included in Table
7, calculated based on the CPv volume storage and the BMPDSS model run result (“Credit2” run).
The individual and cumulative percent mitigated allows for a quick understanding of the relative
benefit of each BMP toward meeting the high-flow target. The CPv volume is used as an indicator
of the percent mitigated because it was determined by VT DEC that the high-flow (Q0.3%) is
13
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approximately equivalent to the 1-year storm peak discharge. Essentially, the high-flow is directly
reduced in the model by mitigating the CPv volume.
The “Cumulative Percent of Target” addressed allows the MS4s flexibility in the event one of the
top projects is determined infeasible and the projects need to be rearranged. The TMDL requires
that 100% of the high-flow target be addressed. The ultimate determination for implementation
of projects providing benefit beyond the high-flow target (> 100%) will be made by the State
based on monitoring data or other relevant information (MS4 General Permit Sec. IV.J.3).
Progress toward the TMDL flow targets with the proposed FRP scenario was allocated by MS4 to
determine the extent to which the proposed BMPs addressed each MS4s allocated responsibility
of the flow targets, summarized in Table A-3-2 (Appendix 3).

5

Proposed Implementation Plan

The proposed BMPs are summarized in Table 7, including the impervious cover treated, overall
drainage area, and CPv volume storage estimated by the HydroCAD® design model. A map of the
proposed BMP locations is included in Appendix 4. The individual and cumulative percent of the
high-flow target mitigated is also included in Table 7, calculated based on the CPv volume
storage and the BMPDSS model run results. An additional table is included in Appendix A-3-1,
which separates the projects by the model run to which the project was first added (Credit 1 or
Credit 2).
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Table 7: Final Proposed BMPs for the Sunderland Brook FRP

Site Name
(*Note)

MS4
owner of
impervious
draining to
practice

Ownership
of Land
where BMP
is located

BMP
Type
(*Key)

Varies

Varies

Varies

Channel
Protection
Volume (CPv)
Managed above
Base Condition*
CF
Ac-ft

Permit
#

Drainage
Area, DA
(acres)

Imp
Acres
Managed
(ac)

---

---

74.53

213792

Percent of
High-Flow
Target
Managed
%

Cumulative
Percent of
High-Flow
Target
Managed %

4.908

214%1

214%

Retrofit Description

Existing
Post2002 BMPs
Tracy Rd. -Fort
Ethan Allen-

VTrans/Col
chester

VTRANS

IB

6363INDS

4.97

3.94

18513

0.425

36%

249%

Outfall 126: Fort
Ethan Allen

Town
Essex/UVM

Public
(Town/
UVM)

UIB

NP

20.42

9.84

25134

0.577

48%

298%

Town Essex

Private

UIB

NP

4.98

3.56

12937

0.297

25%

323%

Long Infiltration
Trench/Bioretention
Excessively eroded outfall.
Constrained by UVM property.
Proposed infiltration basin with
perforated pipe within existing
terraced area upslope the channel.
Replace pipe and add infiltration
gallery.

Town Essex

Private

UIB

NP

8.18

5.18

5924

0.136

11%

334%

Retrofit roundabout upslope from
outfall with infiltration practice.

Village of
Essex

Private

UIB

2-0950

4.25

2.32

3877

0.089

7%

342%

Redirect Route 15 Stormline to
Underground Infiltration BMP.
Infiltration on edge of existing
roundabout. Assess stability of
slope as part of project feasibility.

Outfall 31Morse Dr.
Outfall 199Morse Dr.
Route 15/Pearl
St.
Forman Dr.
Roundabout

Colchester

ROW

IB

NP

3.14

1.34

2047

0.047

4%

346%

Kimberly Drive
(O3, O4)

Town Essex

Private

IB

1-0250

33.06

7.90

9997

0.230

19%

365%

David Dr. Outfall

Town Essex

ROW

UIB

1-0896,
1-0552,
1-1463

32.21

15.96

61028

1.40

118%

482%

TOTAL:

50.04

Varies

Infiltration basin at outfall.
Underground infiltration basin in
roundabout up the stormline from
the existing outfall.

3.20

1. See Table 6. The existing BMPDSS model run estimated 214% of the flow target is addressed with existing BMPs.
*Note: All projects except David Dr. Outfall were included in Credit 1. David Dr. Outfall was added to the Credit 2 run.
*Key: BMP Type: DB: Detention Basin, USC: Underground/Covered Storage Chamber, UIB= Underground Infiltration Basin, IB= Vegetated Infil tration Basin
* Channel Protection Volume Managed above Base condition = New Storage Volume - Existing Volume pre2002
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5.1 Town of Colchester/VTRANS Proposed BMP
Tracy Rd/VTRANS Garage

The VTRANS Garage, located off Tracy Rd. in the Town
of Colchester, was identified as a retrofit opportunity.
The project would involve a retrofit of the existing
grass swale on the VTRANS site along Tracy Road. The
existing grass swale and attached stormwater system
collects drainage from the VTRANS garage site and
also from Barnes/Troy Ave. The existing swale would
be expanded and a 2 foot deep stone infiltration
gallery would be added under the surface. The surface
would remain as grass and riser pipes would connect
drainage into the deeper stone gallery for easier
maintenance. The existing fence would need to be Figure 1: Existing Dry swale at VTRANS
Garage, proposed for retrofit.
moved closer to the road (Figure 1). This project
would benefit high and low flow targets as well as improve water quality discharge from the site.
Since the contributing drainage comes from the Town of Colchester and VTRANS impervious, a
cost share could be set up to allocate resources. On a runoff volume basis, the Town of Colchester
contributes 0.195 ac-ft versus 0.23 ac-ft from VTRANS owned land. The split is about 46%/54%.
5.2 Town of Colchester Proposed BMP
Forman Dr.
A neighborhood in the North East region of
the watershed, along Forman Dr., was
identified as a good opportunity for retrofit.
The project would involve retrofitting the
existing center island, into a bioretention
practice with a deep stone gallery for
additional storage. A 3.14 acre area drains to
an existing outfall, which would be routed to
the center island via a flow splitter, sending
the 1-year storm to the practice and highflows to the existing outfall. Feasibility of
maintaining the existing spruce tree in the
Figure 2: Forman Dr. Center Island (Photo Credit:
center island will be investigated, if the Google Earth)
project moves to implementation.
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5.3 Town of Essex Proposed BMPs

Outfall 126- Fort Ethan Allen
The Fort Ethan Allen Property in the Town of
Essex is owned by the University of Vermont,
with the exception of the road and
stormwater collection system, which is
owned by the Town of Essex. The Fort was
identified as a priority retrofit due to
evidence of significant erosion on the bank at
the confluence of three stormwater outfalls
(Town O126, O125, O124), draining
approximately 21.22 acres of residential
area.
Several alternative options were investigated Figure 3: Additional view of eroded channel at Outfall
for this site. The first option was to construct 126, and bank destabilization.
a detention basin in the existing gully,
collecting runoff from all three outfalls. This option would require a portion of UVM owned land,
which UVM has set aside for future build-out capacity.
The second option was to create two retrofit systems. One system would mitigate the 1-year
storm runoff volume from a 3.13 ac area of Dalton Dr. via a new dry well on the South side of
Dalton Drive. Overflow would bypass the practice and drain to the existing collection system and
enter the channel via Outfall 126. The second system would include an underground storage
chamber installed at the intersection of Ethan Allen Ave. and Ryan St. to store the 1- year storm
volume from a 6.57 ac area, with a high-flow bypass to Outfall 126. The erosion in the existing
channel would also be stabilized. While this option would avoid using UVM land, there is concern
of significant utility issues under the roadway, potentially limiting project feasibility.
The third option assessed, which was selected for 30% design, includes an infiltration basin in the
terraced area just uphill of the existing gully, with a network of perforated pipe to increase
storage capacity. The system would manage up to the 100 year storm volume from the existing
collection system draining to Outfall 126, as well as a new catch basin along Winoo ski Rd. A
separate dry well for the Dalton Dr. drainage is proposed. In addition, the existing catch basin in
the UVM owned grass field will be cut off and replaced with a dry well. This option would likely
be the most cost effective. Additionally, the work to stabilize the existing erosion in the gully can
be completed concurrently to this retrofit alternative, rather than as a separate project.
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Outfall 31- Morse Dr.
Morse Storage, located at 6 Morse Dr. in the Town
of Essex was identified as an opportune location for
a retrofit given that the site has participatory
owners, is an area of concentrated impervious, and
has soils with acceptable infiltration capacity. The
proposed retrofit would involve construction of a six
foot deep infiltration gallery at the end of the
stormwater collection system in the storage facility’s
back parking lot. A porous strip at the back edge of
the lot will be the inlet for a portion of surface flow.
The rest of the flow will enter the infiltration gallery
via an existing 15” subsurface stormline. The outlet Figure 4: Outfall 31
to the system will be maintained as the existing outfall (Town Outfall 31). The project will address
the CPv volume storage and provide water quality treatment.
A project on the property just North of 6 Morse Dr., owned by Gary Morse has been constructed
to provide infiltration of runoff from about ¼ of the site. This project was accounted for in the
design of the Outfall 31 project.

Outfall 199- Morse Dr.
Outfall 199, located off Morse Dr., was identified
as a good opportunity for a retrofit to reduce
runoff from a 5.92 acre commercial area. There is
a roundabout at the end of Morse Dr. with a single
catch basin, which offers an opportunity to
remove impervious surfaces and add a bump-out
infiltration trench. The trench surface would be
left as stone to reduce maintenance
requirements. The practice would require a
portion of private land outside of the ROW.

Figure 5: Retrofit proposed in ROW at end of
Morse Dr., upslope of Outfall 199.
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David Dr. Outfall
The David Dr. outfall was identified as a priority Figure 6: Drainage area for David Dr. Outfall
retrofit site, given the connectedness of the
drainage area and evidence of erosion and
destabilization of the bank at the outfall. In addition
the drainage area includes three expired permits;
#1-0896, 1-0552, and #1-1463. The site is
characterized by a very deep ravine, a deep outlet
pipe and limited right of way at the top of the slope
to install an infiltration gallery. The limited right of
way is bounded by commercial properties and
existing businesses where added land may not be
easily available for construction of an infiltration
chamber.
Kimberly Drive
A portion of the existing residential neighborhood
along Kimberly Dr. is covered under expired permit
#1-0250. Two outfalls at the end of Kimberly Dr. and
Parizo Dr. were identified as a retrofit opportunity to
route two Town outfalls to a single flow-mitigation
practice. A retrofit project at this site was studied by
UVM Civil Engineering Students in 2007, which
involved site investigation, soil testing, survey, and
design. The findings from their final report were
reviewed and considered.
The UVM design recommended a detention pond Figure 7: Kimberly Dr. Outfall
with a reinforced berm constructed in the existing channel. The design included a seven foot
deep pond with a two foot permanent pool to store the water quality volume. Alternative designs
were assessed for the site instead of a pond, including an open infiltration basin with surface
ponding for larger storms, an expanded underground stone gallery, and an underground
chamber system using StormTech SC-740 chambers for CPv mitigation.
The StormTech system was selected as the proposed retrofit design because of the reduced
footprint required as compared to the infiltration gallery and pond alternatives. The proposed
practice would be located in the terraced area just at the end of the Parizo Dr. ROW. Two flow
splitters would route the CPv volume (1-year storm) to the proposed chamber system, with high
flow bypass via the existing 24” Kimberly Dr. outfall. Infiltration out the bottom of the chamber
system to the native sandy soil would be allowed, based on the soil assessment completed by
Lamoureux and Dickinson (L&D) for the nearby Pinecrest Sewer project and confirmed by the
UVM study.
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5.4 Village of Essex Junction - Proposed BMP
Route 15/Pearl St
The parking lot of Contois School of Music was
identified as a possible retrofit opportunity for an
underground storage chamber. Upon initial review of
the mapped infrastructure the storm line crossing
through the parking lot and entering the stream to the
North appeared to drain a significant portion of Route
15. After field verification of the site the drainage area
for the Village Outfall was remapped and determined
to drain much smaller area (4.25 acres) of Route
15/Pearl St.
Figure 8: Contois School of Music Parking lot,

The proposed retrofit would mitigate the 1-year storm proposed location of underground infiltration basin.
volume with a high-flow bypass via the existing outfall.
Water quality benefit is provided through infiltration. Infiltration would be allowed from the
chambers, determined based on the NRCS mapped soils (Hydrologic Soil Group A). The project
would require acquisition of approximately 0.034 acres of land.
5.5 Watershed-Wide Project Ranking
A comprehensive ranking matrix was developed in order to rank the proposed projects based on
a multitude of criteria grouped into four general categories including:
Category
Cost/Operations
Project Design Metrics

Project Implementation
Category
Other Project Benefits

ID
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
ID
J
K
L
M

Criteria
Relative Project Cost
Ease of O/M
Impervious Acres Managed (ac)
Channel Protection Volume (CPv) Mitigated, (i.e. 1-year Storm)
Volume Infiltrated (ac-ft)
Water Quality (WQ) Volume Control
Primary or Secondary BMP
Permitabilty
Land Availability
Criteria
Flood Mitigation (Is existing flooding issue mitigated by project?)
TMDL Flow Target Addressed (Q03, Q95)
Lake Champlain Phosphorus TMDL Metrics Met*
Other Project Benefits/Constraints (Educational, Infrastructure
Improvement, Unknown Feasibility)

*For now the Lake Champlain Phosphorus TMDL criteria is a placeholder, until the final TMDL is approved and the compliance metr ics are outlined.
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Values for each criteria were identified and assigned a relative score so the projects could be
ranked based on a total score. A secondary set of Water Quality criteria were added to the matrix,
to rank the BMPs on water quality benefits, using the Source Loading & Management Model
(WinSLAMM). WinSLAMM is a very robust, field verified and calibrated model that can accurately
predict pollutant loading and BMP effectiveness. WCA modeled the BMPs using WinSLAMM and
quantified the annual total suspended soilds (TSS) and total phosphorus (TP) reductions in loads
of pollutant per year. Ranges for the TSS and TP removals were identified, and assigned a score
of 0-6 points, 6 being the greatest benefit. The final ranking of proposed projects is included in
Table 8 below. The criteria key (Table A-5-1), scoring key (Table A-5-2) and the full matrix
spreadsheet (A-5-3) are included in Appendix 5. A separate table with the phosphorus and TSS
loading reductions for each proposed BMP is provided in Appendix A -5-4.
Table 8: Ranked Proposed FRP BMPs based on comprehensive ranking matrix

Site ID
David Dr. Outfall

Outfall 126: Fort Ethan
Allen

BMP Type*
UIB

UIB

Retrofit Description
StormTech infiltration Chamber system
at end of David Dr.
Excessively eroded outfall and channel.
Constrained by UVM property. Proposed
infiltration basin with perforated pipe
within existing terraced area just
upslope of the channel.

Total
Score
39

37

Outfall 31- Morse Dr.

UIB

Infiltration stone gallery at end of pipe.

Tracy Rd. -Fort Ethan
Allen

IB

Long Infiltration Trench/Bioretention

Kimberly Drive (O3, O4)

UIB

StormTech infiltration chamber system
at end of Parizo Dr.

30

Outfall 199-Morse Dr.

UIB

Retrofit roundabout upslope from
outfall with infiltration practice in ROW.
Wetlands near outfall.

29

Redirect Route 15 Stormline to
underground infiltration chambers.

26

Route 15/Pearl St.

33
30

UIB

*Key: BMP Type: DB: Detention Basin, USC: Underground/Covered Storage Chamber, UIB= Underground
Infiltration Basin, IB= Vegetated Infiltration Basin
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6

Design and Construction Schedule

A Design and Construction (D&C) schedule is a required element of the final approved Flow
Restoration Plan, outlined for implementation of the proposed FRP over a 20-year timeframe. In
Sunderland Brook, the TMDL high-flow target is currently met with existing BMPs, therefore no
BMPs are required for implementation. While no new BMPs are required, the proposed BMPs
would improve water quality in the watershed. Therefore, a D&C schedule will be prepared as a
part of the final FRP, prioritizing the projects for implementation by their flow restoration
benefits. Time for acquisition of necessary permits and/or regulatory approvals, as well as
limitations of MS4s financial resources on an annual basis will be considered as well.
The flow restoration targets are subject to adjustment by the Secretary, as specified in section
IV.C.1.e.3 of the MS4 permit, based on biological monitoring data and/or other confounding
information concerning flow reduction progress. Adjustments to the flow targets may impact the
schedule and full implementation of the proposed projects.

7

Financial Plan

Subject to the requirements of the MS4 permit, a financial plan is required as a part of the FRP
which demonstrates the means by which the plan will be financed, as well as BMP cost estimates.
The TMDL is a watershed-wide reduction in the high-flow, and therefore the proposed BMPs are
located throughout the watershed. MS4 permittee ownership was considered in the
identification of projects. The plan strives to identify BMPs with a sole MS4 owner. Optimal BMP
locations did not always follow property boundaries however. For joint ownership projects, the
funding responsibility will be negotiated between the involved MS4s.
Town and Village of Essex Junction Stormwater Program Consolidation:
The Town of Essex and Village of Essex Junction Department of Public Works (DPW) decided to
consolidate their Town and Village stormwater budgets, as a result of watershed -wide
improvement efforts required under the MS4 permit and FRP implementation plans for Indian
and Sunderland Brook. The Village and Town storm water activities budgets will be combined
into the Town stormwater budget in the Town General Fund. The Town General Fund tax will be
used to pay for the service to combine the programs. This merge will avoid duplication of effort
and achieve cost savings. Furthermore, the Town and Village previously formed a joint Storm
Water Coordinating Committee (SWCC), in the effort to more easily work collectively to develop
the watershed-wide FRPs for Indian and Sunderland Brook. The consolidation of the Village and
Town budgets provides the SWCC with a financial framework to directly fund FRP projects with
joint MS4 responsibility and address current and future permit compliance requirements. Costs
will be less under the consolidated, versus separated, program.
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The SWCC will determine additional costs for FRP projects on an annual basis to be funded by the
combined stormwater activities fund. In the future the SWCC can also recommend to the Village
Board of Trustees and the Town Selectboard that a separate charge or fee be developed to cover
the costs for stormwater permit compliance and program management, in addition to the Town
General Fund.
Town of Colchester: The Town of Colchester has a dedicated Stormwater Program funded by the
Town property tax general fund. Stormwater projects are managed and funded through this
resource. Colchester is considering the development of a utility fee in the future.
MS4 Funding Sources: The main funding source for the Town of Essex Junction and Village of
Essex Junction stormwater projects will be the Town General Fund Tax, paid by taxpayers within
the Town and Village. The Town of Colchester will also fund FRP related stormwater projects
through their property tax general fund. VTRANS will utilize their budget funds for stormwaterrelated projects. Several additional funding sources that may be available for larger projects,
which may need to be phased over several years, include the Clean Water State Revolving Fund
(CWSRF) program and Municipal Bond bank funds.
7.1 BMP Cost Estimates:
Itemized cost estimates were developed for the four top priority projects based on 30%
preliminary engineering plans, detailed below. For all other projects a modified spreadsheet
method was used as detailed in section 7.1.2.
7.1.1 Itemized Cost Estimates:
The itemized cost estimates for Outfall 126 and Tracy Rd were estimated using a combination of
the VTRANS estimator program, RS Means, and local values based on the 30% engineering plans.
The full itemized cost estimates are included in Appendix 6. The cost estimates are based on the
following criteria:






Construction Cost: The construction costs were developed based on using both VTRANS five
year average costs, VTRANS’ Estimator Program, and RS Means (where applicable) and
vendor estimates as necessary for each of the itemized units.
Construction Contingency: The construction contingency is calculated as 15% of the
construction cost.
Final Design Engineering: The final design engineering cost is estimated based on the State
Fee Curve Allowance as developed by VT DEC. The equations used are as follows:
o For construction costs less than $780,000:
o Construction cost = $1,950+(Construction cost *0.069)
o For construction costs greater than $780,000:
o Construction cost = (Construction cost^0.9206)*0.6788*0.30.
Construction Engineering: The construction engineering cost is based on the State Fee Curve
Allowance as developed by VT DEC. The equations used are as follows:
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o For construction costs less than $780,000:
o Construction cost = $3,575+(Construction cost *0.1265)
o For construction costs greater than $780,000:
o Construction cost = (Construction cost^0.9206)*0.6788*0.55.
Other costs: These costs are established based on simple percentages of the construction
cost for the project as follows:
o Administrative = 0.5%
o Easement Assistance = 1.5%
o Land Acquisition =$120,000 per acre for projects on private land (*Value estimated by
local Town Assessor)
o Legal = 5%
o Bond Vote Assistance = 0.5%
o Short Term Interest = 2.5%.

7.1.2 Cost Estimates Using Spreadsheet Method:
For all other projects, a spreadsheet cost estimation tool was developed based on guidance from
the US EPA and Center for Watershed Protection (CWP) for stormwater retrofit projects. All
estimates were calculated as a base construction cost plus a 30% contingency factor for fin al
design and permitting, site specific factors, and land cost, if applicable. The base cost was
estimated on a unit cost basis, using a specified design volume (cu. ft) multiplied by a unit cost
($/cu. ft). Due to the variability in retrofit projects and application of general unit cost values,
adjustment factors were applied based on cost research by the CWP and professional engineering
judgment. The cost estimates presented are based on typical values and may vary due to site
specific challenges and unforeseen land acquisition costs.
Unit Costs: Base construction costs were estimated using unit costs, summarized in Table 10
below. Unit costs for existing pond retrofits, new storage retrofits, and Green Stormwater
Infrastructure practices (planters, bioretention, etc.) were acquired from cost research
completed by the Center for Watershed Protection, derived from a synthesis of real retrofit
practice construction costs 1 (Table 9). For underground storage chambers a unit cost for
StormTech MC-3500 chambers was used, accounting for the cost of the chambers and additional
site work.
Table 9: Unit Costs for Different BMP Types

BMP Type

Unit Costs ($/cu. ft)

Pond Retrofits

$3

New Storage Retrofits

$5

Underground Chamber Systems (StormTech MC-3500)

$11

Green Stormwater Practices (i.e. Bioretention)

$8

1

Schueler, T., Hirschman, D., Novotney, M., Zielinski, J. 2007. Urban Stormwater Retrofit Practices Appendices: Urban Subwater shed
Restoration Manual Series. Center for Watershed Protection, Ellicott City, MD. Appendix E. Table E-4.
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Adjustment factors were applied depending on the type of retrofit. An adjustment factor of 0.5
was used for a pond retrofit involving an upgrade to the outlet structure and basic site work 1.
The CWP found retrofits in developed areas to be one and half to two times more expensive than
a new storage practice, and sometimes as great as six times more, due to the higher chance of
utility conflicts, space restrictions, additional permitting costs, and/or sensitive site conditions.
Engineering judgment and past project experience was used to assign the appropriate
adjustment factors.
Storage Volume: The unit costs were multiplied by a design volume (cu. ft), based on a storage
volume required. The 100-year storm storage volume was used for above-ground detention and
infiltration basins, while the 1-year storm (CPv) storage volume used for underground chamber
systems. Underground chamber systems were designed as offline practices, which means only
the 1-year storm was routed to the practice. Higher flows were diverted from the system using a
flow splitter. Storage volumes were estimated using the HydroCAD® model.
Design and Permitting Contingency: A 30% design and permitting contingency factor was
applied, based on cost research provided by the EPA2 , which found that a typical cost for design
and permitting was approximately 30% of the base construction costs.
Land Acquisition Costs: For sites on private land, in which the municipality would need to acquire
ownership, an estimate was included based on a general cost of $120,000 per acre. This is based
on an Assessors value from a local City.
Table 10, below, includes a summary of the project cost estimates

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 2006. Preliminary Data Summary of Urban Stormwater Best Management Practices, Mar yland,
MD. Chapter 6. Costs and Benefits of Stormwater BMPs. EPA-821-R-99-012
2
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Table 10: Proposed BMPs Cost Estimates
BMP ID

Impervious
acres

Storage
Volume
acft

cft

Unit
Cost3

Retrofit
Adjustment

Construction
Cost1

SiteSpecific
Costs

Land
Owner

Design and
Permitting
Cost (30%)

Land Cost

Total Project
Cost2

Tracy Rd. -Fort
Ethan Allen-

3.94

0.49

21500

30% Cost Estimate

$

100,000

Outfall 126: Fort
Ethan Allen

9.84

0.19

8451

30% Cost Estimate

$

390,000

Outfall 31Morse Dr.

3.56

0.31

13335

$5

1.50

$ 100,000

Private

$

Outfall 199Morse Dr.

5.18

0.08

3267

$5

1.50

$

24,500

Private/
Town of
Essex

$

Route 15/Pearl
St.

2.32

0.06

2396

$11

1.50

$

39,500

Private

$

Forman Dr.
Roundabout

1.34

0.05

2047

$19

1.50

$ 58,400

Town of
Colchester
ROW

$

Kimberly Drive
(O3, O4)

7.90

0.45

19515

$11

1.50

$ 322,000

Private/
Town of
Essex

David Dr. Outfall

15.96

0.80

34804

$11

1.50

$ 574,300

Private/
Town of
Essex

50.04

$ 20,000

-

$

30,000

$

130,000

4,320

$

7,400

$

36,200

4,080

$

15,800

$

55,500

$

17,500

$

75,900

$ 49,200

$

96,600

$

467,800

$ 33,800

$

172,300

$

800,400

-

Project Total:

$ 2,072,800

1

Construction Cost = (Storage Volume*Unit Cost*Retrofit Adjustment)
Total Project Cost = Construction Cost+ Land Cost + Site-Specific Cost + Design & Permitting Cost
3
Unit Costs were derived from cost research completed by the CWP on stormwater retrofit projects. Pond Retrofits = $3/cu.ft, New Storage Retrofits = $5/cu. ft,
Underground Storage systems = $11/cu. ft, Green Stormwater Infrastructure(GSI) = $8/ cu. ft (Schueler, T., Hirschman, D., Novotney, M., Zielinski, J. 2007. Urban
Stormwater Retrofit Practices Appendices: Urban Subwatershed Restoration Manual Series. Center for Watershed Protection, Elli cott City, MD. Appendix E. Table E-4)
2
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8

Regulatory Analysis

Town of Essex and Village of Essex Junction:
Under the joint Storm Water Compliance Committee (SWCC), the Town and Village have
developed an expired permit compliance ordinance. The latest update to the Town of Essex Title
10.20 Stormwater Ordinance is included in Appendix 7. The ordinance outlines the types of
stormwater permits within Sunderland Brook based on varying ownership. For each permit type
the corresponding procedure for how the Town and Village has dealt with that permit type in
terms of permit responsibility and maintenance of the permitted stormwater infrastructure is
included.
As part of this plan, retrofits are being proposed on sites tied to an expired State operational
stormwater permit. The ordinance outlines the options for private permittees to either have their
permit adopted under the MS4 permit, or to request coverage under a Residual Designation
Authority (RDA) permit from the State. The decision as to how the responsibility for the proposed
retrofit projects on private land are covered in the future will be subject to discussion and
agreement with the private landowners and the MS4 according to the approved Stormwater
Ordinance. A list of expired permits within the Sunderland Brook impaired watershed is included
in Appendix A-2-1, including whether the existing BMP is proposed for a retrofit under the FRP.
Town of Colchester:
In the Town of Colchester, there are seven expired permits within the Sunderland Brook Impaired
watershed. Of the seven expired permits, four were determined to be strictly publicly owned
stormwater systems. Two were determined to have shared public and private ownership. For the
shared jurisdictions, the Town determined the stormwater infrastructure was within the right of
way (ROW) or on a Town easement and accepted the permitted stormwater systems as the
Town’s responsibility for maintenance. For the two privately owned permits including 1-1609
Westbury Mobile Home Park (MHP) and 2-0843 Pheasant Woods, the Town contacted the
property owners about the MS4 permit requirement and referred them to the VT ANR to exercise
their RDA authority. This will require the private permittee to take on the responsibility of
applying for RDA coverage and the O&M of the permitted stormwater system.
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TOWN OF ESSEX
SUNDERLAND BROOK FRP
UVM/Fort Outfall 126 30% Opinion of Probable Cost
As of January 30, 2015

Item #
Vtrans Item RS Means Item
I. CONSTRUCTION COST
1
204.20
2
204.22
3
204.25
4
204.30
5
6
601.09
7
8
604.21
9
635.11
10
649.51
#REF!
652.10
#REF!
652.20
#REF!
652.30
#REF!
653.35
17
18
19
20

II. CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY
1

Description
Trench Excavation of Earth
Trench Excavation of Earth, Exploratory
Structure Excavation
Granular Backfill for Structures
Bituminous Pavement
CPEP (24")
3/4" Crushed Stone for Pipe
Precast Reinforced Concrete Catch Basin with Cast Iron Cover
Mobilization/Demobilization
Geotextile for Silt Fence
Erosion Prevention Sediment Control Plan
Monitoring Erosion Prevention Sediment Control Plan
Maintenance of EPSCP
Vehicle Tracking Pad
Pre‐treatment Downstream Defender
Drywells (All inclusive)
Infiltration Gallery (All inclusive)
Bonds (2.0%)

Construction Contingency (15%)

Estimated
Quantity

Unit

250
100
50
40
160
150
80
30
1
600
1
60
1
20
1
2
1
1

CY
CY
CY
CY
SY
LF
CY
VF
LS
SY
LS
HR
LS
CY
LS
EA
LS
LS

1

Material

Labor

$
$
$
$

‐
15.00
‐
22.00

$
$
$
$

5.00
25.00
5.00
5.00

$
$
$
$

7.00
25.00
15.00
7.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

22.00
18.00
310.00
20,000.00
2.50
2,500.00

$
$
$

16.00 $
5.00 $
15.00 $

14.00
7.00
25.00

$
$

Total Cost (ENR Total Cost (ENR
(1)
(2)
9900)
10000)

Equipment Unit Cost

$

2.50

$
6,000.00
30.00 $

60.00
5.00

7

$
12.00 $
3,000.00 $
$
65.00 $
6,500.00 $
$
20.00 $
1,000.00 $
34.00 $
$
1,360.00 $
$
70.13 $ 11,220.00 $
$
52.00 $
7,800.00 $
$
30.00 $
2,400.00 $
$
350.00 $ 10,500.00 $
$ 20,000.00 $ 20,000.00 $
$
5.00 $
3,000.00 $
$
2,500.00 $
2,500.00 $
$
60.00 $
3,600.00 $
$
6,000.00 $
6,000.00 $
$
42.00 $
840.00 $
$ 22,249.84 $ 22,249.84 $
$ 11,677.84 $ 23,355.68 $
$ 131,720.00 $ 131,720.00 $
$
5,140.91 $
5,140.91 $

3,030.30
6,565.66
1,010.10
1,373.74
11,333.33
7,878.79
2,424.24
10,606.06
20,202.02
3,030.30
2,525.25
3,636.36
6,060.61
848.48
22,474.59
23,591.60
133,050.51
5,192.84

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION: $
USE: $

264,834.78
270,000.00

$

40,500.00

$

40,500.00

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY: $

40,500.00

(3)

III. FINAL DESIGN ENGINEERING
1
2

Final Design and Permitting (excluding geotechnical)
Geotechnical

1
1

$
$

20,580.00
2,700.00

$
$

20,580.00
2,700.00

SUBTOTAL FINAL DESIGN ENGINEERING: $

23,280.00

(3)

IV. CONSTRUCTION PHASE ENGINEERING
1

V. OTHER COSTS
1
2
3
4
5
6

Construction Phase Engineering

Administrative
Easement Assistance
Land Acquisition
Legal
Bond Vote Assistance
Short Term Interest

Notes:
1. ENR 9900 = November 2014
2. ENR 10,000 = June 2015
3. Engineering costs for Final Design and Construction are based on the VT DEC Facilities Engineering Fee Curve Allowance

1

1
1
0 Acre
1
1
1

$

37,730.00

$

37,730.00

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION PHASE ENGINEERING: $

37,730.00

$
1,350.00
$
4,050.00
$ 120,000.00
$
4,050.00
$ 1,350.000
$ 6,750.000

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,350.00
4,050.00
‐
4,050.00
1,350.00
6,750.00

SUBTOTAL OTHER COSTS: $

17,550.00

TOTAL PROJECT COST: $
USE: $

389,060.00
390,000.00

TOWN OF ESSEX
SUNDERLAND BROOK FRP
Tracy Lane 30% Opinion of Probable Cost
As of January 20, 2015

Item #
Vtrans Item RS Means Item
I. CONSTRUCTION COST
1
203.15
2
204.20
3
4
613.10
5
620.50
6
635.11
7
651.15
8
651.20
9
651.25
10
651.35
11
652.10
12
652.20
13
652.30
14
653.20
15

II. CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY
1

III. FINAL DESIGN ENGINEERING(3)
1
2

IV. CONSTRUCTION PHASE ENGINEERING(3)
1

V. OTHER COSTS
1
2
4
5
6

Description
Excavation (Open Basin)
Trench Excavation of Earth
Retrofit Existing Catch Basin
Stone Fill, Type I (for Infiltration Trench)
Removing and Resetting Fence
Mobilization/Demobilization
Seed
Agricultural Limestone
Hay Mulch
Topsoil
Erosion Prevention Sediment Control Plan
Monitoring Erosion Prevention Sediment Control Plan
Maintenance of EPSCP
Temporary Erosion Matting
Bonds (2.0%)

Construction Contingency (15%)

Final Design and Permitting (excluding geotechnical)
Geotechnical

Construction Phase Engineering

Administrative
Easement Assistance
Legal
Bond Vote Assistance
Short Term Interest

Notes:
1. ENR 9900 = November 2014
2. ENR 10,000 = June 2015
3. Engineering costs for Final Design and Construction are based on the VT DEC Facilities Engineering Fee Curve Allowance

Estimated
Quantity

Unit

420
400
1
370
310
1
12
0.5
1
160
1
5
1
1,430
1

1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1

CY
CY
EA
CY
LF
LS
LB
Ton
Ton
CY
LS
HR
LS
SY
LS

Material

Labor

$
$
$

‐
$
‐
$
250.00 $

5.00 $
5.00 $
15.00

$
$
$

‐
$
7,500.00
5.00 $

5.92 $

$
$

25.00 $
1,000.00
$
1,000.00
5.00 $

$
$

Total Cost
(ENR 9900)(1)

Total Cost (ENR
10000)(2)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

5,090.91
4,848.48
267.68
16,636.74
2,364.64
7,575.76
121.21
245.92
605.94
6,464.65
1,010.10
303.03
1,010.10
10,833.33
1,045.75

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION: $
USE: $

53,333.33
60,000.00

Equipment Unit Cost

5.00

10.00
60.00
2.50

7.00 $
7.00 $
$
$
1.64 $
$
$
$
$
5 $
$
$
$
$
$

$

12.00
12.00
265.00
44.47
7.55
7,500.00
10.00
486.92
599.88
40.00
1,000.00
60.00
1,000.00
7.50
1,035.29

$

9,000.00

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY: $

9,000.00

$
$

9,000.00

5,040.00
4,800.00
265.00
16,470.37
2,341.00
7,500.00
120.00
243.46
599.88
6,400.00
1,000.00
300.00
1,000.00
10,725.00
1,035.29

$
$

6,090.00
600.00

SUBTOTAL FINAL DESIGN ENGINEERING: $

6,690.00

$

6,090.00
600.00

$

11,165.00

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION PHASE ENGINEERING: $

11,165.00

$
$
$
$
$

11,165.00

300.00
900.00
900.00
300.000
1,500.000

$
$
$
$
$

300.00
900.00
900.00
300.00
1,500.00

SUBTOTAL OTHER COSTS: $

3,900.00

TOTAL PROJECT COST: $
USE: $

90,755.00
100,000.00

Sunderland Brook Flow Restoration Plan
4/23/2015
Table A‐5‐4: Total Phosphorus and TSS Reduction Benefits from Proposed BMPs
WQ Results

Site Name

MS4
Ownership
Permit #
owner of
of Land
BMP Type
(if
impervious
where BMP (Key*) applicable
draining to
is located
)
practice

Tracy Rd. ‐Fort
Ethan Allen‐

Vtrans/Colc
VTRANS
hester

Outfall 126: Fort
Ethan Allen

Town
Public (Town
UIB
Essex/UVM and UVM)

IB

Runoff
Area, DA
(acres)

Impervious
Acres
Managed (ac)

CF

Ac‐ft

Annual TSS
Yield
Mitigated
w/control
(lbs)

Channel
Protection
Volume
Managed

% TSS
reduction

Annual Total
Phosphorus
% TP
(TP) Yield
Reduction
Mitigated w/
control (lbs)

6363‐INDS

4.97

3.94

18513

0.43

370.00

100.00%

1.71

100.00%

NP

20.42

9.84

25134

0.58

2530.00

100.00%

3.91

100.00%

Outfall 31‐ Morse
Town Essex Private
Dr.

UIB

NP

4.98

3.56

12937

0.30

7390.03

99.20%

3.92

98.20%

Outfall 199‐Morse
Town Essex Private
Dr.

UIB

NP

8.18

5.18

5924

0.14

1013.16

98.17%

1.45

97.24%

Route 15/Pearl St. Village Essex Private

UIB

2‐0920

4.25

2.32

3877

0.09

1163.54

96.61%

1.29

94.48%

Forman Dr.
Roundabout

Colchester

IB

NP

3.14

1.34

2047

0.05

309.60

97.21%

1.03

96.92%

Kimberly Drive
(O3, O4)

Town Essex Private

IB

1‐0250

33.06

7.90

10019

0.23

1498.00

100.00%

5.20

100.00%

David Dr. Outfall

Town Essex ROW

UIB

1‐0896,
1‐0552,
1‐1463

32.21

15.96

61028

1.40

27957.00

99.04%

15.34

98.58%

ROW

50.04
139479 3.20
Key: * NP = No permit
BMP Type: DB: Detention Basin, USC: Underground/Covered Storage Chamber, UIB= Underground Infiltration Basin, IB= Vegetated Infiltration Basin
GSI = Smaller‐scale GSI practice DW= Dry Wells *WQ = Addresses WQ issue (i.e. excessive erosion but not flow targets)

Retrofit Description

Long Infiltration Trench/Bioretention
Excessively eroded outfall. Constrained by
UVM property. Proposed energy
dissipater and large detention chamber.
Replace pipe with perforated 24" and
stone bed.
Retrofit roundabout upslope from outfall
with infiltration practice. Wetlands near
Redirect Route 15 Stormline to
Underground Infiltration Chambers.
Infiltration on edge of existing
roundabout. Assess stability of slope as
part of project feasibility.
Infiltration basin at outfall.

StormTech infiltration Chamber system at
end of David Dr.

Sunderland Brook Flow Restoration Plan (FRP)
4/23/2015
Table A‐5‐2 BMP Ranking Scoring Key
Category

ID
A

Cost/Operations
B

C

D

Project Design Metrics

Quality
Under $50,000
$50,000‐100,000
Relative Project Cost
$100,000‐400,000
Over $400,000
Underground Storage/ Swirl Separator
Ease of O/M
Bioretention/Rain Gardens/Tree Box Filters
Ponds/Constructed Wetlands
> 5 acres
4‐5 acres
2‐4 acres
Impervious Acres Managed (ac)
1‐2 acres
< 1 acre
0.6‐1.0 ac‐ft
0.4‐0.6 ac‐ft
Channel Protection Volume (CPv) Mitigated, (ie. 1‐
0.2‐0.4 ac‐ft
year Storm)
0.05‐0.2 ac‐ft
>0‐0.05 ac‐ft
Criteria

E
Volume Infiltrated (ac‐ft)

F
Water Quality (WQ) Volume Control
G
H

Project Implementation

Other Project
Benefits/Constraints

Primary or Secondary BMP

Score
4
3
2
1
2
1
0
5
4
3
2
1
5
4
3
2
1

>1 ac‐ft

4

0.5‐1 ac‐ft

3

0.1‐ 0.5 ac‐ft

2

0.01‐0.1 ac‐ft

1

no infiltration
>= 100% WQ volume controlled in permanent pool
>= 20 % WQ volume controlled in permanent pool
Under 20% WQ volume controlled in permanent pool
Primary
Secondary (Routed to Primary Control)

0
2
1
0
2
0

Minimal Issues/Concerns or no permits
2
Complex issues/Potential permit denial
0
I
MS4 owned
4
Public
3
Non MS4 owned regulated (expired permit)
3
Land Availability
Non MS4 owned/Participatory Owner
2
Unknown
0
Not MS4 owned/Non participatory owner
‐2
J
Neighborhood Wide Flooding Issue
3
Flood Mitigation (Is existing flooding issue
Infrastructure damage (e.g. Wet Basement)/Single Property
2
mitigated by project?)
Nuisance Issue (ie. ponding, puddles, etc).
1
None
0
High and Low Flow Targets
3
K
High Flow Target
2
TMDL Flow Target Addressed (Q03, Q95)
No target addressed in BMPDSS (just WQ treatment)
1
L
Addressed TMDL
1
Lake Champlain Phosphorus TMDL*
0
Does not address TMDL
M
Infrastructure Improvement (e.g. Culvert Replacement) (+)
1
Educational/Functional Benefit (+)
1
Recreational Benefit (+)
1
Expired permit on site (+)
1
Other Project Benefits (+) / Constraints (‐)
Outfall Erosion Control (+)
1
Potential Erodible soils/Bank Destabilization issues (‐)
‐1
Access Issues (‐)
‐1
Uncertainty in groundwater table/feasibility for infiltration (‐)
‐3
Loss of Habitat (‐)
‐1
N
>10,000
5
3000‐10,000
4
Annual Total Suspended Solids (TSS) Yield
1500‐3000
3
Mitigated (lbs.) *WinSLAMM Model result
1000‐1500
2
50‐1000
1
<50
0
O
<5
6
4‐5
5
Annual Total Phosphorus (TP) Yeild Mitigated 3‐4
4
2‐3
(lbs.) *WinSLAMM Model result
3
1‐2
2
<1
1
*Lake Champlain Phosphorus TMDL compliance metrics TBD. All projects which address > 20%of the WQ volume are considered meeting
this standard.
Permitabilty

Sunderland Brook Flow Restoration Plan (FRP)
4/23/2015
Table A‐5‐1 BMP Ranking Criteria Key
Category

ID

A

Criteria

C

D

Project Design Metrics

Description

Project Cost

Ease of O/M

This criteria is based on experience with the general ease of operation This criteria is based on general knowledge of the ease of operation and maintenance
and maintenance for specific categories of practices.
for specific categories of practices. Most stormwater facilities require some amount of
annual maintenance, with some BMP's requiring significantly more operational
resources than others.

Cost/Operations
B

Technical Description

The project costs were grouped into categories from >$50,000 to
>$400,000 based on the range of projects proposed. Cost estimates
were developed using the latest unit costs from VTrans as well as
local experience. More expensive projects are ranked lower.

Natural groupings within the range of impervious managed for the
Impervious Acres Managed
proposed projects were identified. More impervious managed
(ac)
receives a higher score.
Groupings within the range of CPv volume storage were identified.
The largest grouping receives the highest score. The CPv was
Channel Protection
estimated in HydroCAD, using local rainfall data.
Volume (CPv) Mitigated,
(i.e.. 1‐year Storm)

Project Costs include additional engineering, permitting, and construction.
Transportation and utility conflicts, as well as overall constructability is also reflected
in the cost.

The more impervious managed by a project, the higher the potential pollutant
reduction. Additionally, the goal of the FRP is to manage existing impervious surfaces.
The Channel Protection Volume (CPv) is the volume of stormwater runoff generated
from the 1‐year design storm (1.96" in Essex). A BMP which provides CPv storage was
determined to reduce the High‐flow (Q0.3%), which is the flow rate exceeded 0.3% of
the time (output from the State's BMPDSS model). Mitigating the CPv reduces channel
erosion and excessive pollutant loading from streams.

Volume Infiltrated (ac‐ft)

The Volume Infiltrated indicates the amount of stormwater runoff that is infiltrated
Natural groupings within the range of volumes infiltrated for the
BMPs were identified to which relative points were be assigned. The into the groundwater, and provides baseflow for the stream. The TMDL flow targets
include a low‐flow target, which is addressed by an infiltration‐based BMP.
largest volume infiltrated was assigned the highest score. Volumes
were calculated in HydroCAD.

F

Water Quality (WQ)
Volume Mitigated

The WQ volume mitigated is defined as the runoff volume generated The WQ volume mitigated is an indicator of the reduction in pollutant runoff from 90%
from the 0.9" rainfall that is stored in the BMP's permanent pool.
of annual storm events, approximated to be an 80% removal of the Total Suspended
Three categories were identified for the WQ volume 1) 100% WQ
Solids (TSS) and 40% total phosphorus (TP) load.
volume control which is the best‐case standard for the EFA
procedure. 2) >= 20% WQ volume as required for redevelopment
projects, and 3) less than 20% WQ volume.

G

Primary BMP is the main control practice, whereas a secondary BMP A primary BMP is the main control practice, like a large end‐of‐pipe detention pond. A
drains to a primary BMP. Primary BMPs have a higher weighting.
secondary BMP is located within the drainage area of a primary BMP, providing
Primary or Secondary BMP
additional flow control and treatment. Secondary BMPs are weighted less than
primary BMPs in terms of reducing stormwater runoff.

E

H

Permitabilty

Project Implementation
I

Land Availability

Permitabilty is simplified into two categories to reflect the common
scenarios in permitting, as 1) minimal permitting 2) Complex
permitting issues.

Permitabilty is a measure of the expected level of effort to permit the project, based
on knowledge that each type of permit takes varying amounts of time. Some common
permits include Stormwater Construction, Local Zoning, Act 250 amendments, VTRANS
ROW, etc.

Public land is preferred, followed by regulated private land, and
private land where the owners are known to be open to participate.
Private land, in which participation of the owner is unknown is lower
priority.

Land availability is critical for BMPs requiring open space for detention and access for
the Municipality involved. Properties owned by the Municipality (Public) are ranked
the highest, followed by privately owned land with an expired permit, which provides
leverage to retrofit the BMP. The next priority is private land with a land owner who is
known to be cooperative. If a land owner is known to not be cooperative, points were
subtracted from the ranking.

1 of 2

Category

ID

J

K

L

Criteria

Flood Mitigation

TMDL Flow Target
Addressed (Q03, Q95)

Lake Champlain
Phosphorus TMDL

Other Project
Benefits/Constraints

Technical Description

Description

Flood mitigation is categorized by the scale of the impact. A
neighborhood flooding issue is weighed more heavily than a localized
drainage issue.
More weight is on BMPs that address both TMDL targets‐ the high‐
flow (Q0.3%) and low‐flow targets (Q95%). The high‐flow target is
addressed by detention BMPs which provide storage of the CP
volume (1‐year storm). The low‐flow target is addressed by BMPs
which infiltrate the 1‐year storm volume.

Flood mitigation is categorized by the scale of the impact. A neighborhood flooding
issue is weighed more heavily than a localized drainage issue.
The goal of the FRP is to implement projects which address the TMDL flow targets. The
high‐flow target is measured as a reduction in the stream flow rate exceeded 0.3% of
the time, while the low‐flow target is an increase in the stream flow rate exceeded
95% of the time (baseflow). Projects which address both targets through storage or
infiltration of the 1‐year design storm are weighted the highest, followed by projects
which address just the high‐flow. Projects which do not address the full 1‐year storm
volume are weighted the lowest.

Yes or no whether the proposed practice will provide benefit toward The Lake Champlain Phosphorus TMDL has been developed in the effort to reduce
the Lake Champlain Phosphorus TMDL. This will be determined once nutrient loading and consequential toxic algal blooms in Lake Champlain. The TMDL
will require stormwater BMPs to meet a certain level of Total Phosphorus reduction.
the TMDL compliance metrics are released.
Each BMP will be evaluated against the TMDL compliance metrics, and scored yes or
no if the project meets the TMDL standards.
This criteria is to account for indirect project benefits (+) like
infrastructure improvements (e.g. aging infrastructure replacement,
wetlands enhancement, and if it addresses an expired permit). This
criteria also accounts for specific project constraints (‐) due to
potential erodible soils and bank destabilization.

This criteria is to account for indirect project benefits like infrastructure
improvements, community benefits, habitat creation, etc., as well as additional project
constraints like potential erodible soils causing bank destabilization concerns.

M

Other Project
Benefits/Constraints

N

The annual TSS Yield mitigated by the proposed BMP was estimated
Annual Total Suspended
with the Source Loading and Management Model (WinSLAMM), a
Solids (TSS) Yield Mitigated
continuous simulation urban runoff and water quality model. This
(lbs.) *WinSLAMM Model
criteria provides a metric for the WQ benefit of the project.
result

The annual TSS Yield mitigated by the proposed BMP was estimated with the Source
Loading and Management Model (WinSLAMM), a continuous simulation urban runoff
and water quality model. This criteria provides a metric for the WQ benefit of the
project.

The annual TP Yield mitigated by the proposed BMP was estimated
Annual Total Phosphorus with the Source Loading and Management Model (WinSLAMM), a
(TP) Yield Mitigated (lbs.) continuous simulation urban runoff and water quality model. This
*WinSLAMM Model result criteria provides a metric for the WQ benefit of the project.

The annual TP Yield mitigated by the proposed BMP was estimated with the Source
Loading and Management Model (WinSLAMM), a continuous simulation urban runoff
and water quality model. This criteria provides a metric for the WQ benefit of the
project.
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Sunderland Brook Flow Restoration Plan
Table A‐3‐2: MS4 Target Allocation and FRP Progress
6/8/2015

Table 1: Model Scenario Results Summary

BMPDSS Model High Flow Target, Low Flow Target,
Run Date
Q 0.3 ( ± %)
Q 95 (± %)

Model Scenario
TMDL Targets for Sunderland Brook
Existing Condition Post2002 Scenario
Proposed BMP Scenario "Credit2"

‐‐‐

-3.7%

3.6%

11/12/2014
1/16/2015

‐7.91%
‐17.85%

2.08%
8.33%

Target
High Flow
Reduction
(%)

Target
Low Flow
Increase
(%)

Table 2: TMDL Flow Target Allocation

MS4 Impervious Owner

University of Vermont
Town of Essex
Village of Essex Junction
Town of Colchester
VTrans
Watershed Total

Total Area w/in
Impervious Cover % of Watershed
Watershed
(acres)
Impervious Cover
(acres)
‐‐‐

‐‐‐

‐‐‐

‐‐‐

‐‐‐

318.32
173.58
867.07
17.83
1376.80

123.14
86.5
107.18
10.42
327.24

37.6%
26.4%
32.8%
3.2%

‐1.32%
‐0.93%
‐1.34%
‐0.11%
‐3.7%

1.29%
0.90%
1.30%
0.11%
3.6%

* The low flow target is not actionable under the TMDL, but is included in the summary because improving base
flow in the watershed is still a water quality goal.
*The High Flow target is negative(‐), indicating there needs to be a reduction in high flow from the baseline
condition. The Low Flow target is positive (+), indicating there needs to be an increase in low flow from the
baseline condition.
*Watershed delineation from file: "Sunderland_subwat_Post2002_101714"

Table 3: Progress toward flow targets by model scenario
Proposed BMP Scenario "Credit2"

Existing Condition "Post 2002"

MS4 Impervious Owner

Managed
Impervious Acres
by DET or INF1

Target
High Flow
Q 0.3 ( ± %)
Reduction
Left 2

Percent of High‐
Managed
flow Target
Impervious Acres
addressed, %
INF

Target
Low Flow
Q 95
( ± %) Increase
Left3

Percent of
Low‐
Managed
flow Target
Impervious Acres
addressed, %
by DET or INF

Target
High Flow
Q 0.3 ( ± %)
Reduction
Left

Percent of High‐
flow Target
addressed, %

Managed
Impervious
Acres INF

Target
Low Flow
Q 95 ( ± %)
Increase Left

Percent of Low‐
flow Target
addressed, %

Town of Essex

39.0

0%

286.2%

25.5

0%

133.9%

75.3

0%

748.5%

60.8

0%

484.8%

Village of Essex Junction

1.0

‐0.88%

10.5%

1.0

0.88%

7.6%

10.6

0%

149.9%

9.6

0%

108.6%

Town of Colchester
VTrans

33.0
4.4

0%
0%
4.21%

278.3%
381.7%
213.8%

2.7
0.0

0.99%
0.11%

16.4%
0.0%
57.8%

36.3
6.8

0%
0%

414.7%
796.1%
482.4%

4.4
2.4

0.7%
0%

40.3%
221.3%
231.4%

TARGET MET

TARGET MET

1‐ DET= Detention BMP providing CPv storage, INF= Infiltration BMP infiltrating the CPv volume
2‐When the target was met, the" Q0.3 and Q95 LEFT to the managed" was changed to 0% in the table. There are still MS4's with a portion of the target left, even with the overall Watershed Target MET, because the allocation is relative to the MS4's original
target allocation.
3‐The low flow target is not actionable under the TMDL, but is included in the summary because improving base flow in the watershed is still a water quality goal.

Sunderland Brook Flow Restoration Plan
3/23/2015
Table A‐3‐1 BMP List by BMPDSS Model Scenario
MS4
Ownership
Permit #
owner of
New or
of Land
BMP Type
(if
Proposed BMP ID impervious
Existing
where BMP
(Key*)
applicabl
draining to
Site?
is located
e)
practice

Address

Drainage
Area, DA
(acres)

Impervious
Acres
Managed
(ac)

Channel
Protection
Volume
Managed
CF

Retrofit Description

Ac‐ft

Added to Credit 1 Scenario
Existing Post2002
BMPs

Varies

Tracy Rd. ‐Fort
Ethan Allen‐

Vtrans/Colc
VTRANS
hester

Outfall 126: Fort
Ethan Allen

Town
Public (Town
UIB
Essex/UVM and UVM)

NP

Ryan St.

20.42

Outfall 31‐ Morse
Dr.

Town Essex Private

UIB

NP

Morse Dr.

Outfall 199‐Morse
Town Essex Private
Dr.

UIB

NP

Route 15/Pearl St. Village Essex Private

UIB

Forman Dr.
Roundabout

Colchester

Varies

ROW

Kimberly Drive (O3,
Town Essex Private
O4)

Varies

‐‐‐

74.53

213792

4.908 Varies

4.97

3.94

18513

0.425 Long Infiltration Trench/Bioretention

9.84

25134

Excessively eroded outfall and channel. Constrained by
UVM property. Proposed infiltration basin with
0.577
perforated pipe within existing terraced area just upslope
of the channel.

4.98

3.56

12937

0.297 Infiltration stone gallery at end of pipe.

Morse Dr.

8.18

5.18

5924

0.136

Retrofit roundabout upslope from outfall with infiltration
practice in ROW. Wetlands near outfall.

2‐0920

213 Pearl St.

4.25

2.32

3877

0.089

Redirect Route 15 Stormline to underground infiltration
chambers.

IB

NP

Forman
Dr./Severance
Dr.

3.14

1.34

2047

0.047

Retrofit grassed circular median with bioretention
practice.

UIB

1‐0250

Parizo Dr.
/Kimberly Dr.

33.06

7.90

9997

0.230

StormTech infiltration chamber system at end of Parizo
Dr.

UIB

1‐0896,
1‐0552, David Dr.
1‐1463

32.21

15.96

61028

1.40

StormTech infiltration Chamber system at end of David
Dr.

IB

Varies

‐‐‐

‐‐‐

6363‐
INDS

Tracy Rd./
Barnes

Added to Credit 2 Scenario
David Dr. Outfall

Town Essex ROW

50.04
353250 8.11
Key: * NP = No permit
BMP Type: DB: Detention Basin, USC: Underground/Covered Storage Chamber, UIB= Underground Infiltration Basin, IB= Vegetated Infiltration Basin
GSI = Smaller‐scale GSI practice DW= Dry Wells *WQ = Addresses WQ issue (i.e. excessive erosion but not flow targets)

Credti1 Model Run BMP List

Sunderland_RetrofitAssessment.xlsx

Sunderland Brook Flow Restoration Plan(FRP) Project
Table A-2-2 Existing BMP List in BMPDSS Model
2/3/2015
Table A-2-2 Existing BMP List in BMPDSS Model

Model

MS4

DATABASE INFORMATION
Permit #

Project/BMP Name

BMP Type

Dry Well
Retention Basin
Catch basins to 18" perforated PVC, with
stone drain to 10' stone drainage ditch
and grass swale
Detetention Basin
Dry Well
Dry Well
Infiltration
Detention Basin
Dry Well with Exfiltration (12.5 in/hr)
Dry Well with Exfiltration (12.5 in/hr)
Dry Well with Exfiltration (12.5 in/hr)
Dry Well with Exfiltration (12.5 in/hr)
Infiltration

pre 2002
pre 2002
pre 2002

Town of Colchester
Town of Colchester
Town of Colchester

1‐0959
2‐0762
1‐0674

Hidden Oaks Phase 2
Westbrook Condominiums
Wall St. Shepard/Gardener Subdivision

pre 2002
pre 2002
pre 2002
pre 2002
post 2002
post 2002
post 2002
post 2002
post 2002
post 2002

Town of Essex
Town of Essex
Town of Essex
Village of Essex
Town of Colchester
Town of Colchester
Town of Colchester
Town of Colchester
Town of Colchester
Town of Essex

Mainstay Suites‐ Handy
Racquet's Edge drywell 2
Racquet's Edge drywell 1
Highland Village, 65‐69 Pearl St.
Woods Edge HOA/ Town of Colchester
Area 1A ‐ Wells Meadow, 929 Severance Rd.
Area 1B ‐ Wells Meadow, 929 Severance Rd.
Area 2 ‐ Wells Meadow, 929 Severance Rd.
Area 3 ‐ Wells Meadow, 929 Severance Rd.
Peter Morse Storage

post 2002
post 2002
post 2002
post 2002
post 2002

Town of Essex
Town of Essex
Town of Essex
Town of Essex
Town of Essex

1‐1469
1‐1143
1‐1143
1‐1527
3945‐INDS
6585‐INDS
6585‐INDS
6585‐INDS
6585‐INDS
17 Morse
Storage
6993‐INDS
4118‐INDSb
4118‐INDSa
4118‐INDSc
3911‐INDSa

post 2002
post 2002
post 2002
post 2002

Town of Essex
Town of Essex
Town of Essex
Town of Essex

3911‐INDSb
3911‐INDSc
3911‐INDSd
5088‐INDS

6A Susie Wilson Rd
S/N 2 ‐ Bobcat Division at 27 Kellogg Rd.
S/N 1 ‐ Bobcat Division at 27 Kellogg Rd.
S/N 3 ‐ Bobcat Division at 27 Kellogg Rd.
S/N 1A (includes drainage areas 1A and 1B)‐
Cornerstone Condos
S/N 1B (drainage area 1C) ‐ Cornerstone Condo
S/N 2‐ Cornerstone Condo
S/N 3 ‐ Cornerstone Condo
Lowe's Sub 4A

post 2002

Town of Essex

5088‐INDS

Lowe's Sub 4B

post 2002

Town of Essex

5088‐INDS

Lowe's Sub 2

post 2002
post 2002

Town of Essex
Town of Essex

5088‐INDS
5088‐INDS

Lowe's Sub 1B
Lowe's Sub 1A/3

post 2002

Town of Essex

5088‐INDS

Lowe's Sub 1B

post 2002
post 2002

Town of Essex
Town of Essex

5173‐9020
6056‐INDS

30 Unit Condominium‐ 47 Susie Wilson Rd.
Lot 6 Ewing Place

post 2002
post 2002

Town of Essex
Town of Essex

5944‐INDO
4212‐INDS

Kellogg Rd Stormwater Pond
POI 3 ‐Pinecrest Congregate Housing

post 2002

Town of Essex

4212‐INDS

POI 4 ‐ Pinecrest Congregate Housing

post 2002

Town of Essex

4212‐INDS

POI 1 ‐Pinecrest Congregate Housing

post 2002

Town of Essex

4212‐INDS

POI 2 ‐Pinecrest Congregate Housing

post 2002

Town of Essex

6548‐INDS

Area 1A ‐ Essex Mini Storage

post 2002

Town of Essex

6548‐INDS

Area 1B‐ Essex Mini Storage

post 2002
post 2002
post 2002
post 2002

Town of Essex
Village of Essex
Village Essex
VTRANS/Town of Colchester

Private
4140‐INDS
Private
5598‐INDO

Gary Morse Property
235 Pearl Street
Essex Shopping Center Upgrades
Fort Ethan Allen

Underground Storage with Exfiltration
Infiltration
Infiltration
Infiltration
Basin with Exfiltration (12.5 in/hr)
Basin with Exfiltration (12.5 in/hr)
Basin with Exfiltration (12.5in/hr)
Basin with Exfiltration (12.5in/hr)
Infiltration Basin with Exfiltration (8.8
in/hr)
Infiltration Basin with Exfiltration (8.8
in/hr)
Infiltration Basin with Exfiltration (6.3
in/hr)
Bioretention Area
Underground Storage with Exfiltration
(5.4 in/hr)
Underground Storage with Exfiltration
(5.4 in/hr)
no HC model
Infiltration Area with Exfiltration (12.5
in/hr)
Extended Detetention Basin
Infiltration Area with Exfiltration (12.5
in/hr)
Infiltration Area with Exfiltration (12.5
in/hr)
Infiltration Area with Exfiltration (12.5
in/hr)
Infiltration Area with Exfiltration (12.5
in/hr)
Infiltration Area with Exfiltration (12.5
in/hr)
Infiltration Area with Exfiltration (12.5
in/hr)
Dry Well with Exfiltration (12.5 in/hr)
Stormtech Chambers, Detention
Dry Well with Exfiltration (12.5 in/hr)
Extended Detention pond

Permit Note

5022‐9010‐ runoff to Indian Brook
5022‐9010 ‐runoff to Indian Brook
renewed 3949‐INDS.R

no permit

supercedes 1‐1383
supercedes 1‐1383
supercedes 1‐1383
supercedes 1‐1383

supercedes 2‐0872

Sunderland Brook Flow Restoration Plan(FRP) Project
4/23/2015

Table A‐2‐1 Expired Permit List
BMPDSS Model
1
Scenario
Town of Colchester

Permit #

Project Name

Ownership

Not in model
Not in model
Not in model

1‐0052
1‐0609
2‐1165

Eagle Park/Colonial Development Corp
Westbury Park‐ Mobile Home Park (MHP)
Hidden Oaks ‐ Phase 1

Public
Private
Shared

Not in model

2‐0843

Pheasant Woods Condominium Assoc.

Private

pre 2002

1‐0674

Wall St. Shepard/Gardener Subdivision

Public

pre 2002
pre 2002
Town of Essex

1‐0959
2‐0762

Hidden Oaks Phase 2
Westbrook Condominiums

Shared
Public

Not in model
Not in model
Not in model
Not in model
Not in model
Not in model
Not in model
Not in model
Not in model
Not in model
Not in model
Not in model

1‐0250
1‐0518
1‐0552
1‐0619
1‐0694
1‐0761
1‐0896
1‐0965
1‐1463
2‐0633
2‐0634
2‐0925

Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private
Public
Private
Private

Not in model
pre 2002
pre 2002

2‐1045
1‐1469
1‐1143

Pinecrest Glen‐ Kimberly Drive
Ewing Office Park Lot 3
Shopping Center‐Bartlett‐Weaver Associates
Subdivision Lot 2 in Ewing Place
Ewing Office Lot 1‐ Ewing Place
Ed‐U‐Care Children's Center‐ Ewing Lot 4, 5
David Dr. Business Park, 7 lots‐Carolyn Petit
Ewing Lot 5 ‐ James Ewing Property
VT Systems Inc. ‐ 12 market Pl. ‐ Willey
Shillingford Crossing‐ Town of Essex
Commercial park access road ‐Ewing Place
Shopping Center‐ Bartlett‐Weaver
Associates
Pearl Street Park‐‐ Owned by Town of Essex
Mainstay Suites‐ Handy
Racquet's Edge drywell 2

pre 2002

1‐1143

Racquet's Edge drywell 1

Private

Commercial lot‐ 167 Pearl Street‐ James
Ewing Property Management
Maples Community Townhouses
Highland Village, 65‐69 Pearl St.

Private
Private
Private

Public
Private
Private

RDA/Renewed

Permit Notes/ System Description

see 4333‐INDO.R
RDA proposed

catch basins
catch basins to grass swales
30 lot subdivision. Catch basins and pvc to energy
dissipater then to grass swales
RDA proposed for Overland flow to swale
S/N 1
Catch basins to 18" perforated PVC, with stone drain to 10'
stone drainage ditch and grass swale
All catch basins except 7, 8 drain to dry wells.
Catch Basins to Retention Basin

5022‐9010 now
routes runoff to
Indian Brook
5022‐9010 now
routes runoff to
Indian Brook

direct discharge through headwall
overland to swale
swale to perforated pipe in a stone infiltration trench
stone lined drainage swales
catch basins and drain pipe to swale under #2‐0634 permit
grass swale to roadside ditch
catch basins to stone lined ditch then overland flow
series of dry well catch basins via overland flow
no permit file available
catch basins and pipes to grasses and/or vegetated swales
catch basins, drop inlets, and grassed swales
18" pipe to rip‐rap lined drainage ditch beside Susie
Wilson Rd.
overland flow to grassed swale
permit not on file
infiltration system

infiltration system

Village of Essex Junction
Not in model
Not in model
pre 2002

2‐0863
2‐0920
1‐1527

overland flow to grassed swale
Maples Townhouse‐ 209 Pearl Street
no permit file available

1‐ Only expired permit systems that include a BMP with CPv storage were included in the BMPDSS model, because only BMPs with CPv storage provide credit toward meeting the flow targets

Sunderland Brook Flow Restoration Plan (FRP)
1/10/2019
Table A‐5‐1 BMP Ranking Criteria Key
Category

ID

A

Criteria

C

D

Project Design Metrics

Description

Project Cost

Ease of O/M

This criteria is based on experience with the general ease of operation This criteria is based on general knowledge of the ease of operation and maintenance
and maintenance for specific categories of practices.
for specific categories of practices. Most stormwater facilities require some amount of
annual maintenance, with some BMP's requiring significantly more operational
resources than others.

Cost/Operations
B

Technical Description

The project costs were grouped into categories from >$50,000 to
>$400,000 based on the range of projects proposed. Cost estimates
were developed using the latest unit costs from VTrans as well as
local experience. More expensive projects are ranked lower.

Natural groupings within the range of impervious managed for the
Impervious Acres Managed
proposed projects were identified. More impervious managed
(ac)
receives a higher score.
Groupings within the range of CPv volume storage were identified.
The largest grouping receives the highest score. The CPv was
Channel Protection
estimated in HydroCAD, using local rainfall data.
Volume (CPv) Mitigated,
(i.e.. 1‐year Storm)

Project Costs include additional engineering, permitting, and construction.
Transportation and utility conflicts, as well as overall constructability is also reflected
in the cost.

The more impervious managed by a project, the higher the potential pollutant
reduction. Additionally, the goal of the FRP is to manage existing impervious surfaces.
The Channel Protection Volume (CPv) is the volume of stormwater runoff generated
from the 1‐year design storm (1.96" in Essex). A BMP which provides CPv storage was
determined to reduce the High‐flow (Q0.3%), which is the flow rate exceeded 0.3% of
the time (output from the State's BMPDSS model). Mitigating the CPv reduces channel
erosion and excessive pollutant loading from streams.

Volume Infiltrated (ac‐ft)

The Volume Infiltrated indicates the amount of stormwater runoff that is infiltrated
Natural groupings within the range of volumes infiltrated for the
BMPs were identified to which relative points were be assigned. The into the groundwater, and provides baseflow for the stream. The TMDL flow targets
include a low‐flow target, which is addressed by an infiltration‐based BMP.
largest volume infiltrated was assigned the highest score. Volumes
were calculated in HydroCAD.

F

Water Quality (WQ)
Volume Mitigated

The WQ volume mitigated is defined as the runoff volume generated The WQ volume mitigated is an indicator of the reduction in pollutant runoff from 90%
from the 0.9" rainfall that is stored in the BMP's permanent pool.
of annual storm events, approximated to be an 80% removal of the Total Suspended
Three categories were identified for the WQ volume 1) 100% WQ
Solids (TSS) and 40% total phosphorus (TP) load.
volume control which is the best‐case standard for the EFA
procedure. 2) >= 20% WQ volume as required for redevelopment
projects, and 3) less than 20% WQ volume.

G

Primary BMP is the main control practice, whereas a secondary BMP A primary BMP is the main control practice, like a large end‐of‐pipe detention pond. A
drains to a primary BMP. Primary BMPs have a higher weighting.
secondary BMP is located within the drainage area of a primary BMP, providing
Primary or Secondary BMP
additional flow control and treatment. Secondary BMPs are weighted less than
primary BMPs in terms of reducing stormwater runoff.

E

H

Permitabilty

Project Implementation
I

Land Availability

Permitabilty is simplified into two categories to reflect the common
scenarios in permitting, as 1) minimal permitting 2) Complex
permitting issues.

Permitabilty is a measure of the expected level of effort to permit the project, based
on knowledge that each type of permit takes varying amounts of time. Some common
permits include Stormwater Construction, Local Zoning, Act 250 amendments, VTRANS
ROW, etc.

Public land is preferred, followed by regulated private land, and
private land where the owners are known to be open to participate.
Private land, in which participation of the owner is unknown is lower
priority.

Land availability is critical for BMPs requiring open space for detention and access for
the Municipality involved. Properties owned by the Municipality (Public) are ranked
the highest, followed by privately owned land with an expired permit, which provides
leverage to retrofit the BMP. The next priority is private land with a land owner who is
known to be cooperative. If a land owner is known to not be cooperative, points were
subtracted from the ranking.

1 of 2

Category

ID

J

K

L

Criteria

Flood Mitigation

TMDL Flow Target
Addressed (Q03, Q95)

Lake Champlain
Phosphorus TMDL

Other Project
Benefits/Constraints

Technical Description

Description

Flood mitigation is categorized by the scale of the impact. A
neighborhood flooding issue is weighed more heavily than a localized
drainage issue.
More weight is on BMPs that address both TMDL targets‐ the high‐
flow (Q0.3%) and low‐flow targets (Q95%). The high‐flow target is
addressed by detention BMPs which provide storage of the CP
volume (1‐year storm). The low‐flow target is addressed by BMPs
which infiltrate the 1‐year storm volume.

Flood mitigation is categorized by the scale of the impact. A neighborhood flooding
issue is weighed more heavily than a localized drainage issue.
The goal of the FRP is to implement projects which address the TMDL flow targets. The
high‐flow target is measured as a reduction in the stream flow rate exceeded 0.3% of
the time, while the low‐flow target is an increase in the stream flow rate exceeded
95% of the time (baseflow). Projects which address both targets through storage or
infiltration of the 1‐year design storm are weighted the highest, followed by projects
which address just the high‐flow. Projects which do not address the full 1‐year storm
volume are weighted the lowest.

Yes or no whether the proposed practice will provide benefit toward The Lake Champlain Phosphorus TMDL has been developed in the effort to reduce
the Lake Champlain Phosphorus TMDL. This will be determined once nutrient loading and consequential toxic algal blooms in Lake Champlain. The TMDL
will require stormwater BMPs to meet a certain level of Total Phosphorus reduction.
the TMDL compliance metrics are released.
Each BMP will be evaluated against the TMDL compliance metrics, and scored yes or
no if the project meets the TMDL standards.
This criteria is to account for indirect project benefits (+) like
infrastructure improvements (e.g. aging infrastructure replacement,
wetlands enhancement, and if it addresses an expired permit). This
criteria also accounts for specific project constraints (‐) due to
potential erodible soils and bank destabilization.

This criteria is to account for indirect project benefits like infrastructure
improvements, community benefits, habitat creation, etc., as well as additional project
constraints like potential erodible soils causing bank destabilization concerns.

M

Other Project
Benefits/Constraints

N

The annual TSS Yield mitigated by the proposed BMP was estimated
Annual Total Suspended
with the Source Loading and Management Model (WinSLAMM), a
Solids (TSS) Yield Mitigated
continuous simulation urban runoff and water quality model. This
(lbs.) *WinSLAMM Model
criteria provides a metric for the WQ benefit of the project.
result

The annual TSS Yield mitigated by the proposed BMP was estimated with the Source
Loading and Management Model (WinSLAMM), a continuous simulation urban runoff
and water quality model. This criteria provides a metric for the WQ benefit of the
project.

The annual TP Yield mitigated by the proposed BMP was estimated
Annual Total Phosphorus with the Source Loading and Management Model (WinSLAMM), a
(TP) Yield Mitigated (lbs.) continuous simulation urban runoff and water quality model. This
*WinSLAMM Model result criteria provides a metric for the WQ benefit of the project.

The annual TP Yield mitigated by the proposed BMP was estimated with the Source
Loading and Management Model (WinSLAMM), a continuous simulation urban runoff
and water quality model. This criteria provides a metric for the WQ benefit of the
project.
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bioretention basin, with a stone infiltration gallery below for
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Appendix L:
Phosphorus Control Plan
Will become this Appendix
when formed by April 2021

